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Preface
This study opens up a relatively unexplored, hence unfamiliar,
aspect of Islam. The ~ajority of mo?ern Muslim ration~lists will no
doubt join in chorus with the formalist orthodox theologians to deny
that its subject can be identified with Islam "in any true sense." But
their perspective is false. The theme of Seyyed Hossein Nasr's study
is one no less vital than the tracing out of one line in the complex process by which the Islamic Community gradually discovered its own
nature and habitat.
To most Western readers also this study may appear no less paradoxical. It is commonly held that all scientific thought and writing in
the medieval Islamic world was derived from the legacy of Greek
thought, as modified by a number of orientalizing factors in the later
Hellenistic age. So much has been written about the great Arabic
scientists and philosophers and their influence upon the awakening
mind of Europe that it comes as something of a shock to be confronted
with the thickening web of "irrational" elements in the writings of
such a personality as Avicenna.
It would be impossible within the compass of a preface to elucidate
these paradoxes in detail. Its more limited aim must be to outline, for
both Muslim and Western readers, a particular view of Islamic
thought as it developed in the first seven centuries of Islamic history
(the seventh to thirteenth centuries of our era), and to hope that, seen
in the light of this development, the historical and religious significance ofSeyyed Hossein Nasr's analysis will be more fully appreciated.
In the common exposition of both Eastern and Western scholars,
the history of Islam is presented in a series of stages. After the first
century or so of simple piety and political conflict, the energies of the
Islamic Community were for a space of two or three centuries centered on the development of the schools of law and on theological
dispute. Owing to the intellectual ferment resulting from the impact
of Hellenism, the third and fourth centuries were the "Golden Age"
of Islamic culture, when literature and science widened out in every
direction, and economic prosperity also reached its climax. By the
fifth century the legal and theological structures of both the Sunni
and Shi'ite wings had been rigidly consolidated, and political issues
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had largely been removed from the sphere of controversy by the expanding hegemony of the Turks. The sixth century saw the beginnings
of the process of decay, simultaneously with the infiltration of ~iifi
mysticism into the general religious life of the Community; and with
the Mongol invasions of the seventh century its course was irretrievably set toward a general intellectual and religious decadence.
The question raised by this presentation is whether these concepts
of progress and decadence do not rest upon partial criteria which fail
to take adequate account of the complexities and contradictions
inherent in any society, and not least in Muslim society. From an
ecumenical religious point of view, for example, one can scarcely
doubt that the moral integration of the Christian West was far greater
in the fourteenth century than in the twentieth; on this criterion, then,
the Renaissance initiated a process of gradual decadence. So also in
Islam, the course of moral and religious integration and the progress
of the Community toward a deepening self-consciousness and universality call for entirely different standards of measurement than those
by which the intellectual breadth or economic prosperity of the
Islamic civilization in its "Golden Age" is judged.
From the beginning of its existence the Community was made
aware (and daily reminded) by the Qur'iin of the purpose for which it
was created and the destiny to which it was called. It was to represent
on earth, before the eyes of all mankind, the principle of Divine Justice, that is to say, of integral Reality, Harmony and Truth. Justice in
this sense has little or nothing to do with the political or judicial
application of man-made laws. It is a principle of order and wholeness: that all elements, endowments, and activities of life shall be in
harmonious relation with one another, each fulfilling its proper purpose and ends in a divinely-appointed system of interlocking obligations and rights. If the Community were to fulfill its purpose, three
needs must be continuously and adequately met. One was the continuing need of a spiritual intuition that should maintain its perception of the universals. The second was the bikmah, the "wisdom" to
discern by the use of reason their proper application to particular
cases. The third was the function of government to protect the
integrity of the Community and the peaceful and harmonious coordination of other functions with it.
In the cold light of History, the Community was manifestly falling
far short of this ideal. Spiritual intuition was too often dulled or
replaced by theological disputes and formularies. The efforts of the
jurists to define the applications of divine justice had produced, in the
Shari'a, magnificent (if rival) corpora of legal doctrine, but their legal
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logic was limited to prescription and contaminated by casuistry,
while in other fields human reason was asserting itself as absolute and
being exercised without restraint. The institution of government had
been still more profoundly corrupted by the power of the sword and
vitiated by theories and practices that disregarded even the Shari'a,
and the Community as a whole was unable to take effectual action to
reform it because in all its social relationships also simple justice was
sadly imperfect.
In spite of all this, however, the consciousness of its divine calling
remained profoundly rooted within the Community. Although there
is little evidence that in the early centuries it regarded itself as a sacral
organization, there persisted an inner conviction that somehow and
·somewhere within it there was a continued effusion of divine Grace
and divine Guidance. The idea was not yet conceived, much less defined, in metaphysical terms; its essence lay beyond human understanding, and it was perceived only in direct or indirect material
indices, particularly in the form of barakiit. This was, again perhaps
somewhat vaguely, connected with the idea of divine Justice. One
might say that the barakiit were manifested, in exemplary fashion, to
correct specific instances of disregard of justice, of disharmony. There
was thus an intimate link between it and the growth of Sufism, in
both its spiritual and its social aspects, and with the victory of Sufism
it broke through on a new and grandiose scale. All of the vital religious forces and ideas were swept into the Sufi movement and
received in it their new and comprehensive formulation.
The pragmatic historian of Islam may again see in this the onset of
a "decadence,'' a loss of freedom of thought and flexibility, a "sta.$nation" in the Islamic Community. What really happened was that
from the sixth century the Community decisively turned away from
the rationalizing and secular elements in the Hellenistic tradition to
become more fully, what it had been in essence from the first, a Near
Eas~ern religious community. Greek fa/safah was replaced by Near
Eastern /:likmah, and the persistence of the basic constructions of
N~ Eastern religious thought is nowhere more strikingly evidenced
~n. by the new Sufi metaphysics. From the very dawn of articulated
religious thought in ancient Sumer, the cosmos is regarded as one
~e~ entity which embraces the whole of being, so that human
SOCieties but reflect the society of the Gods. But ancient Near Eastern
~ought had been transformed by many influences before the rise of
~m. l_'he later Islamic cosmology is thus a highly refined version of
. ~astc concept. Its cosmos is now the Ptolemaic structure of concentnc spheres, its elements are the Aristotelian elements of fire,
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water, earth, and air, combined with the Plotinian emanations of
pure intelligences and souls, transformed into or combined with the
angels of the monotheistic religions, and controlled by the One
Supreme Necessary Being, from whom all being is derived, being
their origin and principle, and to which the whole creation yearns to
return. The Muslim concept of Justice, Harmony, and controlled
Order is extended to the whole cosmos, all of whose elements are
maintained in that state of equilibrium which is appropriate to their
nature, and operate in an ordered hierarchy, from the ninth heaven
to the lowliest minerals.
With the elaboration of this cosmology the Islamic Community
acquires a new and central importance, not only in the terrestrial
world but in the cosmos as a whole. For the "Perfect Man," the
cosmic individual in whom all its faculties are realized, is Mul}.ammad, and his Community inherits from him a kind of spiritual
prerogative which invests it with special significance. The locus of the
Divine Grace is the whole Community, to which the ·Charisma of
Mul}.ammad is transferred, giving it a supra-terrestrial extension.
Material realizations cease to be of prime importance; the true
realities are spiritual, apprehended through symbols, and not necessarily articulated in external structures. This transformation from
the "laic" concentration of the early centuries upon the Community
in this world into a mystical and charismatic Community was necessarily accompanied by a corresponding development of symbolism.
Of course the daily business of life was still conducted in plain unmystical man-to-man relations, but the Muslim now lived in a world
surrounded by symbols. The Shari'a became a symbol of cosmic
relations in the spiritual world, and the Qur'an itself, like the sensual
pleasures of love and wine at a lower level, acquired new ranges of
symbolic meanings. The imperfections of the terrestrial community
find their compensations in its spiritual counterpart in the "World
of Similitude" ('iilam al-mithiil). More especially, for the great mass
of Muslims, the scandal of its earthly governments is redeemed. The
real government is not in the hands of temporal sultans but in the
care of God's chosen ones, the unknown saints in their hierarchy,
headed by the Pole, the Qutb, who by Divine command and with the
powers placed at their disposal supervise the affairs of the terrestrial
world and protect the interests of the Community.
Such a mystical cosmology was not, however, the immediate creation of Sufism. Whence it came and how it entered ~iifi thought is here
set out for the first time by Seyyed Hossein Nasr, in full and scholarly
detail. It is almost a startling revelation that its foundations were laid
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Preface to the Revised Edition
Some two decades have passed since this book was first conceived.
But even during this relatively short period many changes have taken
place in the West both within modern science itself and in attitudes
toward the way traditional societies have studied nature. Twenty
years ago everyone in academic ~~rcles still spoke o~ modern scienc.e
as the science and relegated traditiOnal cosmology either to the position of an early and naive attempt to explain the findings of modern
science or to that of mere superstition and fantasy. The last few
years, however, have witnessed .a very rapid decomposition of the
monolithic structure of modern thought with all its claims to exclusiveness, and an earnest desire on the. part of many to rediscover
tradition and that "forgotten knowledge" whose loss is so deeply
felt by those who understand the more profound causes of the crisis
of the modern world.
In this quest for the rediscovery of tradition, the revival of interest
in cosmology has played an important role. Numerous recent works
have been devoted to the traditional cosmologies of Hinduism,
Buddhism, the Kabbala, Taoism, the Egyptian tradition and even
the remarkable teachings of the American Indians. There have also
been attempts to "create" new cosmologies resembling the traditional
ones but without the metaphysical foundations and the traditionar
matrix within which cosmology alone reveals its true meaning. Thus
there have appeared a whole series of cosmological studies ranging
from serious works based on the traditional view to the "joyous
cosmology" of certain contemporaries in quest of spiritual experience
without recourse to tradition, as if one could benefit from the nourishment of food by simply hearing it described. In any case, whether in
~ serious or frivolous vein, there has been a major reawakening of
Interest in traditional cosmology.
. Yet, it is strange that during this period there has been so little
mter~st in Islamic cosmology and so few new works in this field
despite the rise of interest in Sufism and Islamic philosophy in the
West. With the exception of a few detailed studies devoted to specific
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aspects of cosmology, there has been no new study of the general
field of Islamic cosmology since our introduction to the subject was
printed by the Harvard University Press some dozen years ago. Since
this earlier edition has been out of print for some time, and since
many have asked us to make it available once again, we took it
upon ourselves to prepare a new edition which includes certain
modifications and corrections of the text as well as a supplementary
bibliography containing a list of relevant works which have been
published since the appearance of the earlier edition.
We hope that this new edition will help those seeking to study the
traditional cosmology of Islam from its own point of view as well as
those whose interest lies in the relation between the Islamic revelation
and the cosmos created by the Islamic tradition in which men have
lived and died in full awareness of the truths of that revelation. It is
also our hope that this book, which is itself an introduction to the
subject, will incite further studies in Islamic cosmology as well as in
the arts and sciences which are so closely related to it.

SEYYED HoSSEIN NASR

Tehran
~afar 1397 A.H. (Lunar)
Bahman 1355 A.H. (Solar)
January 1977 A.D.

Introduction
Most of the studies made currently by Western orientalists as well as
by contemporary modem M_uslim scholars of the c~smologic~l and
natural sciences in the Islamic world have been earned out With the
aim of establishing a relation between these sciences and those cultivated in the modern world. Only rarely has attention been turned to
the general world view of the Muslims themselves, a view in whose
matrix they studied the particular sciences of Nature. Our aim in this
book, which is a revised and elaborated version of a thesis presented
to the Department of the History of Science and Learning at Harvard
University in 1958, is to clarify some of the cosmological principles
and to bring into focus the contours of the cosmos in which the Muslims lived and thought, and which to a certain extent still provides
the framework in which they envisage the world. Of course we do not
in any way deny the validity and significance of the historical studies
which on the one hand relate the Muslim sciences to their BabyJonian, Egyptian, Greek, Indian, Chinese, and Persian origins, and
on the other clarify the role which these sciences had to play in the
formation of Latin scholasticism and the study of the natural sciences
in the Western world from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries. But our aim in this book is primarily to study the Muslim
cosmological sciences in themselves, and to try to envisage the world
in its totality in the manner seen by those who cultivated thes~
sciences, and not as viewed by one who stands on the outside and
seeks to dissect the Muslim world view into its constituent elements
according to the historical sources from which they were adopted.
The Muslim cosmological and natural sciences are as closely bound
to the metaphysical, religious, and philosophical ideas governing
Islamic civilization as the modern sciences are related to the religious
and philosophical background which in the sixteenth and seventeenth
ce~turies brought these new sciences into being and which has sustamed and nourished them ever since. This close relation is best
observed in the case of Muslim students who, upon the most cursory
contact with the modern sciences, usually lose their spiritual footing
and no longer feel in harmony with their tradition, whereas the same
students might have studied traditional mathematics and the natural
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sciences for years without being in any way alienated from the Islamic
revelation. The difference lies in the manner and perspective in which
the materials and facts of the sciences are interpreted in each case,
although sometimes the facts are the same in both instances. Consequently, the knowledge of the general Islamic vision of the cosmos
provides not only a key for a true understanding of the Muslim
sciences and a necessary background for any basic study of the history
of medieval science, but also the principles which, being intrinsically
bound with the immutable and nonhistorical essence and spirit of the
Islamic Revelation, must guide the Muslims in judging all other
sciences of Nature with which they come in contact. Only when the
contour of the Islamic conception of the cosmos is clearly delineated
will the Muslims be able to absorb and integrate those elements of
foreign sciences which are in conformity with the spirit of their tradition into their own world view.
The Muslim world until now has had no need to be conscious of the
cosmos in which it has lived. But now faced with the challenge of the
modern sciences which are the fruit of a totally different conception
of the world, the Muslims must bring into light the Islamic conception
of the cosmos if they are to avoid the dangerous dichotomy which
results from a superficial "harmony" between the Islamic perspective
and the modern sciences to be seen so often in the writings of modern
Muslim apologists. If the modern sciences are going to be anything
more than an artificial "tail" grafted upon the body of Islam or even
an alien element, the ingestion of which may endanger the very life
of the Islamic world, the Muslims must find the universal Islamic
criteria in the light of which the validity of all sciences must be
judged.
As the title of this work implies, it is no more than a humble introduction to the study of the Islamic cosmological sciences. We have
taken but a few steps, hoping that in the future further studies will
correct and complete the elementary study undertaken here.
We are most grateful to Professors H. A. R. Gibb, H. A. Wolfson,
and I. B. Cohen of Harvard University under whose direction this
study was first undertaken. We are also thankful to Messrs. T. Burckhardt, L. Massignon, H. Corbin, and L. Gardet for their useful suggestions and for permission to quote from their works. We likewise
humbly thank our masters in the traditional sciences in Persia, Sayyid
Mul).ammad Ka~im 'A~~ar, Mul).ammad I:Iusain Tabataba'i, Sayyid
Abu'l-l:lasan Qazwini Rafi'i, Jawad Mu~lil)., and Murtac;la Mutahhari
who have taught us many things not contained in books.
The staff of Widener Library was most kind in its assistance as
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were the staffs of the libraries in Tehran, and especially Mr. M. T.
Danishpazhuh, the director of the central library in Tehran University. We are also deeply grateful to Professor YusufT . K. Ibish, Miss
Maude Harriso n, Mr. Mehran Nasr, and Dr. E. Daenecke for proofreading the text, and toM. Kathleen Ahern of the Harvar d University
Press for copy-editing the manuscript.
SEYYED HOSSEIN NASR

Faculty of Letters
Tehran University
Safar 1380 A.H. (Lunar)
Shahriwar 1339 A.H. (Solar)
August 1960 A.D.
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The world consists of the unity of the unified,
whereas the Divine Independence resides in the
Unity of the Unique.

Ibn 'Arabi-a l-Futiil) at al-rnakkiyah

In the Name of God Most Merciful and Compassionate

PROLOGUE

Islam and the Study of Nature
Cosmological Sciences and the Islamic Revelation

In a traditional civilization like that of Islam the cosmological
sciences are closely related to the Revelation because in such civilizations the immutable revealed principle, or the "presiding Idea,"
manifests itself everywhere in social life as well as in the cosmos in
which that civilization lives and breathes. In such civilizations the cosmological sciences integrate the diverse phenomena of Nature into
conceptual schemes all of which reflect the revealed principles and the
central Idea of which they are so many applications in the domain of
contingency. In this manner cosmology repeats the process of traditional art which likewise selects from the multiplicity of forms those
that are in conformity with the spirit of the tradition in whose bosom
it has come into being.
The relation between Revelation and the people who are its receptor is much like that of form to matter in the Aristotelian theory of
hylomorphism. Revelation, or the Idea in its manifested aspect, is
the form while the mental and psychic structure of the people who
receive it acts as the matter upon which this form is imposed. The
civilization which comes into being in this manner, from the wedding
of the above "form" and "matter," is dependent upon the psychic
and racial qualities of the people who are its bearers in two ways. The
first is that the Revelation is already spoken in the language of the
people for whom it is meant, as the Quran insists so often; and ,the
second, that the "matter" of this civilization plays a role in its crystallization and further growth.
The Truth in its unlimited and infinite essence is thus particularized
by the specific form of the Revelation as well as by the characteristics
of the people who are destined to receive it. This particularization of
the Truth has a direct bearing upon the study of Nature and the
w?ole cosmological perspective which is concerned for the most part
Wtth the world of forms. 1 Unlike pure metaphysics and mathematics
1
• ~!though Nature is often considered by the ancient and medieval cosmologists as the
r,nnc 1ple of change and is therefore related to the world of corporeal and subtle mani~tabon, so~etimes it is universalized into a principle transcending the world of forms
~eogeth~r _as IS seen In the writings of Ibn 'Arabi on Universal Nature (!abi'at al-kull) in
nat Fu;,u?at al-makklyah and other texts. See T. Burckhardt, "Nature can overcome
ure m Burckhardt, Alchemy, trans. W. Stoddart (Baltimore, 1971), pp. 123-138.
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which are independent of relativity, cosmological sciences are closely
related to the perspective of the "observer" so that they are completely dependent upon the Revelation or the qualitative essence of
the civilization in whose matrix they are cultivated. And even
within the same civilization several cosmological sciences may exist
which study the same domain but according to different perspectives.
In traditional civilizations the study of Nature may be made for
the sake of utility as is seen in ancient and medieval technology
where aspects of Nature were studied with the aim of discovering the
qualities which might make them useful to the daily needs of the
society. Or such a study may be made with the aim of integrating
cosmic existence into a pervasive rational system as with the Peripatetics, or into a mathematical system as with Archimedes. Or it may
be with the aim of describing in detail the functioning of a particular
domain of Nature, as in the biological works of Aristotle, and the
medieval natural historians, or, again, in connection with the making
of objects in which process art and industry before the machine age
were always combined as in the medieval guilds and the branches of
Hermeticism connected with them. Finally, Nature may be studied as
a book of symbols or as an icon to be contemplated at a certain stage
of the spiritual journey and a crypt from which the gnostic must
escape in order to reach ultimate liberation and illumination, as is
seen in the writings of llluminationists and ~iifis like Suhrawardi and
Ibn 'Arabi. 2 Moreover, all of these different manners of studying
Nature are sometimes superimposed upon each other in the writings
1 In Islam where the Revelation
has taken the form of a sacred book, the symbolism
of the word is of special significance. The Quran often calls Nature a book which is the
macrocosmic counterpart of the Quran itself and which must be read and understood
before it can be put away.
The 8th/14th century ~ilfi master 'Aziz al-Nasafi, in his Kashf al-baqa'iq, compares
Nature to the Quran in such a way that each genus in Nature corresponds to a surah,
each species to a verse, and each particular being to a letter. Concerning this book of
Nature he writes: "Each day destiny and the passage of time set this book before you,
sura for sura, verse for verse, letter for letter, that you may learn the content of these
lines and letters .... But he who finds for himself the eye of the eye and the ear of the ear,
who transcends the world of the commandment (spiritual world), he obtains knowledge
of the whole book in one moment, and he who has complete knowledge of the whole
book, who frees his heart from this book, closes the book and sets it aside. He is like one
who receives a book and reads it over and over until he finally knows its content; such
a man will close the book and set it aside. This is the sense of the words 'On that dav We
will roll up the heavens as one rolleth up written scrolls' (Sura 21 :104), and that ;ther
passage: 'And in his right hand shall the heavens be folded together' (Sura 39:67)
whence it can be seen that the people of the left have no share in the folding together of
the heavens." F. Meier, "Nature in the monism of Islam," Spirit and Nature (New York,
1954), pp. 202--203.
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of a single author, especially in the Islamic civilization which forms
the subject of our present study.
The symbols used to interpret and unde.rstan~ Nat~:~r~ _de~end up_on
the form of the Revelation, or Idea, dommant m a clVlhzation which
sanctifies and emphasizes a particular set of symbols as distinct from
the general symbol~ inherent in the ~ature. of things. 3 As for the
symbols which are m the nature of thmgs, hke the colors of plants
and flowers, or the light and heat of the Sun, they are independent of
the subjectivism of the individual observer but are rather ontological
aspects of things, enjoying a reality that is independent of our
subjective whims. 4
Therefore, any basic study of the cosmological sciences of a
civilization must take into account not only the historical borrowing
of ideas and facts from earlier cultures but also this intimate connection between Revelation and the symbols used to study Nature. Only
in this way will one come to understand why each civilization chooses
a particular set of phenomena out of the multiplicity of Nature as a
subject for study, and why it develops a particular set of cosmological
sciences to the exclusion of other possibilities.
Despite the difference in the forms of the ancient and medieval
cosmological sciences, there is an element which they shared in common, this element being the unicity of Nature which all of these
sciences sought to demonstrate and upon which they are all based.
" This unicity is the natural consequence of the Unity of the Divine
Principle which formed the basis of all the ancient "Greater
3 "Moreover, a distinction must be made between two kinds of symbols; those of
nature and those of Revelation. The first have spiritual efficacy only by virtue of their
'consecration' or 'revalorisation' by the Avatara, or the revealed Word, or by virtue of
a very exalted degree of knowledge which restores to them their fundamental reality.
Befor: the Fall, every river was the Ganges, and every mountain was Kailasa, for--the
~tion was still 'interior,' 'the knowledge of good and evil' not having yet 'exteriorised' or 'materialised' it; likewise for the sage every river is still a river of Paradise.
Na~ural symbolism, which assimilates, for example, the sun to the divine Principle,
de~v~s f;om ~ :horizontal' correspondence; revealed symbolism, which makes this
ass';Jllllatlon spmtually effective-in ancient solar cults and before their 'petrifaction'denves from a 'vertical' correspondence; the same holds good for gnosis, which reduces
~healnomena to 'ideas' or archetypes." F. Schuon, Stations of Wisdom, trans. G. E. H.
mer (London, 1961), pp. 96-97.
.
4"The SCience
of symbols-not simply a knowledge of traditional symbols-proceed s
ti
rom the qualitative significances of substances, forms, spatial directions, numbers,
~tural phenomena, relationships, movements, colours and other properties or states of
hings; we are not dealing here with subjective appreciations, for the cosmic qualities
are order~ ~<?th in relation to Being and according to a hierarchy which is more real
than the IndiVIdual; they are then, independent of our tastes, or rather they determine
~to the extent that we are ourselves conformable to Being; we assent to the qualities
e extent that we ourselves are 'qualitative.' " F. Schuon, Gnosis, Divine Wisdom,
·G. E. H. Palmer (London: John Murray, 1959), p. 110.
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Mysteries" and which, either veiled in a mythological dress or expressed directly as a metaphysical truth, is to be found as the central
Idea in all traditional civilizations. 5 Ancient cosmologies are not
childish attempts to explain the causality of natural phenomena as
they may appear to the untrained eye; rather, they are sciences whose
central object is to show the unicity of all that exists. 6
The question of the Unity of the Divine Principle and the consequent unicity of Nature is particularly important in Islam where the
idea of Unity (al-taw/:zid) overshadows all others and remains at every
level oflslamic civilization the most basic principle upon which all else
depends. But it must not be thought that this goal of finding and displaying the unicity of Nature is dependent upon a particular method
to the exclusion of others. The Muslims used many "ways of knowing" to formulate sciences based on the idea of the unicity of Nature
which is itself derived from the twin source of Revelation and intellectual intuition. In the case of the Islamic sciences, as in all other
instances, the ends of a science lie outside of that science which may
employ many means to reach those ends but cannot determine its goal
itself. The Muslims employed many methods in the various sciences,
from observation and ratiocination to contemplation and illumination, but the goal toward which these methods were aimed-that is,
the demonstration of the interrelatedness of all things-came from
the Revelation which, as we have already noted, determines from
"above" the particular cosmological sciences cultivated in a tradition.
Returning to the basic principle of Unity in Islam, it can be said
that this doctrine is expressed in the most universal manner possible
' The attitude toward Nature is always a reflection of the attitude toward metaphysics,
the "earth" being a reflection of "heaven" in the religious and symbolic sense.
The cosmological sciences are the "Lesser Mysteries" and metaphysical knowledge
the "Greater Mysteries" in whose light the "Lesser Mysteries" are usually absorbed as
the Alexandrian cosmological sciences were integrated into the perspective of Islamic
gnosis. See T. Burckhardt, "Nature de Ia perspective cosmologique," Etudes Traditionnelles, 49:218 (1948).
6 This conception is also expressed in the Golden Verses of Pythagoras:
If Heaven will it, thou shalt know that Nature,
Alike in everything, is the same in every place.
"I have already said that the homogeneity of Nature was, with the unity of God, one
of the greatest secrets of the mysteries. Pythagoras founded this homogeneity upon the
unity of the spirit by which it is penetrated and from which, according to him, all our
souls draw their origin. This dogma which he had received from the Chaldeans and
from the priests of Egypt was admitted by all the sages of antiquity . . . These sages
established a harmony, a perfect analogy between heaven and earth, the intelligible and
the sentient, the indivisible substance and divisible substance, in such a manner that
that which took place in one of the regions of the Universe or of the modification of the
primordial ternary was the exact image of that which took place in the other." A. Fabre
d'Olivet, The Golden Verses of Pythagoras (New York, 1917), p. 251.
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• .tbe first Shahadah, Lli illiha illa'Lllih, usually translated as "there
divinity but the Divine," but which in its most profound sense
. n~s there is no reality outside of the A?solute Reali~, t~ereby
mea ting all that is other than Allah. 7 Thts formula which IS the
no~nic basis of the ~ufidoctrine of the Unity of Being (wa/:zdat al-wu~ does not imply that there is a substantial continuity between God
-the world, or any form of pantheism or monism; rather, it means
t1llU there cannot be two orders of reality independent of each other.
;. "'I'he formula of Unity is the most universal criterion of orthodoxy
ia Islam; that doctrine may be said to be Islamic that affirms this
unity in one way or other. The Prophet of Islall_l did not come to
assert anything new but to reaffirm the truth which always was, to
re-establish the Primordial Tradition (al-din al-l:zanif), and to expound
the doctrine of Divine Unity, a principle that is reflected in one way
or another in all the traditions before Islam.
The ancient cosmological sciences were for the most part based
upon the unicity of Nature and searched for the transcendent cause
of things and were, therefore, far from un-Islamic even if they antedated the historical manifestation of Islam. It was this common
factor of seeking to discover and demonstrate the unicity of Nature
among such ancient cosmological sciences as those of the Pythogoreans and Hermeticists that made them conformable to the form
of the Islamic Revelation and easily assimilable into its perspective.
"' The form of the Islamic Revelation was in this way directly responsible for the integration of the ancient sciences into Islam as well as
for the types of sciences cultivated in the Muslim world itself. The
doctrine of the unicity of Nature which is based upon that of Unity
and which thus relies on the essence and spirit of the form of Revelation in Islam, is, therefore, the ultimate aim of all the sciences of
Nature, and the degree to which a science succeeds in expressing thTs
unicity the criterion by which the success and validity of that science
are judged. s
'"Is~m, as a.religion, is a way of unity and totality. Its fundamental dogma is called
!;·Tawbi?, that 1s to say unity or the action of uniting. As a universal religion, it admits
aradations, but each of these gradations is truly Islam in the sense that each and every
~ ~f Islam r~veals the same principle.... The formula of 'Et-Tawl]id' or MonoISm IS a Shara1te commonplace. The import that a man gives to this formula is his
~na! affair, since it depends upon his Sufism. Every deduction that one can make
~this f~rmula i~ more or less valid, provided always that it does not destroy the
..uty ~eanmg; for m that case one destroys the unity of Islam, that is to say its univer9ochs1~ faculty of adapting and fitting itself to all mentalities, circumstances and
• s· · Abdul ~adi, "L'Universalite en )'Islam," Le Voile d'Isis, January 1934.
• ~ce we consider this principle as basic to the understanding of the Islamic sciences
seek to apply it throughout this work as our guiding principle.
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In addition to the specific form of the Islamic Revelation, we must
also consider the "matter" upon which this "form" was imposed,
that is, the racial, psychological, and linguistic character of the people
who were destined to form the substance of the Islamic civilization.
For, as we already have mentioned, this "matter" also has a role to
play in the general formation of the civilization and consequently in
the cosmological sciences that are developed and the general view
that is held with regard to Nature.
Islam was revealed in the Arabic language to a people who were
of the stock of the Semitic nomads and later spread among the Persians, Turks, Mongolians, Negroes, and other racial and ethnic
groups without losing its original character. This gives Islamic
spirituality a nomadic trait even when it manifests itself in a sedentary
environment. Moreover, the Revelation of Islam was given in the
form of a sacred book, the Holy Quran, whose centrality and importance in all facets of Islamic culture and more specifically in the
attitude toward Nature, can hardly be overemphasized. The Quran,
this intertwining of the beauty of the geometry of the crystal and the
profusion of the plant, refers constantly to the phenomena of Nature
as signs of God to be contemplated by the believers. 9 And it is for
this reason that throughout Islamic history "apart from a small
number of investigators inspired by Greek philosophic ideals, the
Muslims who engaged in the pursuit of science did so, like the
Hebrews, in order to discover in the wonders of Nature the signs or
tokens of the glory of God." 10
The pre-Islamic Arabs to whom the Quran was first addressed had
a great love for Nature and like all the nomads who wander endlessly in the great expanses of virgin Nature had a deep intuition of the
9 It is quite significant that the phenomena
of Nature, the events taking place within
the soul of man, and the verses of the Quran are all called iiyiit, the human soul and
Nature being respectively the microcosmic and macrocosmic counterparts of the celestial
archetypes contained in the Divine Word.
There are many verses of the Quran in which Nature and natural phenomena are
mentioned, as for example the verse "We shall show them our portents upon the horizons and within themselves, until it be manifest unto them that it is the Truth." (Quran,
XLI; 53. This and subsequent translations of the Quran in this book are from the
edition of Mubammad Pickthall.)

«·
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The Quran also contains explicitly a cosmology and angelology with its own specific
terminology of the kursi, 'arsh etc., which became the subject of exegesis and commentary by the later Muslim sages who developed Quranic cosmology to monumental
proportions.
10 R. Levy, The Social Structure of Islam
(Cambridge, England, 1957), p. 460.
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presence of the Invisible in the visible. Islam, which has always preserved the form of the spirituality of Semitic nomads, emphasized
this particular trait of the nomadic spirit and made of Nature in
Islam a vast garden in which the handiwork of the invisible gardener
is ever present. Islam also emphasized the close relation between
man and the rest of creation; the benediction upon the prophet
(al-$aliit 'ala'l-nabi) in its most universal sense being the benediction
upon the totality of manifestation.
Another point emphasized in the Quran is that human reason,
which is a reflection of the Intellect, when healthy and balanced leads
naturally to taw/:tid rather than to a denial of the Divine and can be
misled only when the passions destroy its balance and obscure its
vision.U Reason, therefore, when not impeded by external obstacles
does not lead to rationalism in the modern sense of the word, that is,
a negation of all principles transcending human reason, but becomes
itself an instrument of Unity and a way of reaching the intelligible
world. 12 Likewise, Islamic art, instead of being "rationalistic" as it
might at first appear, leads the observer through the abstract symbols
of geometry to the principle of Unity which can be represented only
"negatively" and abstractly. This activity of reason within rather
than outside of the basic tenets of the Revelation is ultimately the
cause for Islam's ability to respond to the need for causality on the
part of its adherents within the tradition rather than see this need
· seek the satisfaction of its thirst outside of the faith, as was to happen
with Christianity at the end of the Middle Ages. It is also this conception of reason that made the study of the mathematical sciences
so widespread in the Islamic world and enabled the Muslims to adopt
the Pythagorean notion of mathematics so easily as a part of their
world view.U
....
11 The role assigned to the Intellect and its reflection on the human level-that is,
reason-is one of the elements that distinguish Islam from Christianity. Christianity is
essentially a way of love and its mysteries remain forever veiled from the believer, at
least in the ordinary interpretation of the religion. Islam, on the contrary, is gnostic,
and its final aim is to guide the believer to a "vision" of the spiritual realities. That is
why there has always been in Christianity the question of preserving the domain of
faith from intrusion by reason, whereas in Islam the problem has been to overcome the
obstacles placed before the intelligence by the passions in order to enable the believer
to reach the very heart of the faith which is the Unity of the Divine Essence.
u "En effet, selon Ia perspective islamique,la raison (al-'aql) est avant tout ce par quoi
l'homme accepte les verites revelees, qui, elles, ne sont ni irrationnelles, ni seulement
rationnelles. C'est en cela que reside Ia noblesse de Ia raison et par suite celle de l'art;
dire que l'art decoule de Ia raison ou de Ia science comme l'attestent les maitres de l'art
musulman, ne signifie done nullement qu'il soit rationaliste et qu'il faille le retrancher
de )'intuition spirituelle, bien au contraire." T. Burckhardt, "Fondements de l'art
musulman," Etudes Traditionnel/es, 55:162-163 (1954).
13 See introduction by S. H. Nasr to Science and Civilization in Islam (New York, 1970).
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Aside from these general considerations regarding the Islamic
attitude toward Nature and the sciences, a word must also be said
about the character of the Arabic language as the vehicle of both the
Revelation and most of the Muslim sciences. This language, which is
without doubt the lingua franca of the Islamic world as well as the
sacred language of Islam, has not only a precision which makes it an
excellent instrument for scientific discourse but also an inner dimension which enables it to be the perfect vehicle for the expression of the
most esoteric forms of knowledge. This flexibility made it easy for
the early translators to translate Greek, Syriac, Sanskrit, and Pahlavi
texts into Arabic, to coin new words with relative ease, and expand
the meaning of already existing terms to include new concepts. The
character of the Arabic language itself therefore was influential in
the study of all the sciences in the Islamic world, including those
concerning Nature.
In the sciences of Nature, the Muslims had a rich vocabulary of
Arabic words to express all the diverse concepts and ideas connected
with the cosmological sciences. For the word "Nature" itself, corresponding to the Latin natura and Greek physis, the Arabic word
tabi'ah from the root (!b') came to be used but with a somewhat different meaning from that in the classical languages. 14 The early
Arabic translators also occasionally used the terms kiyiin from the
Syriac k}Ono as synonymous with tabi'ahY In the Quran the word
tabi'ah itself does not appear, but tab' is used several times 16 and is
14 Muslim authors in the later centuries have usually distinguished between tibti' as
the essential attributes of something, or, in other words, that which makes a thing behave
and manifest itself as it does, and tabf'ah as that which gives movement or rest to a
thing without possessing a will of its own .

.V1..:..~~,:;:.:;_;~Ji. ~~~l)!\~J\_,rJIJi:.;·c~l
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Khwajah Na~ir al-Din al-Tiisi, Shari; al-ishiiriit wa'l-tanbihiit(Tehran, 1378 [1958D II, 56.
15 L. Massignon, "La Nature dans Ia pensee islamique," Eranos Jahrbuch, 14:144-148 (1946).
16 For example, "Our hearts are hardened-Nay, but Allah hath set a seal upon them
for their disbelief" (Quran, LV, 155).
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Also, "Allah hath sealed their hearts so that they know not" (Quran, IX, 92).

((' .,:y_,i;:~~'r:?iY:::!JJ -;_i;H
Fakhr al-Din al-Razi in his al-Tafsir al-kabir (Cairo, 1357 [1938], IX, 98) interprets tab'
in these verses to mean the veil which hides God from man.
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interpreted by both Sunni and Shi'ah commentators to mean the
veil which separates man from God. Certain Sufis like I;faiHij also
contrast tabi'ah with Divine grace. The term tab' has also been
used by certain authors in opposition to matbU'. These two terms
may have been the origin of the Latin natura naturans and natura
naturata 11 and bear nearly the same meaning as their Latin counterparts.
To express the relation and contrast between the Creator and the
world the Muslim authors have usually used the pair of terms ~aqq
and khalq. In the dominant Sunni school of Ash'arite theology the
absolute transcendence of God with respect to the world (tanzih) and
the "infinite" gulf separating khalq from ~aqq is emphasized to such
a degree that the individual nature of things, as well as Nature as a
distinct domain of reality, melts away in the absolute power of the
Creator. "Horizontal" causality is denied; of the ten categories of
Aristotle pertaining to creatures, only substance, place, and quality
are considered to have an objective reality; and time and space as
well as "matter" are divided into "atoms." 18 All partial and immediate causes are absorbed into the Ultimate Cause, and God is
considered as the direct cause of all things. For example, fire does
not burn because it is its nature to do so, but because God so willed
it. Moreover, what appear to us as "laws of nature" are due to habit
and have no more than a juridical status, 19 the only real laws being
those revealed by God through his prophets. The Ash'arite theologians emphasize above all else the discontinuity between the finite
There is, in fact, a book by Jiibir ibn I;Iayyiin by the name of al-Tab' wa'l-ma{bu'.
"Les termes scholastiques natura naturans et natura naturata paraissent etre calques
sur l'arabe." 0. Kraus, Jabir ibn lfayyan (Cairo, 1943), II, p. 137, n. 2.
18 "Pour le theologien musulman, le temps n'est done pas une 'duree' continue, m~Js
une constellation, une 'voie lactee' d'instants (de meme l'espace n'existe pas, il n'y a qtie
des points)." L. Massignon, "Le Temps dans Ia pensee islamique," Eranos Jahrbuch,
20:141 (1952).
For the various forms of atomism in Islam, see S. Pines, Beitriige zur is/amischen
Atomenlehre (Berlin, 1936), and M. Fakhry, Islamic Occasiona/ism and its Critique by
Averroes and Aquinas (London, 1958).
This trait of seeing the aspect of discontinuity of the cosmos and of its various conditions, such as time and space, is a trait of the spirit of the Semitic nomad, who feels the
fragility of this world above all else, and manifests itself in many facets of Islamic intellectual life.
19 "La distinction entre 'raison' et 'loi' ne touche en somme que le mode de Ia connaissance. Car toute chose, pour le kaliim ash'arite, n'a d'existence que par le statut
juridique que Dieu lui octroie. II n'est de loi que positive revelee et les 'lois de Ia nature'
sont de simples 'coutumes de Dieu', que )'experience et Ia repetition des actes nous font
connaitre, atitre, en quelque sorte, de constatation provisoire. Le miracle en consequence
se definira comme une 'rupture d'habitude' (khiiriq al-'ada)." L. Gardet and M. M.
Anawati, Introduction a Ia theo/ogie musu/mane (Paris, 1948), pp. 430--431.
17
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and the Infinite,2° all the stages of the cosmic hierarchy above the
"physical world," being absorbed, in their view, in the Divine
Principle.
In the perspective of the Sufis, especially those belonging to the
school of Ibn 'Arabi, and the theosophers (bakims)-that is, the followers of that combination of Peripatetic philosophy, Ishriiqi
theosophy21 and gnosis which was perfected by Mulla Sadra-as
well as in the view of the early Muslim Peripatetics themselves, the
other aspect of the relation between the Divine Principle and its
manifestation came to be emphasized. The continuity between the
two was stressed inasmuch as this relation is as real as the discontinuity considered by the theologians. One can say on the one hand
that the infinite is absolutely separate from the finite, or the Creator
from creation; and on the other, that since there cannot be two absolutely distinct orders of reality-this view being considered as polytheism (shirk)-the finite must somehow be none other than the
Infinite. 22 The /shriiqi sages and Sufis, without denying the absolute
transcendence of God, have emphasized this second relationship and
through the use of symbolism (tashbih) 23 have sought to show that
the manifested world is nothing but the shadow and symbol of the
spiritual world and that the whole of cosmic manifestation is connected to its Divine Principle through its very existence.
Islam as the religion of the middle way stands between tashbih and
tanzih, or immanence and transcendence, each of which taken alone
can lead to serious error but which taken together express the just
relationship between God and the Universe. In treating of the
Usually an "atomistic" view of Nature, whether it be Greek, Ash'arite, or Nyiiyais based on the aspect of the discontinuity between the cosmos and the Metacosmic reality, while the modes of thought which deny the existence of atoms, such as
the Aristotelian, Hermetic, or Illuminationist (Ishriiqi), emphasize the aspect of continuity between the finite and the Infinite.
21 We are using "theosophy" here in its original meaning, as it was used until quite
recently by men like Jacob Bohme, and not in any way resembling that given it by the
pseudo-spiritualist movement which came into being at the beginning of this century
under this name.
22 It is essential here to give this relationship in negative rather than affirmative terms
so as not to confine it within a limited formulation.
23 The symbolic interpretation of Nature is given scriptural authority by such Quranic
passages as: "Seest thou not how Allah coineth a similitude: A goodly saying, as a
goodly tree, its root set firm, its fruit at every season by permission of its Lord? Allah
coineth a similitude for mankind in order that they may reflect" (Quran, XIV, 24-25).
, "'.,
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Islamic cosmological sciences and the conceptions of Nature underlying them we shall deal only with those schools in whose teachings
the light of the Divine does not totally absorb finite creation and shall
therefore leave aside the various theological schools, like the
Ash'arites. But it must not be forgotten that the view that the world
is totally other than God and the belief that the finite cannot be
absolutely other than the Infinite express different aspects of the
same truth. Inasmuch as we are not dealing with matters of a purely
rational order there is no question here of choosing between alternatives. Rather, the question involves the ability to discern in each
instance the particular point of view from which this basic problem
ofthe relation between the cosmos and its Source is being approached,
the point of view which has a direct bearing upon the study of the
cosmological sciences.
The Study of the Cosmological Sciences in
Islamic History

In addition to being the last Revelation in time and therefore symbolically the synthesis of all the traditions before it, Islam spread
geographically over the middle belt of the world and consequently
became historically the heir of many of the earlier civilizations of
Western Asia and the Mediterranean world. Alexandria, Antioch,
Edessa, Nisibis, I:Iarran, Jundishapiir, and all the other centers of
learning in Western Asia and North Africa became a part of the
Muslim world and thereby provided the necessary material and substance for the later flowering of the Islamic arts and sciences. 24
In the first century of Islam, when the religious and the spiritual
forces were most intense, the different schools and perspectives wh4;h
were to mark the later periods of Islamic history had not as yet manifested themselves; the tradition was still too close to its origin to
become crystallized into its constituent elements. There was much
interest in religious and literary sciences such as grammar, /Jadith, or
sacred history, and in some instances even in the pre-Islamic (awii'il)
sciences as in the case of Khalid ibn Yazid. But for the most part the
spiritual seed which had been sown by the message of the Prophet
24 For an account of the centers of learning in the ancient Near East and the means of
transmission of the ancient sciences to the Muslims, see D. DeLacy O'Leary, How Greek
Science Passed to the Arabs (London, 1929); M. Meyerhof, "On the transmission of
Greek and Indian science to the Arabs," Islamic Culture, 2:17-29 (1937), and Von
A_le.xandrien nach Bagdad. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des philosophischen und medizmiSchen Unterrichts bei den Arabern. Sitz-Ber. Berlin Akad. (Berlin, 1930); and F.
Rosenthal, The Classical Heritage in Islam, trans. E. and J. Marmorstein (London, 1975).
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did not bear fruit and did not manifest itself externally as far as the
arts and sciences were concerned until the fourth and fifth Islamic
centuries when the intensity of the religious fervor and the political
power of the central government had already passed their culmination. 25
With the establishment of the Abbasid caliphate, translations of
Greek, Syriac, Pahlavi, and Sanskrit sources on the various sciences
became available in Arabic, with the result that in addition to the
earlier schools of grammarians and poets, traditionalists, commentators, historians, and Sufi ascetics, all of whom relied almost
entirely upon the Islamic revelation for their knowledge, there now
began to appear new schools which also drew from non-Islamic
sources. These new schools ranged from the logicians and rationalists,
like the Mu'tazilites, to the astronomers and mathematicians, and
finally to the followers of the more esoteric forms of the Greek,
Alexandrian, and Chaldaean sciences connected with the Sabaean
community in I:Iarran. 26 During the third century, when the Islamic
spirit began to become crystallized into its permanent forms, as
reflected in the formation of the schools of law and the ~ufi brotherhoods, the various arts and sciences as well as philosophy also began
to flourish, reaching their climax in the fourth and fifth Islamic centuries, which for this very reason we have chosen as the historic background for the subject of our discussion in this book.
The beginning of the fourth century witnessed the rise of Abu Na~r
al-Farabi, Abu'l-J:Iasan al-Mas'udi, Yal;tya ibn 'Adi, Ibrahim ibn
Sinan, Abu'l-Faraj al-I~fahani, Abu'l-I:Iasan al-'Amiri and many
other figures who played an important role in the creation of the
Islamic arts and sciences and, of more particular interest in our present study, in the cosmological sciences. The fourth century itself
was not only a time of great activity in particular sciences but also in
"the philosophy of Nature" and cosmology which had a permanent
influence upon the sciences in the later centuries. It was the period
in which the Ikhwan al-Safa', al-Biriini, Abu'l-Barakat al-Baghdadi,
2 ' With reference to the fourth century, Taha l;lusain writes: "During the course of
their history, the Muslims have not known another century as rich in striking contradictions. Great material wealth and intellectual prosperity of the first order coexist with
political decadence." Introduction to the Rasti'il of the Ikhwan al-Safa' (Cairo, 1928),
p. 3.
26 For the general historical background of the Islamic sciences see George Sarton,
Introduction to the History of Science, 2 vols. (Baltimore, 1927-1931), and A. Mieli, La
Science arabe et son role dans !'evolution scientifique mondiale (Leiden, 1938 and 1966).
See also S. H. Nasr, Science and Civilization in Islam (New York, 1970) and Islamic
Science- An Illustrated Study (London. 1976); and M. Ullman, Die iVatur-und
Geheimwissenschaften im Islam (Leiden, 1972).
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Ibn Sina, Abii Sulaiman al-Mantiqi, and Abii l;layyan al-Tawl;tidi
lived and wrote. It was also a time when such important encyclopedias
as the Mafati/:1. al-'ulum ofMul;lammad ibn Al;lmad ibn al-Khwarazmi,
compiled in 366/976, 27 and the Fihrist of Ibn Nadim al-Warraq of
378/988, made their appearance in Islamic intellectual life. During
this century there were also several noteworthy Hermeticists like Abii
Sa'id ibn 'Abd al-Jalil al-Sijzi, Abu'l-Qasim al-Majriti, and Shamalghlini al-KiifFB and many Siifi authors some of whom, like l;lakim
al-Tirmidhi in his Nawadir a/-u$ftl, dealt with the cosmological
sciences. 29 Likewise, in the mathematical sciences, such famous names
as Abii Zaid al-Balkhi, Abu'l-Wafa', Abii Sahl al-Kiihi, 'Abd alRal;lman al-Siifi, and Ibn Yiinus attest to the great activity in these
sciences during the fourth Islamic century.
Similarly, in the fifth century, although perhaps to a somewhat
lesser extent, the Muslim arts and sciences continued to flourish.
Such figures as Ibn al-Haitham, 'Ali ibn 'lsa, 'Umar Khayyam, alGhazzali, Abii lsl;laq al-Zarqali, Na~ir-i Khusraw, and Abu'l-l;lasan
ibn Marzban Bahmanyar extended the tradition of the previous
century down to the Seljuq period and elucidated the teachings of the
·
earlier masters.
It is due to the great activity in these two centuries that all of the
authors whose doctrines we wish to study in this book have been
chosen from this period. In studying the conceptions of Nature in the
writings of the Ikhwan al-Safa', al-Biriini, and Ibn Sina, who can be
considered as the dominant figures in the various sciences in this most
Two dates are given: the lunar Islamic year, left, and the solar Christian year, right.
Although many Sufis have made use of Hermetic symbols, and Alexandrian Hermeticism became integrated into Islamic gnosis, one must distinguish clearly between
IQ~awwuf and Hermeticism and philosophy, which in the eyes of the Muslims is also
connected with the name of Hermes or the prophet Idris and is considered, like..~ll
Revelation, to be of divine origin. As Ibn 'Arabi writes: "The knowledge of the philosophers is of another kind than that of positive religion [and, therefore, Sufism]; whereas
the latter is based on the law of Mubammad-upon whom be peace-the former is
founded upon the law of Idris." 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha'rani, Kitiib al-yawiiqit (Cairo,
1305 [1887]), I, 133; also H. Corbin, Avicenne et le recit visionnaire (Tehran, 1952) II, 16.
29 The ~ufi conception of Nature did not become explicitly enunciated until the
6th/12th and 7th/13th centuries, when the gnostic doctrines of Islam were formulated in
the writings of Ibn 'Arabi, Sadr al-Oin al-Qunawi, 'Abd al-Karim al-Jili, and other
masters of that school. But it must not be thought that there is a discontinuity between
~masters and the earlier Sufis who remained content with the exposition of the practical rather than the theoretical aspect of the spiritual life. The later Sufi conception of
Nature as the Breath of the Compassionate (nafas al-ral;zmiin) is closely connected with
the symbolism of invocation (dhikr) which has always formed the basic technique of
Sufism.
On the question of dhikr, see L. Gardet, "La Mention du nom divin en mystique
rnusulmane," La Revue Thomiste, 52:642-679 (1952); 53:197-216(1953); G. C. Anawati
and L. Gardet, La Mystique musulmane (Paris, 1961), Pt. 4.
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PROLOGUE

active of all periods of Islamic history, we are in reality studying the
basic elements of Islamic cosmological doctrines which are to be
found in one form or another in the writings of most of the later Muslim authors. Our choice of these particular authors is therefore not
accidental; rather, through them we hope to gain a glimpse of general
doctrines not limited to the particular period in which these authors
lived.
It may of course be asked why the fourth and fifth centuries were a
period of great activity in the sciences. The reason is to be sought
partially in the historical circumstances of the time. 30 If we divide the
Islamic community into the two categories of the Sunni and the
Shi'ah, we find that during the period of strength of the Sunni caliphate, both Umayyad and Abbasid, there was a different social and
political background for the growth of the arts and sciences from that
which characterized the period when the central authority had
weakened and Shi'ah elements had become powerful.·
In order to understand the reason for this distinction we must
return to the first two centuries of Islamic history. From certain sayings of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib and especially the writings of Imam Ja'far
al-Sadiq, the first and sixth Shl'ah imams, it is quite evident that the
Hermetic sciences were early integrated into the Shi'ite perspective.
One need only remember that Jabir ibn J:Iayyan, the most celebrated
of all Muslim alchemists, was the disciple of Imam Ja'far and considered all of his works to be no more than an account of the teachings of his masterY Moreover, the discussions of Imam Ri<,ia, the
eighth Shi'ah imam, with Ma'miin and 'Imran al-Sabi, made the
intellectual sciences (al-'ulam al-'aqliyah) once and for all legitimate
in the world of Shi'ism. 32
30 We are indebted to Professor H. A. R. Gibb for much of what follows regarding
the history of this period. It is unfortunate that his analysis, made in his courses on
Islamic history, has never appeared in printed form so that reference to it might be made
here.
31 Certain Western scholars like Julius Ruska have doubted the very existence of
Jabir because some of the writings attributed to him have been shown to have been
written during later centuries. While it must be admitted that much of the Jabirian corpus
was not written by Jabir himself, due to the tendency in traditional sciences tb identify
the various manifestations of a school with its founder, one cannot simply deny the
existence of Jabir with such arguments. Moreover, from a certain point of view the figure
of a Jabir or a Pythagoras as conceived by their followers is more important for the
understanding of the spiritual and intellectual forces dominant in a particular epoch
than a picture which is the result of historical analysis based on only the written evidence
which has survived the decaying influence of time.
32 'Abd al-l;Iujjat BaHighi, Kitiib maqiilat al-bunafa' fi maqtimat Shams al-'Urafa'
(Tehran, 1948), p. 11.
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The early acceptance of Hermeticism33 by the Shi'ites made them
the proponents of a synthetic physics, 34 a "periodic" conception of
time3 5 as consisting of different cycles, or adwiir and akwiir, and the
tradition of Hippocratic medicine tied to alchemy. Likewise, it made
them opposed to the rationalistic elements of Aristotle's philosophy
and many aspects of his physics. Consequently, when philosophy did
finally become integrated into the Shi'ite perspective, it was not in the
form of pure Aristotelianism but as that form of wisdom called
hikmah in which Illuminationist and gnostic doctrines play a central
~ole and in which reason becomes only the first stage and discursive
knowledge the most elementary form of knowledge to be followed by
the direct contemplation of the intelligible realities.
In the Sunni world, "official" learning did not concern itself so
much with either Hermeticism or Peripatetic philosophy, except to
the degree that philosophical methods were adopted to theological
ends by the great Sunni theologians like Imam al-Ghazzali and
Fakhr al-Din al-Razi. 36 In fact, from the beginning the Sunnis displayed a greater hostility toward the philosophers than the Shi'ah, as
demonstrated by the historical evidence of the survival of philosophy,
in its new wedding with illumination·and gnosis in the form of l)ikmah, among the Shi'ites long after it had ceased to exist as a living
tradition in the Sunni world.
33 By Hermeticists, or hariimisah, the Muslim authors meant the followers of the anteDiluvian prophet, ldris, or Ukhnilkh(Quran, XIX, 57; XXI, 85), whom they regarded as
the founder of the arts and sciences as well as of bikmah and philosophy. See
"Hermes . . .," in S. H. Nasr, Islamic Studies (Beirut, 1967), ch. 6.
34 "Une physique synthetique, qui. bien loin d'opposer le monde sublunaire au ciel
empyree (et les quatre eU:ments corruptibles a Ia quintessence), affirme !'unite de
l'univers; theoriquement par une science des correspondances entre Ies divers 'horizons'
de l'univers . . . pratiquement par !'exploitation experimentale systematique de ces
correspondances, en 'provoquant des resultats' en astrologie horoscopique, en typologie
(toxiques en medecine, caracteres individuels et collectifs dans Ia combinaison des
metiers et Ia science des cites), en alchimie (sublimation)." L. Massignon, "lnventaire de Ia litterature hermetique arabe," in A. J. Festugiere, La Revelation d'Hermes
Trismegiste (Paris, 1950), J, 389.
35 The periodic notion of time forms a part of the Islamic perspective and is affirmed
implicitly in the prophetic eras mentioned in the Quran.
For the "cyclic" notion of time in Islam, see Abil Bakr Siriij ad-Din, "The Islamic and
Christian conceptions of the march of time," Islamic Quarterly, 1 :230ft' (1954). This
notion does not imply a return to the same point after the passage of a certain period of
time, but the presence of a number of periods from the beginning of creation to the last
day which have points of correspondence with each other, and at the beginning of each
of which God sends a prophet into the world to reaffirm the truth of the previous
revelations which have been forgotten.
36 As for Hermeticism, many of its symbols were adopted by such Sufis as Ibn
'Arabi and Sadr al-Oin al-Qunawi (sometimes pronounced Qunyawi) so that they
became a permanent heritage of esoteric schools in the Sunni as well as the Shi'ite
world.
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The opposition of the Sunni doctors of the law to philosophy
and most of the pre-Islamic (awii'il) sciences became more intense
after the destruction of the Mu'tazilites and the triumph of Ash'arite
theology during the 4th/10th and 5th/11th centuries. Likewise, the
Sunni caliphate usually was more favorable to the purely religious
disciplines such as the science of commentary, badith, and jurisprudence, and supported the other sciences like medicine and astronomy
only to the extent that they corresponded to the needs of the communityY
When we take into account this difference in attitude of the Sunni
and the Shi'ah toward the arts and sciences, it becomes somewhat
easier to discover the causes underlying the great activity in the
various sciences during the 4th/10th and 5th/11th centuries, the
period which we have chosen to study in this book. For it is during
these centuries that Shi'ism becomes important politically and
socially. Already, during the reign of Ma'miin, a century before the
period in question, the appointment of Tahir Dhu'l-Yaminain to
the governorship of Khurasan in 205/821 marked the beginning of the
semi-independent Tahirid dynasty which after a half-century of rule
was destroyed by Ya'qiib ibn Laith, the Saffarid. 38 The ~affarids in
turn ruled over the eastern provinces of Persia from 253/867 to
298/910 with the support of the caliphate, although internally they
were nearly independent. In Transoxiana, also, the four sons of Asad
ibn 'Abdallah, who before his conversion to Islam had been called
Saman, served Ma'miin with great distinction and were rewarded with
the governorships of Samarqand, Farghana, Shash, and Herat. The
control of this family over these cities marked the beginning of the
Samanid dynasty, which, like the Saffarids, enjoyed internal independence and ruled over much of transoxiana until 389/999, and
whose members became the patrons of many of the most famous Persian scientists and poets. These Persian rulers, who had diminished
the central authority of the caliphate, were not overthrown until the
rise to power of the newly emigrated Turkish tribes in the area cui37 By this statement we mean only a general tendency
that seems to be present in
Islamic history rather than a hard and fast rule. Many Sunni caliphs and princes, from
the legendary Khiilid ibn Yazid to Hiirun al-Rashid, and from Ma'mun in the East to
'Abd ai-Rabmiin III in Andalusia, and wazirs like Rashid al-Din Fa<;llalliih were ardent
supporters of the arts and sciences and played an essential role in the propagation and
cultivation of the sciences in the Islamic world. The early Abbasid caliphs also interested
themselves in Greek learning in order to protect the faith of the community from the
acquired instrument of Greek logic by the use of that instrument itself.
38 For the history of the eastern territories of Islam, and especially
Persia, during this
period see S. Lane-Poole, The Mohammadan Dynasties (Paris, 1925), pp. 128ff, and
W. Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol Invasion, rev. ed. (London, 1928), pp. 208ft·.
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JDinated in the conquest of eastern Persia by MaJ:tmi1d of Ghazna,
ending permanently the rule of the Persians in Central Asia.
If the rise of these independent dynasties meant a weakening of the
authority of the caliphate, these dynasties nevertheless, accepted at
least theoretically, the Sunni caliph and ruled in his name. Such,
however, was not true of the Shi'ite Biiyids or Buwaihids39 who ruled
Persia from 320/932 to 447/1055. The star of this family began to rise
when 'Ali, the son of Buwaih, who was reputed to have descended
from ancient Persian kings, was given the governorship of Karaj in
318/930. Soon, with the help of his brothers, I;lasan and Al).mad, he
was able to expand the domain of his power and within a few years
became the ruler of most of central Persia. From this base the Buwaihids expanded their political and military power until 334/945, when
Al).mad conquered Baghdad itself.
The caliph, al-Muktafi bi'Lliih, was forced to accept the power of
the new conquerors. He gave to the three brothers the title of 'Imad
al-Dawlah, Rukn al-Dawlah, and Mu'izz-al-Dawlah and the rank of
amir a/-umarii'. The Buwaihids in turn treated the caliph with great
respect; but, being Shi'ite, they no longer accepted his absolute religious and political authority. They thus succeeded in establishing
Shi'ite rule over the lands of the Eastern caliphate for the first time
in Islamic history, a rule which they were able to maintain in their
family until the Turkish Ghaznawids and Seljuqs once again brought
the eastern provinces under Sunni rule.
While the Eastern provinces of the Islamic world were being
dominated by Shi'ite rulers, Egypt and much of North Africa had
also fallen under the sway of Shi'ism, this time in the form of Isma'ilism. The Fatimid dynasty had established itself in Egypt and competed with the caliphs in Baghdad for supremacy in the Muslim worLd.
This new Shi'ite caliphate in turn played an important role in the
fostering of the arts and sciences and the establishment of schools in
which the scientific disciplines were taught. 40
As a result of this brief survey of the history of the Muslim lands
during the 4th/10th and 5th/11th centuries we have discovered that
39 The name of this family in Persian is Biiyih, "oe" being a middle Persian sound
which appears in many Persian names such as Babiiyih, Muskfiyih, and so on. Since this
sound does not exist in Arabic, it has been transformed into "awaih" or "uwaih" by
Arabic writers, hence Ibn Miskawaih, Buwaihids, and so on. Since the Arabic form of
these words is more familiar to Western readers, we have transliterated the well-known
ones in this form rather than in the original Persian.
40 For the relation of Fatimid rule to a certain "realism" in Islamic art and its possible
relation to the sciences, see R. Ettinghausen, "Realism in Islamic Art," in Studi
orientaJistici in onore di Giorgio Levi della Vida {Rome), 1 :2531f (1958).
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this was a period during which the authority of the central Sunni
government had weakened and Shi'ite princes were ruling over a large
segment of the Islamic world. Considering the more sympathetic
attitude of Shi'ism toward the pre-Islamic sciences and philosophy
which we have already mentioned, it is not surprising to discover that
this period of Shi'ite domination coincides with a time of great activity
in the various intellectual sciences. In fact it may be safely asserted
that the rise of the Shi'ah in this period was the chief reason for the
greater attention paid to the arts and sciences. The Shi'ah, both in
Persia and in Egypt, founded schools in which the sciences were
taught and established educational and scientific procedures that
were later adopted by the Sunnis themselves, as exemplified by the
adoption of al-Azh ar-orig inally founded by the Fatim ids-fo r
Sunni learning and the building of the Ni?iimiyah school in Baghdad
upon earlier Shi'ite models.
The 4th/1Oth and Sth/11 th centuries constitute, therefore, the
period of the formation of the Islamic arts, sciences, and philosophy
and the period in which the basis of the Islamic sciences was laid, in
such a way as to determine the general contou r of these sciences as
they have been cultivated in the Muslim world ever since. lt may be
said, then, that to study the sciences in this period is to study the root
and formation of the various Islamic sciences and not just a passing
moment in the long centuries of Islamic history.
The Intellectual Dimensions in Islam and
the Class of Seekers of Knowledge

To understand the relation of the subject matter of this book to the
totality of the intellectual life of Islam it is necessary not only to
place the period under discussion within Islamic history but also to
relate the perspectives of the authors under study to the general
intellectual dimensions in Islam. The most essential division within
Islam is the "vertical" hierarchy of the Sacred Law (Shari'ah), the
Way (Tariqah) and the Truth (Ijaqiqah), the first being the exoteric
aspect of the Islamic revelation, divided into the Sunni and the
Shi'ite interpretations of the tradition, and the latter two the esoteric
aspects which are usually known under the denomination of Sufism.
Or, one might say that the Truth is the center, the Way or "ways "
the radii, and the Sacred Law the circumference of a circle the totality
of which is lslamY
41 See F. Schuon,
L'CEil du ca:ur (Paris, 1974), pp. 9Iff. It is necessary to add
that
Islamic esotericism can also be found in various forms of Shi'ism in
addition to Sufism.
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Another division of the intellectual perspectives within Islam which
is more immediately related to our present study is the classification
of the various intellectual dimensions according to the modes of
knowledge sought by each school. 42 From this point of view we may
enumerate the seekers of knowledge in the earlier centuries of Islam
as being the Quranic scholars and traditionalists, grammarians, historians and geographers, natural scientists and mathematicians, the
Mu'tazilites and other theologians, the Peripatetic philosophers, the
Neo-Pythagoreans and Hermeticists, the Isma'ili philosophers, and
finally the ~ufis.
In the later centuries, when the various schools became more crystallized, the major schools in the Sunni world became more or less
confined to those of the jurists, the theologians, and the ~ufis, the
last-named having absorbed the gnostic elements of such pre-Islamic
traditions as Hermeticism. Philosophy and the natural and mathematical sciences also continued to be cultivated but to a much lesser
degree; philosophy, especially, in its rationalistic mode ceased to
exist after the 6th/12th century in the Sunni world.
In the Shi'ite world, likewise, the school of the theologians and
jurists as well as those of the ~ufis, who, as we noted, stand in a sense
above the Sunni-Shi'ah division, remained dominant. But, in addition, with the weakening of rationalism under the attack of theology
and Sufism in the 5th/11th and 6th/12th centuries, the new school of
Illuminationist, or lshriiqi, theosophy came to be established by
Suhrawardi and his followers, one that has exercised a great influence
upon the intellectual life of Persia ever since. lshriiqi theosophy was
in turn re-interpreted and combined with the tenets of Shi'ism by
Sadr al-Din al-Shirazi, commonly known as Mulla ~adra, who during
the Safavid period opened the last new intellectual perspective in
Islam 43 and who, has continued to dominate the intellectual life ?of
Shi'ism to the present day. During the Safavid period, also, the study
of the mathematical sciences was revived in Persia by Baha' al-Din
al-'Amili and others, but in this case it was mostly a question of
42 There is also the general division of the sciences in Islam into the transmitted
(naqli) and intellectual ('aqli), which we have not considered here. For this traditional
division of the Muslim sciences, see Ibn Khaldiin, The Muqaddimah, trans. F. Rosenthal
(New York, 1958), II, 436ff.
43 For an account of the teachings of Suhrawardi and the significance of his school,
see the two prolegomena of H. Corbin to Suhrawardi, Opera Metaphysica et Mystica,
Vol. I (Tehran, 1977) and vol. II (Tehran, 1977). Regarding the Ishriiqi school and the
school of Mulla $adra see also S. H. Nasr, "Suhrawardi," "The School of Ispahan,"
and "$adr al-Din Shirazi," in A History of Muslim Philosophy, ed. M. M. Sharif (Wiesbaden, 1963-66); and "$adr al-Din Shirazi, his life, doctrines and significance,"
lndo-Iranica, 14:6-16 (December 1961). See also the monumental work of Corbin, En
Islam iranien, 4 vols. (Paris, 1971-1972).
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reviving the teachings of Khwajah Na~ir al-Oin al-Tiisi and the other
earlier Muslim mathematicians rather than founding a new school.
We can say, therefore, that the dominant perspectives in Islamic
history touching upon the study of Nature are those of the mathematicians, Hermeticists, Peripatetics, Isma'ilis, llluminationists,
gnostics, or Sufis, and finally the theologians, the majority of whom
have followed a "philosophy of Nature" in which Nature and natural
cause are absorbed into the Divine omnipotence.
To discover more specifically how these perspectives appear in the
4th/10th and Sth/11 th centuries, we turn to the evidence of some of
the Muslim authors themselves. In his Treatise on Being (Risrilat alwujiid) 'Umar Khayyam, one of the most significant figures of the
5th/11th century, writes concerning those who seek ultimate knowledge, as follows:
Seekers after knowledge of God, Glorious and Most High, are divided
into four groups:
(I) The theologians (Mutakallimim) who became content with disputation and satisfying proofs and considered this much knowledge of the
Creator, excellent is His Name, as sufficient.
(2) The philosophers and metaphysicians [of Greek inspiration
(bukama')] who used rational arguments and sought to know the laws of
logic and were never content with satisfying arguments, but they too
could not remain faithful to the conditions of logic and with it became
helpless.
(3) The Isma'ilis and Ta'limiyun who said that the way of knowledge is
none other than receiving information from a trustworthy ($iidiq) informer,
for in reasoning about the knowledge of the Creator, His Essence and
Attributes, there is much difficulty, and the reasoning of the opponents and
the intelligent is stupefied and helpless before it. Therefore, it is better to
seek knowledge from the words of a trustworthy person.
(4) The people of ta,wwwufwho did not seek knowledge by speculation
or thinking but by purgation of their inner being and purifying of their
disposition. They cleansed the rational soul from the impurities of Nature
and bodily forms until it became a pure substance. It came face to face
with the spiritual world (malakut) so that the forms of that world became
reflected in it in reality without doubt or ambiguity. This is the best of all
paths because none of the perfections of God are kept away from it, and
there are no obstacles or veils put before it. 44
Tehran National Library, MS. Bayii<_li (dated 659). Also Afc,lal al-Din al-Kiishiini,
ed. Mujtabii Minovi and Yal;lyii Mahdavi (Tehran, 1952), vol. I, Introduction; and 'Umar Khayyiim. "Az nathr-i fiirsi-yi Khayyiim," Sharq, 1:167-168 (1309
[1930]). (Throughout the book we have made use of suitable translations if they have
existed in English, French, or German. Where such translations have not been available
we have translated the Arabic and Persian texts.)
44

Mu~annafat,
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Several centuries later, when the various perspectives had become
more crystallized, Sayyid Sharif al-Jurjani, the 9th/15th century Persian l;lakim, in his glosses upon the Matiili' al-anwiir, writes:
To gain a knowledge of the beginning and the end of things, there are
two ways possible: one the way of argument and examination (or observation) and the other the way of asceticism and self-purification (mujiihadah).
Amo~gthefollowers of argument and examination, those who attach themselves to one of the religions are called the theologians and those who do
not follow the religion of any prophet are called the Peripatetics. Among
the followers of the way of asceticism and self-purification, those who bind
themselves to the Shari'ah are called Sufis and those who do not have such
a bond are called the Illuminationists. 45
When we consider the intellectual position of the authors we have
considered in this book in the general background of the various
Islamic intellectual perspectives, it becomes possible for us to understand from what point of view the cosmological sciences are being
considered in each case and what relation that point of view has with
respect to the totality of Islamic intellectual life. In the writings of the
Ikhwiin al-Safa' we encounter a wealtll- ofNeo-Pythagorea n and Hermetic symbols, a source upon which the Isma'ilis relied greatly during
the later centuries. With al-Biruni we meet one of the most eminent of
Muslim mathematicians and astronomers and at the same time the
independent scholar and historian in search of the knowledge of
other lands and epochs. As for Ibn Sinii, he was undoubtedly the
greatest of the Muslim Peripatetics and in his writings one can discover the Peripatetic philosophy of Nature in its most lucid and
thorough form. Moreover, the later works of Ibn Sincl, especially the
visionary narratives, present us with a vision of the cosmos which
was adopted later by the Ishriiqis and which presents many elemeQ.ts
in common with the views of the Sufis on Nature and on the role of
cosmology in the journey of the gnostic toward illumination.
In considering the writings of the Ikhwiin al-Safa', al-Biruni, and
Ibn Sinii, therefore, we are dealing not only with three of the most
important authors of the most active period of the Islamic arts and
sciences, but also with the general views of the school of Hermeticists
and Neo-Pythagoreans, mathematicians, historians, and scholars,
and finally with the Peripatetic and indirectly the lshriiqi and Sufi
. 'Likewise, al-Ghazzali, in his al-Munqidh min al-rf.aliil, divides the seekers of knowledge
Into the mutakallimun, biitiniyah (Ismii.'ilis), faliisifah and ~ufiyah; see W. Montgomery
Watt, The Faith and Practice of al-Ghazali (London, 1953), pp. 26ff.
45 Sayyid Sharif al-Jurjiini, Sharb mafiili' al-anwiir (Tehran, 1315 [1897]), p. 4.
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conception of Nature. 46 It would then perhaps not be too audacious
if we consider the present book as a general introduction to the
Islamic cosmological sciences without our having taken into account
all of the important authors who have contributed to this subject
over the centuries. In choosing the specific writers of the 4th/10th and
Sth/11 th centuries we hope to demonstrate not only what this or that
particular author has thought during a specific period, but, more
importantly, what views each particular perspective in Islamic
civilization has held concerning the sciences of Nature.
46 The identification of an individual school with a particular author is legitimate in
Islamic history because there, as in other traditions, the intellectual perspective dominates over individualistic modes of thought; and, as it is said in Arabic, the rna qUa, what
is said, is more important than the man qala, he who has said it. These authors therefore,
present us with the views of nearly all the major Islamic intellectual perspectives excluding that of the theologians whom, as we mentioned, do not consider Nature to have a
separate reality. As for the basic gnostic doctrines of Ibn 'Arabi and his followers, as
far as the cosmological sciences are concerned, many of their principles are found,
though perhaps in a less transparent form, in the writings of the Ikhwiin al-::;afii' and
Ibn Sinii; for as we remarked earlier, the Alexandrian and Hermetic cosmological
sciences, or "Lesser Mysteries," were absorbed in the light of the "Greater Mysteries"
of Islamic gnosis.

That is what shows thee His Omnipotence, Exalted
be He; that He hides Himself from thee by that
which has no existence outside of Him.
Ibn 'Ata'alhih al-Iskandari -Qikam

PART I

Ikhwan al-Safa
. ' wa Khullan al-Wafa'
(The Brethren of Purity)

CHAPTER 1

The Rasa'il of the Ikhwan al-Safa'
-Their Identity and Content
Having been hidden within the cloak of secrecy from its very inception, the Rasii'il have provided many points of contention and have
been a constant source of dispute among both Muslim and Western
scholars. 1 The identification of the authors, or possibly one author,
the place and time of the writing and propagation of their works, the
nature of the secret brotherhood the outer manifestation of which
comprises the Rasii'il-these and many secondary questions have
remained without any definitive historical answers.
Many early Muslim sources have given the name of a group of
scholars from Ba~ra as the authors of the Rasii'il. Ibn al-Qifti, in his
Akhbiir al-bukamii', 2 mentions that according to Abu l;layyan alTawl}.idi the authors of the Rasii'il were Abu Sulaiman Mul;tammad
-- ibn Ma'shar al-Basti, Abu'l-I;Iasan 'Ali ibn Hiiri.in al-Zanjiini, Abu
AJ;unad al-Mihrjiini, 'Awfi and Zaid ibn al-Rifii'i. Shahrazuri, on the
other hand, in his Nuzhat al-arwii/:1, gives a somewhat different list
ofauthors, 3 consisting of Abu Sulaimiin Mul;tammad ibn Mas'ud alBasti, known as al-Muqaddasi, Abu'l-l;lasan 'Ali ibn Wahrun
al:Sabi, Abu Al;tmad al-Nahrjuri, 'Awfi al-Ba~ri and Zaid ibn ~~
Rifa'i. Abu l;layyiin al-Tawl;tidi himself claims that the wazir, Abu
'Abdallah al-Sa'dan, who was killed in 375/985, had in his service a
1 The name of the Ikhwiin al-!;lafii', the authors of the Rasii'i/, is itself of interest. The
word ~alii' appears in the Quran (II, 153) and is used widely among the :)iifis to denote
the interior purity which makes gnosis (ma'rifah) possible and which is the ultimate aim
of t~awwuf. Certain :)iifi masters have derived the word ~iifi itself from ~afii'. For example, Abu l;lasan ai-Qanniid says:

•. ~li,JI*.;..;'_, ~ttj~_...}~r~l~_, ~~J.;r':;)..1:~)..JI"
Abii N~r al-Sarriij al-Tiisi, Kitiib al-luma' (London, 1914), p. 26.
2 1bn al-Qifli, Akhbiir al-&ukamii' (Cairo, 1326 [1908]), pp. 58-63. See also ,?:ahir
al-Din al-Baihaqi, Tatimmah #wiin al-bikmah (Lahore, 1351 [1932]), p. 21.
3 From the manuscript of Ta'rikh al-bukamii' of Shahraziiri, quoted by Jaliil Homii'i,
Ghazziili-niimah (Tehran, 1936), p. 35.
25
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group of scholars, including Ibn Zar'ah (331/942-398/1 007), Miskawaih al-Razi (died 421/1029), Abu'l-Wafa' al-Buzjani, Abu'lQasim al-Ahwazi, Abu Sa'id Bahram, Ibn Shahuyah, lbn Bakr, Ibn
J:Iajjaj al-Sha'ir, Shukh Shi'i (died 391/1000), and Ibn 'Abid alKatib whose sayings were compiled and collected to form the
Rasii'il. 4 Regarding one of the alleged authors, Zaid ibn Rifa'i, Abu
J:Iayyan writes:
He stands in no definite relation with any one system. He knows how
to form his school from all sides ... If one could but unite Greek philosophy and the religious law of Islam, the perfection of the faith, they the
Ikhwiin thought, would be reached. With this design, they wrote fifty tracts
on all branches of philosophy. 5
Not only is there a difference of view as to the authors of the
Rasii'il, but also regarding the part of the Islamic community from
which they originated. The modern discussions find their echo among
the medieval Muslim authors themselves. Ibn al-Qifti, giving his own
view, considers the Ikhwan as followers of the school of the Mu'tazilah, which was rationalistic in its approach. 6 Ibn Taimiyah, the
J:lanbali jurist, on the other hand, tends toward the other extreme in
relating the Ikhwan to the Nu~airis, who are as far removed from the
rationalists as almost any group to be found in Islam. 7 Between these
two extremes there have been the views expressed over the centuries
that the Rasii'il were written by 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, al-Ghazzali,
J:Iallaj, Imam Ja'far al-~adiq, or various Isma'ili dii'is, or "missionaries." 8
Considering the great respect paid to the Rasa' il by the Isma'ilis, 9
the extensive use of them, particularly in the Yemen, and the fact that
4 AI-Tawbidi, Risiilah fi' l-$idiiqah wa' l-$adiq
(Constantinople, 1301 [1883], pp. 31-33).
Dates have been given in the case of those authors for whom they have been established
with certainty.
5 S. Lane-Poole, Studies in a Mosque,
2nd ed. (London: Sydney, Eden, Remington,
1893), pp. 193-194.
6 'A. 'Awa, L'Esprit critique des
'Frt?res de Ia Purete': Encyclopedistes arabes du
JV•f X• siecle (Beirut, 1948), p. 48.
7 Ibid.
8 For a general discussion of these
opinions as well as those of the moderns, see
A. L. Tibawi, "Ikhwan a~-~afa and their Rasa'il," Islamic Quarterly, 2:28-46 (1955).
9 Some Isma'ili scholars have even called
it "a Quran after the Quran."

A. Tamir, La Realite des lbwan a$-Sa/ii' wa f;lulliin al-Wafii' (Beirut, 1957), p. 17.
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''the work is accepted by the Isma'ilis as belonging to their religion,

and is still regarded as esoteric ... ," 10 it is not surprising to find most
modern scholars, Muslims and non-Muslims alike, claiming Isma'ili
authorship for the work. A. Tamir, for example, has given a very
detailed and convincing account of the Isma'Hi nature of the Rasii'il,
whose contents he calls "the Isma'ili philosophy." 11 It is interesting
to note, however, that the well-known modern Isma'ili scholar,
H. F. al-Hamdani, although emphasizing the importance of the
Rasii'il in the Isma'ili mission in the Yemen, disclaims lsma'ili authorship for the work and instead attributes the treatises to the 'Alids. 12
And A. L. Tibawi, basing his conclusion on the fact that the lkhwan
opposed the hereditary and concealed imam, claims that the connection between the Rasii'il and the Isma'His is of later origin. 13 He
makes a more general association, stating that the "lkhwan a~-~afa'
10

u

V. A. Ivanov, The Alleged Founder of Ismailism (Bombay, 1946), p. 146.

I"Wt.J~Jte.,._,~...>~ ifJ~~~~~U.;:?.lJ>~l~ll~_, ..

Timir, La Realite des Ibwan a~-Safa' . . . , p. 8, and also in his Introduction to the
edition of Risalat jami'ah al-jami'ah (Beirut, 1959), pp. 1-58, where he gives as the final
reason for the Isma'ili origin of the Rasa' it the fact that their number is equivalent to
the numerical value of the name of the man 'Abdallah ibn Mul;lammad, who according
to Isma'ili authorities composed the work:
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(pp. 17-18).
Ziiki Pasha, in his introduction to the 1928 Cairo edition of the Rasa'il, also argues
for the Isma'ili origin of the work.
12 H. F. al-Hamdani, "Rasa'il Ikhwan as-Safii' in the literature of the Isma'ili
Taiyibi Da'wa," Der Islam (Berlin), 20:29lff (1932).
13 "lkhwan a~-~afii and their Rasa'il," Islamic Quarterly, 2:33 (1955).
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may be taken as symbolizing the Shl'a attempt, while al-Ghazali represents the Sunni attempt at a synthesis." 14
A somewhat different approach is considered by 'A. 'Awa in his
analytical study of the Rasii'il. Rather than identifying the Ikhwan
too closely with any group, 'Awa calls them by the vague name of
post-Mu'tazilitesY In this opinion he is in agreement, although in a
somewhat vague fashion, with some of the early Western students of
the lkhwan.
Serious interest in the Rasii'il on the part of Western scholars was
manifested in the nineteenth century with the translation made by
Fr. Dieterici in a somewhat free and disorderly fashion over a period
of thirty years, of most of the Rasa' i/. 16 He realized early in his studies
on the Ikhwan their importance in bringing together in an encyclopedic manner a great deal of Islamic learning and in uniting the
various sciences in a unified world view. 17
Another early German study which was to have a considerable
influence during the succeeding decades was G. Fliigel's article on the
Ikhwan. 18 He emphasized there the rationalistic and Mu'tazilite
nature of the Rasii'il. Considering the interests and particularly the
rationalistic tendencies of the Mu'tazilites on the one hand and the
cosmological and metaphysical views of the lkhwan on the other,
the assertion of Fli.igel is hardest of all to understand. Yet this view
is supported again in the twentieth century by such scholars as E. G.
Browne and R. A. Nicholson, while Miguel Asin Palacios considers
the work to be a combination of Mu'tazilite and Shi'ite inspiration. 19
In a somewhat similar fashion, S. Pines, referring to the role of the
Prophet, claims that "the Rasii'il Ikhwiin a~-$afii' are, in this point
"The idea of guidance in Islam," Islamic Quarterly, 3:148 (1956).
L'Esprit critique . . . , p. 49. Later in the work 'Awa states more specifically that
"c'est avec les Freres de Ia Purete que Ia scolastique dogmatique (kaliim) nous parait
repondre veritablement a ses motifs les meilleurs, au monisme universe! faisant de Ia
verite du savoir et de !'ideal de !'action un ensemble unique, un tout homogene et reconcilie" (p. 305). 'Awa follows Dieterici in considering Abu l:layyan al-Tawbidi as
being "incontestablement aussi un des propagateurs de !'association" (Ibid., p. 309).
Although al-Tawl).idi's encounter with al-Muqaddasi is known, there is no proof that
al-Tawl).idi participated in the writing of the Rasa' if.
16 Fr. Dieterici, Die Philosophie der Araber im X. Jahrhundert, vol. II: Die Naturschauung und Naturphilosophie der Araber im zehnten Jahrhundert aus den Schriften der
lautern Bruder, Der Darwinismus im X. und XI. Jahrhundert (Leipzig-Berlin, 1858-1891).
17 Dieterici, Die Philosophie der Araber, vol. III: Makrokosmos (1876). He considers
the Ikhwan as an association of scholars which included a!-Tawl).idi (ibid., pt. 1, pp. 145ft").
18 "Ober Inhalt und Verfasser der arabischen Encyclopadie," Zeitschrift der Deutschen
morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, 13:1-43 (1859).
19 E. G. Browne, Literary History of Persia, I (London, 1909), p. 292; R. A. Nicholson,
Literary History of the Arabs (London, 1956), p. 370; M. Asin Palacios, El original arabe
de Ia disputa del asno contra Fr. Anselmo Turmeda (Madrid, 1914), p. 11.
14
15
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as in many others, an attempt to bridge the gap between the two currents of thought. They are, on one hand, imbued with Shi'ite-more
especially Isma 'ilite--doctrines; on the other hand, they closely
follow and indeed plagiarize the political theory of al-Farabi." 20
The history of the rise of early lsma'ilism, the Fatimid movement,
the doctrinal and political relations between Isma'ilis and Batinis and
Qaramitah, are among the most obscure and difficult problems of
Islamic history. But for our purpose here it is more suitable, if not
exactly correct, to combine the foregoing movements and parties
under one heading which we shall call Isma 'ill. 21 With this generalization then, we can safely assert that the great majority of Western
scholars consider the Ikhwan and their Rasii'il to be connected with
the Isma'ili movement. Casanova, in 1915, had already defended this
position, 22 to be followed in his stand by Goldziher, 23 MacDonald, 24
Lane-Poole, 25 Massignon, 26 and Ivanov,27 just to mention some of
the better-known authors in this field.
A few Western scholars-as, for example, Stern and Sarton-have
accepted the opinions of early Muslim writers on the authorship of the
Rasii'il and have attributed the work ~o a group of scholars probably
from Ba~ra. After abandoning this view, Stern once more returned
to it after publication of the Kitiib al-imtii' of Abii I:Iayyan alTawl;lidi in which the group of scholars are mentioned. 28 Recently, in
a profound study on the relation between the Sabaeans and the
S. Pines, "Some Problems of Islamic Philosophy," Islamic Culture, 11 :71 (1937).
Massignon defines the Qartimitah as (1) the general movement of reform during
the third century which ended with the establishment of the Fiitimids in 297/910; and
(2) groups of Arabs and Nabataeans of southern Mesopotamia who assembled there
after the war of Zanj. L. Massignon, "Esquisse d'une bibliographie ~armate," in Essays
Presented to E. G. Browne (Cambridge, England, 1922), pp. 329ft".
22 P. Casanova, "Notice sur un manuscrit de Ia secte des Assassins," Journal
~
Asiatique (1898), pp. 151-159.
23 I. Goldziher, Le Dogme et Ia loi de 1'/slam (Paris, 1920), p. 202. Goldziher believed
that the Rasti'il were an important source for the Isma'ilis from which they drew a
great deal.
24 D. MacDonald, The Development of Muslim Theology, Jurisprudence and Constitutional Theory (New York, 1903), p. 188. MacDonald compares the Ikhwiin to the
lodges of the Masons and relates them to the Qartimitah.
zs Lane-Poole, Studies in a Mosque, p. 186.
• 26 .Massignon also relates the Ikhwiin to the Qartimitah. See his "Esquisse d'une
bibliographie l<:armate," p. 329.
21 Ivanov rejects completely the existence of a Basra group of scholars. He writes, "I
would be inclined to think that this was a kind of camouflage story circulated by the
Ismai!is to avoid the book being used as a proof of their orthodoxy." V. A. Ivanov,
The Alleged Founders of Ismailism, pp. 146-147. He considers the Rasti'il, in fact, to
have been written under Fiitimid patronage "in connection with general work on the
Philosophy of lsmailism." A Guide to Ismaili Literature (London, 1933), p. 31.
21 M. Stern, "The authorship of the Epistles of the Ikhwiin a~-~afii'," Islamic Culture,
20
21

20:367-372 (1946).
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lsma'ills, Corbin has identified the lkhwan as a group or association
of learned men who were at the same time the voice of the lsma'ili
movement. 29
Before forming a judgment on this difficult problem of the authorship of the Rasfi'il, it is best to turn to the work itself for help. Since
everyone agrees that the Rasii'il were written by the lkhwan a~-~afa',
then whatever the Ikhwan tell us about themselves, their purpose,
and the organization of their brotherhood, is at the same time information about the authors of the Rasfi'il. They write, "The reason
why the Brethren of Purity assemble is that each of them sees and
knows that he cannot attain what he wishes concerning his wellbeing in this world and the attainment of success and salvation in the
next world except through the cooperation of each one of them with
his companion." 30 The aim of the Ikhwan is, therefore, neither the
mere collection of facts nor a simple desire to create some sort of
eclecticism as they have been accused by certain authors anxious to
find in their writings originality and novelty above everything else. 31
Rather, the purpose of the Ikhwan, according to their own
definition, seems to be educational in the fullest sense of the wordthat is, to bring to fruition and perfection the latent faculties of man
so that he may gain salvation and spiritual freedom. Practically every
chapter of their long work reminds the reader that in this world he is
a prisoner who through knowledge must free himself from his earthly
prison. All the sciences they consider-whether astronomy,
angelology, or embryology-are discussed, not with the aim of a
purely theoretical or intellectual interpretation or for their practical
application, but to help untie the knots in the soul of the reader by
making him aware, on the one hand, of the great harmony and beauty
of the Universe and, on the other, of the necessity for man to go
beyond material existence. And in order to reach this end they combine in their ideal education the virtues of many nations.
29 "Au Xme siecle, une societe de pensee qui s'est donnee le nom de 'Freres de Ia
Purete et Amis de Ia Fidelite,' a laisse en une vaste encyclopedie de 52 traites un mouvement de pensee ismaelienne." H. Corbin, "Rituel sabeen et exegese ismaelienne du
rituel," Ermws Jahrbuch, 19:187 (1950).
~

-.

~~<.S":::dJLf'_, -.Wl_:.!~\~~JJl.:.WI..:JJ~,.:..d~_, ,,

~ i:;J).,_..,_:.;JI (.<~~ ~..,Jl ~\.>..4&J.-.t.,(:i.vJ(.: ~;;J~»-)., Jf

". +W ~.-A>-1_, .)<.;.:., l.A: ~J V iJ j
Rasa' if (henceforth referred to in the notes as R), Cairo, 1928, IV, 218.
31 Or, as M. von Horten has put it, "einen unschopferischen Eklektizismus"; see his
Die Philosophie des Islam (Munich, 1923), p. 261.
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They define the ideal and morally perfect man as of
East Persian derivation, Arabic in faith, of 'Iraqi, that is, Babylonian,
education, a Hebrew in astut~ness, a. dis~iple of C~uist in conduc~, as.Pious
as a Syrian monk, a Greek m the Individual sciences, an Indian m the
interpretation of all mysteries, but lastly and especially, a ~iifi in his whole
spiritual life. 32
If we consider the purpose rather than the sources of the Rasti'il, it is

hard to explain the work away as being eclectic, because what may
historically be drawn from diverse sources is brought together and
unified with a single end in view. And since that end conforms almost
completely to the spirit of the ~adith of the Prophet, "the world is
the prison of the faithful and the paradise of the unbelievers," 33 it is
more difficult to call it in any way un-Islamic if we accept the definition of "Islamic" given in the Prologue.
Not only do the lkhwan identify themselves spiritually with
t~awwuf, whose ultimate end is to awaken the initiate from the
"dream of negligence" through spiritual education and spiritual
training, but their account of their own organization correspo ndsalthough on a plane that is more exterior and social-to that of
the Sufi brotherhoods. The Ikhwan divide themselves into four
categories:
1. Those possessing purity of physical substance, excellence of
. conception and assimilation. Members must be at least fifteen years
old. These brothers are called the pious and the compassionate (alabrtir a/-ru/:zamii') and belong to the class of the masters of crafts.
2. Those possessing tenderness and compassion toward other
men. Members must be at least thirty years of age. This grade corresponds to the philosophical faculty, and the members in it are called
the brothers of religious and learned men (akhytir and fur/alii'), the
class of political chiefs.
3. Those possessing the ability to fight wars and insurrections in
the spirit of calm and mildness which leads to salvation. They represent the power of Divine law which men receive at the age of forty.
They are called the noble men of learning and virtue (al-fw;lalii' alkiriim) and are the kings and sultans.
3 z Tj. de Boer, The History of Philosophy in Islam, trans. E. R. Jones (London: Luzac
& Co., 1933), p. 95. For us there can be nothing more convincing than this statement
of the spiritual inclination and affiliation of the Ikhwan with ta~awwuf See also
A.. L. Tibawi, "Jama'ah Ikhwan as-Safa'," Journal of the American University of
Be~rut (1930-1931), p. 14; and Dhabil)allah Safa, lkhwiin al-~afii' (Tehran, 1330 [1951]),
P.l3.
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4. The highest degree, which is that of surrender, recelVlng of
Divine help and direct vision of the Truth. This is the angelic period
which one only reaches at the age of fifty, 34 and is the preparation for
heavenly ascension. The prophets like Abraham, Joseph, Jesus,
Mu/:lammad, and sages like Socrates and Pythagoras belong to this
stage. 35
One can see in this classification the well-known division between
craft, royal, and sacerdotal initiations which existed also in medieval
Europe. The unity of the final goal through the hierarchy of the
various grades is also evident. What has driven many people to accuse
the Ikhwan of eclecticism, however, is not this unity but their mention
of ancient sages along with the prophets. We have already explained
in the Prologue, however, the validity of this procedure of integrating into Islam that which accepts the Unity of the Divine Principle.
In fact, among many Muslims, especially the ~ufis, the idea that God
has revealed the Truth in some form to all peoples is an obvious consequence of the Quranic Revelation itself. Likewise, as Tibawi says:
The Brethren of Purity believe that the Truth is one without it being
the private work of anyone. God has sent His Spirit to all men, to Christians as to Muslims, to blacks as to whites. 36
In the opinion of the authors of the Rasa'il, individualis m is the
source of bewilderme nt and error. Seeing Greek or other ancient
sages mentioned by the Ikhwan, then, in no way destroys their purpose of education through integration and toward that final aim,
which is to free their disciples from the prison of this world; nor does
it make them eclectic in other than a historical sense.
In a curious and significant passage, the Ikhwan identify themselves
with the Primordial Tradition and the philosophia perennis which
they seek to expound in its full blossoming only after the last of the
prophets has brought his religion to the world.
Know oh my brother, that we are the society of the Brethren of Purity,
pure and sincere beings with generous hearts. We have slept in the cavern
of Adam, our father, during the lapse of time which has brought back to
us the vicissitudes of time and the calamities of events until finally, after
our dispersion across various nations, there comes the moment of our
encounter in the realm of the Master of the Eternal Religion, the moment
when we see our Spiritual City elevated in the air ... 37
34 These ages are not to be taken
literally as corresponding to chronological years,
for obviously according to the Ikhwiin themselves some sages reached the highest stage
before they were "biologically" fifty years old.
35 R., IV, 119ff; also, 'Awa, L'Esprit
critique . .. , pp. 261-263.
36 "Jamii'ah Ikhwiin a~-Safii' ,"
37 R., IV, 85.
p. 60.
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:;According to their own conception, then, the lkhwan are expounding
eternal wisdom, or what Suhrawardi later calls the /:zikmah laduniyah,
which man has always possessed in some form but which now is
expounded fully by the lkhwan after having been hidden (in the cave)
throughout the previous periods of the history of humanity. Mter
their temporal appearance, if the lkhwan claim to draw their doctrines from ancient sources it is not to collect a "museum" but to
Jnrild a unified citadel and to guide their disciples to the single Truth
·which they believe underlies the many sources from which they draw
their material and inspiration. The ultimate "grace," or barakah, for
them, however, comes from Islam which is the final Revelation of the
Truth in the present cycle of humanity.
The lkhwiin and Philosophy

While certain scholars have thought the purpose of the lkhwan to
have been the reversal of the contemporary political situation by the
restoration of a philosophical system capable of serving as a basis for
life, 38 the majority of those who have studied their doctrines believe
that their aim was to combine religion and philosophy. 39 The Ikhwan
themselves, in fact, often speak of the virtues of philosophy as a way
of finding the Truth and their desire to combine it with the Divine
law, or niimils, of the prophets. 40 Their aim, however, is not that of
an Ibn Rushd or even a Thomas Aquinas, because here again the
Ikhwan give a connotation to the word "philosophy" which differs
greatly from the rationalistic, syllogistic meaning given to it by the
Aristotelians. Instead, they identify philosophy with l:zikmah, 41 in
opposition to the great number of early Muslim writers who use
philosophy as being almost synonymous with purely human wisdom
and hikmah as a wisdom which has its ultimate source in the Revelations given to the ancient prophets. Philosophy for the Ikhwan is "the
similitude as much as possible of man with God." It is "the means
which again draws the elite of men or the angels on earth near to the
Creator Most High." 42 Its use is the "acquisition of the specific
Taha l;lusain, Introduction to the Rasti'il, p. viii.
Jalal Homa'i considers their purpose to be twofold: (1) to cleanse the Shari'ah of
all impurities by combining it with philosophy; and (2) to give the essential truths of
Philosophy by going to its very sources. Ghazzti/i-niimah, p. 82.
40 This word, which comes from the Greek word nomos, meaning law or harmony
IOveming some domain, and also possibly from the Arabic root nms meaning concealed, is used by the Ikhwan to specify the universal laws revealed through the prophets.
See the article on niimus in The Encyclopaedia of Islam (first edition).
41 R., III, 324.
42 R., I, 221.
38
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virtue of the human race, that of bringing to actualizat ion all the
sciences which man possesses potentiall y . . . By philosoph y man
realizes the virtual characteri stics of his race. He attains the form of
humanity and progresses in the hierarchy of beings until in crossing
the straight way (bridge) and the correct path he becomes an
angel . . . " 43 One may easily see that there is a more intimate connection between this conceptio n of philosoph y and the Pythagore anSocratic aim of the purification of the soul of man than there is with
Peripateti c logic. 44
The Ikhwan are quite aware also of the characteri stics of the type
of philosoph y which is not l;ikmah, and regard it in a manner similar
to the religious authoritie s in Islam. In the discussion between man
and the animals at the end of the section on zoology, the parrot in
addressing man is made to say:
And as for your boast that you have philosophers and logicians among
you, why, they are not the source of benefit to you, but lead you into error
and unbelief ... because they turn men aside from the path ordained by
God, and, by their disagreements, make the ordinances of religion of no
effect. The opinions and beliefs of all are at variance one with another.
Some pronounce the Universe to be the most ancient; some believe matter
to be so; some endeavour to establish the antiquity of forms ... 45
The particular ly noticeable feature of the treatment of philosoph y,
in its relation to Islam by the Ikhwan is their identification of fman,
the interior aspect of islam, with the "divine service of the philosophers."46 This differentia tion is similar to the distinction made by
the Sufis between islam, iman, and il;san as three degrees of the Tradition, the latter two being not only simple faith but also wisdom and
gnosis (ma'rifah). 47 There is this difference, however: whereas the
Sufi practices connected with fman and il;san derive completel y from
the Revelation of the Prophet Mui)amm ad-upon whom be peacethe liturgy described by the Ikhwan seems to be more closely related
to the religion of the heirs of the prophet Idris, that is, the I;Jarranians who were the principal inheritors in the Middle East of what
43 Risalat al-jtimi'ah, ed. Dj.
Saliba (Damascus, 1949), I, 101. (Henceforth this work
will be referred to in the notes as Jtimi'ah.)
44 This conception of philosophy
is echoed several centuries later in the writings of
the Persian sages following Suhrawardi, among them Mir Damad and Mulla Sadra,
who call philosophy a doctrine whose totality comprises not only Aristotelian philosophy, but Illuminationist theosophy and gnosis as well.
45 Ikhwan al-Safii', Dispute
between Man and the Animals, trans. J. Platts (London:
Allen, 1869), p. 202.
46 R., IV, 301-302. Corbin,
"Rituel sa been . . . ," Eranos Jahrbuch, 19:208 (1950).
47 For an explanation of
the Sufi distinction between islam, fmtin, and i/:zstin, see
F. Schuon, L'(Eif du creur, pp. 91ff.
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been called "Oriental Pythagoreanism" and who were the
guardians and propagators of Hermeticism in the Islamic world. The
bilosophic liturgy of the Ikhwan took place three evenings each
~onth, at the beginning, middle, and some time between the 25th
nd the end of the month. The liturgy of the first night consisted of
~rsonal oratory; that of the second of a cosmic text read under the
st;arry heavens facing the polar star; and that of the third night of a
philosophical hymn (implying a metaphysical or metacosmic theme)
which was a "prayer of Plato," "supplication of Idris," or "the
secret psalm of Aristotle." There were also three great philosophical
feasts during the year, at the time of entry of the sun into the signs
of the Ram, Cancer, and Balance. The Ikhwan correlated these feasts
with the Islamic feasts of 'id al-fitr at the end of Rama<;lan, 'id al-a{il;ii,
the lOth of Dhu'l-l}ijjah, and the 'id al-ghadir on the 18th of the same
month, the date of the investiture of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib by the Prophet
as his successor at Ghadir Khumm, a major Shi'ite day of celebration
which they made correspond to the fall feast. For the winter season,
however, there was a long day of fasting instead, for the time when
"the seven sleepers are sleeping in the cave." 48
The connection between philosophy and liturgy and l}ikmah leads
us to place the Ikhwan more in the line of the heirs of Hermeticism
and what has been called "Neo-Pythagoreanism," which through
the l;larranians and Nu~airis entered into Shi'ah Islam early in its
·· history. However partial or ill-defined such a relationship may seem
historically, it is, from the nature of the doctrines, more plausible
than the theory that the Ikhwan adopted simply "theoretical" and
"academic" philosophy and added it to the Shari'ah without the
ability to remain faithful to one or the other.
Identity and Significance of the lkhwan

After this long search into the identity and significance of the Ikhwan
we find ourselves confronted with many contradictory opinions
among students of the subject. It can safely be asserted, however, that
given the cosmological and symbolic rather than rationalistic tendency of the Ikhwan we must exclude them from the school of the
Mu'tazilites as well as from the followers of Aristotle, namely the
Mashsha'iyun (or Mashsha'un). For the same reasons, and for additional ones to be discussed later in conjunction with the sources of the
Rasa'il, the Ikhwan may be connected with Pythagorean-Hermetic
doctrines, much of which was best known in Islam under the name of
48

Corbin, "Rituel sabeen . . . ," pp. 210-211.
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the corpus of Jabir ibn Ijayyan. Moreover, considering the extensive
use made of the Rasii'il by the lsma'ilis during later centuries and the
presence of certain basic ideas such as ta'wil in both groups, we may
loosely connect the Ikhwiin with lsmii'ilism, especially with what has
been called "Isma'i li gnosis." But it is perhaps more significant,
especially with respect to their cosmological doctrines, to describe
them as a Shi'ah group with ~ufi tendencies whose exposition of the
cosmological sciences was to influence the whole Muslim community
during the later centuries. The conception of Nature held by the
Ikhwan was to have almost as great an influence among the TwelveImam Shi'ites as upon the Isma'ilis. The similarity also between much
of the Rasii'il and ta~awwuf must be especially emphasized with
reference to cosmology, from which al-Ghazzali and Ibn 'Arabi were
to draw many formulations.
As an attempt at a synthesis 49 on the part of the Shi'ah during the
fourth century 50 the Rasii'il soon gained wide popularity and great
importance.
In effect, it is, by its own showing, a hand-encyclopaedia of Arabian
philosophy in the tenth century ... Its value lies in its completeness, in its
systematizing of the results of Arabian study. 51
The Rasii'il were widely read by most learned men of later periods,
including Ibn Sinii and al-Ghazziili, 52 have continued to be read up to
our own times, and have been translated into Persian, Turkish, and
Hindustani. From the number of manuscripts present in various
libraries in the Muslim world, it must be considered among the most
popular of Islamic works on learning. 53 But the work is not just
Tibawi, "The Idea of guidance .. .,"Islamic Quarterly, 3:148 (1956).
Although it is hard to state the exact date of the composition of the Rasa'
it, it is
fairly safe to place them within the fourth century and even more precisely
the latter
half of that fruitful century. P. Casanova, in "Une date astronom ique dans
les Epitres
des lkhwiin a~-~afii," in Journal Asiatique, 5:5-17 (1915), interpreted an astronom
ical
passage from the fourth epistle to determine the date of the writing of the
Rasa' it as
lying between 418 and 427. Abii I;Iayyiin, however, claims to have read them
in 373/983.
' 1 Lane-Poole, Studies in a Mosque, p. 191.
52 Mul)amm ad Taqi
Diinishpazhiih, "Ikhwiin-i ~afii," Mihr, 8:610 (1331 [1952]).
For a detailed discussion of the influence of the lkhwiin see also Tibiiwi,
Jama'ah
lkhwan tzy-Safa', chap. VI.
3
' The organizat ion of the Ikhwiin had already
expanded considerably in the fourth
century, as shown, for example, by the fact that Abu'l-'Alii' al-Ma'arr i met
a branch
of them in Baghdad between 393 and 400. Their Rasa' it were read and made
use of by
al-Ghazziili and Ibn ai-Haitha m, and its orthodox y debated by Ibn Taimiyah
. The
Druzes and Assassins certainly read the Rasa'il extensively, and, as we have
already
seen, the Yemeni lsmii'IIis held it in great veneration. Introduce d into Spain
by aiMajriti and al-Kirmiini, they were also to influence two of the most celebrated
authors
from the Maghrib, Mul)yi al-Din ibn 'Arabi and Ibn Khaldiin. See Lane-Poo
le, Studies
in a Mosque, p. 192, and 'Awii, L'E~prit critique . .. , pp. 314tf.
49
'0
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','popular" in th~ sense ?f being for everybody, as h~s often been
said. The Rasii'1l contam many profound metaphysical and cos111ological ideas, mostly stated in a symbolic and, in a way, simple
language which, from the point of view of a mind accustomed to longdrawn-out discussions, seems "popular" and "naive." Besides, in
tb.e Risiilat al-jiimi'ah and the very rare Jiimi'at al-jiimi'ah, 54 the
Jkhwan present their doctrines in a more compact, hidden, and
esoteric manner, although usually not departing from the general
1ubject matter of the Rasii'il.
Taken as a whole, the writings of the lkhwan present us with the
conception of the Universe under which a large segment of the Shi'ah
as well as the Sunni world has lived for a thousand years. Although
they do not contain explicitly the esoteric science of a Mul).yi al-Din
ibn 'Arabi or Mul).yi al-Din al-Biini, they do explain in simple lan'guage, and often with great beauty, the main outlines of the conception of Nature which is to be found in many later Muslim works
throughout the centuries.
The Sources of the Rasii'il

The lack of historical evidence for the lives and doctrines of what
Proclus calls the "Golden Chain of the Pythagorean philosophers" 5 5
., and what in the Islamic world is called the Jabirian corpus, makes
the tracing of the sources of the Rasii'il a very difficult task. There can
~little doubt, however, that the Rasii'il, in their cosmological aspects,
draw most of all upon Pythagorean and Jabirian sources. The
Ikhwan claim again and again that they are the followers of the
tradition of Pythagoras and Nicomachus, 56 especially in their treatment of numbers as the key to the understanding of Nature and the
symbolic and metaphysical interpretation of arithmetic and geometry. Moreover, they identify Pythagoras with the I;Iarranians with
54 See V. A. Ivanov, A Guide to lsmai/i literature, p. 31. The Risii/at al-jiimi'ah has
ldso been attributed to al-Majriti although this attribution is completely rejected by
Timir and other Ismii'ili authorities. As for the Jiimi'at al-jiimi'ah, whose text has
recently been edited and made known for the first time by Tiimir, it is concerned to a
areat extent with the question of death, the afterlife, and resurrection while following
the general metaphysical and cosmological pattern of the Rasii'il.
55 For a general description of the Pythagorean doctrines of number and harmony,
see K. S. Guthrie, Pythagoras Sourcebook and Library. The Four Biographies and all
the Surviving Fragments of the Pythagorean School (Yonkers, New York, 1920).
,.
- . •.
56 R., I, 24.
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whom, as has already been pointed out, the Ikhwan have many
affinities. 57
As for the relation of the Ikhwan to Jabir, it has been said that the
Rasa'il are an ''encyclopedie scientifique dont le caractere pythagorisant et la tendance ismaelito-batinite presentent plus d'une analogie
avec les ecrits jabiriens." 58 Jabir himself claimed not only to have
possessed the knowledge of the Greek sages, especially Pythagoras
and Apollonius of Tyana (Balinas), 59 but also to have known the
wisdom of the ancient Yemenites, which Jabir is said to have learned
from I:Iarbi the J:Iimyarite, 60 and to have been acquainted with the
sciences of the Hindus. Whatever the significance of these references
may be, there can be no doubt that the Jabirian corpus contains many
elements from Pythagorean and Hermetic sources, as well as certain
ideas from Persia, India, and even China.
The intimate relation existing between the Rasa' if and the Jabirian
corpus61 naturally makes the sources of Jabir those of the Ikhwan as
well. 62 In fact the Rasa'il in their content affirm the same general
...

57
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P. Kraus, Jtibir ibn lfayytin, Introduction to vol. I, p. lxiv.
See the translation by de Sacy of "Le Livre du secret de Ia creature par le sage
Belinous," Notices et extraits des manuscrits, 4:107-168 (1798). This book, called in
Arabic Kittib sirr al-khaliqah li Btilinus, contains many of the fundamental cosmological
doctrines of Jabir. The doctrines of Apollonius are presented in a more complete manner in The Book of Treasures of Job of Edessa(Cambridge, England, 1936). An important
difference between the Ikhwan on the one hand and Jabir and Job of Edessa on the
other is that for the Ikhwan, fire, air, and so forth, are simple elements, whereas for
the latter two, heat, cold, wetness and dryness are simple substances from which the
elements have come into being.
6° Kraus, Jabir ibn lfayytin, Introduction to vol. I, p. xxxvii. It is significant to see
the
reference to Yemen which is to be found again in later centuries in the writings of the
Ishrtiqi school.
61 This close relation is partially indicated by the numbers used by Jabir and the
lkhwan. Jabir makes the number 17 in the sequence of 1 :3 :5 :8 the key to the understanding of all of Nature. This number, which was also central to the Pythagoreans
because of its equivalence to the number of consonants of the Greek alphabet and also
related to the harmonic ratio 9:8, is found in Nu~airi and l;larranian as well as the common Islamic sources, where 17 is the number of daily units (rak'ah) of prayer. Among
the Shi'ah, 51 = 3 x 17 is particularly important since it is considered as the number
of the rak'ah of prayer performed daily by 'Ali ibn Abi Tali b. Now, aside from the last
treatise on talismans and magic which was added later, the Rasti'i/ consists of 51
treatises, which of course again is a product of 3 and 17. Particularly, the section dealing
with the sciences of Nature or physical treatises consists of 17 Rasti'il, 17 being the key
to the interpretation of the physical world according to Jabir. See Kraus, Jtibir ibn
1:1ayytin, II, 199ff.
62 The Ikhwan were quite conscious of the long tradition of science and wisdom which
had existed before them. In the dialogue between the animals and man, the enterpriser
(the interlocutor) addresses a Greek who had been boasting of the scientific achievement
of his people, saying: "You boast most unreasonably of these sciences; for you did not
58
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sources. One sees in these treatises the Pythag orean- Herme tic influence closely tied to the doctrin es and practices of the I;Iarranians, and,
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Scriptures; the archetypes, or Platonic "ideas," of the forms of
Nature; and the angelic, or what in contemporary terms may be called
intellectual intuition. This intertwining of domains, now considered
as quite separate and distinct, is itself the key to the understanding of
the Rasa' il, as it is one more consequence of the existence of the one
Truth which according to the lkhwan underlies all things. And if
Scripture or angelic vision can be here a source of the knowledge of
the cosmos, it is because as yet the distinction between Nature and
Supernature has not been made absolute. One may say that for the
Ikhwan the supernatural has a "natural" aspect, just as the natural
has a "supernatural" aspect. Moreover, the use of Revelation and
intellectual intuition, in addition to the observation of Nature and
the reading of more ancient books about Nature, stems from the
ultimate purpose of the Ikhwan, which is to "see" and realize the
unicity of Nature. 65 To demonstrate this unicity they have to appeal
constantly to those powers and faculties in man which themselves
possess the power of synthesis and unification so that they can integrate the peripheral and multiple activity of the observational
faculties into the central and unifying vision of the lntellect. 66
The Organization of the Rasii'il

Despite the repetitious character of certain of the ideas of the
Rasii'il, the order of presentation of the subject matter follows the
Ikhwan's philosophy and reflects the importance which they attach
to the study of Nature in comparison with theology on the one hand
and mathematics and logic on the other. In their classification of the
sciences they divide them into three categories:
I. The primary [propaedeutic] sciences (riyii(Jiyah)
II. Religious sciences (al-shari'at al-warj'iyah)
III. Philosophical sciences (al-falsafiyat al-fJaqiqiyah)
6 ' The spirit of the Ikhwan in studying natural sciences in
a religious manner and
treating Nature as a domain inseparable from Revelation was followed universally
during the Middle Ages and Antiquity. "On oublie trop que dans I'antiquite et au
moyen age !'experience religieuse est constamment Iiee a !'experience scientifique et,
faute de se souvenir de ce fait, on se heurte, dans l'examen des textes, a d'incessantes
contradictions. Qu'il s'agisse de Ia physique grecque, de Ia kabale hebraique, de l'astrologie chaldeenne, de Ia science extreme-orientale des mutations ou de l'alchimie occidentale, toutes ces techniques, tous ces systemes reposent sur un fait universe! et commun:
!'initiation a des mysteres." R. Alleau, Aspects de /'alchimie traditionnelle (Paris, 1955),
p. 29.
66 Throughout this treatise the word Intellect will be used not
as the equivalent of
reason, as is done currently, but as the universal and supra-individual faculty which as
Aristotle said "is the object of its own knowledge."
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These in turn are divided in the following manner:
I. Primary sciences:
1. Reading and writing
2. Lexicography and grammar
3. Accounting and business transactions
4. Prosody and metrics
5. Doctrines of good and evil omens
6. Doctrines of magic, amulets, alchemy, stratagems, and so
on
7. Business and handicraft
8. Commerce, agriculture, and· so on
9. Stories and biographies
IT. Religious sciences:
1. Science of Revelation
2. Exegesis
3. Tradition (badith)
4. Jurisprudence and law
5. Asceticism and ta~awwuf
6. Interpretation of dreams
III. Philosophical sciences:
1. Mathematics (riyiir)iyiit) consisting of the Quadrivium
2. Logic
3. Natural sciences, which in turn are divided into seven parts:
{a) Principles governing bodies, consisting of knowledge
of hy/e, form, time, space, and motion ('ilm al-mabiidi
al-jismiiniyah)
(b) The heavens, consisting of the sciences of the stars, th;
motion of the planets, reasons for the stationary character of the earth, and so on ('ilm al-samii')
(c) Generation and corruption, consisting of knowledge
of the four elements, their change into each other, and
the minerals, plants, and animals coming into being
from them ('ilm al-kawn wa' l-fasiid)
(d) Meteorology, consisting of the knowledge of the change
of weather due to the effect of the stars, winds, thunder,
lightning, and so on ('ilm al-bawiidith al-jawwiyah)
(e) Mineralogy ('ilm al-ma'iidin)
(f) Botany ('ilm al-nabiit)
{g) Zoology ('ilm al-bayawiin)
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4. Theology (a!-'ulum al-iliihiyah)
(a) Knowledge of God and His Attributes
(b) Knowledge of the spiritual world ('ilm al-ru~ziiniyiit)
(c) Knowledge of souls ('ilm al-nafsiinfyiit)
(d) Politics ('ilm al-siyiisah), consisting of the knowledge of
prophethoo d, kingship, the common people, the elite,
and man considered in himself 67
Using this division of the sciences as their base, the Ikhwan have
organized their Rasii'il so as to include all fields of knowledge from
the mathematical and logical sciences to the natural and corporeal,
and from there to the psychological, and finally the theological. With
this purpose in mind, the fifty-two Rasii'il, not including the Risalat
al-jiimi'ah which comes at the end as a summary, are divided into four
books in the following manner:

I. Mathematical and educational treatises:
1. Properties of numbers
2. Geometry
3. Astronomy
4. Geography
5. Music
6. Educationa l values of these subjects
7-8. Various scientific disciplines
9. Actions and sayings of the prophets and sages
10-14. Logic (including the lsagoge, the Ten Categories, Perihermenias, Prior and Posterior Analytics)
II. Sciences of natural bodies:
1. Explanation of the notions of matter, form, movement,
time, space, and so forth
2. The sky and the Universe
3. Generation and corruption
4. Meteorology
5. Formation of minerals
6. Essence of Nature
7. Species of plants
8. Explanation of the generation of animals and their species
9. Composition of the human body
10. Perception of the senses and their object
11. Embryology
67 R., I, 202-208. The comprehensive nature
of this classification is due to the connec·
tion of the Ikhwan with the craft guilds in addition to "academic" education.
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Man as a microcosm
Development of particular souls in the human body
Limits of human knowledge and science
Maxims of life and death
Characters pertaining to pleasure
Cause of the diversity of languages, their system of transcription and calligraphy
III. Psychological and rational sciences:
1. Intellectual principles according to Pythagoras
2. Intellectual principles according to the Ikhwan
3. That the Universe is a macrocosm
4. Intelligence and the intelligible
5. Periods and epochs
6. Essence of passion
7. Resurrection
8. Species of movement
9. Cause and effect
10. Definitions and descriptions
IV. Theological sciences-on the namus and the shari'ah
1. Doctrines and religions
2. The character of the path leading to God
3. Explanation of the doctrine of the Ikhwan
4. Ways of life of the Ikhwan
5. Essence of faith and the virtues of the believing initiates
6. Essence of the Divine namus, conditions and virtues of the
prophets
7. The manner of appealing to God
8. State of spiritual beings
9. Politics
10. Hierarchy inherent in the Universe
11. Magic and talisman
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Following the Ikhwan as closely as possible in their study of the
cosmos, and considering for the most part the second book, we shall
begin our research into the cosmological views of the Ikhwan with
the principles governing Nature, then the hierarchy in the Universe,
to. be followed by a study of various parts of the Universe beginning
With the heavens and then descending to the sublunary world. Then
making a study of meteorology, geography, mineralogy, botany and
zoology, we shall terminate our exposition with the study of man as
the terminal link in the chain of terrestrial beings as well as the microCOsm in whom multiplicity returns once again to Unity.

I
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CHAPTER2

The Principles of the Study of the Cosmos
and the Hierarchy of the Universe
The universe described in the Rasii'il is a unified whole whose various
parts are held together by the analogy which exists between them.
As the Ikhwan write, "The whole world is one as a city is one, or as
an animal is one, or as man is one." 1 Its parts are held together like
the organs of a living body which derives its being and sustenance
from the Divine Word. 2 The language with which this interrelation
is expounded is that of symbolism, particularly numerical symbolism.
Everywhere within the Universe the key to the understanding of
things is numbers, which, like the morning sun, disperse the fog of
the unintelligibility of things considered only in their terrestrial
opaqueness.
The Ikhwan emphasize the symbolic character of this world in
many passages, as, for example, when they write:
He made these His works manifest, to the end that the intelligent might
contemplate them; and He brought into view all that was in His invisible
world, that the observant might behold it and acknowledge His Skill and
Peerlessness, and Omnipotence, and Soleness, and not stand in need of
proof and demonstration. Further, these forms, which are perceived in the
material world, are the similitudes of those which exist in the world of
spirits save that the latter are composed of light and are subtle; whereas
the former are dark and dense. And, as a picture corresponds in every limb
1 • .~[, <;J t,.:.l<'_,l, .ho J.., ~J!~I, V.,. I_,~.-~.( _.>,..[., ( 1.. t;l: t;: 1_, ,,
Jtimi'ah, I, 386.
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the animal it represents, so these forms, too, correspond with those

't which are found in the spiritual world. But these are the movers, and those

the moved ... The forms which exist in the other world endure; whereas
these perish and pass away. 3

In this world of symbols the Ikhwan study Nature with the purpose
,, of discerning the wisdom of the Maker. "Know,'' they write, "that
' · the perfect manufacturing of an object indicates the existence of a
[~~'Wise and perfect artisan even when he is veiled and inaccessible to
i~nse ~erception. He who n;teditates upon _bot~nical objects will of
$~~:.necessity know that the bemgs of this reign Issue from a perfect
-~1~:~.::.
•
' '4
~~· artisan . . .
.ff Of the many types of symbolism which the Ikhwan use, numbers
· ··.are the most important because through numbers they are able to
'relate multiplicity to Unity and bring to light the harmony which per. vades the Universe. 5 Regarding their treatise on music, the Ikhwan
·. write:
One of the aims of our treatise on music consists of demonstrating
clearly that the whole world is composed in conformity with arithmetical,
·· geometrical and musical relations. There, we have explained in detail the
reality of universal harmony. We understand, therefore, that thus considered, the body of the world resembles an animal or the unique system
of a single man or the totality of a city which shows also the Unity of its
Maker (mukhtari'), the Creator of forms (mu~awwir), or of its Composer
~mu'allif), that is God. 6
3

Ikhwiin al-$afa', Dispute between Man and the Animals, trans. J. Platts, pp. 122-123.
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4 R., II, 130.
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5 For an exposition of the basic relation between mathematics
:~;
and music among the
'r< Pythagoreans, see H. Kayser, Akroasis, die Lehre von der Harmonik der Welt (Stuttgart,
'1' .· .•·. .1947); English trans. R. Lilienfeld as Akn5asis, The Theory of World Harmonics (Boston,
·1970) .
. ;: The Ikhwiin once again demonstrate their strong Pythagorean tendencies when they
~.. in their treatise on music state that "the science of proportions-itself known under the
~
o:. ';';,::"-" iodi•p<n~bl< to •11 kind• of pror~•orn."
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The science of number ('i/m al-'adad) is considered by the Ikhwan
as the way leading to the grasp of Unity, 7 as a science which stands
above Nature and is the principle of beings 8 and the root of the other
sciences, the first elixir and the most exalted alchemy." It is, moreover, the first effusion (fait;!) of the Intellect imprinted upon the SouJlo
and the "tongue which speaks of Unity and transcendence." 11 No
wonder, then, that the Rasa' if always compare the relation of God to
the world-or, metaphysically speaking, of Being to existence-as
that of One to the other numbers. 12 In the more esoteric Risiilat a!jiimi'ah, it is implied in one place that Being (al-wujud) corresponds
to one, and the Infinite, or the Divine Essence, to zero. Zero, therefore, symbolizes the Divine Ipseity, which is above all determinations
including Being.U As 'Awa writes:
7

Jiimi'ah, I, 173.

8

R., Ill, 201.
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Jiimi'ah, I, 9. Later they identify the first elixir with God. Ibid., p. 16.
10

•••

~/ uls~l._:r._;..t;_,_,..J;Ic.:Jl(,, ?._;:...JI..:.r'I~-0~1("..;Jkt·,

Jiimi'ah, I, 28.

12 R., I, 28. This statement is made over
and over throughout the Rasii'il. Referring
to the creatures, the lkhwan state that they proceed from God and return to Him, just
like the generating and reduction of numbers with respect to unity. "Know, brother,
that the Creator, Most Exalted, created as the first thing from his light of Unity the
simple substance (al-jawhar al-basi!) called the Active Intellect ('aq/)-as 2 is generated
from one by repetition. Then the Universal Soul was generated from the light of the
Intellect as 3 is generated by adding unity to 2. Then the hyte was generated by the
motion of the Soul as 4 is generated by adding unity to 3. Then the other creatures were
generated from the hyle and their being brought to order by the Intellect and the Soul
as other numbers are generated from 4 added to what went before it . . . " R., I,
28-29. The complete text of the treatise on arithmetic has been translated by B. R. Goldstein as "A Treatise on Number Theory from a Tenth Century Arabic Source," Centaur us,
10:129-160 (1964).
13 Jiimi'ah, II, 295. Iamblichus likewise wrote
that the series of numbers should be
carried below one to zero (to ouden), which is their source. P. Tannery, Memoires
scientifiques (Toulouse, 1912) II, 196.
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. En un mot, "la theorie du nombre" est, aux yeux des Freres de la
}!Urete, Ia sagesse divine et est au-dessus des choses. Les choses ne sont
fortllees qu'apres le modele des nombres. 14

As we have already noted, the Ikhwan believed themselves to be
the disciples of Pythagoras and of such followers as Nicomachus,
•.. .especially in considering numbers as the cause of all things and the
. feY to t~e und~rstanding of the harmony pervading the U_niverse. 15
'the basic questiOn to be asked, therefore, 1s the exact meanmg of the
.ty1hagorean numbers which the Ikhwan employ constantly. A full
study of this subject would require-to say the least-a treatise of its
own and lies outside of our range of discussion. Considering the
aftinity of the Ikhwan with the Pythagoreans, however, particularly
\in mathematics, it is essential to define briefly the meaning of number
'and geometry according to this ancient Greek school, which was to
have disciples until the very end of the Graeco-Roman period, and
which was so influential in the formation of Muslim intellectual
sciences.
The Pythagorean Notion of Arithmetic and Geometry

As Schuon has stated so accurately concerning the traditional notion
of numbers:
This is numbers in the Pythagorean sense, of which the universal rather
than the quantitative import is already to be divined in geometrical figure;
the triangle and the square are "personalities" and not quantities, they
are essentials and not accidentals. Whilst one obtains ordinary numbers
by addition, qualitative number results, on the contrary, from an internal
or intrinsic differentiation of principia! unity; it is not added to anything
and does not depart from unity. Geometrical figures are so many images
14
IS

L'Esprit critique des Freres de Ia Purete . . . , p. 62.

·~\J\""._;:..\_.,/"_,..l\.:,~j.:)"v\.:.,'\)\c)V"v
.
.... ..... ~\., ~ ~~ J_;:J.;.;.U,.../..1.,
.
~

.J)l,. ..;.!Jj.,.J\ .:.::1.,..;...!1'-l\e ./_, J~~, ":"'".,.:1 J~''»., ~ ,,
,, ... 1 ~n:: ~~~» . .sY'~Jb'..,..-.>... ~~.,

Jiimi'ah, II, 23.
"Pythagoras was the first who spoke of the nature of numbers. He taught that the
nature of numbers is in relation with that of Nature. Whoever knows the nature of
numbers, their species and genus and their properties, can know the quantity of species
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of unity; they exclude one another or rather, they denote different principia! quantities; the triangle is harmony, the square stability; these are
"concentric," not "serial," numbers. 16

The Pythagorean numbers, being a qualitative rather than just a
quantitative entity, cannot be identified simply with division and
multiplicity as can modern numbers. They are not identical with
quantity, that is, their nature is not exhausted by their quantitative
aspect alone. On the contrary, because they are a "projection of
unity" which is never totally separated from its source, the Pythagorean numbers, when identified with a certain existing entity in the
world of multiplicity, integrate that entity into Unity, or Pure Being,
which is the source of all existence. To identify a being with a certain
number is to relate it to its Source by means of the inner bond which
relates all numbers to Unity.
The misunderstanding of this conception of numbers has made
many ancient works, including the Rasa'il, appear ridiculous in the
eyes of many modern readers.17 Yet ancient sources as well as the
lkhwan have repeated many times exactly what they mean by numbers and how they make use of them. Just to cite an example, the
famous first-century (A.D.) Pythagorean, Nicomachus, whose Introduction to Arithmetic and Theologoumena Arithmetica are among the
most important and influential expositions of this school's theory of
numbers, asks regarding the primacy of arithmetic over the rest of
the Quadrivium :
Which then of these four methods must we first learn? Evidently, the
one which naturally exists before them all, is superior and takes the place
of origin or root, and, as it were, of mother to the others. And this is
arithmetic, not solely because we said that it existed before all others in
the mind of the creating God like some universal and exemplary plan,
relying upon which as a design and archetype example the Creator of the
Universe sets in order his material creations and makes them attain to
their proper ends; but also because it is naturally prior in birth, inasmuch
of beings and their genus." Dieterici, Die Philosophie der Araber, vol. II: Lehre von der
Weltseele, p. 441.
16 F. Schuon, Gnosis, Divine Wisdom, trans. G. E. H. Palmer, p. 113, n. I.
17 "It would be ridiculous if one wished before having acquired any notion concerning
the value and use of the algebraic signs, to explain a problem contained in these signs.
This is, however, what has often been done relative to the language of Numbers. One
has pretended, not only to explain it before having learned it, but even to write of it,
and has by so doing rendered it the most lamentable thing in the world. The savants
seeing it thus travestied have justly made it reflect, by the same language upon the
ancients who have employed it." Fabre d'Olivet, The Golden Verses of Pythagoras,
p. 228.
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it abolishes other sciences with itself, but is not abolished together with
them.ls
As for the meaning of numbers and their relation to Nature, he
says:
All that has by nature and with systematic method been arranged in the
Universe seems both in part and as a whole to have been determined and
>ss,~ordered in accordance with number, by the forethought and mind of Him
Jlf~; tba.t created all things; for the pattern was fixed, like a preliminary sketch,
'">!'"'·ilY the domination of number pre-exi~ting in t_he 1_11ind of the world-creati_ng
· CGod, number conceptual only and Immatenal m every way, so that w1th
reference to it, as to an artistic plan, should be created all these things,
times, motions, the heavens, the stars, all sorts of revolutions. 19
Similar definitions may be found in the writings of many other
\members of this school. In the Islamic world, Jabir, who employs
numbers exclusively as the basis of the balance, also uses the qualitative number of the Pythagoreans, since the Jabirian balance is essentially an instrument for measuring the tendency of the World Soul
t(>ward each substance. 20 As for the Ikhwan, number for them is "the
spiritual image resulting in the human soul from the repetition of
Unity." 21 It is, therefore, the "projection of unity," a projection
which is never divorced from its source. And since numbers are the
projection of the number one, the Rasti'il do not consider one itself
~ to be the beginning of numbers. They believe two to be the first
number and unity itself the origin and principle of all numbers.
In geometry, also, they follow the Pythagoreans by describing the
"virtues" and "personalities" of various geometrical figures. 22 The
final aim of geometry is to permit the faculties of the soul to reflect
and meditate independently of the external world so that finally "it
wishes to separate itself from this world in order to join, thanks to its
celestial ascension, the world of the spirits and eternallife." 23
The double aspect of mathematics, as a quantitative and qualitative science, makes this form of knowledge in a way "the ladder of
Jacob." The use of mathematics in the study of the world of quantity
18 Nicomachus, Introduction to Arithmetic, trans. M. L. D'Ooge (Chicago; Ency.
Brit. 1953), p. 813. This work, which was translated into Arabic by Thabit ibn Qurrah,
became one of the main sources of information in the Muslim world about the Pythagorean notion of numbers.
19 Nicomachus, pp. 813-814.
:zo Or, as Corbin has said: "Puisque Ia Balance a pour principe et raison d'etre de
Qlesurer le Desir de I'iime du monde incorpore a chaque substance" ("Le Livre du
Glorieux de Jabir ibn l:fayyan," Eranos Jahrbuch, 18:84 [1950]).
u R., I, 25 (italics ours).
22 R., I, 58-59.
23 R., I, 65.
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becomes, therefore, a bridge by means of which one can journey from
that world to the world of the archetypes. Number, because of its
symbolic aspect, becomes not only the instrument of division but also
that of unification and integration. The Pythagorean numbers as
used by the Ikhwan, by virtue of their inner identification with the
"Platonic ideas," or archetypes, of creation, have the power of synthesis in addition to that of analysis which they possess as a result of
having a quantitative aspect.
In a further study of numbers which involves their odd-even,
rational-irrational, and similar properties, the lkhwan divide numbers
into four groups: unities, dozens, hundreds, and thousands (much
like the Chinese) and relate this fourfold division to the fourfold
division which they see everywhere in Nature. They write:
God himself has made it such that the majority of the things of Nature
are grouped in four such as the four physical natures which are hot, cold,
dry and moist; the four elements which are fire, air, water and earth; the
four humours which are blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile; the
four seasons ... the four cardinal directions ... the four winds ... the four
directions envisaged by their relation to the constellations (awtiid); the
four products which are the metals, plants, animals and men. 24
If numbers are so closely bound to the "book of Nature," they are
also intimately connected with the "book of Revelation"-that is,
the letters of the Arabic alphabet, Arabic being the language of the
Islamic Revelation. The Ikhwan use Table I for the numerical values
of the letters :25
I.

TABLE

b
2

a
1

kh
600

THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF LETTERS ACCORDING TO THE IKHWAN
AL-$AFA'

j
3

n

s

50

60

dh
700

d
4
70

h
5

w

z

6

7

h

8

t
9

i,y

10

k
20

f

~

q

r

sh

t

80

90

100

200

3oo

400

9

z;

800

900

gh
1000

bgh
2000

I

m

30

40

th

soo
jgh
3000

R., I, 27.
R., I, 26. For a discussion of the value of the letters of the Arabic alphabet and their
symbolic meaning drawn from the Jafr jami' of Nasibi and Shafblytit of Baqli, see
L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique de Ia mystique musulmane (Paris,
1954), pp. 90-101. There are actually thirteen different systems of numeral symbolism
of which six, called al-dawti'ir al-sittah, are most frequently used. See Ibn Sina, Kunuz
al-mu'azzimfn (Tehran, 1331 [1952]), Introduction by J. Homa'i, p. 40.
24

25
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The science of the numerical symbolism of letters, 'ilm al-jafr,
which is comparable to sciences of a similar nature that existed among
the ancient Pythagoreans, the Hindus, and the medieval Kabbalists,
is said by masters of this science in Islam to have come down from
'Ali ibn Abi Talib. It plays a very important role in ta$awwuf and
among many Shi'ite schools and is basic for the symbolic interpretation (ta'wil) of certain Quranic texts. 26 The Ikhwan also make some
use of it so that in a way they place numbers as the link and deciphering code between the book of Revelation and that of Nature. 27 The
constant reference to numbers which we shall see in the following
chapters, and the language of analogy which the Ikhwan employ so
often, are so many ways of seeing Unity within multiplicity and multiplicity as the projected image of Unity.

The Hierarchy of Being

~

The creation of the world by God, or the manifestation of existence
by Being, is compared by the lkhwan to the generation of numbers
from One. Having divided all beings into the particular and general,
they further divide the latter category itself into nine "states of being,"
since 9, by virtue of coming at the end of the decimal cycle, closes
that cycle, and symbolically brings to an end the series of numbers.
The creation of the Universe, beginning with the Creator, descending
through the multiple states of Being, and ending with the terrestrial
creatures whose final link is man, is outlined in the following
manner:
1. Creator-who is one, simple, eternal, permanent.
2. Intellect ('aq/)-which is of two kinds: innate and acquired."'
3. Soul (nafs)-which has three species: vegetative, animal, and
rational
26 Of the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet, 14, or half of them, appear at the beginning
of the various surahs. The lkhwiin, like Jiibir and al-Majriti, divide the alphabet into
14Ietters corresponding to the septentrional signs of the Zodiac and 14 to the meridional;
this division is also one of luminous and tenebrous qualities of soul and body. The 14
letters at the head of the surah correspond to the dark signs since due to inverse analogy
the 14 visible signs are dark for the soul, and vice versa (R., III, 152). This correlation
between Nature and the Quran points to the correspondence which exists between the
COSmic milieu and Revelation in the mind of Muslim authors. See L. Massignon, "La
Philosophie orientale d'lbn Sinii .. .,"Memorial Avicenne, 4:9 (Cairo, 1954).
27 "De meme que le ta'wil amene a eclore le sens esoterique, alchimie et theurgie,
medecine et astrologie, sont pour leur part autant d'exegese du texte cosmique." Corbin,
''I.e Livre du Glorieux . . .," p. 77.
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4. Matter (hayu!a')-which is of four kinds: matter of artefacts,
physical matter, universal matter, and original matter.
5. Nature (tabi'ah)-which is of five kinds: celestial nature and the
four elemental natures.
6. Body Uism)-which has six directions: above, below, front,
back, left, and right.
7. The sphere-which has its seven planets.
8. The elements-which have eight qualities, these being in reality
the four qualities combined two by two:
Earth--cold and dry
Water-cold and wet
Air-warm and wet
Fire-warm and dry
9. Beings of this world-which are the mineral, plant, and
animal kingdoms, each having three parts. 28
There is an important distinction to be made in this table of generation. The first four numbers are simple, universal beings-the numbers 1 to 4 already containing in themselves all numbers, since
I + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10-while the other beings are compound. 29
The lkhwan describe the production of the "great chain of Being"
in the following manner:
The first thing which the Creator produced and called into existence is
a simple, spiritual, extremely perfect and excellent substance in which the
form of all things is contained. This substance is called the Intellect. From
this substance there proceeds a second one which in hierarchy is below the
first and which is called the Universal Soul (al-nafs al-kulliyah). From the
Universal Soul proceeds another substance which is below the Soul and
which is called Original Matter. 30 The latter is transformed into the
Absolute Body, that is, into Secondary Matter which has length, width and
depth. 31
28 R., III, 185,203-208. B. Carra de Vaux,LesPenseurs del' Islam, IV (Paris: Geuthner,
1923), 109-110. In the text, numbers 2 to 9 in the outline are given as I to 8 so that with
the Creator the total becomes 9. It should be noted that each general being is itself
divided into a number of species equal to the number of that being. This ontological
hierarchy is the basis of the Ikhwan's study of Nature and cosmology.
29 It is from this point of view that the Ikhwan, in other places in their Rasa' if, divide
the hierarchy of Being into the fourfold division of God, Universal Intellect, Universal
Soul, and hyte. (R., I, 28.)
30 The hierarchy outlined here follows in many ways that
of Jiibir except that Jiibir
in his Kittib al-khamsln places Nature after the soul. See Kraus, Jtibir ibn lfayydn, IT,
150.
31 Dieterici, Die Lehre von der Weltseele, p. 15. R., II, 4f.
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The Relation between God and the Universe

The bringing into being of various creatures by God does not in any
way nullify in the mind of the lkhwan the fundamental distinction
between God and the Universe. The Universe is "all the spiritual and
material beings who populate the immensity of the skies, who constitute the reign of multiplicity which extends to the spheres, the
stars, the elements, their products and to man." 32 This Universe,
which they sometimes call a city or an animal, but always something
distinct from the Divine Unity, is related to God by its existence
(wujud), its persistence in being (baqii'), its completeness (tamiim), and
its perfection (kamiil). The Universal Intellect, which is at the same
time a great veil hiding God as well as the great gate to His Unity, 33
inherits the four above-mentioned virtues from God and transmits
them to the Universal Soul, which remains passive and feminine with
respect to the Intellect. 34
The Ikhwan also make use of the symbolism of love ('ishq) in
terms similar to those used by the Sufis in order to show the attraction
between God and the Universe. According to them, the whole world
seeks the Creator and loves Him. In fact, the Creator is really the only
Beloved (ma'shiiq) and the only object of desire (muriid). 35 They make
the power of yearning (shawq) the very cause of the coming into being
32 R., I, 99. The Ikhwan write at times that God is above Being, while in other
instances they imply that Being is divided into God and Universe. SeeR. L. Fackenheim,
"The conception of substance in the philosophy of the Ikhwan a~-$efa' (Brethren of
Purity)," Medieval Studies, 5:117 (1945).
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of things and the law governing the Universe. 36 It was through shawq
for Allah that the Universal Soul brought the outermost sphere of the
Universe, the Mu/:zit, into existence. The Mu/:zit in turn rotated to
form the sphere below it, this process continuing all the way down to
the sphere of the moon. 37
Contrary to many followers of Hellenistic philosophy and cosmology, and particularly the Peripatetics, the Ikhwan believe in
instantaneous creation rather than in the eternity of the world, and
they severely criticize the dahriyiln, or those who believe in the eternity
of the world. 38 According to them, God has created the first four
universal beings in the series of effusions (fairj) instantaneously. The
other beings in the Universe, on the other hand, have been brought
into existence directly by the Universal Soul "acting with the permission of Allah Most High." 39 The Rasii'il emphasize that the relation of God to the world is not just that of a mason to a house or of
an author to a book:
The world in relation to Allah is like the word in relation to him who
speaks it, like light, or heat or numbers to the lantern, Sun, hearth or the
number One. The word, light, heat and number exist by their respective
36 "God is the first Beloved of the
Universe." Everything which is not God proceeds
from Him and aspires to return to Him. This aspiration is the law of the Universe-th e
niimus, and the prophet is in fact called ~iiJ;ib al-niimus, the possessor of the Law.

_~IV_, JGI ~\:-'-"~--'(Wk::.__,..~..:.~!,_,_,...Jid'..!J~ iJI...:,;J ..:.>ifl ..

-.)~,_,~.;...~,_,..iC_, ~JJ ~_,~~<'rl:--lll.:r~J~I?I

.J'II

". ~ i<.:J~ _,
R., III, 275.
37 Jiimi'ah, I, 276-278. Jabir
also considers the shawq of the soul for Allah as the
cause of the coming into being of the world. Kraus, Jiibir ibn lfayyiin, II, 156.
38 According to the Ikhwan the
Universe is not qadfm, or eternal, but mubdath, or
created. One day it will die when the Universal Soul leaves it, as a man dies when the
soul leaves his body .
..J

;;,ll.:._, ,;,.#_, -j./ .J -~ <.:JIJ ~(<.:JI.).aJ Jl(t.ft/ tA:-- ..::_,~ rWI,.
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R., II, 76. They write regarding the death of the Universe:
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30 R., III, 330-332.
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sources, but without the sources could neither exist nor persist in being.
The existence of the world is thus determined by that of Allah ... 40

The use of numerical or light symbolism does not prevent the
Jkhwan from emphasizing the absolute transcendence (tanzih) of
God with respect to the world. 41 Yet, they know also that His
Qualities are "lines drawn by the fiat of effusion in the Book of the
Universe like verses engraved in souls and in matter." 42
The notion of the transitory and imperfect nature of this world
and its corollary, the absolute perfection of God, which are so characteristic of the Islamic perspective, are expounded again and again
throughout the Rasii'il. "There is no one in the world," they write,
"who possesses every noble quality and every blessing . . . Perfection
is for the Most High God alone, and for none besides." 43
Also contrary to the Peripatetics and certain other Greek schools
and their followers in the Muslim world, the influence of God in the
Universe is not limited to the heavens nor bound by the "position"
of God as the "Prime Mover." The Ikhwan envisage a Universe
whose anatomy is based upon an ontological and not just a logical
hierarchy. One of the Ikhwan tells us:

·~

I have heard that some foolish men suppose that the favours of God,
Most High, do not pass the lunar sphere. Were they to attentively regard
and reflect upon the circumstances of all existing things, they would learn
that His goodness and loving kindness comprehends all-small and
great.44

In this Universe of purpose where "God, Most High, has created
nothing in vain," 45 there are correspondences and analogies, descents
and ascents of souls, differentiation and integration, all knit into a
harmonious pattern which is very far from a "rationalistic castle-/'
It is rather the "cosmic cathedral" in which the unicity of Nature, the
interrelatedness of all things with each other and the ontological dependence of the whole of creation upon the Creator, is brought into
focus.

The Universal Intellect and Soul

As numbers 2 and 3 in the hierarchy of beings, standing just below
the Creator, the Intellect and Soul assume the role of the principles
40

43
44

42 R., IV, 225.
41 R., IV, 252-256.
R., III, 319.
Ikhwan, Dispute between Man and the Animals, trans. J. Platts, p. 34.
45 Ibid.
Dispute . .., p. 120.
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of the whole Universe; the duality upon which things are based
returns to them in one way or another.
Various people have said that the world is made of form and matter,
others light and darkness, substance and accident, spirit and body,
Guarded Tablet and Pen, expansion and contraction, love and hate, this
world and the next, cause and effect, beginning and end, exterior and
interior, high and low, heavy and light. 46
But, according to the lkhwan, "in principle all these views are the
same; they disagree only in secondary aspects and in expression."
In all these cases the duality refers to the Intellect and Soul which
contain in themselves the active and passive principles through which
the life and activity of the Universe can be understood. Creation is
the "dynamic" and "feminine" aspect of the Divine. It itself possesses an "active" and "masculine" aspect which is called Nature
and which is the source of all activity in the Universe; and a "passive"
and "feminine" aspect which to us appears as the "matter" or
"inert" base of this activity. 48
In the chain of causation, the Intellect can be said to have only an
efficient Cause which is God. 49 With respect to God, the Intellect is
purely passive, in obedience, tranquillity, and permanent desire for
union with the Divine Principle. Since the Intellect is the highest being
in the Universe, its passivity with respect to God may be said to symbolize the passivity of the whole of creation with respect to the
Creator. The Universe can only receive while the Creator can only
give. 5°
The Universal Soul in turn acts passively, and like "matter," with
respect to the Intellect, which is active with respect to it. It has only
two causes, the efficient one being God and the formal one the Intellect. 51 The Universal Soul receives from the Intellect all the virtues,
forms, and positive qualities, and transmits them in turn to the whole
of the Universe. 52
The Universal Soul is to the Universe what the human soul is to
the human body, and it has, therefore, for its field of action-in the
geocentric cosmos where the earth lies stationary at the center with
nine concentric spheres around it-the whole of the Universe from
47 Jtimi'ah, II, 8.
Jtimi'ah, II, 7-8.
For a full explanation of the active-passive polarization in the Universe, see
T. Burckhardt, "Nature sait surmonter nature," Etudes Traditionne/les, 51 :1 Off (I 950).
49 The Ikhwii.n interpret by symbolic interpretation (ta'wi/)
the Quranic verse (XVII,
89): "And verily we have displayed for mankind in this Qur'ii.n all kinds of similitudes . . ." to justify this assertion scripturally.
50 R., III, 187ff.
51 R., III, 233.
52 R., III, 235.
46

48
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outermost sphere which is the Mubit to the center of the earth. 53
is also the prime-mover which makes the sphere of the fixed stars
its diurnal motion. 54 All bodies in the Universe are like tools
the hand of the Universal Soul which performs all actions through
in the same way as a carpenter uses his tools for various
s All change in the Universe, therefore, is directed by the
lkhwan emphasize the dominance of the Universal Soul over
whole Universe:
This Universal Soul is the spirit of the world as we have exposed it in
treatise where we said that the world is a great man. Nature is the act
this Universal Soul. The four elements are the matter which serve as its
. The spheres and the stars are like its organs, and the minerals,
"'.."'·'""" and animals are the objects which it makes to move. 56
The Universal Soul can be divided in several ways according to
what aspect of its multiple activities is envisaged. The lkhwan sometimes divide its forces into fifteen parts: seven superhuman, one
' .buman, and seven subhuman. The two divisions immediately above
j~ic~e the angelic and prophetic, while the two immediately below are
~fib,e animal and vegetative. 57 In this vast cosmos, from the outer'>most heaven which symbolizes the spiritual and intellectual world
the earth which being farthest away from heaven symbolizes
~ illaterial existence, the parts of the Soul move according to three
motions:

to

(I) Away from the outer sphere (Mul;zi!) toward the world of
generation and corruption and ultimately hell.
{2) Upwards toward heaven.
(3) Horizontal oscillation without knowledge of where to go, as
in the souls of animals. 58
R., II, 224.
Carra de Vaux, Les Penseurs de /"Islam, IV, 107. Placing al-nafs al-kul/fyah, or the
Universal Soul, at the heaven of the fixed stars was already accomplished by Jiibir.
Kraus, Jcibir ibn Qayyiin, II, 137-138, n. 5.
53

54
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R., II, 56.
Dieterici, Lehre von der Weltseele, 43ff. Also Carra de Vaux, Les Penseurs de /"Islam,
107 (italics ours).
R., I, 240. Also 'Awii, L'Esprit critique . .. , p. 167.
58 'Awa, ibid., p. 168. There 'is a striking resemblance between the three cosmic
R:n4Jencies of ascent, descent, and horizontal expansion described by the lkhwan and the
56
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The cosmic tendencies and qualities which are to be found everywhere owe their existence to these fundamental tendencies of the
Universal Soul which is the cause of all activity in the world.
Matter

The notion of matter is elaborately developed by the Ikhwan and
along lines which separate their views from those of the Aristotelian
school. According to the Ikhwan, Prime Matter is already far removed from Pure Being and possesses in itself only existence and
persistence. It is, however, a positive spiritual principle rather than
just potentiality. It is the first being in the descending scale of beings
here considered that does not desire virtue and goodness by itself.
However, it is still a "spiritual form emanating from the Universa1
Soul" ; 59 it is still simple, intelligible, and imperceptible to the senses.
Coming after the numbers 1, 2, and 3, it has three causes, the efficient
being God, the formal the Intellect, and the final the Soul. 60
Primary Matter is to be distinguished from Secondary Matter, the
latter being the first metaphysical step toward the concrete. Primary
Matter first receives the three spatial dimensions to become the
Absolute Body (al-jism a!-mutlaq), or "the matter of the all." Then
Secondary Matter comes into being with God as its efficient cause,
the Intellect as its formal cause, and the Soul as the final cause. As
for the material cause, it belongs to Secondary Matter itself and resides in the simple substance which admits of three dimensions.
Hence four causes come to act upon all bodies which are composed
of Secondary Matter. 61
As mentioned already, the Ikhwan use "matter" in four distinct
ways:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Matter of artificial works.
Matter of natural objects.
Universal Matter (or Secondary Matter).
Original Matter.

These four types are described in the following manner:
The natural matter consists of fire, air, water and earth. All that is found
in the sublunary sphere-th e animals, plants, and minerals-come from
three Hindu gunas: sattwa, tamas, and rajas. See R. Guenon, Man and his Becoming
According to the Vedanta, trans. R. C. Nicholson (London, 1945), pp. 51-52.
so R., lll, 230.
60 R., 11!, 233. Also 'Awa, L'Esprit
critique . .. , pp. 168-169.
61 L'Esprit critique, pp. 170-!71.
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these constituents and by corruption return to them. Their creator is
Nature which is one of the forces of the celestial Universal Soul.
Universal Matter is the Absolute Body. From this Body is drawn the
entire corporeal Universe, that is, the celestial spheres, stars, the elements
and all other beings whatever they may be. They are all bodies and their
diversity comes only from their diverse forms.
Original matter is a simple and ideal substance which cannot be sensed
!)ecause it is none other than the form of unique existence; it is the primitive
foundation. If this foundation receives quantity it becomes by virtue of
that reception the Absolute Body about which one affirms that it has three
, dimensions-length, breadth and thickness. If this foundation receives
·· quality, as, for example, the form of a circle, triangle or rectangle, it
tJecomes a special body which is determined as being such and such. Thus
quality is equal to 3, quantity to 2, and the primitive foundation to 1. Just
as 3 comes after 2, so does quality come after quantity, and just as 2 comes
after 1, quantity comes after the primitive foundation. In its existence the
primitive foundation precedes quantity and quality as 1 precedes 2 and 3.
The primitive foundation, quantity, and quality are simple, ideal forms
which cannot be sensed. When one of them is united to another, the first
il matter at the same time that the second is form. Quality is form with
regard to quantity, and quantity is matter. for quality. Quantity in its turn
is form for the primitive foundation, and the primitive foundation is matter
for quantity. 62

In summary, we can present the Ikhwan's notion of matter in the
-following hierarchy:
Original Matter-possessing no determination other than existence.

1
1

Universal Matter-possessing quantity and the three dimensions
(Absolute Body).
?·

Determined Body-formed of the union of Absolute Body playing
the role of matter and a particular form.
Matter then possesses several levels of existence, each more
"condensed" and "coagulated" than the next, beginning with the
Primary or original matter which does not even possess quantity and
is a spiritual form, and ending with the matter of particular objects
Which are perceptible by the senses and are the terminal stage of
. tnanifestation, being as far away from the Divine Principle as the conditions of cosmic manifestation permit.
n.:z ~·· II, 4ff. Dieterici, Die Naturschauung und Naturphilosophie der Araber . . .
wcrlm, 1861), pp. 2-3, and E. Duhem, Le Systeme du monde (Paris, 1913-1919), IV .
.... ·•. 466-467.
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Nature
The Ikhwan emphasize in their description of the Universal Soul that
it is the cause of all actions in the Universe. Now, as the matter which
was described above is acted upon in one way or another and is the
receiver of action, so is one of the faculties of the Universal Soul the
cause of all change and activity in the sublunary region; this faculty
is called Nature.
Nature is none other than one of the faculties of the Universal Soul of
the spheres which is propagated in all the bodies existing in the sublunary
region beginning from the sphere of the ether until the center of the world.
Bodies below the sphere of the moon are of two kinds: simple and complex.
There are four simple bodies: fire, air, water and earth; and three types of
composed bodies: minerals, plants and animals. This faculty which I like
to call Nature is spread within all things as clarity is spread in the air. Its
Nature makes them move or rest, it governs them, it perfects them and
makes each come to the place where it tends according to how it becomes
them. 63

All events occurring on earth and below the sphere of the moon are
then due to this spiritual agent called Nature which orders all change
and is the cause of all "physical" events we see here around us. 64 It
is in the affirmation of this view that the Ikhwan write in another
passage that:
Nature is only one of the faculties of the Universal Soul which has
expanded in all the sublunary bodies. In the language of religion (shar'i)
it is called the Soul in charge of maintenance and organization or order in
the world by permission of Allah. In philosophic terminology, it is a
natural force acting by the permission of the Creator on the bodies in
question. Those who deny the action of Nature have not understood the
true sense of these denominations ...
Know, Oh Brother, that those who deny the action of Nature say that
there is no proper action except by the Alive, the Powerful [this is in
reference to the Ash'arite theologians]. This saying is correct; however,
63 Dieterici, Lehre von der Weltsee/e, p. 43; Jtimi'ah, I, 311; Carra
de Vaux, Les
penseurs de /'Islam, IV, 106--107.
64
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theY think that the A!i,e, the Powecful, do" not being into exi,ten<e
except by means of a body ... They do not know that there 1s along w1th
the body a substance which is ultimately spiritual and invisible. This is the
Soul, which they describe as being an accident, by means of which change
occurs in the body. It is this, that is, the Soul, by means of which actions
appear in bodies. 65

The concern of the Ikhwan in describing nature is more with what the
Latins, with a somewhat different connotation, called natura naturans
and not so much with natura naturata, which forms the subject matter
of the modern natural sciences.
The Rasii'il emphasize the importance of understanding and
accepting the presence of this spiritual force called Nature which is
the performer of all actions. In fact, they often identify materialists
~• \with those who deny Nature, for they know that the cosmological
and metaphysical aspects of the traditional sciences such as astrology,
and not the predictive aspect, which is completely secondary, derive
directly from this conception of an organic Universe where the sublunary parts have no autonomy of their own independent of the
Universal Soul66 and its faculty Nature, any more than human limbs
have any autonomy of motion independent of the human will which
moves them. The consideration of "inert matter" to which motion
and life are incidental is diametrically opposed to the Ikhwan's conception of the activity of the physical domain as being due to the
force of Nature which pervades it throughout. The Universe for the
lkhwan acts more like a live organism whose motions come from a
force within rather than a cadaver to which external motion has been
added.
The Spheres and the Elements

The astronomy of the Ikhwan-which will be discussed in greater
detail below-conforming to the general view of medieval cosmologists, places the earth at the center of the Universe with the Moon,
Sun, and the planets rotating about it. Beyond the sphere of Saturn
there is the Sphere of Fixed Stars and finally the outermost sphere, or
Mu/Jft. In the heavens, which possess circular motion, perfect circular
R., II, 55. See also R., II, 112-113.
According to the Ikhwii.n, the Universal Soul acts through three agents: the 12
signs of the Zodiac, the heavens (a/flik) and the planets. Jlimi'ah, I, 313. The action of
these agents upon the sublunary region which underlies the whole of astrology is a
·llecessary consequence of the function of the Universal Soul as the cause of all action
in the world. Moreover, the agents of the Universal Soul act upon this world as a soul
'lipon a body, not as almost "material rays" or any gross ideas of the kind entertained
by so many modern astrologers.
65

66
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form and movement are joined to matter to bring into being the quintessence, or the substance, of which the heavens are made. By the
quintessence the Ikhwan mean a substance having such properties
that "on the one hand the celestial bodies accept neither generation
nor corruption nor change nor transformation nor augmentation nor
diminution, and that on the other hand their movements are all perfect, thus circular." 67 The "quintessence" or "fifth element," of
the lkhwan, however, differs from the ether of Aristotle or Ibn Sina.
Whereas the latter school considers the cosmos as being completely
divided into two regions, the sublunary made of the four elements and
the celestial made of ether which does not possess any of the four
essential qualities ofhot, cold, wet, and dry, the Ikhwan conceive of a
unified cosmos in which the quintessence also possesses the four qualities.68 Otherwise it would not be possible to assign to the planets
and the signs of the Zodiac the qualities which are the basis of
astrology. This distinction between a divided and unified cosmos is to
be found throughout the Middle Ages among the Aristotelian and
Hermetic schools.
By the elements, the Ikhwan-l ike nearly all other Muslim authors
-mean the four elements mentioned by Empedocles and Aristotle,
that is, fire, air, water, and earth, which, as described above, possess in
pairs the combination of the four qualities of heat, cold, dryness and
moistness. They refer to the sphere of the elements as us{uqus, from
the Greek term stoichos, meaning support or base, since the elements
are the ground from which the creatures of the earth come into being.
The elements are the constituent parts of all the members of the three
kingdoms of minerals, plants, and animals. Nature acts upon these
elements in various ways, and the soul appropria te to each kingdom
and each species is added to this mixture by the Universal Soul in
order to bring particular members of each species into being. The
elements cannot act by themselves but are always subservient and
passive to the force of Nature which acts upon them from above and
within.
Time, Space, and Motion

The physics of the Ikhwan, unlike that of Aristotle, does not have the
problem of motion as its central subject. In fact, in order to underR., II, 39.
The Ikhwiin do, however, agree with the Peripatetics that the ether is beyond
corruption and heaviness and lightness. Sometimes they even imply that it is beyond
the four qualities, but most often assign qualities to the planets and signs of the Zodiac.
See R., II, 26ff, 39-42.
67
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stand fully the physics of the Ikhwan, it is necessary to go beyond
not only the Cartesian conception of matter but also the materia of
the Stagirite. One can say about the Ikhwan with respect to the
problem of motion what has been said about the early pre-Socratic
Greek philosophers:
Jfwe would understand the sixth-century philosopher, we must disabuse
our minds of the atomistic conception of dead matter in mechanical
motion and of the Cartesian dualism of matter and mind. We must go back
to the time when motion was an unquestionable symptom of life, and there
was no need to look for a "moving cause." Matter or body requires a
distinct moving cause only when it has been deprived of its own inherent
life ... Motion was inherent in the divine stuff because it was alive ... 69

.The Universe which the Rasa' il describe is, like the cosmos of the
ancient Greeks, one which is alive, being composed of a body and
the Universal Soul which animates the whole of it. Consequently,
the question of motion does not have the same status with the
Ikhwiin as it does with either Aristotle or the Cartesians.
Inasmuch as things do move, however, and events do take place in
time and space, the conception of these primary matrices of physical
events and necessary conditions of terrestrial existence must be described. Time and space, which are intimately connected with motion,
~ are considered in the Rasii'il more from their cosmological aspect
than from the kinematic point of view.
The lkhwiin reject the Aristotelian notion of time as being nothing
but the measure of movement, although they still relate it to the
motion of the heavens, which are the generators of space as well as
of time. 70 But they consider also the psychological aspect of time,
about which they write:
?·

Time is a pure form, an abstract notion, simple and intelligible, elaborated in the soul by the faculties of the spirit. It is born there through meditation upon the regular repetition of nights and days around the earth and
resembles the generation of numbers by the repetition of One. 71
"F. M. Cornford, Principium Sapientiae (Cambridge University Press, 1952),
..
70/iimi'ah, I, 177. ,, . ._;!1..)1¢~~__,. vKll~_,._,.....-y<~.....-uJ\Qi!U_,

pp, 179-181.
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/
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liimi'ah, I, 48. Inasmuch as the Universal Soul is the cause of motion of the heavens,
it is also the cause of space and time.
71 R., II, 15.
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Time is also intimately connected with creation and in fact is
created with the world. Likewise, the last Day (yawm al-qiyiimah)
is not just another day in time but the termination of time
itself. 72
As for space, it has no reality independent of this world, but is, on
the contrary, one of the conditions of physical existence. It is therefore useless to ask whether there is vacuum or plenum outside of the
Universe. There is neither one nor the other because there is no space
outside the cosmos and the Universe cannot be said to be in space. 73
Rather, all that is in space is by nature dependent upon the Universe.
From a physical point of view space, or place, is the boundary of
bodies as defined by Aristotle and the Muslim Peripatetics. 74 From a
more inward point of view it is an abstract, simple, intelligible idea,
"a form abstracted from matter and existing only in the consciousness,"75 rather than either the surface of a substance or the void. The
Ikhwiin, as a matter of fact, reject the possibility of a void; since,
according to them, and following the argument of the Aristotelians, a
void must be in a place, or what is currently called space; but place
is a quality of bodies and cannot be found except where there are
bodies, so that where there are no bodies there is no place or space
and, therefore, no void. On the contrary, space for the Ikhwiin is
something always filled, even when it seems empty to the senses.
"Not a span of space is there," they write, "but what is occupied
by spirits who dwell therein." 76 They never say, however, that
all of space is filled only by "material" or "physical" beings;
for them space dwelt in by spirits is as "full" as one filled by
water.
The question of motion is inseparable from the Universal Soul and
its faculties inasmuch as all motion is due to this soul. As the
Ikhwiin state: "We call 'souls' certain real substances, living and
moving by their essences, and we designate under the name 'moven Jtimi'ah, II, 48--49.
n 1 ~
':""~..)" ..:J/Go
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Jiimi'ah, II, 24.
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For the definition of place given by Aristotle, see his Physics, bk. IV, chap, iv; also
H. Wolfson, Crescas' Critique of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass., 1929) chap. II.
75 R., II, 9-10.
76 Ikhwan, Dispute between Man
and the Animals, trans. J. Platts, p. 229.
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lllent' the actions of a soul on a body. " 77 And again: "By its active
life the soul models the matter of the body as well as that of the exterior world." 78
Universal Soul, then, is the cause of motion, while "movement is
a form imposed on a body by the Universal Soul after it has been
shaped, and rest is the absence of this form. " 79 Comparing movement
· to light, the Ikhwan consider motion not as a material activity but a
a
spiritual
;l{ (al-$iirdat a ~rhu_.wnth1ya 1. wt c t ravers1es 1~k p1~rhst~ modvillg o 1e~ an
expan s wit ill em illS an aneous y 1 e 1g ill or er to termillate
abruptly their rest." 80
They give several different classifications of motion, one being
according to the objects moved, that is, the movement of the seven
heavens, the fixed stars, planets, comets, meteors, air, wind, and other
meteorological phenomena; seas, streams, rain, motion of the interior of the earth such as earthquakes, or of beings like the minerals
inside the earth, the plants and trees on the surface of the earth, and
finally the animals in various directions of space. 81 To realize that all
of these movements, which are so diverse in appearance, are due
ultimately to a single agent who is the Universal Soul is to see in a
striking way the unicity of Nature. To show further the interrelatedness of all things, the Ikhwan also classify the motions of the Spirit
(rub), in a manner similar to that of bodies, and relate the two to each
.. other. For example, they compare the motion of the interior of the
earth with the abrogation (naskh) ofpreviousshari'ahsbythe Prophet
MuQ.ammad-upon whom be peace-and the motion of the planets
to the shari'ah of the various prophets. 82
Another method of classification closer to the Aristotelian, and in
.,..
a way reducible to it, is outlined on the following page.
discussing
in
further
much
proceed
not
do
The Ikhwan, however,
the intricacies of motion in a manner that one finds in the writings of
Ibn Sina or Abu'l-Barakat al-Baghdadi. The main interest of the
authors of the Rasii'il remains the unified and organic Universe
whose unicity they seek to bring to light through analogy and symbolism.

~

f~n~. -"~~)em~n~ ~s spirit~fl a~d c7mpl~me~ta~~ fo~
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R., III, 305. It should be emphasized that the souls in various species in the world such
as the animal and vegetative do not actually signify a plurality of souls but various
functions of the single Universal Soul.
78 R., I, 225.
80 R., II, 12.
70 R., II, 12.
81 Jami'ah, II, 238.
82 Jami'ah, II, 253ff.
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I I.

Generation (kawn)-pass age of something from
to act by which things come into
existence.
2. Corruption (fasad)-the reverse of generation.
3. Augmentatio n (ziyadah)-st retching of the extremities of a body with respect to its center.
. . .
.
.
4. D1mmutwn (nuq$an)-oppos1te of augmentatiOn.
5. Alteration (taghyir)-ch ange of quality of an
object, such as its color.
6. Translation, or local I Straight
movement (naqlah)(mustaqimah)
passage in space and
Circular
time from one point
(mustadirah)
to another.
Combination
of the two
(murakkabatun
minhuma) 83

1 potentiality

Ph · 1
.. ysi~a-)
(JISmam
Motion
Spiritual

(rubanf)

j

The Analogy of Microcosm and Macrocosm
and the Great Chain of Being

All the principles and concepts which have been explained thus far
are integrated by the lkhwan into the closely related ideas of the
analogy of the microcosm and macrocosm and the chain, or hierarchy, of being. Both of these ideas are universal and far from being
limited to Greek, Islamic, or Christian cosmologies, have their exact
counterparts in China, India, and elsewhere. They are moreover, "conceptual dimensions" which through their beauty and profundity can
lead the soul far beyond the domains of the physical aspects of
Nature. Both ideas, in fact, belong to the domain of theology and
metaphysics as well as to cosmology. The ~iifi doctrine concerning the
Universal Man (al-insiin a!-kiimil), the Hindu conception of Purusa,
and the Chinese Chen-jen all attest to the universality of the macrocosm-microcosm analogy and its importance in domains beyond that
of the sciences of Nature. In the study of the Universe, also, these
ideas hold a vital position, because they serve as the central link in
showing the unicity of Nature and in demonstrating the inward relation between man and Nature; consequently, the study of Nature in
medieval science acts as a support for spiritual realization, as con83

Jami'ah, II, 237. R., II, 10--13.
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the study by man of himself leads to his understandi ng of the
inner aspects of Nature. 84
The essential techniques of numerical symbolism and analogy,
which, as we mentioned above, form the basic language of the lkhwan,
are used throughout the Rasii'il in the context and the service of
illuminating the reality and beauty of the relation between the microand macrocosm and the hierarchy of Being. To a reader unsympathetic to this perspective, such efforts may seem artificial and
If, however, one possesses the "conceptual perspective"
Jlecessary for an understanding of these symbols, the beauty and
grandeur of these analogies become evident. A physical "applicatio n"
of this doctrine, which is easier to visualize than its literary description, is found in the medieval cathedral and the Hindu temple. Both
of these buildings are the "body of the Universal Man" as well
as a miniature cosmos, and reflect in their beauty the grandeur of the
conceptions which underlie their construction. In Islam, also,
ta~awwuf itself and much that is the fruit of the Sufi spirit, whether it
be in poetry or in architecture, express in the last analysis the doctrine
of the Universal Man 85 which along with Unity (al-tawl;id) comprises
the essence of Islamic spiritual doctrines.
Nearly every chapter of the Rasii'il and every domain of
Nature that is studied is elucidated and elaborated with reference
to the analogy between man and the Universe. The Ikhwan
" write:
Know, oh Brother, that by the Universe ('iilam) the sages ((zukamii')
mean the seven heavens and the earths and what is between them of all
creatures. They also call it the great man (al-insiin al-kabir) because it is
seen that the world has one body in all its spheres, gradation of heavens,
its generating elements (arkiin) and their productions. It is seen also that it
has one Soul (nafs) whose powers run into all the organs of its body, just
like the man who has one soul which runs into all of his organs. We desire
to mention in this treatise the form of the world and describe the composition of its body as the body of man is described in a book of anatomy.
Then in another treatise we shall describe the quality of the Soul of the
world and how its powers run into the bodies in this world from the most
84 These remarks, which have been drawn from a general study of medieval cosmological texts, are emphasized over and over by the Ikhwiin throughout the
Rasa'il.
85 For an exposition of the doctrine of the Universal Man and its function in cosmology, seeR. A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism (Cambridge, England, 1921),
chapter on "The Perfect Man"; also De l'homme universe! (Paris, 1975) by 'Abd alKarim al-Jili, trans. T. Burckhardt.
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high sphere of Mubf! to the lowest point which is the center of the
earth. 86

Our study of the heavens and earth, the three kingdoms, and finally
man as the microcosm will fully demonstrate how this analogy
exists. Often in their study of the Universe, the Ikhwan give analogies
from the microcosm to illustrate an otherwise difficult concept concerning cosmology. For example, the relation of the Universal Soul
to the Universe, described above, becomes concrete and vivid when
compared to the human soul and body. Or the comparison of the
death of the Universe to human death makes what appears as a faraway event a very "real" one. But the Ikhwan also apply analogies
in the reverse sense, explaining the constitution of the human being
by correspondences drawn from the heavens and earth, again in order
to make vivid and "real" some aspect of man, and, what is more
important perhaps, to demonstrate his cosmic qualities and significance. We shall explore this aspect fully in the chapter on man as
the microcosm, which begins with the statement: "Our end consists
of showing here how man can be considered as a small world". 87
This implies that the knowledge of man's soul is essential to a knowledge of the external world.
In making analogies between various parts of the cosmos and man,
the part of the cosmos above the Moon, which is the most beautiful
and perfect part of the Universe, is compared to the Universal Man
(al-insiin al-kulli), 88 while the sublunary region, where change occurs
and where good and evil souls are mixed together, is compared to the
particular man (al-insiin al-juz'i). The human being is created between
the Universal and particular man and takes part in the nature of
each. 89 Also, particular man is created from the Universal Man just
as in the creation of the world the sublunary region is generated from
the heavens and is always passive and obedient with respect to them. 90
The cosmological chain, starting from Unity, which symbolizes
86
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R., II, 20.
87 R., II, 318.
88 The Ikhwan use a different term for Universal
Man from that of the Sufis, the
latter usually using ktimil rather than kulli, although the term ktimil is also known to the
Ikhwan.
89 Jami'ah, I, 612-615.
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Creator, up to the number 9, which is the domain of the three
Jcingdoms, already contains the basis of the chain of being. The chain
of being essentially means that all beings in the Universe exist
according to a continuous hierarchy which is ontological as well as
!' cosmological. A particular entity has a position in the great chain of
!' being depending upon the degree to which it participates in Being
~i. and Intelligence; or, one might say, upon the degree to which it
;•possesses the perfectio.ns and virtues which in the abso!ute sense
]belong only to Pure Bemg, or God, who IS transcendent With respect
...
"'···.;. •.• . to... the chain. The Ikhwan, like the ~fifis, ma~e the hierarchy of being
dependent upon the degree to which anythmg possesses beauty or,
~{; in other words, participates in the Absolute Beauty which is an inner
"e1' attribute of God.
Starting from the highest heaven, which is nearest to the Divine,
·the hierarchy of being descends through the heavenly spheres-symbolizing the angels-and down to the world of the four elements, of
which the heaviest, the earth, is the one farthest away from the pure
light of heaven. The elements then are mixed to various degrees by
the Soul which from them forms the three kingdoms. The process
terminates with man, who is the final term of the effusion: "The unity
and complexity of his soul and body respectively make him 'the
antipode of God.' '' 91 By virtue of this position, man is the central
link in the great chain; below him stands the animal kingdom, and
"above, the world of the angels, and he is connected to one domain as
well as to the other. 92
According to the Ikhwiin, the qualities and perfections belonging
to the various levels of the hierarchy of being are not in any way
"subjective" or "anthropomorphic," but, being a part of their ontological status, are completely independent of the whims and fancies
of the "thoughts" of men. In the three kingdoms of mineral, plant,
and animal, good and evil (mal}mud and madhmum) souls are mixed
independently of human will. The beautiful and good qualities of
these kingdoms are manifestations of the good souls, while what is
ugly is due to the evil souls, which the Ikhwiin call "satanic forces"
(shayiitin). 93 These qualities, being an inherent part of each object,
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are transmitted along with that object. For example, if a plant possesses certain good qualities, it transmits them to the animal that eats
it. Or if the flesh of a particular animal has evil qualities, these qualities affect the man who eats that flesh. This effect, however, is not
just physical; rather, the soul of man is also affected by it. 94 One can
derive from this view of the lkhwan the reason for the dietary prohibitions existing in various religions like Islam and Judaism, each of
which is established in conformity with the spiritual and psychological
"economy" of a segment of humanity.
In the three kingdoms, each end member is connected to the first
member of the next domain. 95 Minerals are connected below to water
and earth, and their lowest types are alum, hyacinth, and vitriol,
which are very close to earth. Red gold, on the other hand, stands
highest among the minerals and approaches the world of the plants.
Among plants, moss is the lowest order approaching the mineral
kingdom, while the palm tree, which already has a differentiation of
sexes, stands between the plant and animal worlds. Among animals,
the snail is mentioned as being closest to the plant world and the
elephant-being highest in intelligence among the animals-nearest
to man. Inasmuch as this hierarchy is based on the degree of intelligence and the development of interior faculties rather than on external
similarities, we find that the lkhwan name the elephant rather than
the monkey as the animal closest to man. This is a good example of
the difference between the traditional idea of gradation which is based
on interior qualities and ontological status and the modern theories
of evolution which are based on the physical behavior and the
external similarities of creatures.
The whole chain of being, the cosmos and man, the qualities of the
Universe and its parts, as well as of man, the prophets and kings, the
three kingdoms and the angels-all this is summarized by the lkhwan
in a diagram which conceptualizes their relation with each other. In
the diagram of Figure 1 the viewer is faced once more with the unicity
of Nature and the interrelatedness of all things from the "highest of
94

Jiimi'ah, I, 379-382.
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the high" to the "lowest of the low," which is a constant theme of the
medieval cosmological sciences. 96
The chain of being described by the lkhwan possesses a temporal
aspect which has led certain scholars to the view that the authors of
the Rasa'il believed in the modern theory of evolution. 97 From what
we have discussed thus far. however, the divergence of the Ikhwan
from modern theories of evolution should be clear. First of all,
according to the Rasa'il all changes on earth occur as acts of the
0~-=-::-l<~ t
highes' of the high

l'~
~

c-:

;;.

lowest of the low

~~~,

Figure l. The cosmic hierarchy according to the Ikhwan al-Safa'.

Universal Soul and not by an independent agent acting within bodies
here on earth. Secondly, according to the Ikhwan this world is a
shadow of another world more real than it, and the "idea" of everything in this world actually exists in the other, so that there is no
Jiimi'ah, I, 488.
Dieterici, Der Darwinismus im X. und XI. Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1878). De Boer
COrrectly refutes Dieterici's thesis and asserts that the Ikhwan imply a gradation and
n19ot evolution in its modern sense. Tj. de Boer, History of Philosophy in Islam (London,
33), p. 91.
!ld
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question of a species changing into another, because the "idea" of
each species is a form which is beyond change and decay. In the words
of the Ikhwan:
The species and genus are definite and preserved. Their forms are in
matter. But the individuals are in perpetual flow; they are neither definite
nor preserved. The reason for the conservation of forms, genus and species,
in matter is the fixity of their celestial cause because their efficient cause is
the Universal Soul of the spheres instead of the change and continuous
flux of individuals which is due to the variability of their cause. 98
The distinction between the traditional doctrine of gradation and
the modern theory of evolution is clearly stated in these words of the
Ikhwan themselves.
There do exist, however, certain similarities between the views of
the Ikhwan and modern theories in that both believe that the date of
the beginning of the terrestrial existence of plants precedes that of
animals, just as minerals precede the plants. Also, the Ikhwan believe
in the adaptation of organisms to their environment, much in the
manner of the authors of the nineteenth century, but the authors of
the Rasti'il consider it from a different perspective. Their whole conception of Nature is, of course, teleological. Everything exists for a
purpose, the final purpose of the cosmos being the return of multiplicity to Unity within the heart of the saints. It is only in this context
that the appearance in time of each kingdom is considered. As the
Ikhwan write:
Plants come before (taqaddama) animals in the series of beings and serve
them as material for the forms of animals and food for the nutrition of
their bodies. From this point of view, plants would be like a mother who
eats raw food, digests it, assimilates it and transforms it into pure milk
which is absorbed very gently by those who drink it. The plants subsequently present this to the animals considered as their sons ... Plants
occupy an intermediate position-necessary and salutary-between the
four elements and the animals. All the parts of the vegetables which the
animals consume such as seeds, leaves, fruit, and so on, come from the four
elements digested and transformed by the plants ... 99
As minerals serve plants and plants animals, so do animals in turn
serve man, who therefore comes to this world later than all of them,
since each has come after the kingdom upon which it depends. 100
98

Quoted in Carra de Vaux, Les Penseurs de !'Islam IV, 107 (italics ours).
II, 154.
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The Ikhwan imply in their writings, without always stating it
, that the coming into being of the sublunary region after the
heavens, the mineral after the elements, the plants after the minerals,
the animals after the plants, and finally, man after the animals, is
, temporal as well as in principia. But since the gradation from the ele,_., JDents to minerals and higher realms is a return toward the heavenly

perfections, there is no question of an indefinite gradation of physical
nns. Once the origin has been reached again, there is no further
p to be taken. In the perfect man, who has realized his Divine
'(}rigin, the process has come to an end. Man's "evolution" is therefore inward; God does not create something after man as he created
:fuan after the animals, because man, by virtue of being able to return
to his origin, fulfills the purpose of the whole of creation. All other
\Orders of beings were created in order that this final stage of reunion
might take place. Once the reunion has occurred, there is no metaphysical necessity for another form to be created.
Man is the link between the three kingdoms and the heavens and
therefore the channel of grace for the terrestrial environment; the
•.•· . three kingdoms depend upon him, and man in turn has the right to
~,;, make use of them. 101 In the section of the Rasa' il called "Dispute
between Man and the Animals" at the end of the treatise on zoology,
the members of the animal kingdom complain to the king of the )inn
for man's cruelty against them. In the trial, none of man's boastings
"about his own beauty, wit, learning, reason, science, or art can overcome the virtues of the animals. At the end, the only point which
justifies the domination of man over the animal kingdom is that
among men there are a few who become angels on earth, that
"among men there are a few saints and sages who have the natures
of cherubim." 102
~·
In the Universe, where the wisdom of the Creator is to be seen
everywhere, every occurrence has its reason and shows the wisdom

For example, marine animals are said to precede land animals, while among land

~nimals those with more perfect sexual organisms come after those that lay eggs, which

In turn come later than those generated in putrescences. R., II, 155ff.
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of God, so that each creature possesses those faculties which conform
to its needs. With respect to the animals, the lkhwan write:

Providential wisdom stipulates that an animal be given no other organs
than these. If it were otherwise the animal would be hindered and its
safety and continued existence endangered. 103
"Adaptation to the environment" is not the result of struggles for
life or "survival of the fittest," but comes from the wisdom of the
Creator, Who has given to each creature what corresponds to its
need. In the deepest sense, what separates all these ideas of the
Ikhwan from their modern counterparts is that for the Ikhwan the
hands of God were not cut off from creation after the beginning of
the world-as is the case with the deists. On the contrary, every event
here "below" is performed from "above" by the Universal Soul,
which is God's agent. Consequently, the purpose of the study of
Nature is to see these "vestiges of God"-the vestigia Dei as the
medieval Latins used to express it-so that, thanks to the analogy
existing between the Universe and man, the soul through this knowledge of cosmic realities can come to know itself better and ultimately be able to escape from the earthly prison into which it has
fallen. "Thy soul, oh Brother, is one of the pure forms. Use your
efforts then to know it. Thou willst succeed probably in saving it
from the ocean of matter to raise it from the abyss of the body and
deliver it from the prison of Nature." 104
103

R., II, 144.

104

R., II, 17.
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CHAPTER 3

The Individual Cosmological Sciences
Astronomy and Astrology

\In the Islamic sciences, as in Greek and Latin astronomy where
'astrologia and astronomia are often used interchangeably, there is no
clear distinction between the words signifying astronomy and astrology; the term nujum can mean one as well as the other. For the
Ikh.wan, also, the two studies are closely bound together, because not
only are the heavenly bodies moving objects whose motions and
periods can be studied and measured, but they are also the seats of
the various faculties of the Universal Soul, which is the cause of all
change in the world of generation and corruption. Astrology, then,
··· .. must be considered always in the light of the metaphysical principles
which underlie the cosmology of the Ikhwan. However, since
astronomy and astrology are studied separately today, we shall try
as much as possible to separate the science of the constitution and
movement of the heavens from the study of both their symbolic and
spiritual qualities and their influence on earthly phenomena. The
Ikhwan themselves divide the science of nujum into three partS::
(1) the science of spheres, stars, their dimensions, movements, and
so on ('ilm al-hai'ah), (2) the science of astronomical tables (zij), and
(3) judicial astrology ('ilm al-a/:lkiim). Our separation of astronomy
and astrology, therefore, can perhaps be partially justified by their
own views, although general astrology, which includes more than
just judicial astrology, also enters into the first category.
In the Rasii'il great importance is attached to the study of the
heavens, a subject which enters every branch of natural science because of the influence of the heavens upon all sublunar events. Also,
!he ancient character of 'he history of astronomy is fully realized and,
In fact, this science is considered to have been originally not a purely
human form of knowledge, but a science revealed to the prophet
ldris or Hermes Trismegistus who "journeyed to Saturn" in order to
75
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bring to earth the science of the heavens. 1 The study of the heavens
has, therefore, an aspect of revealed truth and is of a sacred nature.
It has already been mentioned that the Ikhwan follow the general
scheme of the ancient astronomers in placing the earth at the center
followed by the seven planets, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars'
Jupiter, and Saturn, then the heaven of the fixed stars and finally th~
outermost sphere, or the Mu/:zit, which was added by Muslim astronomers to the spheres of Ptolemy to account for the precession of the
equinox. They also follow the Ptolemaic system of epicycles in order
to explain the retrograde motion and changes in the periods of the
planets. In explaining this retrograde motion they write that the body
of each planet dominates over a small sphere which is called the
"sphere of rotation," 2 (Jalak al-tadwir), implying, contrary to the
majority of Greek astronomers, that the epicycle is a solid sphere.
Such a view of the nature of the heavenly sphere was already held by
al-Farghani, from whom the Ikhwan probably learned it. The cosmos
of the Ikhwan is the traditional, finite cosmos beyond which there is
"neither void nor plenum." 3 Moreover, they equate the heavens of
the fixed stars with the kursi, or Pedestal, (Quran II, 255) and the
ninth heaven with the 'arsh, or Throne (Quran IX, 129; LXIX, 17) in
order to conform to Quranic cosmology.
According to the Ikhwan, the stars are luminous, spherical bodies
-altogether 1029 in number, of which seven are wandering and the
rest stationary. 4 The spheres are hollow, transparent, and concentric
like the skins of an onion. More precisely, each "sphere" consists
of two concentric, hollow spheres with a certain depth, the inner one
moving within the outer in such a way that the movements become
slower as one approaches the earth. 5 As for the signs of the Zodiac,
they are located in the Mul:zit and are divided into six northern and six
southern signs. The Ikhwan follow the regular astrological practice
of dividing the signs also into four parts in the following manner:
(1) Aries, Leo, Sagittarius-fire, hot, dry, east.
(2) Taurus, Virgo, Capricornus--earth, cold, dry, south.
1
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(3) Gemini, Libra, Aquarius-air, hot, wet, west.
(4) Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces-water, cold, wet, north. 6

c

In the cosmos described by the Ikhwan, the Sun plays a central
role. "God has placed the Sun at the center of the Universe just as
the capital of a country is placed in its middle and the ruler's palace
•t the center of the city." 7 Below it stand Venus, Mercury, Moon, the
h.•rf' of air, and the earth, and above it there are another five
those of Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, the fixed stars, and the
. The Sun is thus "the heart of the Universe" 8 and "the sign of
in the heavens and earth." 9 It is also the source of light for the
whole Universe, light which in the most direct way symbolizes the
effusion of Being. Just as the spirit (ru~z) gives life to the heart (qalb)
of man, so does the Intellect "with the permission of Allah" give life
to the Sun and Moon and through them to the whole of the Universe
of which they are the first and second, or symbolically the masculine and feminine, principles which, by their wedding, generate all
things. to
Certain numbers connected with the motion of the heavens played
a fundamental role in ancient Babylonian, Hindu, and Egyptian
cosmology and religion, as well as among the Pythagoreans. The
lkhwan,for whom numbers are so important, are fully aware of the
symbolic significance of many ofthese numbers, particularly 9, 12, 7,
.....

6 R., I, 77. The principles of astrology which the Ikhwiin describe are the same as
those followed by other Muslin astrologers and will be discussed more fully in the
chapters on al-Biriini.
7 R., II, 25.
. .
~
s Jami'ah, n, 112. u ~.d~lll(t...vl .;_~;r...;.~t..:..lJJc.Y\.:-.LJI...;J~- ..

In medieval cosmology Mercury is usually placed above the Moon, although ifis
closer to the Sun than Venus. The reason is that from the outer limit of space to the
terrestrial milieu there is a continual "temporal contraction" so that the greater speed
of Mercury over Venus justifies the place of Mercury above the sphere of the Moon.
For a masterly discussion of this subject, see T. Burckhardt, Cle spirituelle de l'astrologie
musulmane d'apres Ibn Arabi (Paris, Editions Traditionnelles, 1950), p. 12.
9 Jiimi'ah, II, 111.
10 Jiimi'ah, I, 538ff. The motion of the Sun in the middle of the heavens gives the
spirit of life (rub al-}Jayiit) to the heavens above and below it (Jiimi'ah, II, 255). The
lkhwan compare the relation of the world to God with the emanation of light from the
Sun (ibid., p. 256). In all this they make use of a universal symbolism which can be
found among nearly all people. In expounding further the symbolism of light, they give
a commentary of the iiyar al-niir (Quran, XXIV, 35) interpreting light (al-niir) as the
Universal Intellect, niche (mishkiit) as the Universal Soul, glass (zujiijah) as the prime
form (al-~urat al-tlla). a shining star (kawkabun durrfyun) as individual form (al-~tirat
al-mujarradah), the blessed olive tree (shajarah mubiirakah zaitiinah) again as the
Universal Soul, and light upon light (niirun 'ala mir) as the light of the Intellect over
the light of the Soul. (Jami'ah, II, 293-294.)
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and 28, which correspond to the number of the spheres, constellations
(or divisions of the Zodiac), the planets, and lunar mansions.
The Pythagoreans who think that beings correspond to the nature and
properties of numbers know also the perfection of Divine Wisdom which
is its origin. In fact, the numbers 7, 9, 12, 28 are the first numbers which
are called complete (kamil), odd square, exceeding and perfect respectively.
Also the cause of the exclusivity of those numbers comes on the one
hand from the fact that 7 = 3+4; 12 = 3 x 4; 28 = 7 x 4 and on the
other hand 7 + 12 + 9 = 28. Thus noble beings correspond to noble
numbers. 11
As with other sciences, so in astronomy the purpose of study is "to
prepare pure souls and make them desirous of celestial ascent." 12
Besides the above numbers, whose symbolism is easy to grasp, the
Ikhwan give numbers for the thickness (or height) and diameter of
the various spheres and the relative sizes of the planets, without
specifying clearly either the sources of their knowledge or any possible
significance these numbers may have outside of their literal values.
In Table II we give the distances to the various spheres in earth
radii instead of in actual miles. Duhem has interpreted the data in
such a way that "diameter" actually signifies a "semidiameter;' thus
making the values given by the Ikhwan closer to those of al-Battani
and al-Farghani. This table, given by Duhem, is based on the distances mentioned in the Rasii'ilY
TABLE

II.

THE PLANETARY DISTANCES ACCORDiNG TO THE lKHWAN AL·SAFA'

Corrected (in terms
of Earth Radii)
Sphere of air
16t
To perigee of Moon
34
To apogee of Moon and perigee of Mercury
67
To apogee of Mercury and perigee of Venus
172
To apogee of Venus and perigee of Sun
1 087
To apogee of Sun and perigee of Mars
1 187
To apogee of Mars and perigee of Jupiter
8 843
To apogee of Jupiter and perigee of Saturn
14 370
To apogee of Saturn
21 975
External surface of the sphere of fixed stars
33 975
Distance

Uncorrected
16!
34
67
172
2 107
2 307
17 619
28 673
43 883
67 883

11 R., I, 94-95. Like the Pythagoreans, the Ikhwiin also relate the motion of the
heavens to music. As they say: "If sidereal time were evaluated by the movement of
celestial individuals-movement which is proportional and harmonious-the. notes
which would result from it would resemble those of music." R., I, 151.
12 R., I, 91 ff.
13 R., II, 44; P. Duhem. Le Systeme du monde (Paris: Hermann, 1906-13), II, 52. The
Ikhwiin are evidently using the principle also used by the Greeks that there is no wasted
space in the cosmos. The size of the cosmos given in the text, however, is larger than most
of the other values given during the Middle Ages. Medieval planetary distances were
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As for the relative size of the planets, they are given in Table IIL 14
TABLE

III.

THE RELATIVE StzE OF PLANETS IN THE Rasci'il

Moon
Mercury
Venus
Sun
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

-.~(size

of earth)

1

118
i!LA_

(Fixed stars are all greater than the earth, fifteen having a diameter
4! as great as that of the earth.)
According to the Rasii'il, the movements of the heavens are
divided into five categories:
(1) Rotation imposed upon each planet by its sphere of rotation.
(2) Rotation imposed at the center of each sphere of rotation by
the sphere carrying it.
(3) Rotation imposed upon the sphere carrying the planet (the
deferent) by the principal sphere (the epicycle) of the planet.
(4) Rotation imposed upon fixed stars by their principal sphere.
(5) Rotation around the elements by the enveloping sphere and
the whole sky. This last sphere moves from east to west daily
with respect to the Northern Hemisphere. 15
Following al-Farghani among Muslim astronomers, and especially
Ptolemy among the Greeks, whom they always consider their master
and whose system of astronomy they follow in detail, the Ikhwan consider the motion of the heavens as being from Orient to Occident, this
movement becoming slower and slower as one moves farther from
the supreme heaven, which is the unerring sphere of diurnal mov-ement, toward the earth. To this motion is added the precession of the
equinox which is the rotation of the fixed stars about the signs of the
Zodiac in the period which the lkhwan consider to be 36,000 years.
In fact, they equate the "Great Year" of the Chaldaeans (36,000 years,
the time for all the planets to be in conjunction at the spring equinox)
with the time of revolution of the orb of the fixed stars found by Hipparch us to be also 36,000 years. The lkhwan call the end of this cycle,
based in the case of the Sun and the Moon on the determination of Aristarchus and
Hipparchus and of the other planets on the principles established by Ptolemy, especially
in his Hypotheses, and perfected by later Hellenistic astronomers and mathematicians
-in particular Proclus in his Hypotyposis.
14 Duhem, Le Systeme du monde, II, 53.
15 R., I, 73ff; Duhem, II, 125.
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that is, the time of the conjunction of the planets at the spring
equinox, the "Last Day," or qiyiimat al-qiyiimah. 16
Since all cycles of time-whether they be days, months, or yearsare dependent upon the motion of the heavens, the Ikhwiin consider
the various periods of heavenly movement, especially the 36,000-year
period, as being fundamental in determining the cycles of events on
earth, whether these be natural or historical. They inform us:
There are some revolutions and conjunctions which are accomplished
only once in a long time and others once in a very short time. A very long
period is that of the revolution which occurs only once in 36,000 years.
The conjunction of the stars at the end of the 36,000 years marks a cycle
from the time when the planets have reunited together at the first degree
of the sign of the Ram to the time when they come back to this point after
the lapse of this time. The tables of Sindhind, [that is, those of the
Indians], call this lapse of time a year of the disposition of the worldY
After re-emphasizing the dependence of all sublunary events
upon the heavens, they continue:
Everything which in this world is produced quickly, lasts a short time,
disappearing rapidly [to be reborn new]; and that depends upon a motion
of the universal sky which is rapid, of short duration, and returns quickly
to its beginning ...
A movement which is slow, of long duration, which comes back to its
principle after a long time, is the movement of the fixed stars around the
sphere of the signs, a movement which occurs once in 36,000 years. The
apogee and perigee of the planets take part in this movement.
During the lapse of time of this movement, civilization in this world of
generation and corruption is transported from one quarter of the earth to
another. Continents replace the seas, and seas come to replace solid earth.
The mountains change into seas and seas into mountains.
Every 3,000 years the fixed stars, apogees, and nodes of the planets pass
from one sign to another after having traversed all the degrees of these
signs. Every 9,000 years they pass from one quadrant to another ... By the
effect of their intermediate cause the zeniths of the stars and the incidence
of their rays at diverse points of the earth are modified and with them the
climate of diverse countries ...
It is by these primary and intermediate causes that the domination of the
world passes from one people to another, that cultures as well as desolation
may be transported from one quarter of the earth to another. All these
events happen by virtue of the power determining the conjunctions which
occur in regulated times and circumstances. 18
16
18

Jtimi'ah, I, 321.
R., III, 246-259.

17

R., III, 244; Duhem, II, 216.
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Likewise, with respect to the atmosphere and geological changes,
they write:
This is why the diverse regions of the earth are modified. The layers of
air are changed above diverse places and countries by which the properties
of these layers of air pass from one state to another ... It is for this reason
that cultivated earth becomes desert, and deserts become cultivated earth;
steppes become the sea and the sea becomes steppes or mountains. 19
Since the heavens are the abode of the angels, some of whom are
aspects or various faculties of the Universal Soul, it is natural
that heavenly bodies should be moved by the Soul. According to the
Ikhwan, the Universal Soul exercises a special force on all celestial
phenomena. This force, which is called the particular soul of each
celestial body, becomes the guide for that body and the agent in
whose activity it participates. Of the cognitive and active forces of the
Soul, it is naturally the active which makes bodies pass from potentiality to actuality and which, for the heavenly bodies, becomes the
cause of movement. As to why the heavens move, the Ikhwanexplain
that the motion occurs so that

a~o;•Lu<lllJ

the Universal Soul may receive plenitude and prime matter attain perfection; that is the final term of the union of the soul with this substance. It
is for this end that rotation of the heavens and the creation of things are
produced, in order that the Soul may manifest its plenitude in matter and
that matter receiving these forms, this emanation and all this superiority,
come to its perfection. 20
The perfection of movement and beauty characteristic of the heavens
exists since "they [the heavens] have obtained this as a gift from the
angels, who constitute the armies of the Most High God, and serve
.,..
Him with faithful service." 21
As the metaphysical foundations of astrology gradually disappeared, astrology became restricted to the prediction of individual
events, and it is in this aspect that it is presently known in the West.
In medieval times, especially in the Islamic world, astrology had a
greater significance, as we have seen to some extent in our study of
astronomy above, and the prediction of mundane events was considered always a secondary and inferior aspect of it. The important
part was the cosmological role of astrology, which tried to show the
dominance of "heaven" over "earth," the unfolding of all creation
20 R., I, 73ff; Duhem, II, 169.
R., II, 80; Duhem, II, 219.
lkhwan, Dispute between Man and the Animals, trans. J. Platts, p. 155. According
to the Rasa' if, angels obey God as the five senses obey man's reason.
19

21
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from a Unique Principle, and the helplessness and passivity of earthly
creatures before the angels, or divine agents, who are symbolized by
the planets. The Ikhwan, who use astrology in this second sense in
practically every chapter of the Rasa'il, are not even sympathetic to
the prediction of events. They write quite plainly:
Astrology does not pretend and has not the right to pretend to an
anticipated knowledge of events. Many people believe that astrology proposes to study the science of the unseen (ghaib), but they are definitely
wrong. What they call the science of the unseen is really the science of
indetermination, the gratuitous pretention of anticipating the future
without recourse to any symptom or reasoning, be it causal or deductive.
In this sense the unknown is accessible neither to the astrologers, nor diviners,
nor prophets, nor sages. It is the work of God only. 22

Sometimes they even belittle and admonish those astrologers
whose function for the most part is to predict daily events. In the dispute between man and the animals, the parrot accuses the astrologers
in strong terms, saying: "Again, as to your mentioning astrologers
[you should know that] their doings only pass with the ignorant.
Women and children put faith in them. They have no position in the
estimation of the Wise." 23 Later, even when they do admit that
astrologers can foresee the possibility of the occurrence of certain
events, the Ikhwan emphasize that they cannot prevent them since
"only prayer can forestall disasters." 24
The planets in their motion do have a marked influence upon
events in the world of generation and corruption, particularly upon
the generation of plants, animals, and the human foetus ;25 this influence exists because the planets are agents of God and not because they
are separate powers in the Universe. As agents of God they are given
the power-thanks to the analogy that exists between the various
parts of the cosmos-to cause the generation of a particular set of
things as they pass through each part of the Zodiac. Each planet has
a spiritual force which emanates throughout the Universe and, as we
shall see, plays a major role in the life of the members of the three
kingdoms on earth. 26
22
24
25

R., I, 105-106 (italics ours).
Dispute . . . , pp. 198-199.

23

Ikhwan, Dispute . . . , p. 195.
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26 R., II, 124-126.
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Particularly important is the influence of the Sun, which is to the
Universe as the heart is to the body, while the other planets are like
· the other organs. The Ikhwan describe in detail the effects of the Sun
in each sign of the Zodiac. Its effect is related to the health and sickness of animals, conditions of mountains and valleys on the earth,
well-being and misfortune of people, and political conditions of kingdoms.
The Moon, as the second principle of the Universe, has the greatest
influence after the Sun but mostly confined to feminine cycles occur. ring on earth. It also influences the ripening of fruits, the growth and
decay of plants which give fruit, the generation of mushrooms, the
production of certain minerals such as rock salt, and the generation of
certain animals like the birds. The Ikhwan also believe that the extent
, of animal life on earth depends upon the stations of the Moon. 27
' . The influence of the seven planets is greatly elaborated and repeated often throughout the Rasii'il and even extended to sacred history as well as to the realm of Nature. For example, the Ikhwan, like
later ~iifis such as 'Abd al-Karim al-Jili in his al-Insiin al-kiimil,
make each planet correspond to one prophet and to each period of
history, which is divided into epochs according to the revelation of the
prophetic messages of Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and
Mul).ammad-upon all of whom be peace-the last period lasting
until
the Day of Judgment when all the planets will come together
·t
}t ~ again, and God will create a new day. 28 This doctrine was to be used
,later by the Isma'ilis, but as it is with most of the cosmological views
of the Ikhwan, so in the case of astrology-one cannot identify it exclusively with the theological views of one particular group. Cosmology differs from theology and cannot be integrated into its view.
It belongs essentially to the metaphysical, and therefore the most
universal, aspect of the tradition, and, like metaphysics, cuts across
the theological and "legal" (shar'i) divisions within Islam. It is not
surprising, then, to find among later Shl'ite and Sunni authors many
of the astrological and astronomical doctrines of the Ikhwan. This is
true also of many of the other sciences. If an orthodox author like
al-Ghazzali wrote a treatise against the Batinis, he was attacking their
theological and propaedeutic doctrines but not all of their sciences,
· so that we find in his cosmology, as in that of Ibn Masarrah and Ibn
Jiimi'ah, II, 103. The influences of the Moon as well as the other planets are given
greater detail. However, since our aim here is to present the principles of the
SCiences and not the details of the sciences themselves, the discussion is limited to these
few examples.
28 Jiimi' ah, II, 145ff.
•

27
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'Arabi, many points which are to be found either as a seed or as a
full-grown idea in the writings of the Ikhwan.
The World of Generation and Corruption

The world of generation and corruption comprises the same domain
as the sublunary region; it is always subject to change, to coming into
being and passing away. In a very Pythagorean fashion the lkhwan
consider the transition from the heavens to the world of generation
and corruption as the change from the odd to the even number, the
odd number being the masculine, active, and intellectual principle,
and even the feminine, passive, and material one. They also compare
heaven to the land of pure forms and hell to the sublunary region
which is in a continuous state of generation and corruption. 29 In this
region new forms are continually imposed upon matter. "When the
new form is more noble it is said that there is generation. Corruption
is the name of the operation in the reverse direction." 30
Forms in the sublunary region are divided into groups of noble and
evil qualities as well as into general categories, one being the four
elements, which are the universal generating or "material" powers
(ummahiit), and the other, the three kingdoms-mineral, plant, and
animal-which are the generated (muwalladtit) powers. Transition
between the two occurs by means of two types of exhalation: (I)
humid and gaseous (bukhartit), and (2) humid and aqueous ('u,Jtirtit). 31
The exhalations make transition possible only under the direct
influence of the planets which, as agents of the Universal Soul,
govern all acts below the heavens, so that one is reminded once
again of the unicity of Nature and the dependence of terrestrial
changes upon celestial forces.
Meteorology

In ancient and medieval sciences, and going back to Aristotle himself,
meteorological phenomena comprise all the natural events which occur
between the surface of the earth and the sphere of the Moon. These
phenomena include not only weather changes-winds, storms, rain,
snow, thunder, lightning, rainbow, and so on, but also shooting
stars, meteors, comets, and other events which are now a part of
30 R., II, 51.
R., II, 52
R., II, SO. In this instance, as well as in the field of meteorology, the Ikhwiin follow
Aristotle completely, whereas in many other branches of physics and metaphysics they
differ from his views, as we have already seen.

29

31
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In this domain Aristotle had a very great influence, not
upon the Peripatetics who followed him closely, but also upon
like the Ikhwan whose conception of Nature differed greatly
that of the Stagirite.
The Ikhwan divide the air in the sublunary region into three
·-~.-.r.·rnv.

Higher layer, or ether (athir), which is heated by contact with
the lunar circle.
(2) Middle layer (zamharir), which is extremely cold .
.·. (3) Lower layer (nasfm), which has moderate temperature.
They describe in detail the influence of seas and other bodies of
upon the humidity of the air and conversely the influence of the
upon conditions on earth. They also discuss the dependof the heat in the atmosphere and on earth upon the intensity and
angle of incidence of the rays of the Sun. They demonstrate by the
extreme differences of temperature between the North Pole and
Equator the validity of their assertions. 32 Here, as in many other instances, the Ikhwan appeal to observation of events in Nature and
are always certain that the organic and unified conception of the Universe which they present is not just a creation of man's imagination
imposed upon the Universe, but that all manifestations of Nature, if
studied deeply, display this unicity.
The authors of the Rasa' if follow the Arab rather than Greek tradiof the twenty-four winds existing in the atmosphere, of which
only four (al-Saba, al-Dabiir, al-Janiib, and al-Shimal) are known to
man. These winds, however, perform the same function as in the
meteorology of Aristotle. Likewise, the phenomena of rain, snow,
and so forth, follow the Peripatetic explanation of the contact q..f
water vapor with cold air under specified conditions.
Thunder, according to the Ikhwan, is caused by hot vapor which
region,
....,.•._au of falling has risen higher and reached the zamharir
ere.
atmosph
the
of
vapors
moist
the
within
where it is compressed
heated
been
having
because
escape,
to
try
The dry vapors, however,
they naturally expand. The attempt to escape bursts the moist envelope, setting up a rumbling sound in the air. 3 Lightning, the sister
phenomenon of thunder, is caused when the water vapor comes into
contact with the uppermost heated region, which is fiery. The Ikhwan
interpret the fact that although lightning and thunder occur together
We see the lightning first and hear the thunder only later as being
32

R., II, 57-59.

33

R., II, 66.
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due to the fact that light is a spiritual entity while sound is only
physical.
The rainbow, which because of its beauty and color symbolism
was the focus of so much attention in the works of Muslim and also
Christian authors during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, is
explained in the Rasii'il as a phenomenon which occurs in the nasim
portion of the atmosphere opposite the setting or rising Sun. It is
caused by the reflection of sunlight by particles of water present in
the air. The top of its curve approaches the zamharir region. It has
four colors which from the top downward are red, yellow, green, and
blue, corresponding to the four elements. The Ikhwan reject strongly
the popular practice of predicting future events by the intensity of the
colors of the rainbow. 34
Somewhat above the region of rainbows, there are found meteors
and shooting stars which move in the zamharir region. If the subtle,
dry water vapor arising from mountains and dry places reaches the
boundary of the zamharir and athir, by contact with the latter it will
catch fire and become a glowing body in the shape of a vertical cone.
Meteors are not fallen stars from heaven, since only a heavy body
falls to earth. 35 As for falling stars, the ones in zamharir do not
actually fall; only those in nasim do. Being liquid in nature they move
in circular motion, since fluid bodies naturally take the circular shape
which offers the least resistance to motion.
Finally there are the comets, which are made of subtle dry and
moist exhalations condensed by the influence of Saturn and Mercury.
until they are transparent like crystal. They originate near the sphere
of the Moon and move like planets until they are gradually dissipated. 36 Believing that comets are evil omens, the Ikhwan, by fasting
and prayer, ask God for protection from their evil. 37 In their explanation of comets, as well as other meteorological phenomena-which
seem naive to the modern reader-the Ikhwan, like many other
medieval scientists, are trying to show how, out of the womb of the
four elements and the patriarchal influence of the heavens, the very
R., II, 67-69.
R., II, 70-73. The verse of the Quran, "And verily we have beautified the world's
heaven with lamps, and we have made them missiles for the devils" (Quran, LXVII, 5)
! : ~, , . _, , ... u.:;.. " l'j..-;..: :they believe refers to something other than
" · .:)oi.!U
..... , I.~~
..
. .. ~- ,... l..r"' '--'...>..iJ , meteors.
34
35

-
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36
37

R., II, 70-74.
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and ever-changing phenomena of the atmosphere can come
being, manifesting multiple appearances while preserving an
reality which is one and the same for all of them.
Geology and Geography

spherical earth with a circumference of2267 farsakhs (equivalent
6,800 miles), 38 upon which the three kingdoms live and die, is,
to the Ikhwan, in its form and movement like an animal, 39
LA.-\J•~~··
from the point of view of man's entelechy a prison. Its surface
~ns1s1rs of three-quarters sea and one-quarter land upon which there
mountains and deserts. Mountains in time become seas, and seas
m~;,uJLtwuu;,--a., shown by remains of animals in rocks; forests become
and deserts lakes. 40 Geological changes occur under the influof the movements of the heavens, which not only influence the
earth directly but also indirectly through the change of weather conditions, which in turn affect the surface conditions of the earth.
The Ikhwan are fully aware of such effects of the atmosphere as
the weathering of mountains and rocks which causes the formation
of sands. These sands are carried by rivers into oceans where they
form deposits on its floor.41 The Ikhwan also describe the resistance
of various types of mountains to weathering processes. Some are
granite and hard like those of Tiha.mah near Mecca; others are soft
like those of Tabaristan and Palestine and permit more vegetation
and have many caves. In these caves, water in the course of time may
purify into quicksilver which is the base of metals. Mountains also
have different heights, structures, and so on, which the Ikhwan discuss
as part of the physical geology of those regions of Western Asia with
~·
which they were familiar.
42
climates
There are the seven traditional seas and the seven
(aqiilim) which, having a Quranic as well as a pre-Islamic source, are
. . ...,

38 The farsakh in Arabic, or piirsang in Persian, is a unit of length equal to three
miles.
39
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The Ikhwiin like a number of other medieval Muslim authors such as al-Biriini,
easily identified stones bearing animal imprints with fossils and therefore believed in
the inundation of present land masses.
41 R., II, 81-86.
42 The Ikhwiin enumerate them as the Roman Sea (bal}r a/-nlm), Red Sea (ba/,tr
al-qalzam), Indian Sea (bafzr al-hind), Sea of Gog and Magog (bafzr ya'juj wa ma'juj),
and Caspian Sea (bafzr a/-jurjiin). R., II, 50.

Jiimi'ah, I, 195-196.
40
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accepted by nearly all Muslim authors on geography. The quarter of
the earth which is land is divided according to Figure 2. 43
The first zone is 3,000 by 150 farsakhs, being the longest and widest,
and the seventh is 1,500 by 70 farsakhs, the shortest and narrowest.
Each climate has its particular conditions, not only physical ones like
the amount of heat, light, moisture, and so forth, which are connected to the "body of the Universe," but also "psychic" conditions
related to the Universal Soul animating the whole Universe and

Figure 2. The seven climates and the planets.

symbolized by the planets, each of which-as an agent of God and a
faculty of the Universal Soul-gover ns a climate. Therefore, not only
is there a profound ecological relation between the flora, fauna, men,
and climatic conditions of a region but also between the aspects of
Nature as a combination of subtle and physical parts and the civilizations and religions which rise in those climates. Just as the amount of
sunshine influences the color of the skin of the people living in a certain zone, so do these subtle or psychic aspects of Nature influence
the soul of the people living in a particular climate. The Ikhwan discuss in great detail the totality of conditions due to physical and
subtle influences which modify the bodies and souls of the peoples in
43

R., I, 116ff.
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region. For example, the fourth climate dominated by the Sun
the one in which most of the great prophets of humanity have
....,...,_.... 44 Or the first climate, near the equator, is considered to be the
in which the four elements are best mixed and moisture is so
that God chose the clay from this zone out of which to
create animals and man. 45
In their geography, the Ikhwan do not discuss at any length the
wu•v..,,... of directions which play so great a role among so many
authors, especially the followers of the Ishriiqi school. Like
Jshriiqis, however, the Ikhwan do identify Heaven with the East
the place of the rising of the Sun. 46 In their consideration of geolcaphy, they combine the ~hysical ~lements wit~ what one rna~ call
"sacred geography," the science which had a maJor role to play m the
·
of sacred cities like Jerusalem and Mecca and in the
~ti';ori,en1tatJIOn of the rites of various religions. In their journey toward
, they make no effort to separate with any finality the "sacred"
and the "profane" or to distinguish between the outer manifestations
of Nature and what they consider to be its inner qualities.
The Three Kingdoms

Like all terrestrial beings, the minerals-of which over 900 kinds
may be found on earth--come into being as the result of a series of
~~causes both celestial and terrestrial.
~~!!( ~ The efficient cause of mineral substances is Nature, which acts with the
1Si 'permission of Allah. Sulphur and Mercury constitute the material cause
';·,{ of these same substances ... The third, or formal, cause is the revolution
.:r• of the spheres and the movement of the stars about the four elements. The
;'?{ 'Ja.st cause, the final cause, consists in the utility which these substance~.
·iJ~~~er to man and all the animals. 47
·
!

'··

1

~J%t'~ature,
1'1.'

therefore, which as a faculty of the Universal Soul is the

cause of all activity here on earth, acts directly to bring about the

•·•· generation of minerals, which are the first constructs that Nature
... ·
forth on earth. 48
44

R., I, 112ff. As a matter of fact, most of the prophets and sages of the religions
the world as they exist today do seem to have come from the region considered by
lkhwan and other medieval geographers as the fourth climate.
In the Islamic Tradition it is generally believed that the clay from which Adam
created came from between Mecca and Ta'if.
"This Paradise which God gave Adam t~ dwell in, is a garden in the East, on the
a ruby mountain." Ikhwiin, Dispute . .. , pp. 46-47.
R., II, 78.
~•
Jam1·•ah, I, 328. ,.../:..-ut
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The sulphur-mercury theory of the constitution of metals, which
lies at the core of Jiibirian alchemy, is fully accepted by the Ikhwan.
The sulphur, which is not "physical sulphur" but a principle, symbolizes the masculine and active principle and mercury the feminine
and passive. The relation of these principles to the four elements and
four basic tendencies can be summarized as shown in Figure 3.49
When these principles are combined in a perfect manner gold is
formed, which is the perfect metal because "its spirit, soul, and body
humidity
(solution)

heat
(expansion)

cold
(contraction)

dryness
(f1xation)

Figure 3. The four natures and the mercury-sulphur theory.

[airy, watery, and earthly elements] are all one. 50 As with man so with
minerals, perfection implies the integration of a being into a unified
whole. After gold comes silver, which for the lkhwiin, as for the alchemists, is the second most perfect metal. Although the Ikhwiin do
not speak a great deal about alchemy as such, they not only accept
the Jiibirian theory of metals and minerals but also the belief in the
possibility of the transformation of one metal into another. 51
As the formal cause of minerals, the heavens are specifically respon49 For a full explanation of this scheme, see T. Burckhardt, "Considerations sur
l'alchimie," Etudes Traditionnelles, 49:293 (1948).
50 R., Jl, 99.
51 Jami'ah, I, 326-327. All of the Hermetic sciences, even when not discussed by the
Ikhwan, can be considered as a natural consequence of their conception of Nature. A
Universe which has a Universal Soul permeating every part of its "body" can easily
accept those disciplines which seek either to control or to be aided by the psychic
forces present in Nature. The Ikhwan treat magic, talismans, and similar studies in a
separate chapter at the end of the treatise where they state that they are all due to the
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for the many forms of minerals found on earth. There is a
influence connected with each heavenly body and a general
of influence of the heavens, due to the precession of the
. As the Ikhwan have mentioned before, it is the angels
symbols are the planets) who keep order in the motion of the
and who generate the minerals as well as plants and
w11,uu<>.s 2 These heavenly souls, or angels, act upon the elements to
11u.,,£ ..._ the beings below the sphere of the Moon, in a manner
to that in which music acts upon the human soul. 53
The Ikhwan also explain the intricate concordance which exists
·
the heavens as the active principle and the qualities and
which they generate here below:

There are certain substances which fire cannot melt-like crystal,
chrysolite ... The color, purity, density, of each of these sub'ata,nn~!: are in rapport with the light of the star which lights it constantly,
'·""' ''"'""'... casts its ray on the region of the earth particularly assigned to this
as we have shown in the treatise on plants. In effect, the color of
.~~ yelJow hyacin
1 th,dor phure gold,forhsasffron and otherhanalosgouhs. vethgetable
1
.,,;>. ··eo ors are re ate to t e rays o t e un cast upon t em. uc 1s e case
t~~:~>for all the colors. Each color is related to a moving or fixed star ... Black
~·\';.,,corresponds to Saturn, red to Mars, green to Jupiter, blue to Venus,
~;· Jyellow to Sun, white to Moon. That which is variegated with many colors
I'. ;-belongs to Mercury. 54

llr'' •w'.

Pi!..

Minerals, according to the Ikhwan, are not dead objects but have

~; ;·31ife oftheir own. They grow like fruits of trees and have love, desire,

l;, 1b:atred, and repulsion just as animals do. They have a hidden perception (shu'ur khafiy) and delicate sense like plants and animals. 55
Minerals exist potentially in the earth and become actualized at the

·:~ons of spiritual (here meaning psychic) beings (af'ii/ al-riibiiniyin) in varioas
..~: ~~ns of the cosmos (Jiimi'ah, 11, 389-391). For our purpose it is important only to
.x•;:note that since there is, one might say, "open traffic" between heaven and earth, all
·::',};'questions like miracles, magic, and the like, which in either Aristotelian or modern
:~,: 'tationalistic schools are considered as either too absurd to discuss or too difficult to
.· fit into "the system", can be easily placed within the possibilities inherent in the cos-

···. mos.
52
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R., II, 109.
R., II, 92; Duhem, Le Systeme du monde, p. 358. In the qualitative sciences, such
• th~ presented by the Ikhwiin, colors have an objective reality which is not secondary
or atctdental as Galileo and other seventeenth-century physicists understood it.
t 11 The Rasii'i/ remind us, however, that the love and hate of the minerals is not known
o rnan but only to God. R., II, 94.
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surface. They are grown as are the animals by the inception of the
male sperm in the female womb of the earth 56 and participate in
the life of Nature which permeates all things.
The final cause of the minerals, in a Universe where everything has
a purpose and everything points to a finality, is to be utilized by the
superior kingdoms. The minerals, like all beings, are created for the
purpose of knowing God. Inasmuch as in the heart of the contemplative saint creation returns once again to its source and fulfills its purpose, all creatures fulfill their entelechy in contributing to this end.
The Ikhwan emphasize that the minerals find their finality not so
much in serving man considered only as an animal but in helping to
keep in this world the few men "who have become angels" and so are
a channel of the grace and light of heaven for all terrestrial creatures.
After the discussion on minerals, the authors of the Rasa'il turn to
the study of plants.
All bodies which push out of the earth, which need nourishment and
which grow, are called plants. There are first the trees whose branches or
roots are planted; secondly, plants with seeds whose seed, kernel or stem
is planted; and finally herbs of all sorts. 57
The vast kingdom thus defined forms the subject of the science of
botany which is studied because "things which are well made indicate
ipso facto the existence of the author [God] even if He be hidden and
invisible." 58
Plants, like other beings of this world, have their four causes which
bring them into existence. Also, like minerals and animals, their
form is visible but their cause of existence hidden.
Although plants are obvious and visible creations, the cause of their
existence is hidden and veiled from the perception of man. It is what the
philosophers call "natural forces," what the Sharl'ah calls the "angels and
troops of Allah appointed for the nurturing of plants, the generation of
animals and the composition of minerals," and what we call "partial
spirits." 59
As for the four causes, they are very similar to the case of minerals;
here the material cause is the four elements, the efficient cause Nature
(or the Universal Soul), the formal cause the set of planetary influ56 Jiimi'ah, I, 225. The Ikhwan here continue
the tradition of regarding metallurgy
as a type of obstetrics, a view which goes back practically to the dawn of man. See M.
Eliade, Forgerons et alchimistes (Paris, 1956).
57 R., II, 135.
58 R., II, 130.
59 R., II, 130. SeeR. Levy, The Social Structure of Islam
(Cambridge University Press,
1957), p. 490, n. 1.
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ences, and the final cause the use of plants by animals as food. Considerations here are very similar to those described already with
regard to the minerals. The only major difference is that the vegetative
soul, which is one of the faculties of Nature, has been added in this
kingdom and is the basic reason for the distinction between the two
realms. This new faculty of Nature that has come into play in this
kingdom has the seven biological functions of attraction, fixation,
digestion, repulsion, nutrition, formation and growth. 60 Besides having these functions which distinguish plants from minerals, plants
also have the sense of touch which they share in common with the
animals. Also unlike minerals, plants cannot be transformed into one
another. Each plant has a chyme (kaimus) formed from a particular
combination of the elements which always produces a specific type
·of plant. 61
With plants as with minerals, there are numerous forms, each with
characteristic colors, perfume, flower, and medical properties which
are described in great detail. To describe the plants, the Ikhwan
divide them into nine basic parts: root, vessel, branch, bough, leaves,
color, fruit, shell, and germ. Complete plants, which are the most perfect, possess all of these parts, while the incomplete plants have only
a certain number of them. All of the activities of plants are due to the
vegetative soul, as has already been mentioned, so that in studying
.. plants man is led once again to see the one force which manifests
itself in so many ways. Beyond this lower unity, there is yet another
which the Ikhwan describe as the agent behind the scene or as
Nature, which, having at one level manifested itself in the mineral
world, now under a new guise re-enters the world, this time in the
realm of plant life.
Just as the plant kingdom possesses all the properties of the
minerals, to which the vegetative soul is added, so animals possess all
the faculties of plants to which movement and sensation are added.
These additions form the parts of the animal soul which, as another
faculty of Nature, comes into play at this level of creation. Animals,
standing higher in the chain of being, have a diversity and complexity
above that of plants and as a matter of fact become more and more
complex as they are generated during later stages of the history of the
world. They are classified in several ways, depending on what features
are considered. According to the development of animal faculties,
they are classified into five categories:
(1) Those having only the sense of touch, like clams.
60

R., II, 134.

61

R., II, 132.
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(2) Grubs which crawl on leaves and have the senses of taste and
touch.
(3) Marine animals and those occupying dark places which have
the senses of touch, taste, and smell.
(4) Insects and creeping things which have all senses except sight.
(5) Perfect animals having all the five senses. 6 z
The Ikhwan also divide the animals according to their process of
generation, following Aristotle but with less elaboration:
(l) Animals most complete and perfected which foster their young,
conceive them, suckle and educate their children.
(2) Those which do not perform the foregoing functions but which
leap the female, lay eggs, and hatch them.
(3) Those which do none of the above but come into being in
putrefaction. They do not live a full year but are destroyed
easily by changes of heat, cold, and so on. 63

Finally there is the classification according to habitat:
(1) Animals which occupy the air, consisting of most of the birds
and all the insects.
(2) Those of the sea, which includes all animals that swim in water
like fishes, crabs, frogs, snails, and the like.
(3) Those that live on land, consisting of quadrupeds, cattle and
wild beasts.
(4) Those which dwell on the earth, consisting of worms, and so
forth. 64
In all these discussions the Ikhwan give many details of the organs
of various animals, always with the view of showing their purpose in
the scheme of the Universe and the wisdom of the Creator. In fact,
they state that only God, and not human reason, knows the profound
reason for the function and organs of animals which He created as
He wished. 65 But there is little doubt in the mind of the lkhwan that
all things, even the strangest of creatures, have been created for a
purpose and according to Divine wisdom.
R., II, 157-158.
R., II, 164. In this world, the first category was generated later than the second,
and the second later than the third.
64 R., II, 168-169.
62

63

65
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The four causes of the animals are similar to those of plants and
minerals. However, because the animals are higher in the scale of
Being, they reflect in a passive sense many qualities and virtues which
make the right of men to dominate over them far from obvious. In
the section, "Dispute between Man and the Animals," where the
Jkhwan describe the animal kingdom always in terms of the spiritual
virtues and beauty of design which its members possess, the obvious
advantages of man-whether they be physical or mental-are offset
one by one by the animals. Even man's assertion that he is superior to
animals by virtue of his vertical, erect position is denied by animals
who claim that the reason for man's erect position is that God
created him weak and without means of acquiring food; therefore,
He made him erect in order to enable him to pick fruit off the
·. trees. The superiority of man over the animals is admitted only when
the animals realize that among men there are a few who, having become saints and sages, fulfill the purpose of all of existence, including
that of the animal kingdom.

CHAPTER 4

The Microcosm and Its Relation to the
Universe
The Universe, whose anatomy we have just described, is found once
again, in a complete but miniature model, in man considered as the
microcosm, in accordance with the Arabic saying: "Man is the
symbol of Universal Existence (al-insiin ramz a!-wujud)." To present
this analogy completely would require going into man's social,
linguistic, cultural, and-above all-religious organizations, all of
which find their counterparts in the Universe. Since, however, our
purpose is to delineate the conception of Nature, we limit our consideration of the microcosm first of all to that aspect which relates
man to other kingdoms on earth and to the heavens, and secondly to
man's role as the termination of the cosmic process and as the point
of return of multiplicity to Unity so that he is, in a way, the purpose
of the whole Universe.
The body of man belongs to the animal kingdom and possesses
much of the beauty and wisdom which the Creator has also placed
within the physical frame of other animals. Making use of numerical
symbolism, which means, as always, relating multiplicity to principia! Unity, the lkhwan describe the wisdom which God has used
in the creation of the frame of man and certain of the animals in the
following manner:
2-He has divided the body into two parts, left and right, to correspond
to the first number, which is 2.
3-He has divided the constitution of animals into two extremities and
a middle, corresponding to the first odd number, 3.
4-Four humours-the first square number.
5-Five senses-the first circular number; also the number of the
elements plus the ether.
6-Six powers of motion in the six directions-the first complete
number (tiimm) 1 and the number of the surfaces of the cube.
1 They use the word "complete" to describe
what is now called "perfect number,"
that is, a number equal to the sum of its parts.
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7-Seven active powers-th e first perfect number (kiimil) and the
number of planets.
8-Eight natures (four simple and four mixed)-th e first cubic number
and the number of musical notes.
9-Nine levels (tabaqiit) of the body-the first odd square and the
number of heavens.
12-Twelv e openings for the senses and limbs-the first "excessive"
number (zii'id) and the number of signs of the Zodiac.
28-Twenty-eight vertebrae of the backbone -the second complete
number, and the number of stations of the Moon.
360-Thre e hundred and sixty veins-the number of degrees of the circle
of signs and the number of days of the year. 2

If man shares much with the animals in the design of his body, he
differs in the important fact that among the creatures only he stands
·erect. This vertical position symbolizes an ontological and metaphysical ascent and the yearning of man to reach toward the spiritual
world. As for man's head being separate from his body, the lkhwan
tell us that it is also due to his striving toward the heavens. Man stands
with his head up and feet down, while the plants are just the reverse
with their heads dug in the ground and "feet" toward heaven. The
animals, which stand between the plants and man, have the neutral
position, which is in the horizontal direction. 3 The fundamental
difference between man and the animals is not, however, so much in
· physical characteristics; rather, it resides in the presence of the human
soul, which, although a part of the Universal Soul, 4 differs profoundly
from that of the animal. Man can be said to stand in the same relation
to the animals as the heavens to the sublunary region. 5
The body of man, from its very inception until its complete
formation, is filled with lessons for the keen observer -not only from
the point of view of medicine but also from that of acquiring wisdolfi.
Al-Ghazzali describes perfectly the spirit with which the body of man
was studied by the Muslim sages. He tells us:
The science of the structure of the body is called anatomy: it is a great
science, but most men are heedless of it. If any study it, it is only for the
2 R., II, 168-169. The Ikhwan again state the Pythagorean principle that the creatures
are made according to the nature of numbers.

" -·· '.....,..JI~._,
.. ~t.lJJ Jjj-',
.J ...::..b_,.... __..11 ;i 0"'....._.,_;.. ~I
....
In this correlation they use the term "perfect" in a symbolic sense not easily reducible
to a mathematical definition. The number 7 plays a central role in Isma'ili cosmology
(there being seven "original" imams and seven cycles of history). The term excessive
(zti'id) means that the sum of the divisors of the number is larger than the number itself.
4 R., III, 236.
3 R., II, 155-156.
5 Jami'ah, I, 419: (<. r··llrWJ (.f""W\ rWI ~/. c:.J_!!I_,£ .;..> G~l o.:) k'
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purpose of acquiring skill in medicine, and not for the sake of becoming
acquainted with the perfection of the power of God. The knowledge of
anatomy is the means by which we become acquainted with the animal
life: by means of knowledge of animal life, we may acquire a knowledge
of the heart, and the knowledge of the heart is a key to the knowledge of
God. 6

It is in the same spirit that the Ikhwan tell us that God has placed
everything that is in the Universe in the microcosm. Man cannot
know all that is in the Universe by going around and studying it
because life is too short and the world too large; only by studying
himself can he come to the knowledge of all things which already
exist within him. 7
The human body, in its embryonic growth, traverses the other
kingdoms of Nature. During the 240 days, which is the "natural
duration" of the inception of human beings from the time of the
union of the parents until the moment of birth, the first period of four
months is under the influence of the vegetative soul. During the fifth
month the organs of the foetus begin to form although the foetus still
remains in the middle of the embryo sac. At this time the animal
soul becomes powerful and dominates the child until the date of
birth. During each period the foetus is under the influence of a
particular planet which, as the agent of the Universal Soul, gives
form to the foetus and directs its growth just as the generation and
growth of all other things in this world depend upon the Universal
Soul. The case of the animals, in fact, does not differ greatly from
that of the generation of the members of the other kingdoms. 8
Once the body is born and begins to grow, it functions like a kingdom or a city, where the brain acts as the king to whom all other
6 Al-Ghazziili, Alchemy of Happiness
(Albany, N.Y., 1873), pp. 38-39. Like the
lkhwiin, al-Ghazziili, compares the body to the Universe. "Our intention," he writes,
"has been to show you that man is a great world, and that you might know what a
multitude of services his body has to minister to him so that you might realize while
in your enjoyment, in walking, in sleeping or at rest in your world, that by God's
appointment, these numerous servants in your employ never suffer their functions to
cease for a minute" (ibid., p. 37). One sees how close is the spirit of the Ikhwiin in
studying Nature to that of ai-Ghazziili, who is among the greatest Sunni theologians as
well as one of the most famous $lifi masters.
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organs are subservient. 11 But it is the heart that is the center of the
body as it is symbolically the center of man's being, and his most
noble organ. 10 Not only in the process of spiritual realization is the
heart central, but in the physiological process of breathing it also
plays a major role. The air enters through the throat into the lungs
where it is purified; then it enters the heart to carry away its heat.
from the heart it penetrates into the pulsative arteries and reaches
all parts of the body. The air on its return journey comes once again
to the heart, from which it goes into the lungs and from there to the
throat, carrying with it the heat of the body. Among most Muslim
authors the heart is considered not only to be the central organ in the
basic life-giving activity of breathing but also the seat of intelligence
because, like intelligence, it is immediate and central and is therefore
closer to sense experience and the rhythms of life (which the heart
governs) than the rational faculty associated with the brain which
acts in an indirect manner.
As for the body being like a city, the Ikhwan go to great lengths
to develop the analogy in conjunction with, and as an aid to, the
understandi ng of its analogy with the Universe. They tell us:
Know then and may God give thee aid, that the body of man was constructed by the Creator like a city. Its anatomical elements resemble stones,
bricks, trunks of trees, and metals which enter in the construction of the
.,city. The body is composed of different parts and consists of several biological systems like the quarters of a city and its buildings. The members
and organs are connected by diverse joints like the boulevards with respect
to the quarters. 11
Returning to numerical symbolism, they explain further:
The body is composed of nine anatomical elements: the bone, braitt;
nerves, veins, blood, flesh, skin, nails, and hair ... ; of ten stages: the head,
neck, chest, belly, abdomen, thoracic cavity, the pelvic girdle, the two
9
10

R., II, 162.
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R., III, 118.
11 R., II, 320. To show how close they are in these considerations to what is considered by many as an authoritative Islamic viewpoint, we may once again quote
al-Ghazzali, who in practically the same words writes: "Know, Oh Student of Wisdom;
that the body, which is the kingdom of the heart, resembles a great city" (Alchemy of
Happiness, p. 19). The study of the conception of Nature of the Ikhwan is not the study
of a peripheral "eclecticism" but of something that played an influential role in the
formulation of the dominant cosmologies of later centuries.
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thighs, the two legs, and the two feet; of 249 bones connected by 750
tendons distorted like cords. 12

There are, moreover, eleven treasures in the body: these are the
brain, spinal cord, lungs, heart, liver, spleen, gall-bladder, stomach,
intestines, kidneys, and sexual organs-e ach filled with different substances. The inhabitan ts of this city-that is, the soul and its faculties
-can circulate in 360 passages and have 390 rivulets to water their
city. The city is bordered by walls having twelve sewers (the openings
of the body) in order to evacuate the waste.
As for the inhabitan ts of this city, the Ikhwan tells us that the perfect
construction of this city is performed by the collaboration of seven
artisans which are the seven forces of the vegetative soul, that is,
attraction , sustenance, digestion, repulsion, nutrition, growth, and
formation. The policing in the city is assured, thanks to five agents:
hearing, vision, smell, taste, and touch. Three tribes occupy it in an
invisible manner and resemble in their activities the angels, men, and
jinns. Their actions comprise the rational (niitiqah), animal, and
vegetative souls. The tribes in question obey a unique Chief, that is,
the intellect within man, a sole King capable of knowing, holding,
and deciding the details of their problems. God ordained them to
prostrate before the King in saying in the Quran (XXXVIII, 74-75):
"The angels fell down prostrate, everyone saving lblis; he was
scornful . . . " 13 Man himself is not to be identified with the city but
rather with one of the inhabitan ts for he is the dweller in the house of
the body.
Having expanded the horizon of the reader to the vision of a city,
the Ikhwan now enlarge the scope of their analogy to include the
whole of the Universe, painting a picture of great beauty in which the
cosmic aspect of man and his correspondence with the Universe is
delineated. The human soul, they inform us, runs through the whole
body as the jinn, men, daemons, and angels run throughou t the
Universe. To the nine heavens there correspon d the nine substances
of the body: bone, brain, flesh, veins, blood, nerve, skin, hair, and
nails, lying one above the other like the heavens; and to the twelve
signs of the Zodiac the twelve openings of the body: the two eyes,
nostrils, ears, nipples of the breast, mouth, navel, and channels of
excretion. The seven planets, whose influence governs the sublunary
region, correspond to the seven powers of the body: attraction,
sensation, digestion, repulsion, nutrition, sleep and imagination, and
the seven spiritual powers: the five senses, the power of speech, and
12

R., II, 320--321.

13

R., II, 321-322.
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the intellectual faculty. The five senses correspond to the five moving
planets, the power of speech to the Moon, and the intellectual faculty
to the Sun, which illuminates all things. Also as the Moon receives
its light from the Sun and casts it over the twenty-eight mansions, so
does the power of speech receive its power from the intellectual
faculty and transmit it through the twenty-eight letters of the (Arabic)
alphabet.
Even the ailments of the body have their cosmic correspondence .
. A physical ailment, which is the weakening or the lack of functioning
of some organ or parts that are channels of disposal of the wastes
of the human body, is like the eclipse of a heavenly body. The following correspondence is established between the ailment of various parts
of the body, and the planets:
Eyes-Jupiter
Ears-Mercury
Nostrils and nipples of breast-Venus
Channels of excretion-Saturn
Mouth-Sun
Navel-Moon 14
Unlike rationalistic explanations, the symbolic and analogical
language used to expound the inner relationships of Nature is not
limited within the boundary of "either-or" propositions. The Ikhwan,
having compared the body to the heavens, proceed to compare it to
the sublunary region without contradicting their previous analogy;
they present, rather, another aspect of the interrelation of all things
with one another. Compared in this way, the four parts comprising
the body (head, chest, belly, belly to foot) correspond to the four
elements. As exhalations leave the earth so do various liquids, such as
?~
phlegm and saliva, leave the various openings of the body.
The body itself is like the earth, the bones like mountains, the brain like
mines, the belly like the sea, the intestine like rivers, the nerves like brooks,
the flesh like dust and mud. The hair on the body is like plants, the places
where hair grows like fertile land and where there is no growth like saline
soil. From its face to its feet, the body is like a populated state, its back
like desolate regions, its front like the east, back the west, right the south,
left the north. Its breath is like the wind, words like thunder, sounds like
thunderbolts. Its laughter is like the light of noon, its tears like rain, its
sadness like the darkness of night, and its sleep is like death as its awakening is like life. The days of its childhood are like spring, youth like summer,
maturity like autumn, and old age like winter. Its motions and acts are like
14

R., III, 9-12.
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motions of stars and their rotation. Its birth and presence are like the
rising of the stars and its death and absence like their setting .. _15

1

Not only the individual microcosm but man's society, too, bears
analogy to the cosmos where the Sun reigns as king.
The only relation of Mars to the Sun is like that of the head of the army
to the king; that of Mercury to the Sun like that of the secretaries and
ministers to the king; that of Jupiter like that of judges and learned men;
that of Saturn like that of treasures and lawyers; that of Venus like that
of members of the harem and singers; that of the Moon like that of rebels
to the king who first obey him only to repudiate him and set up their own
claim later, as the Moon gets its light from the Sun at the beginning of the
month when opposite it and then imitates its light and becomes like it in
appearance. Also the condition of the Moon resembles that of the planets
and animals in this world in that the Moon begins to increase in light from
the beginning of the month and reaches its perfection in the middle, then
begins to decrease, dwindle away and disappear toward the end of the
month. So it is with the people of this world who begin at first to increase
and continue to increase until perfection and completion. They then begin
to sink and diminish until they dwindle away and are annihilated. 16
Through his five exterior senses man receives impressions which
first reach the sensus communis and from there reach the five interior
faculties, which are: imagination (mutakhayyilah), thought (mufakkirah),memory (l;iifi;ah), speech (nii{iqah), and production (.yiini'ah). 17
The faculty of imagination, which is in front of the brain, receives
the effects from the sensus communis which reach the brain through
the "cobweb" of the nervous system. From there the sense impressions (ma/:zsilsiit) are transmitted to the faculty of thought at the
center of the brain where the information is measured and evaluated
and then stored in the memory for the time that it is needed.
The soul of man, however, does not gain certainty and knowledge
of things through these sense impressions, but only from the Intellect.18 In fact, the soul-as Plato asserts in the Mena-already
possesses all knowledge in itself potentially. 19 It only needs to
15 R., III, 12-13. The "poetic" quality of this and many similar passages, reminds
the reader that just as art in medieval times was a science (ars sine scientia nihil) so was
science an art, and, like art, overlooked certain exterior appearances of things in order
to bring out their inner reality.
16 R., III, 13-14.
17 R., II, 342ff.
18
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recollect this knowledge, and the impression from the senses can do
no more than to help in this recollection. Man's purpose on earth,
in fact, is to recollect first of all where he came from, and so on this
earthly journey prepare by the purification of his being for "the
return to Allah." 20 The Ikhwan take the disciple from the heavens to
earth to remind him that he should prepare to return once again to
his original abode in Heaven. They describe the unicity of the vast
domain of Nature so that by its study and contemplation the disciple
ban come to integrate and unify himself, and thereby to serve his
final purpose on earth, which is the preparation for the journey to
Heaven and even beyond all formal worlds to the Divine Presence.
in a passage which is quite vivid in its symbolism and effective in its
language, the Ikhwan compare the movement of the heavens with one
of the central Muslim rites, the pilgrimage to the Ka' bah and its
circumambulation, which symbolizes the reintegration of man in his
Divine Prototype. The cosmos thus participates in the sacred rites of
Islam, illustrating on the one hand that everything in the Universe is
Muslim, that is, surrendered to the Divine Will, and on the other
that the whole Universe participates with man in his process of
spiritual realization.
They write:
The earth which is found at the center of the world resembles the
Ka'bah which is located at the center of the sacred sanctuary. The revolu. tion of the outermost sphere (Mubf!) and the other Celestial Spheres
around the four elements resembles the rotation of the pilgrims around the
Ka'bah.

The double movement of apogee and perigee of the stars resembles the
double journey of the pilgrims who approach and recede from Mecca in
their going and returning. Each pilgrim carries with him his business,
money, masterpieces, gifts, and rings before encountering on the sacrea
ground pilgrims coming from all the nations and belonging to all sects
and all doctrines. The pilgrims make intimate contact among themselves
and exchange during their stay merchandise and ideas. Once the rite of
pilgrimage is accomplished, each returns to his country provided with the
pardon and the satisfaction of Allah.
Likewise, oh Brother, is the propagation by effusion of the forces of the
superior beings from the outermost sphere to the center of the earth.
Their union and provisional stay in matter of particular bodies gives rise
to exchange among individuals belonging to the realm of generation and
corruption-that is, minerals, plants and animals. Their enthusiastic
return, once the end of their journey is reached, toward their point of
departure resembles term by term the stages of human pilgrimage to
20
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Mecca. The particular souls who regain-in passing beyond the outermost
sphere-their original source, return happily to the world of Eternity.
Man should thus meditate on his original home and awaken from his
ignorant sleep, and desire fervently to return to his celestial abode
announcing finally Labbaika Labbaika, at Thy orders, to the call of God,
"But oh! thou soul at peace! Return unto thy Lord content in His good
pleasure!" 1.l
And so multiplicity returns again to Unity, integrating in this
process the whole of Nature and bringing everything to the Source
from which nothing really ever departs.
21 " .
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The heavens revolve day and night
Like a potter's wheel.
And every moment the Master's wisdom,
Creates a new vessel. For all that exists
Comes from one hand, one workshop.
Mabmiid Shabistari-Gu/shan-i riiz

PART II

Al-Biruni

CHAPTER 5

The Life, Works, and Significance of
al-Bzrun1
A comprehensive study of the cosmological doctrines of Abu Rail).iin
Mul).ammad ibn Al).mad al-Biriini, 1 undoubtedly one of the most
learned of Muslim scholars and scientists, is a doubly difficult task
because, on the one hand, in those of his works which are still in
existence no attempt is made to deal with this subject thoroughly and
systematically, and on the other, the philosophical works which he
has written, in which he probably treated this subject more fully, are
no longer extant. 2 In order to discover the conception which underlies his many studies of the manifestations of Nature it is necessary
to assemble small bits from his works where he almost "accidentally"
gives the reader a glimpse of some of the aspects of his conception
of Nature. Yet, until some of his philosophical writings, like the
Kitiib al-shiimil, or The Book of General Knowledge, are found-an
event which, at the present at least, seems unfortunately quite
.unlikely-there is little choice except to collect in a mosaic the picture
of the Universe in which al-Biriini lived and thought.
Abu Rail).iin al-BlriinP was born outside (biriin) of the city of
1 Much has been written on the pronunciation of al-Biriini's name, whether it is
Bairuni, Beruni, or Biriini. The choice of Biruni seems most plausible, however, as
shown by the arguments presented in the Al-Biruni Commemoration Volume (Calcutta,
1951) and 'Ali Akbar Dehkhoda, Shar~-i biil-i niibighih-i shahir-i lriin . .. Birfini(Tehran.,.
1324 [1945]). Also, we have used the Arabic article "al" because although he was a
Persian he wrote almost always in Arabic and referred to himself and was known as
a1-Biruni throughout most centuries of Islamic history. In Persia he is referred to simply
as Biriini.
2 For a discussion of the lost philosophical works of al-Biriini, see Dhabiballah Safa,
"Barkhi az na~ha-yi falsafi-yi Abu Raiban," lndo-lranica, 5:6 (1952).
3 For the biography of al-Biruni, see Dehkhoda, Shar~-i ~iil-i niibighih-i shahir-i
Iran . . . , pp. 1-21, and E. C. Sachau's Preface to his translation of al-Biruni's Fi
tal;rqiq ma li'l-hind, hereafter cited as Alberuni's India (London: Kegan Paul, 1910),
Vol. I. Accounts of ai-Biriini appear also in most of the traditional sources such as the
Tatimmah ~iwiin al-l_rikmah, pp. 62~64; 'Uyun al-anbii' of Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah (Cairo,
1299 [1881)), II, 20-21; Chahiir maqiilah of Ni~ami 'Arii!Ji (Tehran, 1334 [1955)), pp.
46-120; and the Kashf al-:{unfin of l;lajji Khalifah. As a result of the celebration of the
thousandth anniversary of the birth of ai-Biriini in 1973, numerous works concerning him
and his ideas appeared throughout the world. The most important are mentioned in the
supplementary bibliography. See also S. H. Nasr, ai-Birfini, An Annotated Bibliography
(Tehran, 1973).
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Khwarazm-the modern Khiva and ancient Chorasmia-in the year
362/973, in the region which was to produce some of the greatest
scholars and sages of Islam. He showed an aptitude for the sciences
early in life and is said to have studied under Abii Na~r al-Man~iir,
the astronomer and mathematician who wrote a commentary on the
Spherics of Menelaus and who himself had been a student of Abu'lWafa'.4 The early part of his life was spent under the reign of the
Ma'miinids of Khwarazm, called also the Khwarazmiyah, who were
originally subordinate to the Samanids but later became almost
independent. Al-Biriini traveled through other regions of Persia,
spending from 388/998 to 403/1012 in Jurjan at the court of Shams
al-Ma'ali Qabiis ibn Wushmgir. It was during this period in the year
390/1000 that he wrote the famous al-Athar al-biiqiyah.
The rising power of the Turks in Central Asia culminated during
the reign of Mal}.miid of Ghazna in the destruction of most of the
small Persian kingdoms of the region. In 408/1017 Mal:tmiid captured Khwarazm and the next year took Abii Rail}.an, who had been
his political enemy, to Ghazna. As court astronomer and astrologer,
al-Biriini accompanied Mal:tmiid on his many campaigns, including
the celebrated invasion of India which provided al-Biriini with the
opportunity to study the diverse manifestations of Hinduism. In
422/1031, back in Ghazna, he composed what is perhaps his most
famous work, India, as well as the Kitiib al-ta/him.
Mal}.miid died in Ghazna in 421/1030. A feud followed among his
sons, resulting in the victory of Mas'iid, who was to become a great
patron of al-Biriini and to whom the major astronomical opus,
al-Qiiniin al-mas'iidi, was dedicated in the same year that Mas'iid
came to power. Al-Biriini lived the rest of his days in Ghazna, continuing to write and study until the very end of his life around
442/1051. 5

The long life of al-Biriini, which saw so much political turmoil and
change in the outward conditions of life in Central Asia and Persia,
also witnessed considerable change in his interests. Attracted early to
mathematics and astronomy, in which he became one of the greatest
authorities in the annals of the Muslim sciences, his attention turned
later toward chronology and history and finally, during the latter part
of his life, to optics, 6 medicine, mineralogy, and pharmacology as
S. H. Barani, "al-Biriini's scientific achievements," Indo-Iranica, 5:39 (1952).
There is still some uncertainty as to the date of al-Biriini's death. The recent research
of Barani and Dehkhoda has shown that the date of his death is most likely 442/1051
or 443/1052; while Dh. Safa believes it to be 440/1048.
• He wrote a work on optics called Lama'at which was later used in the Jiima-yi
Bahadur Khiini. Barani, "ai-Biriini's scientific achievements," p. 39.
4
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shown in his Kittib al-$aidanah (or $aidalah). 7 Throughout these
changes, his interest in religion and cult remained strong; his quotations from the Bhagavad-Gitti, no less than his description of the
religious feasts of the religions of Western Asia, give evidence of his
intense interest and understanding of religion. His work on comparative religion remains among his most important contributions. 8
Although practically nothing has remained of his philosophical
works, it is known that al-Biruni had studied philosophy deeply and
was well versed in it, and was especially interested in the antiAristotelian philosophy of such philosophers as Mul;tammad ibn
Zakariyya' al-Razi. Al-Biriini spent many years in search of Razi's
Fi'ilm al-iltihi, and other philosophical works, and yet wrote a treatise
condemning Razi's errors. 9 He also studied, as much as it was
possible at that time, the Vedanta and other texts of Hinduism which,
if not philosophy in a modern or even Aristotelian sense, are certainly among the purest forms of wisdom. The attitude of Abii
Rail;tan toward Greek philosophy in its Aristotelian vein is far from
friendly, however.
Besides his major works that have remained extant-such as
ai-Athtir al-btiqiyah, India, Kittib al-tafhim, Kittib al-jamtihir fi
ma'rifat al-jawtihir, ai-Qtiniln al-mas'udi, the recently published Kittib
al-$aidanah and Kittib tabdid nihtiytit al-amtikin, al-Biruni wrote a
large number of smaller treatises dealing mostly with astronomy and
-geography but also with most other subjects of learning including
philosophy. His works on philosophy, such as Kittib al-shtimil
fi' 1-mawjudiit al-maf;,susah wa' 1-ma'qil/ah, Kittib fi' 1-tawassuf bain
Aris{il!tilis wa Jtilinilsji'l-mubarrik al-awwal, Riytir}at al-fikr wa'l-'aql,
Maqtilahfi'l-babth 'an al-tithtir al-'ulwiyah and Maqtilahj[ #fat asbtib
a/-sukhunat al-mawjudahji'l-'tilam wa ikhtiltif /u$ill al-sanah, 10 seem
to be lost along with his many translations of such works as Euclid's.
7 "Al-Biriini hat, wie so viele grosse muslimische Gelehrte, sehr mannigfaltige
Studien betrieben, unter anderen auch Medizin und Philosophie in denen beiden er sich
spaterhin literarisch nicht betiitigt hat." Al-Biriini, Das Vorwort zur Drogenkunde der
Beruni, ed. and trans. M. Meyerhof (Berlin, 1932), p. 4.
• See A. Jeffrey, "Al-Biruni's contribution to comparative religion," Al-Biruni
Commemoration Volume, pp. 126-160.
9 In his treatise, Fifihrist kutub Mul)ammadibn Zakariyyii' al-Riizi (ed. P. Kraus under
the title Epitre de Beruni contenantle repertoire des ouvrages de Muhammad ibn Zakariya
al-Razi, Paris, 1936), al Biriini praises al-Razi greatly and shows much respect for him
(p. 1) but considers as "nonsense" his ideas drawn from Mani's Sifr al-asriir and his
mixing Manichaeism and Islam (p. 4). See also Db. Safa, "Barkhi az na~rhii-yi
falsafi-yi Abu Rail).iin ... ," Indo-Iranica 5:6 (1952); and S. H. Nasr, "Al-Biriini as
Philosopher," Hamdard Institute (Karachi, 1973).
10 See ~ra. ibid., pp. 6-7.
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Elements and Ptolemy's Almagest into Sanskrit.t 1 His translation of
the Yoga sutras of Pataiijali from Sanskrit, also assumed lost, was
found sometime ago in Istanbul. 12 He also wrote a few literary
works such as the story Qiisim al-suriir wa 'ayn al-~ayiit, and Urmuzdyiir
wa mihryiir. 13 Al-Biriini, in his Fi fihrist kutub Mul}ammad ibn
Zakariyyii' al-Riizi, gives a list of 113 of his own works plus 25
others written by Abii Na~r al-Mansiir ibn 'Ali ibn ai-'Iraq, Abu Sahl
'lsa ibn Yal;lya ai-Masibi, and Abu 'Ali al-J:Iasan ibn 'Ali al-Jili under
his own direction. I:Iajji Khalifah, in his Kashf al-~unun, mentions
fifteen other works not mentioned in the Fihrist which al-Biriini had
written fourteen years before his death. Furthermor e, seven other
manuscripts have been found which are not mentioned in either work.
If one includes Yaqiit's listing, which mentions translations from the
Sanskrit and works written by others and attributed to al-Biriini, the
total comes to 180. 1 4
The great bulk of the writings of al-Biriini are in Arabic and a few
in Persian, although his mother tongue was neither one nor the other,
but Khwarazmi. He had a particular love for Arabic, whose value as
a universal language he fully realized. He tells us:
Les sciences de toutes les regions du monde ont ete traduites dans Ia
langue des arabes, se sont em bellies, ont penetre Ies coeurs, et Ia beaute de
Ia langue a circule dans les veines et les arteres ... Jugeant par moi-meme:
je fus eduque dans une langue dont on peut dire que, si !'on voulait s'en
servir pour exprimer Ies sciences, ce serait aussi etrange qu'un chameau
sur le toit ou une girafe dans le harnais ... 15
11 Ziauddin Ahmad, "AI-Biruni, his life
and his works,'' Islamic Culture, 5:348
(1931).
12 The title of the translation is Kitiib batanjal
al-hindl fi'l-khilii$ min al-amthii/, MS.
Kopr. 1589. See also L. Massignon, "AI-Beruni et Ia valeur internationale de Ia
science arabe," in AI-Biruni Commemoration Volume, p. 218. This manuscript, which
was found by Massignon, was studied by J. W. Hauer; see his "Das neugefundene
arabische Manuskript von al-Biriinis iibersetzung des Piitaiijala: Ein vorliiufiger
Bericht," Orientalistische Literaturzeitung (1930), pp. 33, 273-282. Its text after being
studied twice by H. Ritter in Le Livre du mil/enaire d'Avicenne (Tehran, 1953, II, 134148), and a/-Muntaqii min diriisiit al-mustashriqln (Cairo, 1955, I, 59-72), was finally
published by him in "Al-Biriini's Ubersetzung des Yoga-Siitra des Pataiijali," Oriens,
9:165-200 (1956).
' 3 S. H. Barani, "Avicenna and ai-Biruni," in Avicenna Commemoratio
n Volume
(Calcutta, 1956), p. 12.
14 For a detailed bibliographical
study of al-Biriini, see D. J. Boilot, "L'reuvre
d'al-Beruni. Essai bibliographique," lnstitut Dominicain d'Etudes Orientales du Caire,
Melanges, 2:161-256 (1955). See also Nasr, op. cit. The importance of al-Biriini's
treatise Maqiilid 'ilm al-hay'ah, which is the first work in the history of mathematics on
spherical trigonometry and which was discovered only recently, should also be pointed
out. See A. Qorbiini, Blriini-niimah (Tehran, 1353 [1974]).
15 M. Meyerhof. "Etudes de pharmacologie
arabe tirees de manuscrits inedits,"
Bulletin de l'lnstitut d'Egypte, 22:144-145 (1939-40).
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Al-Biriini wrote one of the masterpieces of medieval science, Kitiib
al-ta/him, apparently in both Arabic and Persian, demonstrating how
conversant he was with both tongues. The Kitiib al-tafhim is without
doubt the most important of the early works on science in Persian
and serves as a rich source for Persian prose and lexicography as well
as for the knowledge of the Quadrivium whose subjects it covers in a
masterly fashion. 16
In addition to personal encounters with numerous Muslim,
Christian, and Hindu scholars and sages of his time, al-Biriini also
had access to many ancient texts of the Greek, Babylonian, Manichaean, and Zoroastrian sciences. In fact, a work like al-Qiinun
al-mas'udi is not only a compendium of Muslim astronomy but a
source for much of ancient science, Chaldaean as well as Greek, whose
original texts have been lostY Besides having had a thorough
knowledge of such astronomical-mathematical texts as the Almagest,
Elements, various Sinddhiinta and other Hindu works, al-Biriini was
also well acquainted with a remarkable number of writings dealing
with "natural philosophy" and history. The sources referred to in
the Kitiib al-jamiihirfi ma'rifat al-jawiihir, the most complete Islamic
text on mineralogy, include Muslim scientists like al-Kindi, al-Jal}.i~,
Mul}.ammad ibn Zakariyya' al-Razi, Jabir ibn I;Iayyan, literary figures
and historians and geographers like Na~r ibn Ya'qiib al-Dinawari,
Al;mad ibn 'Ali, Abu'l-'Abbas al-'Ummani, and Greek authors such
as Aristl>tle, Archimedes, Apollonius ofTyana, Dioscorides, Plutarch,
Ptolemy, Galen, Bolos Democritus, Plato, Heraclides, and Diogenes.
He also quotes Arabic poetry-both Islamic and pre-Islamic-as well
as Persian, Indian, Syriac, and Alexandrian works. Moreover, he
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(Tehran, 1316-18 [1937-39]).
17 The text of al-Qiiniin al-mas'adi has been published only recently and not yet
completely studied. Professor E. S. Kennedy of the American University of Beirut,
however, has already found several Babylonian astronomical ideas which were not known,
or at least not used, by the Greeks but were present in al-Biriini's work.
For an account of the contents of this work and the significance of al-Biriini's astronomical doctrines, see the Introduction to the published edition of al-Qiiniin al-mas'iidi
by Barani.

J. Homii'i, Introduction, p. (niin-viiv) to Kitiib al-ta/him If awii'il
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mentions often in the Kitiib al-jamiihir . . ., as well as in other works,
passages from the Sacred Scriptures of many religions, including the
Old and New Testaments, the Avesta and, of course, the Quran with
which Abii Rai]J.an was very well acquainted. And in his treatise
Ifriid al-maqiil fi amr al-rja!iil, 18 in discussing the times of prayer, he
cites prophetic l;adith, 'Umar ibn al-Khattab, al-Ash'ari, al-Shafi'i,
and many other Muslim religious authorities, demonstrating further
his profound knowledge of many of the sources of Muslim law and
theology. Altogether, there are few fields that he left untouched in the
sciences of his day.
Owing to the accidents of translation, al-Bin1ni was not as well
known or as influential in the Latin West as his contemporary, Ibn
Sina. If his al-Qiinun al-mas'udi had been translated into Latin, it
would probably have become as famous as the Qiinun of Ibn Sina.
In the Muslim world, however, al-Biriini has always remained an
undisputed master of astronomy, astrology, geography, and mathematics. His India is unique in Muslim annals, and his al-Athiir
al-biiqiyah is the best source of the chronology and religious events
of Western Asia in ancient times. The Kitiib al-tafhim served as
inspiration in a direct manner for several important scientific treatises
of later centuries, including Kiriib rawrjat al-munajjimin by Shahrdan
ibn Abi'l-Khair al-Razi and Kaihiin shiniikht by l:fasan Kattan
al-Marwazi, both written during the fifth century, Jahiin-i danish by
Sharaf al-Din Mu}:tammad ibn Mas'ud ibn Mu}:tammad al-Mas'udi
and Kifiiyat al-ta'lim fi ~inii'at al-tanjim by Sayyid al-'Ulama'
Abu'l-Ma]J.amid ibn Mas'ud ibn al-Zaki al-Ghaznawi, composed
during the sixth century. The famous Mu'jam al-buldiin ofYiiqiit ibn
'Abdallah al-I:Iamawi, written during the seventh century, as well as
Kitiib al-tafhim fi ma'rifat istikhriij al-taqwim of Ma~har al-Din
Mu]J.ammad al-Lari, belonging to the tenth century, is also based on
al-Bin1ni's work. 19 His writings came at the height of the intellectual
activity of the fourth century and were themselves the finest attempt
made at that time to unify many branches of Muslim learning as well
as the sciences of those people from whom the Muslims inherited the
ancient sciences. As such, his works served throughout the succeeding
centuries as sources for the natural and historical sciences and
acquired authority as the writings of an undisputed master. As an
18

180.

Al-Birlini, Rasii'ilul-Bfruni, Containing Four Tracts (Hyderabad, 1948), pp. 160-

19 For a discussion of al-Birilni's influence,
see the Introduction by Homii'i to the
Persian edition of Kitiib al-ta/him.
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astronomer and astrologer, especially, he became almost the prototype and ideal to be followed. 20
A cursory reading of the works of al-Biriini is sufficient to discover
the deep faith which he had in Islam. He recognized the universality
of Truth in his study of other religions and connected this universality itself with the Quranic texts which testify to the universality of
prophecyY His study of comparative religion did not make him in
any way "eclectic" but on the contrary affirmed his Muslim religious
beliefs. Referring to al-Biriini's introduction to Kitiib al-$aidanah,
Meyerhof justly remarks:
Schon aus diesem kurzen Abschnitt kann mann deutlich seine naturwissenschaftlichen, philosophischen und historischen Neigungen klar
erkennen; eine tief religios-islamische Einstellung und grosse Bewunderung
fiir den wissenschaftlichen Wert der arabische Sprache kommen bier klar
zutage, als in Berunis bisher bekannten Schriften. 22
Al-Biriini was fully aware of the universal character of Islam and
its unifying role in bringing various nations together. He tells us in
the Kitiib ta/:ldid nihiiyiit a!-amiikin:
And now Islam has appeared in the Eastern and Western parts of the
world and has spread between Andalus in the West and parts of China
and Central India in the East, and between Abyssinia and Nubia in the
South and the Turks and the Slavs in the North. It has, as never before,
united all the different nations in one bond of love ... 23
The stuay of geography, astronomy, and so on, is in fact appropriate
because of its importance to the religious life of the Islamic community and should be studied with that end in view. 24 There is no
question of "science for science's sake" in the mind of ai-Biriini, any
more than there is "art for art's sake." The arts and sciences should
both serve the ideal of Islamic life which for the Muslim community.,
is the "good life" and the final goal to be sought. The validity of the
study of the sciences is not to be determined, however, by practical
utility, for utility does not determine the innate value of things. 25 On
2° For the image of ai-Biriini in the mind of later generations, see Ni~mi 'Ariidi,
Chahar maqalah (Tehran, 1955), pp. !!Off.
21 " • • • it follows from his statement that all the inhabitants of the earth and the
Hindus are subject to reward and punishment; that they are one great religious community" (Al-Biriini in Alberuni's India, I, 295).
11 AI-Biriini, Das Vorwort zur Drogenkunde des Beruni, trans. M. Meyerhof, p. 14.
13 S. H. Barani, "Kit<ibut-tal}did," Islamic Culture, 31:177 (1957).
24 lbid., pp. 169-170.
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From p. 10 of manuscript of Kitab al-tabdid quoted by Barani in "Kitabut-tai}did,"
p. 169.
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the contrary, the validity of the study of the sciences is to be found in
the Quranic injunction whereby man is commanded to contemplate
heaven and earth which God has created by Truth (bi'l-l;aqq). 26
Although the devotion and sincerity of al-Biruni as a Muslim is
certain, his affiliation with the particular divisions within Islam is
difficult to determine. As is the case with the works of so many
author s of the fourth century, the writings of Abu Rail).an do not
specify in a clear manne r whether he was a Sunni or a Shi'ite. He
writes of both parties with much knowledge and insight but rarely
gives any indication of his own preference. One can see, however,
some attraction toward Shi'ism during the early years of his life and
toward Sunnism during old age, 27 but this preference is far from
definitive. In fact, Abu Rail)an tells us that he wore a ring with two
different types of the same stone, one of which was venerated by the
Sunnis and the other by the Shi'ites. In this way he hoped to show that
he belonged to both of them. 28
Al-Biruni also displays some knowledge of ta~awwuf despite his
erroneous derivation of ~ufi from sophos, and in his India he often
compares Hindu doctrines with those of the ~ufis. Yet, there is little
doubt that he himself was not a ~ufi. 29 He was a great scholar and
scientist and a devout Muslim who had learned much by reading,
observation, and thought and had gained mastery over many
branches of knowledge, but he did not follow the way of purification
of the soul and direct intellectual intuition, which in Islam belongs to
ta~awwuf He had the same veneration for ~ufi spiritu
ality as the
great majority of devout Muslims, without, however, ever participating in it himseif.
Al-Biruni also shows considerable interest in philosophy in its
Socratic sense. Referring to a passage in India about wisdom, he tells
the reader that "this passage reminds one of the definition of
philosophy as the striving to become as much as possible similar to
26

AI-Biruni quotes the verse:,, .

jJ,1.~ ~-C.~~ j';!;I;...:::-J.,r.:JI~J .)JJ4.~-••
- .

Quran (III, 188), Barani (n. 25), p. 169.
27 Meyerhof, "Etudes
de pharmac ologic arabe ... ," p. 144.
28 Al-Biruni, Kitab a/-jamah
ir . . . , p. 215.
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From al-Biruni, Ifrad al-maqcil, quoted by S. H. Barani in ''Ibn Sina
and ai-Biruni,"
Avicenna Commemoration Volume, p. 13. Al-Birlini's acquaintance with
Sufi
can be seen in his comparison of Sufi doctrines with those of Pataiijal terminology
i Yoga in his
India. See L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique
de Ia mystique
musulmane, pp. 42tf.
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God." 30 On the other hand, he is strongly opposed to the syllogistic
and rationalistic philosophy of Aristotle, an opposition whose various
modes we shall investigate in a later chapter. He respects the scientific achievements of the Stagirite but thinks quite differently from the
Peripatetics regarding such major questions as the meaning of
creation and the eternity or non-eternity of the world. Al-Biriini had
made an intensive study of al-Razi: and perhaps of other writers who
had been imbued with Hermetic ideas. Were we to discover some of
al-Biriini's lost philosophical works, we could perhaps gain a more
coherent understanding of the doctrines which he held in opposition
to the Aristotelians.
It would be difficult to categorize al-Biriini exactly according to the
divisions of the seekers of knowledge which we gave in the introduction. Certainly he can be excluded from Isma'ili affiliations and in a
direct manner from any Sufi lineage. Nor can he be classified in any
way with the Peripatetics whom he opposed on so many questions.
Affirmatively he must first of all be considered as a devout Muslim,
and secondly in a very vague way he may be classified with the
bukama', not here referring specifically to the Ishraqi school of later
centuries or the followers of the Greeks, but to that group which in
its "natural philosophy" considered the manifestations of Nature as
signs of Divine Wisdom and sought to study things as the handiworks
of God. Perhaps it would be even more justifiable, however, to
envisage al-Biriini as a devout Muslim scientist, compiler, and
historian, for whom the role of reason lay in leading naturally to the
Transcendent Cause of all things. We see again and again in his study
of mathematics, geography, or astronomy how the most technical
mathematical discussion or rational discourse leads quite naturally to
the affirmation of some attribute of the Creator. The emphasis on
this noble aspect of reason as a natural bridge to the suprarationaT
realities and to religious faith, rather than as an obstacle against
them, is a profound aspect of the Islamic spirit. In this sense, alBiriini can be considered among the most Muslim of those in
Islamic civilization who devoted themselves to the study of the
intellectual sciences and who synthesized the achievements of preIslamic cultures and developed them in the spirit of Islam.
30

Alberuni's India, I, 29-30.

CHAPT ER 6

The Creation of the World and Its
Subsequent History
Al-Biruni accepts fully the scripturally supported belief that the
world was created ex nihilo and rejects completely the arguments of
the Greek philosophers for the eternity of the world. Like the
theologians who fought against the Greek idea of the eternity of the
world because it led to a kind of "naturalis m," al-Biriini also devotes
much time to combating this idea. According to him, the creation of
the world is a manifestation of the power of the Creator, not something to be rejected by any arguments contrived by human reason.
God is the Creator who has mastery over the whole Universe and
knowledge of all its particulars and inner mysteries. 1
Al-Biriini, in the Kitiib tabdid nihiiyiit a/-amiikin, gives a full
account of his conception of the creation of the world and its scriptural history. He writes:
Now I say: If by adducing rational proofs and true logical syllogisms, we
can conclude that the world was created, and that the parts of its finite
period, since its creation and existence, have had a beginning, we cannot by
such proofs deduce the magnitudes of those parts, which will enable us to
determine the date of the creation of the world.
Let us consider the syllogism with the following composition: the body
cannot be divested of temporal accidents, and all that cannot be divested
of accidents is temporal; therefore the body must be temporal and not pretemporal ( ?), and an accident to a body has been proved by the first figure
(proposition?). But a succession of accidents cannot be infinite, for this
necessitates a pre-eternity of time, and that is impossible. For if we say that

' ~IJI_~)J_.
.JLr~-'~~l.,.;ooY:J.)I-;.JJ~~J-> ..::.~~Jll-.lUf ..
. .
c<.}~ljt.:
AI-Biriini, Das Vorwort zur Drogenkunde des Beruni, trans. M. Meyerhof, Arabic text,
p.17.
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· · the past parts of time, i.e. periods, exist and are denumerable and cumulative,
and all that exists is denumerable, beginning with the number one and
ending with a finite number, then time must have a beginning at an assigned
moment and must be finite, and it has been shown by the first figure that
time has a beginning and is finite.
However, a knowledge of the parts that constitute the whole, I mean:
years, months, and days, and their magnitudes, cannot in any way be
realized by minds reasoning by syllogisms. It is possible for the beginning
of time and the creation of the world to precede any assigned moment that
we may fix, by an instant, or by a thousand thousands of years which are
denumerable and finite. It all depends on how much truth there is in what
one hears about this matter, for the Book of God and the true monuments
have said nothing about it at all.
Again, those with a book of divine revelation, like the Jews, the Christians,
and others like the Sabians and the Magians, have all agreed about dating
events by the Era of the Creation of Mankind, but they differ greatly in their
estimation of the duration of that era. They have not referred to the Era of
the Creation of the World, except in the opening two verses of the Torah,
which have the following content but not the exact wording: "In the
beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the earth was
without form and void, and the spirit .of God was moving upon the
surface of the waters" (Genesis I: 1, 2). They considered that to be the
first day of the week in which the world was created, but that was a period
of time which cannot be measured by a day and a night, for the cause of
these periods is the sun with its rising and setting, and both the sun and
the m(')on were created on the fourth day of that week. How is it possible
to imagine that these days are like the days of our reckoning! The Qur'an
says: "A day in the sight of thy Lord is like a thousand years of your
reckoning" (Sura 22: 47). In another verse, God says: "In a day the
measure whereof is as fifty thousand years" (Sura 70: 4). Thus it is
obvious that we cannot estimate· that period with our method of reckoning,
and that it is unverifiable since the beginning of creation. 2

Al-Bin1ni is obviously accepting the Scriptures as a source of
knowledge about the creation of the world and understands clearly
the symbolic nature of the account of creation in the Book of Genesis.
But apparently he does not go so far as to follow the symbolic
interpretation (ta'wil) of the Scriptures that is prevalent among the
Shi'ah and the Sufis, and is content with reaching certainty of the
origin of the world in time (or with time) without having gained
scriptural knowledge of its subsequent history. He then turns to the
physical remains of the previous periods as the only means of
2 Al-Biriini, The Determination of the Coordinates of Cities, trans. Jamil Ali (Beirut,
1966), pp. 14-16; see also A. Z. Validi Togan, Biruni's Picture of the World (Calcutta,
1937-1938), pp. 53, 54.
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knowledge of the history of the world. 3 But the remains are not
deciphered according to the belief in the uniformity of conditions,
that is, the hypothesis of "uniformitarianism"; on the contrary, the
whole interpretation of the past, according to Abii Rail:_lan, depends
upon the qualitative nature of time which is basic to the comprehension of his doctrine.
The modern assumption of the uniformity of events of Nature
throughout time, which has even been made the basis of the study of
the past, considers that the forces acting in Nature, observable by the
human senses at the present moment in the particular conditions
chosen for the study of these forces by modern scientists, have been
acting in the same manner throughout the history of the world.
Moreover, it is assumed that any forces which cannot be observed
now could not have acted in the past. This belief in the uniformity of
conditions, which generalizes for all times and all of space the
findings of scientists during the past few centuries, has been extended
beyond the physical domain to the social, psychological, and even
spiritual worlds and forms a common background of much of the
study made by modern scholars of other civilizations, whether these
studies be archaeological or historical.
The traditional doctrine, developed at great length by the Hindus
in such cosmological treatises as the Puriinas, is based upon the
opposite view. It envisages the unfolding of time according to a
universal law in such a manner that at each "cosmic moment" that
which belongs to that particular moment is manifested. Therefore,
far from being under a uniform condition, the cosmic environment,
as well as human society which is closely wed to it, possesses certain
characteristics and modes of existence belonging to the particular
period in which it has come into existence. The "laws of Nature" are
therefore not valid throughout the history of the cosmos, like the
law of the rotation of a wheel inside a watch, but themselves change
during the life of the world as the form and function of an organism
alter during various periods of its life.
Al-Biri ini-per haps because of his familiarity with Hindu cosmological doctrines-discusses the qualitative nature of time in
greater detail than most other Muslim authors, although similar ideas
are discussed by al-Mas'iidi and al-Tabari among others. The belief
in the existence of the hermaphrodite, for example, which was a
favorite topic of discussion for Graeco-Roman historians as well as
for Muslim authors, was based on the belief that what does not exist
at one period, but has been recorded historically, may have existed
3

Togan, p. 55.
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in another and may have had great significance as a part of the cosmic
environm ent of that period, in which all events unfold accordin g to
universal laws operatin g at each point of the cycle. 4
Al-Birilni, much like other medieval authors, considers the
generati on of time as being due to the revolution of the Sun through
the signs of the Zodiac. 5 It is the motion of the Sun that brings order
out of chaos and generates all the periods by which time is measured.
The periods of time generated by the movement of the heavens
consists not only of days and nights, months and years, which have
their own features and periodic changes, but greater cycles which
govern historical and geologic changes. The Athiir a!-biiqiyah is to a
great extent the study of many of these periods and their reckonin g
among various peoples. Al-Birilni is even aware of the differences of
view among various groups regarding the cyclic notion of time for he
writes:
And some people maintain that time consists of cycles, at the end of
which all created beings perish, whilst they grow at their beginning; that
each such cycle has a special Adam and Eve of its own, and that the
chronology of this cycle depends upon them.
Other people, again maintain that in each cycle a special Adam and Eve
exist for each country in particular, and that hence the differences of
human structures, nature, and language [are] to be derived. 6
But Abil Rail).an has no patience with those who believe the world to
be eternal or time to be without an end. So he writes: "Other people,
besides, hold this foolish persuasion, that time has no terminus quo
at all." 7 On the contrary , according to him time has a beginning as
or that an
4 We do not mean by "cyclic" that time returns exactly to the same point
event repeats itself exactly. To quote Burckhard t: "Ce qui s'exprime dans cette su~r
position de rythmes, c'est, d'une part, que tout cycle de manifestation comporte une
relative repetition, puisqu'il est fait d'images d'un meme archetype 'polaire,' images qui
soot necessairement analogues entre elles; mais d'autre part, il ne comporte aucune
repetition effective, puisque !'essence creative de !'archetype ne saurait jamais etre
epuisee par ses images ou symboles. L'analogie est Ia trace de !'Unite, et le caractere
inepuisable est le reflet de !'infinite du Principe." ( Cte spirituelle de l'astrologie musulmane,
p. 43.) The traditional idea of cycles implies a qualitative notion of time in such a way
that an analogy exists between two points in the unfolding of time. This conception
can be symbolized by a helix whose turns have analogies with each other without ever
repeating one another.
iriini, p. 38:
5 Al-Biruni, Tamhid al-mustaqarr 1i tahqiq ma'na'l-mamarr, in Rasti'ilul-B
and astrol
astrologica
other
and
transits
of
discussion.
a
contains
which
This work,
nomical subjects, has been translated into English: as Al-Biruni on Transits, trans.
Mohamma d Saffouri and Adnan lfram (Beirut, 1959).
Allen, 1879),
6 Chronology of Ancient Nations, trans. E. C. Sachau (London: W. H.
translation.
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7 Chronology . . .. p. 116.
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well as an end which is ordained by the Creator. As al-Biriini says
concerning the eclipse of the Sun and Moon in connection with the
end of time: "Both do not happen together except at the time of the
total collapse of the Universe as the Almighty has said: 'Then when
the sight shall be dazzled and the Moon shall be eclipsed and the
Sun and Moon shall be in conjunction .' " 8
AI-Biriini is quite clear about the change of conditions of the world
through time. With regard to geologic observation he writes:
And what is told by the Hindus and other people regarding mountains
after investigation and study seems on the surface to be in vain because
they have recorded their observations thinking that whatever they have
seen has always been and will always be the same. This is done in consideration of the fact that by examination it has been discovered that in the course
of evidence the mountains have not remained in the same state, and that
all of a sudden, or in the course of time changes and variations have
occurred. Therefore, we cannot consider the present state and conditions
which we have discovered by observation to have been always the same.
Likewise, the observations of the people ofi ndia and other peoples regarding mountains is precisely like the observations of previous ages regarding
the heavens. 9
In a similar manner, with respect to the legend of the great physical
size of earlier generations , he writes:
As regards the (superhuman) size of the bodies (of former generations),
we say, if it be not necessary to believe it for this reason, that we cannot
observe it in our time, and that there is an enormous interval between us
and that time, of which such things are related, it is therefore by no means
impossible. 10
With regard to the belief in the life of early prophets and manifestations of Nature which did not exist in his own time, al-Biriini
expresses the same belief in the qualitative conception of time:
Now, personal observations alone, and conclusions inferred therefrom,
do not prove a long duration of the human life, and the huge size of human
bodies, and what else has been related to be beyond the limits of possibility. For similar matters appear in the course oftime in manifold shapes.
8 Kitiib al-jamiihir . .. , "Chapter
on Pearls ... ,"trans. F. Krenkow, Islamic Culture
15:421 (1941).
9 From the second question
asked by al-Biriini of Ibn Sinii. See al-Biriini and Ibn
Sinii, al-As'ilah wa' 1-ajwibah, ed. S. H. Nasr and M. Mohaghegh (Tehran, 1973), p. 12.
These questions and answers are also to be found in partial form in many earlier sources
such as 'A. Dehkhodii, Shar}J-i }Jtil-i niibighih-i shahir-i Iran . . . , pp. 29ff; and Niima-yi
diinishwartln-i nii#rl (Tehran, 1296 [1878]), II, pp. 585-604.
1° Chronology of Ancient Nations,
p. 97.
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There are certain things which are bound to certain times, within which they
turn round in a certain order, and which undergo transformations as long as
there is a possibility of their existing. If they, now, are not observed as long
as they are in existence, people think them to be improbable, and hasten to
reject them as altogether impossible.
This applies to all cyclical occurrences, such as the mutual impregnation
of animals and trees and the forthcoming of the seeds and their fruits. For,
if it were possible that men did not know these occurrences, and then they
were led to a tree, stripped of its leaves, and were told what occurs to the
tree of getting green, of producing blossoms and fruits etc., they would
certainly think it improbable, till they saw it with their own eyes. It is for
the same reason that people who come from northern countries are filled
with admiration when they see palm trees, olive trees, and myrtle trees,
and others standing in full blossom at winter time, since they never saw
anything like it in their own country.
Further, there are other things occurring at times in which no cyclical
order is apparent, and which seem to happen at random. If, then, the time
in which the thing occurred has gone by, nothing remains of it except the
report about it. And if you find in such a report all the conditions of
authenticity, and if the thing might have already occurred before that time,
you must accept it, though you have no idea of the nature or of the cause
of the matter in question. 11

Al-Biriini also shares the belief of most ancient and medieval
writers that somehow the peoples of earlier cycles of history were
closePto man's celestial origin and lived a more integral life. He even
implies that the ancients possessed more knowledge than the people
of his own time. "What we have of sciences," he writes "is nothing
but the scanty remains of bygone better times." 12 Therefore, not only
is cyclic revolution a certainty, for " . . . the cyclical revolutions of
times is nothing very special, but is simply in accordance with ~lfe
results of scientific observation," 13 but there is also a dissolution
caused by the vicissitudes of time. The changes in man and his
society, moreover, have their analogy with the cosmic environment,
which also changes at its various levels of existence, including the
physical domain, according to the universal laws of manifestation
which govern the world of becoming at every "cosmic moment'' of its
history.
11

13

Chronology . . . , pp. 91-92 (italics ours).
Ibid., p. 152.

12

Alberuni's India, p. 152.

CHAP TER 7

The Role of Nature and the Methods
of Its Study
On Nature and Its Function

Nowhere in his extant works does ai-Biriini give a complete exposition of the meaning of the term Nature either as a technical philosophic term, such as is given by the Peripatetics, or as a specific
universal function, as the Ikhwan aH;;afa' understood it. There is,
nevertheless, hidden in the writings of Abu Rail)an the conception of
Nature as the principle of activity, as that which brings about change
in the cosmos. As he tells us:
There is no doubt that the Vis Natura/is (the creative power of Nature),
in all work it is inspired and commissioned to carry out, never drops any
material unused, if it meets with such; and if there is abundance of
material, the Vis Natura/is redoubles its creating work. 1

There is, consequently, not only a creative power of Nature which
brings form into being, but also an "economy" and plan. Nature is
neither "dead matter" possessing motion, nor "primary matter,"
nor the hy!e. On the contrary, the hy!e is the intermediary through
which the forces of Nature act on matter, or in al-Biriini's words:
Now, as regards the motion of that which is above matter, we say that
the hyle is the middle term between matter and the spiritual divine ideas
that are above matter, and that the three primary forces exist in the hyle
dynamically en dynamei. So the hy/e with all that is comprehended in it, is
a bridge from above to below. 2
1 AI-Biriini, Chronology
of Ancient Nations, trans. E. C. Sachau, p. 93. In discussing
the Hindu conception of Nature, he writes: "Next comes Nature, which they call
sharikiira. The word is derived from the idea of overpowering, developing, and selfassertion, because matter when assuming shape causes things to develop into new
forms, and this growing consists in the changing of a foreign element and assimilating
it to the growing one. Hence it is as if Nature were trying to overpower those other or
foreign elements in this process of changing them, and were subduing that which is
changed (Alberuni's India, I, 41). Quotations from Alberuni's India in this and following
chapters are from the translation of E. C. Sachau (see above, Chapter 5, n. 3).
2 Alberuni' s India, I, 41.
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The idea of "economy " in Nature-c onsidered not simply anthropomorphi cally but with regard to the Divine plan-is closely allied
to teleology; for if there were no purpose in things it would be
meaningless to speak of waste or utility. Al-Biriini is well aware of
this relation and presents the belief in the "economy " of Nature in
conjuncti on with that of the purposefu lness of all things in the
Universe. The faculties of each creature are made for a particular
purpose to fit within the harmony of the total scheme of Nature. 3
For example, he writes: "As to the question why the springs have
the most copious water in winter, we must observe: the All-Wise and
Almighty Creator, in creating the mountain s, destined them for
various purposes and uses." 4 And again: "Praise therefore be unto
Him who has arranged creation and created everything for the best." 5
The "economy of Nature" implies that, in al-Bin1ni's words,
"there is no waste or deficiency in His Work. " 6 To cite an example,
he writes:
The bees kill those of their kind who only eat, but do not work in their
beehives. Nature proceeds in a similar way; however, it does not distinguish, for its action is under all circumstances one and the same. It
allows the leaves and fruit of the trees to perish, thus preventing them from
realising that result [for] which they are intended in the economy of
Nature. It removes them so as to make room for others.
If thus the earth is ruined, or is near to being ruined, by having too many
inhabitants, its ruler-for it has a ruler, and his all-embracing care is
apparent in every single particle of it-sends it a messenger for the purpose
of retlucing the too great number and of cutting away all that is eviL 7
If there is this design in Nature there must be some explanatio n for
the strange phenomen a that are occasiona lly observed. One type Qf
such manifesta tion is strange because it differs radically from what
man is accustome d to witnessing. Al-Bin1ni writes:
Of a similar character is a fountain called "the pure one" in Egypt, in
the lowest part of a mountain which adjoins a church. Into this fountain
sweet, smooth-running water is flowing out of a source in the bottom of
the mountain. If, now, an individual who is impure through pollution or
menstruation touches the water, it begins at once to stink, and does not
4 Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 252.
Kitiib al-jamiihir . . . , p. 3.
,
A/beruni's India, I, 170.
6 Kitiib al-jamiihir . . . , p. 3. ". ~ ll..o ~·.:., :;.) ~ •

3

5

7

Alberuni's India, I, 400-401.
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cease until you pour out the water of the fountain and clean it; then it
regains its nice smell.
Further, there is a mountain between Herat and Sijistan, in a sandy
country, somewhat distant from the road, where you hear a clear murmur
and a deep sound as soon as it is defiled by human excrement or urine.
These things are natural peculiarities of the created beings, the causes
of which are to be traced back to the simple elements and to the beginning
of all composition and creation. And there is no possibility that our
knowledge should ever penetrate to subjects of this description. 8
There are yet other strange phenomena which appear to man as
"faults of Nature," as imperfections in the Divine plan.
To this category belong, for example, animals with supernumerary
limbs, which occur sometimes, when Nature, whose task it is to preserve
the species as they are, finds some superfluous substance, which she forms
into some shape instead of throwing it away; likewise, animals with imperfect limbs, when Nature does not find the substance by which to complete
the form of that animal in conformity with the structure of the species to
which it belongs; in that case she forms the animal in such a shape, as that
the defect is made to lose its obnoxious character, and she gives it vital
power as much as possible. 9
The ''economy" and design of Nature is not based upon purely
human judgment. The conception of al-Biriini differs profoundly
from the idea of "simplicity" and "economy" found in the philosophical systems of some seventeenth- and eighteenth-cen tury European thinkers because he has no intention of substituting human
reason for Divine Wisdom. Neither human needs nor purely human
ideals of perfection determine the harmony, design, and purpose of
the Universe. As al-Biriini tells us in regard to "faults of Nature":
Frequently, however, you find in the functions (actions) of Nature which
it is her office to fulfill some fault (some irregularity), but this only serves
to show that the Creator who had designed something deviating from the
general tenor of things is infinitely sublime, beyond everything which we
poor sinners may conceive and predicate of Him. 10
Nature, therefore, is a power which forms and orders things according to a Divine plan and without any waste. The perfection and
"economy" of the cosmos, however, is not to be judged by human
standards at all. It is the Divine Wisdom which rules and orders the
Universe and gives form to creatures, often in a manner which
8 Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 235.
• Ibid., pp. 92-93 (italics ours).

10

Ibid., pp. 294-295.
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demonstrates the transcendence of Divine Wisdom and Beauty above
any human criteria of purposefulness and harmony. Man discovers
the harmony and beauty of Nature not by projecting his own
limited perspective upon the cosmos but by realizing his weakness
and submittin g to the Wisdom of the Creator.

The Methods Used to Study Nature
The view of modern science which selects a particular manner of
studying Nature and then considers this "method" as the only
possible and legitimate way is a quite recent one. In Islamic sciencesas we see in the case of al-Birilni- -there is no single path toward the
understan ding of Nature; observation and experimentation, reason
and reflection, as well as Sacred Scripture and ancient sources, lead
to the knowledge of the Universe. The answers received from Nature
depend always upon the questions put to her as well as the way the
questions are asked. Moreover, the "facts" found by observatio n and
experimentation possess meaning only within the total framewor k
which for ai-Birilni is the Islamic world view.
Al-Birilni was a master of observation not only in astronom y but
also in geology, geography, and the study of organic phenomen a. His
numerous studies of descriptive geography, such as Kitiib tal;did
nihiiyiit al-amiikin, his description of the flora, fauna, and minerals of
various regions of the earth, as well as his remarkable description of
the Jnpus Valley where al-Blrilni argues for its sedimentary origin,n
show him as a master observer of the multiple forms of Nature.
When discussing a problem regarding the details of some particular
aspect of Nature, he always appeals to Nature itself as it functions
in its own way rather than as it behaves when directed and placed'
under artificial conditions. In a passage whose contents do not agree
with modern biology but which shows al-Birilni's appeal to observation, he writes:
The formation of scorpions out of figs and mountain-balm, that of bees
from the flesh of oxen, that of wasps from the flesh of horses, is well known
to all naturalists. We ourselves have observed many animals, capable of
propagating their species, that had originally grown out of plants and other
materials by a clear process of formation, and who afterward continued
their species by sexual intercourse. 12
Alberuni's India, I, 196ff. For a description of the plants, minerals, and so on, from
China to Europe, see A. Z. Validi Togan, Al-Bfriini's Pic/lire of the World.
12 Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 214.
11
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He also appeals to observat ion in order to question certain Aristotelian doctrine s: "If it be established by us that the existence of a
vacuum inside and outside of this world is impossible, then why does
a glass vessel, whose inside air has been sucked out, when inverted
into water pull the water upward ?'' 13 He asks this question despite
the fact that he himself does not believe in the possibility of the
existence of a vacuum. 14 In another question he observes the peculiar
property of water which expands upon solidification and points to
its conflict with Aristotel ian physics. "Why does ice remain near the
surface of the water," he asks "rather than sink to the bottom
although ice contains earthy parts and is heavier than water because
of its solidity and coldness ?" 15
The appeal to experim ent to verify or deny opinions is used as
often by al-Biruni as the appeal to observation. For example, to deny
a common ly held opinion about the change of sweet into salt water
he writes:
People say that on the 6th [of January] there is an hour during which all
salt water of the earth is getting sweet. All the qualities occurring in the
water depend exclusively upon the nature of that soil by which the water
is enclosed if it be standing, or over which the water flows if it be running.
Those qualities are of a stable nature, not to be altered except by a process
of transformation from degree to degree by means of certain media.
Therefore this statement of the waters' getting sweet in this hour is
entirely unfounded. Continual and leisurely experimentation will show to
anyone the futility of this assertion. 16
Besides using observat ion and experiment, al-Biruni appeals often
to measurement. He realizes fully the importan ce of numbers and
geometry, for he writes:
Counting is innate to man. The measure of a thing becomes known by its
being compared with another thing which belongs to the same species and
13 This is the sixth
of eight questions asked by al-Blrunl of Ibn Sina on physical
sciences. Dehkhoda , Shar/:1-i !;al-i niibighih-i shahlr-i Iran . . . , p. 57; al-As'ilah wa'lajwibah, p. 47.
14 Chronology of Ancient
Nations, p. 254.
15 The eighth question
on physical sciences he asked)* Ibn Sina. Dehkhoda , p. 58;
al-As'ilah wa'l-ajwibah, p. 49.
16 Chronology of Ancient
Nations, p. 240. (Italics ours.) In another passage from the
Kitab a/-jamahir . . . on the favorable conditions for the formation of pearls al-Biriinl
writes: "This is the desired condition, as has been reported to us, and is similar to what
the adepts of alchemy want, and there is no proofforit except experiment and no guide
to it except experience" (F. Krenkow, trans. "Chapter on pearls . . . ," Islamic Culture
[1941], p. 39).
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is assumed. as a unit by general consent. Thereby the difference between
the object and this standard becomes knownY
for example, "by weighing, people determine the amount of gravity
of heavy bodies." 18
Al-Biriini cannot be considered a follower of the Pythagoreans in
the same way as the Ikhwan al-Safa'. Nevertheless, he definitely has a
feeling for harmony and for the role of geometry in Nature. Showing
his appreciation of this aspect of mathematics, he writes:
So all numbers are found in physical appearances of the works of the
soul and life, and especially in flowers and blossoms. For the leaves of
each blossom, their bells and veins, show in their formation certain
numbers (numerical relations) peculiar to each species of them. Now, if
anybody wants to support his theory by referring to one of these species,
he can do so (that is, there is material enough for doing so), but who will
believe him ?19
By this question, al-Biriini does not imply that he himself is skeptical
about the relation between numbers and species, for he continues:
... Among the peculiarities of the flowers there is one really astonishing
fact, viz., the number of their leaves, the tops of which form a circle when
they begin to open, is in most cases conformable to the laws of geometry. In
most cases they agree with the chords that have been found by the laws
of geometry, not with conic sections. You scarcely ever find a flower of 7
or 9 leaves, for you cannot construct them according to the laws of
geometry in a circle as isosceles [triangles]. The number of their leaves is
always 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 18. This is a matter of frequent occurrence. Possibly
one n'lay find among the species hitherto known such a number of leaves;
but, on the whole, one must say Nature preserves its genera and species
such as they are. For if you would, for example, count the number of
seeds of one of the many pomegranates of a tree, you would find that aJl
the other pomegranates contain the same number of seeds as that one
the seeds of which you have counted first. So, too, Nature proceeds in all
other matters. 2o
Al-Biriini mentions also the relation between the regular geometric
figures and the elements, in the manner of Plato's Timaeus and following its example. He asks:
How many figures can be inscribed within a sphere? When the faces of
the polyhedra are equilateral and equiangular and all equal and of one
kind, only five; and these five are related by resemblance to the four
elements and the sphere. When, however, the faces are of various kinds,
there is no limit to the number.
11
19

18 A/beruni's India.
Alberuni's India, I, 160.
20 Ibid., pp. 294-295.
Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 294.
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With regard to the five referred to: there are, first, the cube, bounded
by six squares, called earthy; second, the icosahedron, by twenty equilateral triangles; it is a watery one; third, the octahedron, by eight equilateral triangles, the airy body; fourth, the tetrahedron, by four equilateral
triangles, the prickly body, };as saki, fiery; and fifth, the dodecahedron by
twelve pentagons. 21

But al-Biriini does not develop these ideas to any great extent. For
the most part he uses mathematics with the idea of harmony in mind
but without developing explicitly the science of arithmetical and
geometric symbolism.
Al-Biruni applies measure to the study of Nature in many ways;
in astronomy as exemplified in al-Qiinun al-mas'udi, as well as in
geography and physics. In geography, particularly, he uses mathematics in many novel ways and may be considered the founder of the
science of geodesyY In a/-Kitiib fi' 1-us{urliib, for example, al-Biruni
describes his own method for determining the circumference of the
earth. The circumference is measured by climbing a mountain close
to the sea and observing the setting of the sun and the dip of the
horizon. Then the value of the perpendicular from the mountain is
found. From this value one can determine the ratio of the earth's
circumference to the height of the mountain by multiplying thiS
height by the sine of the complementary angle of the dip, to use
ai-Biriini's own description, and dividing the resultant by the versed
sine of this dip, and finally multiplying this quotient by 27T. 23 He then
adds that "such matters, however, need actual experiments. and
could be verified only by testing." 24
Al-Biriini was given the opportunity to try this method in Northern
Dabistan in the province of Jurjan, but because of lack of assistants
and other difficulties he did not get any satisfactory results. He did
21 Al-Biruni, Elements of Astrology, p. 20. Quotations from al-Biriini's Elements of
Astrology in this and following chapters are from the translation by R. Ramsay Wright
(London: Luzac & Co., 1934).
22 See S. H. Barani, "Muslim researches in geodesy," and J. H. Kramers, "AlBiriini's determination of geographical longitude by measuring the distances," in
AI-Biruni Commemoration Volume, where the application of spherical trigonometry for
the measurement of the distance between cities is discussed. In his lfrad al-maqiil fi amr
al-cjaliil, chap. 28, published in Rasii' ilul-Bfruni, al-Biriini gives a geometric technique
for measuring shadows to find distances between two places and heights of mountains.
23 This operation can be presented mathematically in the following manner: If
et. =angle of depression of the horizon and h = height of the mountain, then (h x coset.)/
(I - cos et.) = R, where R = radius of the earth. Carra de Vaux, Les Penseurs de
I' Islam, II, 30. C. Nallino, 'Jim al-falak ta'rikhuhu 'ind al-'arab fi' 1-quriin al-wusfa (Rome,
1911), pp. 290-292.
24 See Barani, "Muslim researches in geodesy," p. 33.
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not despair, however, for in the Kittib tabdid nihiiytit al-amtikin he
describes another attempt which he made in India to use this method
and in which he was quite successful. Since this method is an excellent
h
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Figure 4. Al-Biriini's measurement of the circumference of the earth.

example of the application of measurement to the physical domain,
we produce here his own account of the second attempt to apply it:
When in the country of India, I found a mountain adjacent to a levelfaced plain; I first ascertained its height at sea-level. I then imagined the
sight line passing on its peak and connecting the earth with the sky, that
is, the horizon (da'irat al-ufuq). I found through my instrument that its
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horizon inclined from the Eastern and Wes
tern lines a little less than t
and l degrees. So I took the dip of the horiz
on as 34 minutes. I then
ascertained the altitude of the mou ntain by
taking the heights of its peak
in two different places, both of which were in
a line with the botto m of the
mou ntain 's perpendicular. I found it 652:l
o cubits. Now the mou ntain 's
perpendicular (hb) stands erect on (abb), the
Earth 's sphere; we carry it
strai ght down to (btb), which would necessarily
pass throu gh the Earth 's
cent er(!) on account of the attra ction of the
heavy weight on it. Now the
tange nt touching the Earth from the peak of
the mou ntain (h) passing to
the horizon is (ha). We join (t) and (a), and
thus is formed the right-angled
triangle (hta), of which the angle at (a) is know
n to be the right angle and
the values (of the othe r two angles) are also
know n; the angle (ahl) being
equa l to the complementary angle of the
dip of the horizon having 89
degrees and 26 minutes, with a sine of QP, 59',
59", 49"', 2"", and the angle
(hta) being equal to the dip of the horiz
on itself, that is, 34', with a sine
of QP, 0', 35", 36"'. And thus this triangle will
also be of known sides in
the prop ortio n in which (th) will be sine
I (that is, 90°) and (ta) (halfchor d) will be sine for the complementary angle
to the dip of the horizon.
Therefore (hb) would be the excess in the
sine I over the sine for the
complementary angle to the dip of the horiz
on, and would come to QP, 0',
0", 10"', 57"", 32"'", and its ratio to (ta), the
sine for the complementary
angle to the dip, would be the same as the
ratio of the cubits of (hb), the
perpendicular of the mou ntain (that is, 652:,1
o cubits) to the cubits of (ta),
the radiu s of the Earth .
In this mann er the radiu s of the Earth woul
d be 12,851,359 cubits 50',
42", and the circumference 80,780,039 cubit
s l', 38", and a single one of
the 360 degrees 224, 388 cubits 59' 50".
The mile for a single degree would amo unt
to 56° 0' 50" 6"'. 25

If we accept the value found by Nallino
for the Arab

ic cubit
(dhirii') as being 4,933 millimeters, the abov
e method gives the circumference of the earth as 25,000t English miles,
not far different from

the value found by the astronomers of al-M
a'mun. If the earth were
a perfect sphere instead of a geoid, the valu
e found by al-Biruni
would be extremely close to modern measure
ments. As it stands, it
is among the best geodetical measurements mad
e during the medieval
period.
Ano ther instance of the use of measuremen
t by al-Blruni is his
well-known determination of the specific
density of minerals described in the Kitiib al-jamiihir . . . He uses
the hydrostatic principle
that "si l'on pese un certain volume d'un e
substance dans l'air et
dans l'eau, il se manifeste une difference, le
poids dans l'eau etan t
25 This passa
ge has been translated and fully explained
by Barani in "Mus lim
researches in geodesy," pp. 35--41.
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moindre, mais que le chiffre de cette difference est egal a celui du
.
poids du v?lume ~e l'eau depl~~ee." 26 .
Abu Ratl:lan, wtthout descnbmg the mstruments he uses, gtves a
table indicating: (1) the weight of water displaced, (2) the weight of
the object in water, and (3) the weight of the object. He gives the
weight to three figures for nine metals based on the weight of gold
and for nine gems based on the weight of Oriental sapphire. These
values differ only in the third place from modern measurements. 27
The above examples demonstrate al-Biriini's role as a careful
observer and experimenter. He has often been admired by modern
scholars for this aspect of his research because it is this particular
approach to Nature which has been so actively pursued since the
seventeenth century. With al-Biruni, however, it is not the only
approach, or the only legitimate way of acquiring knowledge. He
applies measurements of this kind to that aspect of the physical
domain where multiplicity is most evident, without seeking to apply
such techniques everywhere. The type of knowledge arrived at by
experiment and observation, which is completely legitimate on its
own level, is integrated into the knowledge which transcends it and
the universal perspective in which the study of the details of Nature
find their meaning. Al-Biriini, moreover, following to its conclusion
the logic of things, never takes that which is improbable as being
impossible or that which is probable as being certain. For him,
observations and experiments in the physical domain and the use of
logic are not only handmaids of rationalism or purely human modes
of thought but are subservient to the intellectual principles of Islam
whose essence, as well as form, lies above what is purely human.
26 J. J. Clement-Mullet, "Pesanteur specifique de diverses substances minerales,
procede pour l'obtenir d'apres Abou'l-Raihan Albirouny," Journal Asiatique, 11 :381!1
(1858).
21 See ibid., pp. 389-399. Also E. Wiedermann, Beitriige zur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften. Sitzungsberichten der physika/isch-medizinischen Sozietiit in Erlangen,
VIII (1920-1921), 163-166; XXXI (1920-1921), 31-34.

CHAPT ER 8

The Universe and Its Parts
The Heavens

In none of the sciences did al-Biriini excel as much as in astronomy
and astrology. Although many modern scholars try to discount his
astrological studies, there is no doubt that soon after his death he
became well known in the Muslim world as the perfect master of
astrology as well as astronomy, which were almost always combined
under one discipline in Islam. The astronomical and astrological
works of al-Biriini are so numerous that until today they have not
yet been fully studied. 1 A detailed treatment of their content would
require many volumes and lies outside the scope of the present
treatise. We aim to treat here only that aspect of his work which has
a cosmological significance.
Al-Biriini is aware of the belief in the Divine source of astronomy,
its origin being traditionally attributed to the prophet Idris or
Hermes. 2 He follows the traditional Muslim, and to a great extent
Greek, account not only of the origin of astronomy but of the order
of the stars, planets, and elements. The cosmos has a spherical shape
with the outermost heaven of fixed stars forming its boundary. Below
it lie the heavens of Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, and
Moon and finally the sublunary region of the four elements with the
Earth at the center. The heavens, which are made of ether (athir), are
called in their totality the higher world (al-'iilam al-a'lii), while the
sublunary region of generation and corruption is called the lower
1 Several well-known studies
of al-Biruni's astronomical doctrines were made by
Nallino, Schey, and Wiedemann at the beginning of this century (see George Sarton,
lntroduction to the History of Science, I, 108-109). More recently, several other studies
have been added in European languages. See M. Lesley, "Biruni on rising times and
daylight length," Centaurus, 5:121-141 (1959); E. S. Kennedy and A. Muruwwa,
"Biruni on the solar equation," Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 17:112-121 (1958);
and S. H. Barani's introduction to the printed edition of al-Qtiniin a/-mas'iidl. Kennedy
has also made several other major studies of al-Biruni's astronomy. See Nasr, AI-Biriini:
An Annotated Bibliography, pp. 43ff.
2 AI-Biriini, Chronology of Ancient
Nations, p. 188.
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world (al-'alam al-asfal). 3 The heavens, however, are not absolutely
different from the world of the elements, because they both possess
the four fundam ental qualities of heat, cold, moistness, and dryness;
moreover, the heavens act upon the subluna ry region in a cosmos
whose parts are unified.
There are certain distinguishing features of al-Biriini's astrono my,
however, which set him apart from some Muslim and many Greek
astronomers. In contras t to most Greek mathematical astrono mers,
he believes in the physical existence of the crystalline sphere; moreover, he does not simply try to explain the astronomical phenom ena
mathematically while ignoring the physical reality of the spheres
which are used to explain celestial motion . 4
The celestial sphere is a body like a ball revolving in its own place; it
contains within its interior objects whose movements are different from
those of the sphere itself, and we are in the center of it. It is calledfa/ak on
account of its circular movement, like that of a whirl of a spindle, and its
name, athir (ether) is current among philosphers.
There are eight such spheres, each one enclosed within another, like the
layers of an onion; the smallest sphere is that which is nearest to us,
within which the Moon is always traveling above, rising and setting,
within its limits. To each sphere there is a certain amount of space between
the outer and inner boundaries so that the planet to which it belongs has
two distances, the one further, the one nearer. 5
Contrar y to most Muslim astrono mers, who added a ninth sphere
to the eight of Ptolemy in order to explain the precession of the
equinox, al-Biriini remains content with the eight spheres of the
Greeks. As he tells us: "Now we on our own part were already
obliged to assume an eighth sphere, but there is no reason why we
. should suppose a ninth one. " 6 He uses the Aristotelian argumen.,t
l
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AI-Biruni, ai-Qtinun al-mas'udl, I, 21-22. "The sun is the middle of the planets,
India,
's
(Aiberuni
planets."
the
above
are
stars
fixed
the
and
and Moon their two ends,
This work is
II, 66.) See also Elements of Astrology, trans. R. Ramsay Wright, pp. 43ff.
hereafter cited as EA.
4 Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 248.
6 Alheruni' s India, I, 225.
5 EA, p. 43.
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that a moved object must be moved by an outside mover and considers the special nature attributed to the ninth sphere in order to
conclude that "the theory of the ninth sphere is proved to be an
impossibility. " 7
In conformity with the nonmythological perspective of Islam
al-Biriini rejects the mythological cosmology of the Hindus. While'
being acquainted with brahmii!Jrfa or "egg of Brahman" of the
Hindus and many aspects of its profound symbolism, 8 he remains
more within the geometrical and abstract astronomical tradition
inherited from the ancient civilizations of the Middle East and
Greece which is focused upon geometric harmony and mathematical
symbolism and is nonmythological.
In his determination of the size of the various planetary spheres
and bodies, al-Biriini follows the principles and even at times the
values given by Ptolemy. 9 As he tells us:
The distances of the Sun and Moon from the center of the earth in terms
of the earth's radius is also made clear in the fifth book of Majisti;
astronomers are agreed that the furthest distance of any planet is the
nearest of that which is immediately above it and thus the ratio between
the nearest and farthest distance is known in the case of each planet. 10
Using this principle, he gives the following sizes of the planetary
orbits and the planets :11
TABLE IV. SIZE OF THE PLANETARY ORBITS AND PLANETARY VOLUMES ACCORDING
TO AL-BiRUNi"

Nearest Distance Compared
Volume in terms of
with Radius of Earth
Heavenly Body
the Earth's Volume = 1
(1081, 19', 21")
Moon
1', 33"
36 395
Mercury
14"
69 416 4' 23"
Venus
183 656, 2'' 3"
1', 34"
Sun
167, 20'
1 254 638:
11"
Mars
1 27'
1 363 361
Jupiter
95: 14'
9 919 443 1' 3"
Saturn
17 914 241, 2,' 33"
92, 08'
' '
• Source: Elements of Astrology, trans. R. Ramsay Wright,
p. 115.

7':

The diameter of the girdle of the Zodiac, that is, the size of the
cosmos, is given as 44,964,0051-! piirsangs, a large number but one
that is still within the bounds of the imagination, and therefore preserves the sense of the "cosmos," or order, which underlies the
hierarchical, finite Universe of medieval science. Al-Biriini is not
7
8

9

Alberuni's India, p. 226. See also EA, pp. 43ff.
EA, pp. 43ff; Alberuni's India, I, 223.
10 EA, p. 116.
EA, p. 115.

11

EA, p. 117.
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. dogmat ic about the figures he gives, for he knows that in the case of
physica l sciences that must be based on experim ent at a distanc e and
on reports of observa tions, "it is inevitab le that there should be
controv ersies . . ." 12
Withou t deviatin g from the geocent ric system universa lly accepte d
during the Middle Ages, al-Blrun i is quite aware of the existenc e of
the heliocen tric system which was known not only among some
Greek astrono mers like Aristarc hus of Samos, but was also taught
by certain sages whom al-Birun i met in India.B In fact, until the end
of his life he remaine d neutral on this questio n and realized, correctl y,
that the choice between the two hypothe ses was not one to be made
by astrono my but someth ing which depend ed on the one hand upon
the cosmolo gical and psychol ogical questio ns which have a profoun d
bearing upon human culture and on the other upon the science of
physics. He writes:
I have seen the astrolabe called Zuraqi invented by Abu Sa'id Sijzi. I
liked it very much and praised him a great deal, as it is based on the idea
entertained by some to the effect that the motion we see is due to the
Earth's movement and not to that of the sky. By my life, it is a problem
difficult of solution and refutation ...
For it is the same whether you take it that the Earth is in motion or the
sky. For, in both cases, it does not affect the Astronomical Science. It is
4
just for the physicist to see if it is possible to refute it.l
He emphas izes the indifference of the helio or geocent ric systems
to astrono my again when he writes:
Besides, the rotation of the Earth does in no way impair the values of
astronomy, as all appearances of an astronomic character can quite as
well be explained according to this theory as to the other. There are,
however, other reasons which make it impossible. This question is mos.t
difficult to solve. The most prominent of both modern and ancient
astronomers have deeply studied the question of the moving earth, and
tried to refute it. We, too, have composed a book on the subject called
Miftiib 'ilm al-hai'ah (Key of Astrono my), 15 in which we think we have
EA, p. 118.
upta and
u See Alberuni's India, I, 276ff, where he describes the views of Brahmag
states
others about the rotation of the Earth. In ai-Qiinjin al-mas'udf, I, 49, al-Biruni
first movethat the disciples of the famous Hindu astronom er Aryabhat a assigned the
east to the
ment from east to west to the Earth and a second movemen t from west to
fixed stars.
Barani, "Al-Birli ni's
14 Dehkhod ii, Shar&-i Qiil-i niibighih-i shahir-i Iran . . . , p. 12;
Togan, "'alscientific achievem ents," lndo-lranica 5:47 (1952). See also A. Z. Validi
(1953).
:90-94
I
Dergisi,
Enstitiisii
Tetkikleri
Islam
'arz,"
l)arikati
Biruni wa
trace of it has yet
15 This work seems unfortuna tely to have been lost; at least no
been found in any library.
u
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surpassed our predecessors, if not in the words, at all events in the
matter. 16
Toward the end of his life al-Biriini finally decided in favor of the
geocentr ic system mainly for physical reasons. His calculati on of the
speed needed for the rotation of the Earth seemed to him unreason able and too great to be conform able to terrestria l condition s. 17
There is no doubt that the change from geocentr ic to the heliocentric system involved changes in physics as well as in theology and
the general religious perspect ive which were not to be brought about
until several centuries later and then in Europe and not in the Muslim
world.
To explain the motion of the planets, al-Biriini adopts the Ptolemaic system of epicycles with the later accretion s and refinements
added by Muslim astronom ers.

1
i

·.~

Each planet has a small orbit known as an epicycle, falak a/-tadwlr;
the earth is not within it but the orbit is entirely above us. On the circumference of this epicycle the planet moves, when on the upper part towards
the east in accordance with the succession of signs, and when on the lower
towards the west; during such movement it completes its revolution and
adheres closely to the circle. 18
As for the apparen t motion of the Sun:
The auj of the Sun is the highest point which it attains in its orbit: the
circumstance that there is a highest point is explained by the fact that it
does not travel on the circumference of its own mumaththal orbit, but
rather on the circumference of another orbit in the same plane but with a
different center. This is its eccentric orbit falak a/-auj. The earth is inside
this orbit; consequently there is one point where it is nearest to the earth,
and another opposite to that, furthest from the earth. 19
Al-Bin1ni discusses in great detail the motion of the planets and
their irregularities, as, for example , retrograd e motion. Here a brief
quotatio n suffices:
All the planets are constantly revolving on the circumference of their
epicycles; beginning from their summits they travel towards the east in the
direction of succession, and therefore in the opposite direction to the
Moon, which travels westward and contrary to succession from its
summit. 20
16 Alberuni's India, I, p.
277. See also C. A. Nallino, 'Jim al-falak . .. (Rome, 1911),
p. 250.
17 AI-Biriini, al-Qanun
al-mas'udi, I, 59ff; also, S. Pines "La Theorie de Ia rotation
de Ia terre," Journal Asiatique, 244:305 (1957).
18 EA, p. 61.
19 EA, p. 88.
20 EA, p. 92.
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The relation of the position and movement of a planet with respect
to the center of the Universe, the Earth, and its boundary, the
Zodiacal belt, is illustrated by al-Biruni in the accompanying
diagram: 21
Al-Biriini is also quite well aware of the long discussion over the
centuries regarding the significance of the precession of the equinox
and "trepidation." The former type of motion he discusses with some

Figure 5. Planetary motion and the Zodiac. (A) center of the world; (B) center
of deferent; (C) center of epicycle; (DE) apogee and perigee of deferent; (M)'"'
mumaththa/ orbit.
frequency, while he expresses general skepticism about trepidation
and the possibility of its observation. 22 He describes the precession
of the equinox and the "nodes of the Moon" in the following
tnanner:
The nodes of the Moon make a complete revolution in eighteen years,
seven months, and nine days, while each of the fixed stars and the apogees
of the planets take according to the calculation of our ancestors thirty-six
21

22

EA, p. 92. (See Appendix for the explanation of astrological symbols.)
EA, p. 101.
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thousand years, but to those of our own time twenty-three thousand seven
hundred and sixty years. 2 3
In his account of the chronol ogies of various nations , al-Biriini
mention s the eschato logical significance of the period of the precession of the equinox . Yet nowher e does he give this astrono mical
phenom enon the same significance which we found in our study of
the Ikhwan al-Safa.', or as is found in the Hindu cosmolo gical
treatise s dealing with the Yugas and in Sufi cosmolo gical treatises
such as certain chapter s of the Futubat al-makkiyah of Ibn 'Arabi.
Al-Bi:riini remains content with compili ng the views of various
religion s on the significance of this astrono mical motion without
seeking to interpre t them in detail.
As for the questio n of light and its connec tion with heavenl y
bodies, there is not as much emphas is placed upon solar symbol ism
by al-Biriin i as by the Ikhwan and other Muslim authors , some of
whom have called the Sun "the heart of the Univers e" (qalb al-'iilam).
Accord ing to al-Biriini, the Sun does remain the central body whose
movem ent generat es and brings order out of chaos but, curious ly
enough , in contrad iction to the views of other Muslim writers, it is
not the source of light for either the Univers e or even for the planetary system. As he tells us:
Many assert that light is exclusively the property of the Sun, that all the
stars are destitute of it, and that since the movements of the planets are
obviously dependent on those of the Sun, it may be assumed by analogy
that their light is in the same position.
But others believe that all the planets are luminous by nature with the
exception of the Moon, and that its special peculiarities are its paleness
and absence of brilliancy. This opinion is more in accord with the truth
(as long as there is no evidence to the contrary) and [with the fact] that
their concealment under the rays of the Sun is just like their non-visibility
in diffused daylight, which by its intensity so affects our vision, that we
are unable to perceive them. But anyone who looks out from the bottom
of a deep pit by day may see a planet which happens to pass over the
zenith, because his vision is relieved from the intensity of light by the
surrounding darkness and strengthened by it, for black concentrates and
strengthens vision, while white dissipates and weakens it.
Whether the higher planets are self-luminous or not, they are always to
be seen in the same condition. For if the Moon were above the Sun, it
23 EA, pp. 100-101.
Al-Biriini also realized that the change in the axis of the earth
with respect to the heavens causes a slight change in geographic latitude, or
"rotation
of latitude," which, unlike the longitude, does not therefore remain fixed
througho ut
time. From p. 33 of MS. Kitiib tal)did nihiiyiit al-amiikin, quoted by Barani in
"Kitiibuttal)did," p. 171.
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would cease to present the phenomena of waning, inthiliim, and would
always appear as full Moon.
The situation, however, with regard to Venus and Mercury is this, that
if they are not luminous, there would be a difference in the amount of
their light when at their greatest distance from the Sun, and when approaching their disappearance in its rays at conjunction, for indeed they are lower
than the Sun, and no such difference is observable.
It is therefore preferable to regard the planets as self-luminous, while
the special characteristics of the Moon and the variety of the phases of its
light are due to three things, its captivity (by the Sun, conjunction),
bastagl, giriftagl, its pale colour and absence of brilliance, and its position
below the Sun. 24

The Sublunary Region
As in Aristotle's cosmology, so in that of al-Biriini, the Moon marks
. the boundary between the world of change and the incorruptible
heavens. Above it lie the unchanging heavenly spheres and below it
the world of generation and corruption. As for the Moon itself, it is
a "non-luminous globular body and its brightness is due to the rays
of the Sun which falls upon it as they do upon the earth, mountains,
walls or the like, the other sides of which are not illuminated." 25
Al-Biriini describes in detail the contents of the sublunary world:
In the center of the sphere of the Moon is the earth, and this center is in
reality the lowest part. The earth is, as a whole, globular, and in detail is
rough-surfaced on account of the mountains projecting from it and the
depressions on its surface, but when considered as a whole it does not
depart from the spherical form, for the highest mountains are very small
in comparison with the whole globe. Do you not see that a ball of a yard
or two in diameter, covered with millet seeds and pitted with depressions
of similar size, would still satisfy the definition of a sphere? If the surfa~
of the earth was not as uneven, water coming from all sides would not be
retained by it, and would certainly submerge it, so that it would no longer
be visible. For water while it shares with earth in having a certain weight,
and in falling as low as possible in air, is nevertheless lighter than earth,
which therefore settles in water sinking in the form of sediment to the
bottom. Moreover water, although it does not penetrate earth itself, sinks
into the interstices thereof, and there becomes mixed with air, and as a
result of the intimate contact becomes suspended in the air. When the air
escapes to the outside, the water regains its natural state in the same way
as rain falls from the clouds. On account of the various irregularities
projecting from the surface, water tends to collect in the deepest places
giving rise to streams.
24

EA, pp. 67-68.

25

EA, p. 65.
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The earth and the waters together form the one globe, surrounded on all
sides by the air; as much of the latter as is in contact with the sphere of the
Moon becomes heated in consequence of the movement and friction of the
parts in contact. Thus is produced the fire which surrounds the air, less in
amount in the proximity of the poles owing to the slackening of the
movement there. 26

Al-Biruni's attempts to find the dimensions of the elements from the
surface of the earth to the orbit of the Moon.
Is it possible to state the dimensions of the four elements in these terms?
[he asks and goes on to answer the question affirmatively]. The earth with

pole

pole

moon's sphere

Figure 6. The elements in the sublunary world.
the mountains projecting from it like teeth is solid, and the water surrounds
it occupying the hollows, but these two elements form the one globe,
w~se dimensions have been above stated. Now when the radius
of the
eartft is deducted from the distance of the Moon at perigee, the remainder
is the distance between the surface of the earth and the Moon's orbit
occupied by the air, viz., 35 213 -fo parsangs. When the measurement of
the volume of the earth, viz., 5,305,498,589t cubic parsangs, is deducted
from that of the sphere whose radius is the nearest distance of the Moon
from the center of the earth, viz., 200,356,658,322,333t parsangs, there
26

EA, pp.

45~6.
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remain 200,351,352,823,743-1~6 parsangs. This is the dimension of air and
fire together, but it is impossible to determine the amount of these elements
separately. Above the air in the moist vapours occur the various phenomen a
of wind, cloud, snow, and rain, also thunder, lightning, thunderbo lts,
rainbows, haloes, and like. Above it likewise in the dry smoky vapours are
the stars with tails and locks, shooting stars, stars ... 27

We see from these passages that in the case of al-Biruni, as in that
of the lkhwan al-Safa' and of most other Muslim scientists, the four
elements, which are the principles of this world of change, are
responsible in their many activities for the diverse phenomen a which
comprise the manifestations of Nature in the physical domain.
A large number of these phenomena concern the changes occurring
at the surface of the earth, especially geological ones. The concept of
slow geologic change was widely held among Muslim scientists even
before al-Biruni. Aside from such specifically modern concepts as the
Darwinian theory of evolution, there are many modern geological
ideas, such as the change of land and sea, sedimentation, rise of
mountains, and so on, which are to be found in various medieval
Muslim treatises, particularly those of al-Biruni. Undoubtedly this
conception of great changes in the structure of the surface of the
earth, and even the disappearance of such things as mountains which
seem so solid and firm, is due not only to the ability of Muslim
natural historians to travel over great distances and observe diverse
geological conditions, but also to the emphasis of the Islamic perspective, supported by many Quranic verses. upon the transitory
nature of all that is in this world. Much of the lesson that is drawn
from natural history is, in conformity with the spirit of the Quran,
pointed toward the basic Islamic doctrine that "all perishes save the
face of Allah." The great changes in the surface of the earth quite
naturally bring the devout Muslim face to face with the passing away
in time not only of natural objects but of even the might~est earthly
powers and the greatest human achievements.
Al-Birunl bases his study of the geological changes upon the records
which the strata of rock have preserved. He writes often regarding
the slow changes in conditions whose effects have been preserved in
rocks:
We have to rely upon the records of the rocks and vestiges of the past
to infer that all these changes should have taken place in very very long
times and under unknown conditions of cold and heat: for even now it
takes a long time for water and wind to do their work. And changes have
been going on and observed and noticed within historical times. 28
27

EA, pp. 119-120.

28

Validi Togan, Biruni's Picture of the World, pp. 57-58.
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In his numerous travels al-Biriini, as an acute observer, was able
to see many regions of different geologic structures . He realized the
great changes which had occurred in the past before the creation of
man and afterwards during man's life on earth and up to the present
time. 29 He even observed dislodging of strata in mountain s which he
attributed to recent internal upheavals . Severf!" of his observatio ns
are particular ly interesting . One deals with his discovery of fossils
which, like the Ikhwan, he correctly identifies as the remains of sea
animals which once lived in the locality that had now become land.
As he tells us :
Sea has turned into land and land into sea; which changes, if they
happer. [sic] before the existence of man, are not known, and if they took
place later they are not remembered because with the length of time the
record of events breaks, especially if this happens gradually. This only a
few can realize.
This steppe of Arabia was at one time sea, then was upturned so that the
traces are still visible when wells or ponds are dug; for they begin with
layers of dust, sand and pebbles, then there are found in the soil shells,
glass and bones which cannot possibly be said to have been buried there
on purpose. Nay, even stones are brought up in which are embedded
shells, cowries and what is called "fish-ears," sometimes well-preserved,
or the hollows are there of their shape while the animal has decayed. 30
Another remarkabl e geological observatio n of al-Biruni concerns
his identificat ion of the Ganges Plain as a sedimenta ry deposit. After
his travels in India, where he studied the Ganges Plain carefully, he
writes:
One of these plains is India, limited in the south by the above-mentioned
Indian Ocean, and on three sides by lofty mountains, the waters of which
flow down to it. But if you see the soil of India with your own eyes and
meditate on its nature, if you consider the rounded stones found in earth
however deeply you dig, stones that are huge near the mountains and where
the rivers have a violent current, stones that are of smaller size at a greater
distance from the mountains and where the streams flow more slowly,
stones that appear pulverized in the shape of sand where the streams begin
to stagnate near their mouths and near the sea-if you consider all this,
.
/
.
.
.· .
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you can scarcely help thinking that India was once a sea, which by degrees
has been filled up by the alluvium of the streams. 31

Despite this aftlrmation of the gradual and slow nature of natural
processes acting at the surface of the earth, al-Birilni, like almost all
medieval scientists, believes also in cataclysms and disasters which
from time to time devastate the earth. The emphasis is often placed
upon this violent aspect of change rather than the gradual in order,
on the one hand, to awaken man from his customary slumber, which
is closely allied to his confidence in the permanence of his immediate
physical environment, and, on the other, to remind him that the hand
of God never stops intervening in this world, that periodically it sends
not only prophets but also natural agents to purify the terrestrial
domain.
Abu RaiJ:tan discusses also the relation of cataclysms to the
rhythm of history and the rise and fall of different peoples. He writes:
The disasters which from time to time befall the earth, both from above
and from below, differ in quality and quantity. Frequently it has experienced one so incommensurable in quality or in quantity, or in both
together, that there was no remedy against it, and that no flight or caution
was of any avail. The catastrophe comes on like a deluge or an earthquake,
bringing destruction either by the breaking in of the surface, or by drowning with water which breaks forth, or by burning with hot stones and
ashes that are thrown out, by thunderstorms, by landslips, and typhoons;
further by contagious and other diseases, by pestilence, and more of the
like. Thereby a large region is stripped of its inhabitants, but when after a
while, after the disaster and its consequences have passed away, the
country begins to recover and to show new signs of life, then different
people flock there together like wild animals, who formerly were dwelling
in hiding-holes and on the tops of the mountains. They become civiliz$,d
by assisting each other against common foes, wild beasts or men, and
furthering each other in the hope for a life in safety and joy. Thus they
increase to great numbers; but then ambition, circling round them with
the wings of wrath and envy, begins to disturb the serene bliss of their
lifeY

It can be concluded, therefore, that just as man and the Universe
are interrelated, so is the rhythm of man's society intimately connected to the cosmic ambiance.
The discussion of geology leads naturally to the study of the geographic division of the earth. The seven-fold climatic division of the
world, which is mentioned in the Quran and which was widely known
and employed by the Greeks and in pre-Islamic Persia, is an image
31

Alberuni's India, I, 198.

32

Ibid., [, 378-379.
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upon Earth of the seven spheres of heaven. It is not something completely arbitrary, but rather, like all aspects of "sacred geography,"
it expresses a certain cosmic reality. Like most of his contemporaries,
al-Blruni, who is among the greatest of Muslim geographers, adopts

Figure 7. The geography of the Earth according to al-Bin1nL (1) Caspian. (2)
Turks. (3) China. (4) Java. (5) India. (6) Makran. (7) Persia. (8) Khurasan.
(9) Persian Gulf. (10) Oman. (11) Aden. (12) Qulzum. (13) Syria. (14) Iraq.
(15) Pontus. (16) Mediterranean. (17) Alexandria. (18) Egypt. (19) Sudan. (20)
Ras Berbera. (21) Mountains of the Moon. (22) Sofala al-zanj. (23) Morocco.
(24) Zuqaq. (25) Andalusia. (26) Riim. (27) Constantinople. (28) Slavs. (29)
Khazars. (30) Baltic and Varangians. (31) Surrounding Ocean. (32) Dibacha
Islands. (33) Islands of the Zanj Empire. [Note: Although in the R. Ramsay
Wright edition of the Arabic text, region 22 is called "al-Zanj," or Zanzibar,
more likely the correct reading, to which Professor M. Minovi has drawn
attention, should be al-Zabij. meaning Java.]

the seven-fold division of climate, following in much of his terminology the old Persian division of the world into seven zones,
keshvars. As he states:
Members of this profession (geography) divided the habitable land into
seven long strips from east to west parallel to the equator called "climates."
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The principle of the division is that the middle points of contiguous
strips differ from each other by half an hour in the length of the longest
summer day. 33

He is also aware, however, of other types of division-for example
the threefold scheme of Firaidiin and Noah, the fourfold division
of the Greeks (into Asia Major, Asia Minor, Libya, and Europe) and
the ninefold classification of the Hindus. 34
The world is described by ai-Bin1ni in the following manner:
The reader is to imagine the inhabitable world, as lying in the northern
half of the earth, and more accurately in one-half of this half-[that is],
in one of the quarters of the earth. 35 It is surrounded by a sea, which both
in the West and East is called the comprehending one; the Greeks call its
western part near their country [okeanos]. This sea separates the inhabitable world from whatever continents or inhabitable islands there may be
beyond it, both towards West and East; for it is not navigable on account
of the darkness of the air and the thickness of the water, because there is
no more any road to be traced, and because the risk is enormous, whilst
the profit is nothing. Therefore people of olden times have fixed marks both
on the sea and its shores which are intended to deter from entering it. 36

In the fourth physical question which al-Biriini asks Ibn Sinii, he
puts forward a question which has baffled modern geologists as it did
many medieval natural historians. Al-Biriini asks, "Why is it that a
quarter of the earth is the site of agriculture and civilization while the
other northern quarter as well as the two southern ones have remained
uninhabited although the astrological laws of the two southern
quarters are like the two northern ?" 37 He does recognize a
symmetry in the design of the world, however, for he says that "it is
possible, nay, even likely, that each pair of quarters of the earth forms
a coherent, uninterrupted unity, the one as a continent, the other as
an ocean." 38
The description of the seven climates, their ecological, cultural,
religious, and astrological features, would lead this discussion too far
33
34

EA, p. 138.
EA, pp. 142-147. Al-Biruni discusses in detail the cities located in each zone and

the astrological influences acting upon them.
35 Al-Biruni calls this habitable quadrant rub'
ma'murah (EA, p. 121).
36 Alberuni's India, I, 196.
37 Dehkhoda, Sharb-i btil-i nabighih-i shahlr-i Iran . . . , p. 54;
a! As'ilah wa'l-ajwibah,
p.41.
38 Alberuni's India, I, 266. It is curious that on the question of
symmetry he rejects
the island in the South Pole which the Hindus called Varjavamukha. In this and other
passages in India and the Chronology of Ancient Nations, al-Biruni hints at the existence
of another continent opposite the Asiatic land mass, that is, America, to preserve the
longitudinal symmetry of the earth.
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afield. It suffices to state that the sevenfold division of the world is
symbolically an affirmation of the passivity of the earth with respect
to heaven and an acknowledgment that all things here below are
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Figure 8. AI-Bin1ni's representation of the seven climates.

made in the image of what exists above in the heavens. This sevenfold
division was accepted not only in the Islamic world but also in
Zoroastrian Persia and Greece and before that in Babylonia. AlBiruni makes the analogy even more clear by presenting the seven
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climates in a novel manner as seven circles, rather than strips, to
make them conform in geometry as well as number to the seven
spheres of heaven. In his Kitah taf:zdid nihayiit al-amakin he gives the
diagram shown in Figure 8 which synthesizes into an intelligible whole
the geography of the entire world known to the medieval Muslims. 39
The world whose geography al-Biruni describes in such great
detail is occupied by the minerals, plants, and animals who comprise
the totality of creatures possessing physical existence here on earth.
Abu Rail).an follows closely the usual scheme of medieval authors
without, however, describing in any detail the plant and animal
kingdoms. His study of them is pointed more toward their pharmacological and medical properties than anything else. Considering
other kingdoms in their relation to man is legitimate for al-Biruni,
since-like the Ikhwan al-Safa'-he believes that man, in the universal
sense of this word, has "migrated" through the other realms in order
to reach perfection and therefore contains within himself the
nature of the creatures of the other realms. 40 This "migration"
signifies the gradation of being in the Universe which according to
al-Biriini as well as most of his contemporaries is a hierarchy where
each creature occupies a position in the ontological scale in conformity with its own nature.
The mineral kingdom which forms the base of support for the
plants and animals is studied by Abu Rail).an in greater detail than
the others. The Kitab al-jamahir . .. which, as we have said, is the
39 Validi Togan, Biruni's Picture of the World, p. 61. Al-Birlini, The Determination of
the Coordinates of Cities, p. 102. See also George Sarton's review of this book in Isis,
34:31 (1943-1944). For an explanation of the exact meaning of Muslim geographical
terms, see lfudud al-'li/am, The Regions of the World, trans. and explained by V. Minorsky
(Oxford, 1931).
This division into six regions circumscribing a central climate bears a striking resemblance to the pre-Islamic Persian division of the world and must have been inspireil
by it; see E. Herzfeld, Zoroaster and His World (Princeton, 1947), II, 680; and F. Justi,
Handbuch der Zendsprach (Leipzig, 1864), p. 81.
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AI-Biruni, Kirab al-jamiihir . .. , p. 80. It is interesting to note that al-Biruni mentions
specifically the monkey as the last animal through whom man has "migrated" to reach
his present state. Some have argued that this passage announces the modern theory of
evolution. For our part we still believe that it refers to the gradation in the chain of
being, especially since al-Birlini so often mentions the function of Nature as the preserver of the species. See in this connection J. Z. Wilczynski, "On the presumed Darwinism of Alberuni eight hundred years before Darwin," Isis, 50:459-466 (December
1959).
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most complete medieval text on mineralogy, contains the description
of minerals and metals from all over the Asiatic, European, and
African continents. There, the author treats not only the colors,
odors, hardness, and other qualitative physical properties but the
weight and density of many of the minerals and of course their medical
properties and "virtues." As for the formation of minerals and
metals, al-Blruni follows the exhalation theory and more specifically
the sulphur-mercury theory of Jabir ibn l;layyan.
'Au chapitre de la formation des metaux la combinaison du soufre et du
mercure, et ces deux corps ont une si grande part dans leur production,
que le soufre en est dit le pere (abU), et le mercure la mere (umm). 11 est
dit encore en etre l' iime (rub), comme !'arsenic et le soufre en sont l' esprit
(nafs).41

Not only does al-Biruni follow the alchemical theory of sulphur
and mercury, which are the masculine and feminine principles, for the
origin of metals, but he also believes in the growth of minerals and
the perfection of metals into gold. Minerals have a "life" of their
own; their extraction from the earth, which as M. Eliade has mentioned was considered by the ancients as a kind of obstetrics, 42
should therefore be for a noble purpose. In order for man to have
the right to deprive the minerals and metals of the "life" they
possess, he must spend the wealth accumulating from them in the way
of God/~ not to satisfy his own lust.
It is curious that after accepting the principles of the "natural
philosophy" of alchemy, al-Biruni rejects alchemy itself in a very
categorical manner. Contemporary scholars have repeatedly discussed al-Birunl's criticism and condemnation of this art. For
example, Yusuf 'Ali writes that "al-Biruni considered alchemy to be
a sort of witchcraft or magic, though he saw that the force behind
its vogue was greed rather than want of intelligence." 44 Or, as
Mohammad Haschmi states: "Beruni spricht iiber die Umwand41 J. J. Clement-Mullet, "Pesanteur specifique de diverses
substances minerales,
procede pour l'obtenir d'apres Abou'l-Raihan Albirouny," Journal Asiatique, 2:391-392
(1858).
42 M. Eliade, Forgerons et alchimistes, Introduction and chap Y.
43 Al-Birilnl, Kitiib al-jamiihir .... p. 10. He quotes
the verse:

, .(.~ ~ f:;;;;J~~~ i~,j~ ~,; ~1,.::,_:.~;j;~))
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"They who hoard up gold and silver and spend it not in the way of Allah, unto them
give tidings (0 Mul)ammad) of a painful doom" (Quran, IX. 34), in order to emphasize
the fact that man does not have a right to exploit the other kingdoms for his own
desires, which are insatiable, but may use them only in conformity with the law of God
and in His way.
44 A. Yusuf Ali, "Al-Birlini's India," Islamic Culture, 1:481
(1927).
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lung der Elemente. Er behauptet was die Natur hervorbringen kann,
kann die Kunst nich nachmachen." 45 Aldo Mieli, in praising alBiriini, likewise points to his condemnation of alchemy and his
opposition to its philosophy. 46
All these judgments are quite understandable since al-Biruni himself states:
We understand by witchcraft, making by some kind of delusion a thing
appear to the senses as something different from what it is in reality ...
One of the species of witchcraft is alchemy, though it is generally not
called by this name.47
What has been partly overlooked, however, is the distinction between
the belief in transformation and the cosmological principles of
alchemy. It is true that al-Biruni does not believe in the physical
transformation of metals made possible by a human agent. It is also
certain that he is not concerned with "spiritual alchemy" and therefore does not accept the science at its symbolic level of interpretation.
Yet, what he does accept with all clarity is the cosmological doctrine
of the male-female, or sulphur-mercury, theory of Jabirian alchemy
and the belief in the growth and life of minerals. Abu Rail).an, like
many medieval Muslim scientists, rejected the idea of transmutation
because of lack of evidence, while accepting the cosmological principles of alchemy in order to explain the origin and properties of the
mineral kingdom.
Man and the World

In his study of the relation between man and the world, al-Biriini
accepts the analogy of microcosm and macrocosm which is so
closely allied to the concept of the chain of being, without developing
these topics in any detail. "And how should a man wonder"".at
this," he asks, "it being undeniable that God has the power to
combine the whole world in one individual (that is, to create a
microcosm) !" 48 The body of man as the physical part of the microcosm is composed of diverse and contradictory elements of the cosmos held together in a unity. 49 He possesses five senses which bring
M. J. Haschmi, Die Que/len des Steinbuches des Beriinf (Bonn, 1935), p. 17.
"Fra gli arabi pili meritatamente celebri, ricordo anche Albiruni (973-1048) presso
a poco contemporaneo ad Avicenna; esso, per quanto si occupasse meno di chimica,
era assolutamente contrario aile falsificazioni alchimistiche, come si potra facilmente
vedere da un passo di una sua opera che riporteramo pili oltre, trattando del discredito
nel quale era caduta l'alchimia." A. Mieli, Pagine di storia della chimica (Rome, 1922),
pp. 124-125. See also ibid., pp. 231-233.
48 Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 2.
47 Alberuni's India, I, 187.
49 Al-Biriini, Kitiib a/-jamiihir . . . , pp. 6-7.
43

46
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him knowledge of the physical world. But he exceeds other animals
not by the acuteness of his senses but by the possession of Intellect by
virtue of which he is God's vicegerent (khalifat Alliih) on earth. It is
because man is the vicegerent of the Creator that things in this world
are ordered on his behalf, and he is given power over them. 50
Of the five senses of man, the most important are hearilJ.g and sight,
which lead him from the sensible to the intelligible «-orld. As alBiruni writes: "Sight connects what we see to the signs of Divine
Wisdom in creatures and demonstrates the being of the Creator from
his creation." 51 Likewise, the ear is the channel through which man
hears the word of God and His command. These two senses, according to Abu Rail).an, are joined not in the brain but in the heart which
is the seat of intelligence.
Man, the caliph of God on earth, who is given all these gifts and
above all is endowed with intelligence, is put here on earth in order
to administer to all creatures as a caliph rules over his realm. It is for
man to use his sight to see "the signs of God in the horizon," and to
use his reason in order to journey from the company of creatures to
that of the Creator. Only in this way does he realize his noble nature
and the purpose for which he was created.
5

° Kitab al~iamahir . . . , p. 4.
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"We shall show them Our portents on the horizons and within themselves until it will
be manifested unto them that it is the Truth" (Quran, XLI, 53) as proof of his statement.
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CHAP TER 9

The Wedding of Heaven and Earth zn
Astrology
Principles of Astrology

The integration of astrology in its Alexandrian-Hermetic formulation
into the monotheistic esotericism of Islam during the medieval period
was due not so much to the conformity of judicial astrology with this
perspective but to the fact that astrology contains a primordial
symbolism of great contemplative value. 1 As traditionally considered,
the metaphysical basis of astrology is t,he spontaneous identification
of the rhythms of the heavens with the prototypes of the physical
world, these prototypes existing in the heaven of the signs (falak
al-buruj). 2 The signs of the Zodiac in their indefinite variety hide and
reveal Pure Being at the same time. They are at once a veil which
concerne d with
1 A distinctio n must be made between genethlia c astrology , which is
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covers the "face of the Beloved" and a prism which disperses the
"light of Being" into its constituent colors which comprise the world
of manifestation. The regular cycles of the heavens in their rhythms
symbolize the "eterna l essences" while their effects upon the Earth
indicate the interrelatedness of the parts of the cosmos and the submission of the beings of this world to their heavenly prototypes. The
basis of astrology is symbolically the indissoluble maJ;jiage between
heaven and earth and the derivation of all things on earth from their
celestial counterparts.
The Zodiac, which contains the archetypes of cosmic manifestation, is differentiated by the three basic conditions of cosmic existence,
namely time, space, and number. The division of the Zodiac into
twelve signs and into the qualitative directions of space depends upon
autumnal
equinox

eel~~~- __ summer
----'solstic e
I

win~;:------solstice

......

-spring
equinox

Figure 9. The ecliptic.

the motion of the Sun which, as the most direct symbol of the spiritual principle of the Universe, is responsible for the qualification of
space and its determination out of the indefiniteness of circular
motion as well as for the measurement of time. The annual path of
the Sun differentiates space into four cardinal points corresponding
to the two solstices and equinoxes (see Figure 9). Once these four
points on the Zodiacal circle are specified, the other eight points
become automatically determined because of the natural ternary and
hexagonal division of the circle. To each corner of the square there
correspond two opposite points so that altogether the circle is
differentiated into twelve parts (see Figure 10).
The basic number of the Zodiac, 12, is a produc t of 4 and 3. As
interpreted traditionally, these numbers symbolize the fourfold
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polarization of Universal Nature into the active qualities of heat and
cold and the passive qualities of moistness and dryness which in their
combination form the elements, and the three fundamental tendencies
of the Universal Spirit (at-Rub), which are (I) the descending movement away from the Principle, (2) horizontal expansion, and (3)
ascent back to the Principle. The 12 signs, therefore, contain in their
numerical symbolism the totality of the principles which govern the
cosmos. 3
Each sign of the Zodiac possesses several relations with the other
signs, the most important perhaps being the trigonal and square (see
Figure 11). 4

Figure 10. The twelve-fold differentiation of the circle.

Par suite cette reintegration ou multiplication, tous les points du
zodiaque qui se trouvent en relation de trigone ont Ia meme nature
elementaire mais se distinguent par les qualites relevant du ternaire de
l'Esprit; et tousles points qui se trouvent en relation de earn~ ont la meme
qualite spirituelle mais se differencient par les contrastes elementaires. 5
The relation between the signs depends upon the angle they make with
each other, so that the right angle implies contrast, an angle of 180
degrees opposition, of 120 degrees perfect synthesis, and of 60 degrees
affinity. They are furthermore related in a symmetric fashion as
C/e spirituelle . . . , pp. 1411.
AI-Biriini, Elements of Astrology (EA), p. 225.
5 Burckhardt, Cle Spirituelle . . ., p. 17.
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shown in Figure 12. The signs joined vertically, being equidistant
from an equinoctial point, are equipollent, since the day hours of
one are equal to the night hours of the other. Those joined horizontally correspond in their course since their day hours and night
hours are equal and their ascensions at the equator identical.
The interrelation between the signs, which symbolizes the intertwining and weaving of cosmic tendencies into a pattern of ind.ltinite
6

dexter

sinister
Figure 11. Relations between the Zodiacal signs. The signs used are
junction; J', opposition ;*· sextile; 0, quartile; 6., trine.

o, con-

complexity yet principia! simplicity, is compleme ntary with the
relation of the signs to sublunary qualities. First of all, the signs themselves possess certain qualities which in the unified cosmos of the
astrological perspective are manifested throughou t the Universe. As
al-Biruni states:
If they (the signs) are written down rows, upper and lower, the first sign
above and the second below it, and so on to the last, all those of the upper
row are hot and those of the lower cold, while the pairs so arranged are
alternately dry and moist. 7
6

EA, p. 227.

7

EA, pp, 209-210.

r
f
·
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To these fundamental qualities are added others which derive from
them, such as the male and female, active and passive, fertile and
barren, voiced and voiceless.
B

D
Figure 12. Equipollent signs and those with corresponding courses. The vertical
lines join equipollent signs, the horizontal those corresponding in their course.
ADC: northern half; CBA: southern half; DAB: ascending half; BCD:
descending half.

..,.

TABLE V. THE FOUR NATURES AND THE ZODIACAL SIGNS

Dry

Moist

Dry

Moist

Dry

Moist

Hot

Aries

Gemini

Leo

Libra

Sagittarius

Aquarius

Cold

Taurus

Cancer

Virgo

Scorpius

Capricornus

Pisces

Possessing this basic relation with the four fundamental cosmic
qualities, the signs are naturally related to all cosmic manifestations
which are themselves due to the various combinations of these
qualities. Inasmuch as these combinations are limitless, the analogies
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to be drawn between them and the signs are also without end. For
our purposes here, however, it is enough to mention only some of the
more fundamental relations.
With respect to terrestrial existence, the relation of the signs to the
cardinal points of the compass is of considerable significance because
of the role of "sacred geography" and orientation in sacred rites and
the architecture of temples and other structures which are based on
the knowledge of the "anatomy of the cosmos." Al-Biriini presents

N

Figure 13. The signs and the directions.

this relation in Figure 13 where the directions as well as the dexter,
sinister aspects of the signs are indicated. 8
The relation of the signs to the winds follows that of the directions
so that "a wind coming from a quarter associated with a particular
sign is also associated with that sign; thus the East wind with Aries,
the West with Gemini, the South with Taurus and the North with
Cancer. Similarly with the intermediate quarters, a S.E. wind is
related to Virgo or to Sagittarius according as it is nearer S. or E." 9
The three kingdoms which are generated from the combination of
the four elements, and therefore the four qualities, are also intimately
8
9

EA, p. 215.
EA, p. 215.

,
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, connected with the signs. Al-Bin1ni describes this relation in the
·. following manner:
The first triplicity is found of Aries, Leo and Sagittarius all of which
are fiery in their nature withering and heavy, while the special domain of
each is for Aries, fires in ordinary use, for Leo those present in minerals
and plants, and for Sagittarius that which is distributed from the heart of
animals throughout the body.
cold
dry

hot
moist

hot

dry

cold
moist

Figure 14. The signs and the elements and natures.
The second triplicity composed of Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn is
earthy, generous with its wealth, and the interpretation of its effects is that
Taurus is responsible for pastureland which is not sown, Virgo for plants
which have neither berries nor seeds and small trees, Capricorn for sown
crops and large and tall trees.
Gemini, Libra and Aquarius form the third triplicity which is airy in
nature, sending winds abroad; and in detail Gemini is characterized by
that quiet air which produces and sustains life, Libra, by that which causes
trees to grow, fertilizes them and produces fruit, and Aquarius by
destructive storms.
The fourth triplicity of Cancer, Scorpius and Pisces is watery in sympathy, Cancer denoting sweet pure water, Scorpius that which is turbid
and Pisces that which is stinking, distasteful and alkaline.
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[As for their relation to the seasons of year and periods of human life]
Aries, Taurus and Gemini are vernal, changeable, govern childhood, the
east and the east wind, the first watch of day and night. Cancer, Leo and
Virgo are aestival, restful, govern youth, the south and the south wind
and the second watch. Libra, Scorpius and Sagittarius are autumnal
changeable, govern adult life, the west and its wind, and the third watch:
while Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces are hibernal, peaceful, govern old
age, the north and the north wind and the fourth watch. 10
The human microcosm, which contains all of the Universe in itself,
is likewise made up of the four qualities and possesses analogies with
the signs, these analogies forming a part of the foundation of medieval
Muslim medicine. Owing to the profound contemplati ve perspective
which this relation implies, it is also used in many ~iifi treatises such
as the Gulshan-i raz of Mal}.miid Shabistari and al-Insan al-kamil of
'Abd al-Karim al-Jili. The "elemental" relation is, of course, between
the humours of the body which sustain the physical aspect of the
microcosm and the signs. As al-Biriini says:
When therefore you know the active virtues, whether dryness or moisture, it will not be concealed from you what particular element of the
world and what particular humour of the body each sign resembles. Each
sign that is hot and dry is related to fire and yellow bile, each that is hot
and moist to air and blood and each that is cold and moist to water and
phlegm. 11
The signs are also related to the parts of the body and may be said
to form their macrocosm ic counterpart s. AI- Biriini writes:
The following are the various parts of the body which are related to the
several signs. The head and face to Aries, the neck and windpipe to Taurus,
the arms and hands to Gemini, the chest, breasts. sides, stomach and lungs
to Cancer, the heart to Leo, the womb with its contents to Virgo, the back
and buttocks to Libra, the genitals to Scorpius, the thighs to Sagittarius,
the knees to Capricorn, the shanks to Aquarius and the feet and heels to
Pisces. 12
As the parts and humors of the body are dependent upon the signs,
so are the diseases of the body, which according to traditional
medicine are due to the disequilibriu m of the qualities and humors
in the body, dependent upon these celestial archetypes. Al-Biriini
gives exhaustive tables of the many corresponde nces existing between
the two domains and assures the reader that "the signs are also
indicative of the various diseases of man, of his complexion , figure,
face, and the like .
" 13
10

12

EA, pp. 230-231.
EA, p. 216.

11
13

Ibid.

EA, pp. 210-211.
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The illustrations of the analogies existing between the signs of the
Zodiac and the cosmos could be carried out indefinitely. But enough
has been said to demonstrate the contemplative and primordia l
symbolism of the Zodiac. "Standing " outside of the space of the
cosmos the signs are the "heaven of the archetypes" of cosmic
manifestation. Pure Being, which is metacosmic, is hidden by the
signs while at the same time its polarization is manifested by them.
They contain the four qualities of Universal Nature (al-tabi'at alkulliyah) and the three fundamental tendencies of the Spirit (a/-Ril/:z)
and therefore the archetypes or "ideas," of all the manifestations
of Nature which we witness in the world.
Between the world of archetypes and the terrestrial environm ent
lie the seven planets which from the contemplative point of view can
be considered as modes of the Intellect in its macrocosmic aspect. 14
They are "the cosmic intermediaries between the immutable world
of the archetypes and the terrestrial milieu," 15 or, as al-Biriini says,
"[they] are spiritual forces which change the nature of bodies submitted to their influence ... " 16 Likewise, the spheres of the planets
form an intermediate domain belonging at the same time to the
corporeal and subtle worldsY As intermediaries, the planets "transmit" the fundamental qualities of the Universe from the archetypal
world to the earth so that they themselves, like the signs, are identified
with certain maleficent as well as beneficent qualities and other
cosmic polarizations such as active-passive, male-female, and
Oriental-Occidental differentiations. In al-Biriini's words:
All of the three superior planets and the Sun are male, Saturn among
them, being like a eunuch. Venus and the moon are female, and Mercury
hermaphrodite, being male when associated with the male planets, and
female when with the female; when alone it is male in its nature. Some
people say that Mars is female. But this opinion is not received. 18
We have already mentioned the relation of the planets to the seven
climates. Al-Biriini also gives an exhaustive account of their relation
to other aspects of the terrestrial environment, ranging from agricultural factors, minerals, spices, plants and animals to the human
14 "Des modes de !'Intellect dans sa manifestatio n macrocosmique, modes qui
realisent ou mesurent les possibilites contenues dans Ia sphere indefinie." Burckhardt,
Cte spirituelle . . . , p. 25.
" Ibid., p. 23. The number of the planets is 7 = 4 + 3; since it is also the product of
4 and 3 that gives the number of the signs, which is 12, it becomes clear that symbolically
the planets are generated by the same archetypes as the signs.
11 Burckhardt, Cle opirituelle . . ., p. II.
16 EA, p. 231.
18 EA, p. 234.
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body, psychology, architecture, religious and civil institutions.' 9 For
example, regarding the relation of the planets to the plant kingdom,
al-Birfmi writes:
Similarly the various organs of a plant are distributed to different
planets. Thus, the stem of a tree is appropriated to the Sun; the roots
to Saturn, the thorns, twigs and barks to Mars, the flowers to Venus, the
fruit to Jupiter, the leaves to the moon, and the seed to Mercury. Even in
the fruit of a plant like a melon the constituent parts are divided among
several planets; the plant itself and the flesh of the fruit belong to the Sun,
its moisture to the moon, its rind to Saturn, smell and color to Venus,
taste tc Jupiter, seed to Mercury and the skin of the seed and its shape to
Mars. 20

A similar relation exists with the members of the other kingdoms.
As the macrocosmic manifestations of the Intellect, the planets must
of necessity have a bearing upon all terrestrial beings which, like
everything else in the cosmos, owe their existence to the Universal
Intellect which in Islam is identified with the "light or reality of
MuQ.ammad," al-nur al-mul:wmmadi or al-}Jaqiqat al-mu}Jammadiyah.
With respect to the signs, the planets have a "domicile" as well as
a place of exaltation (sharaf) and dejection (hubilt)Y The domiciles
where the planets have their maximum power are given in Figure
15. 22 Contrary to most Hindu astronomers and many Islamic ones,
al-Biriini does not consider the nodes of the Moon, or "head and
tail of the dragon," to have the same effect as the planets nor does he
discuss their cosmological symbolism. 23 He remains content with the
seven regular planets. It is curious, however, that while rejecting the
nodes al-Biriini does give in the table of the places of exaltation
the position of the "dragon's head" and "tail," making the scheme
conform more to the Hindu and Muslim practice of his day. 24
Table VI and the diagrams of Figures 15 and 16 indicate how the
planets are related to the world of archetypes, or the signs, where
they as well as all terrestrial beings find their origin and where alone
20 EA, p. 236.
EA, pp. 240-255.
Babylonian cuneiforms give a whole sign for the exaltation, and its opposite for
the dejection, of each planet. For example, the Sun has his exaltation in Aries and
dejection in the opposite sign Libra. In the late Egyptian papyri and Pliny's Natura/is
Historia, as well as in most Muslim texts, the places of exaltation and depression are
limited to single points rather than whole signs. See W. Hartner, "The pseudoplanetary
nodes of the moon's orbit in Hindu and Islamic iconographies," Ars Isla mica, 5:117
(1938).
22 EA, p. 257.
23 EA, p. 234. For an explanation of the symbolism of the nodes of the Moon, see
W. Hartner, "'The pseudoplanetary nodes . . . , "pp. 113-154.
24 EA, p. 258.
19

21
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TABLE

VI. THE EXALTATION
Saturn
Jl!piter
Mars
Sun
Venus
Mercury
Moon
Dragon's Head
Dragon's Tail

AND DEPRESSION OF THE PLANETS

21 o
15°
28°
19°
27°
15°
3°
3o
3°

of Libra
of Cancer
of Capricorn
of Aries
of Pisces
of Virgo
of Taurus
of Gemini
of Sagittarius

their significance can be understood. Without reference to the
immutable realm of the signs, the motion of the planets remains
without any significance; like all things, the planets find their meaning
only when they are projected back to the Principle of which they are
a manifestation.

Figure 15 (left). The domiciles of the planets. Figure 16 (right). The exalt;:
tions and depressions of the planets. Whereas the symmetry of the domiciles in
each figure is with respect to the main diameter, that of the exaltations and
depressions is about the center of the Zodiacal circle. It is therefore less obvious
although no less real than the axial symmetry of the domiciles.

Besides the Sun, the Moon is the only heavenly body whose
motion around the Earth, traced by observation in the heaven of
fixed stars, is a circle, or at least nearly so. The Moon as the symbol
of the feminine principle of the Universe measures the heavens in a
passive manner as the Sun does in a masculine and active wayY As
25 "Le solei! mesure done I'espace celeste d'une fa~Yon active, de meme que I'acte
essentiel de !'Intellect repn!sente le fiat lux qui ex trait Ie monde des tenebres de l'indifferenciation potentielle; par contre, Ia June mesure le ciel passivement en parcourant
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the planet closest to the Earth, the Moon acts as the intermediary
between all the heavens and the terrestrial domain so that the lunar
mansions synthesize in themselves all the aspects of the Intellect
which are manifested in the planetary spheres and the archetypal
world of the signs. The numerical symbolism involved clarifies this
relation. The number of the mansions of the Moon, which is 28, is
equal to 7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1, that is, the sum of the number
of planets. 26 Moreover, the 28 mansions are the macrocosmic counterparts of the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet which form the
language of the Divine Word and may be considered as the form or
expression of the Divine Breath (nafas al-ra/;miin) itself. Thus, the cosmos may also be considered, like the Revelation of God in his Sacred
Book, as the manifestation of the Divine Word and a book in which
the Divine mysteries are revealed. The significance of the lunar
mansions in Islamic astrology is fundamental, particularly as it is
related to the science of Divine Names in certain aspects of Sufism.
The Moon itself, however, is not so important as in Hindu astrology
where, in conformity with the structure of that civilization, the
maternal aspect is given greater emphasis than in the more virile and
patriarchal tradition of Islam. It must be mentioned, however, that
in Islamic astrology the Moon does have a relation to terrestrial
phenomena, particularly the growth and decay of things. As alBiriini writes:
The students of physical sciences maintain that marrow and brain, eggs
and most substances increase and decrease with the increase and decrease
of the moonlight; that the wine in casks and jugs begins to move so as to
get turbid with sediments; and that the blood during the increase of moonlight runs from the interior of the body towards the outer parts, whilst
during its decrease it sinks back into the interior of the body. 27
The Moon also influences meteorological phenomena. Al-Biriini
describes these influences fully; to give an example, he writes that
"the term anwii' is associated with the rains, because the times of
their occurrence are related to the setting of the mansions in the
morning in the west, while that of bawiiri/:1 refers to the winds and is
le zodiaque solaire: elle subit a Ia fois les determinations des directions de l'espace
celeste et celles des directions des rayons solaires, double dependance qui se traduit dans
ses phases Iumineuses et dans le rythme regulier de 18 ans, selon lequel leur cycle se
deplace par rapport a celui du zodiaque." Burckhardt, Cte spirituelle . •. , p. 28.
26 "Quant au nombre 28 des mansions de Ia June, ii s'obtient par Ia somme pythagoricienne des nombres de I a 7, ce qui signifie que Ie rythme Iunaire developpe ou expose
en un mode successif toutes les possibilites contenues dans les archetypes et transmises,
par Ia hierarchie des intermediaires, a Ia sphere qui entoure immediatement le milieu
terrestre." Burckhardt, C/e spirituelle ... , p. 27.
27 Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 163.
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;; related to other times of min on the "scent of a mansion escaping
~, from beneath the rays in the morning. 28
The Moon possesses a double significance, first as the symbol of
the female principle which governs the "maternal" processes on
earth, such as the period of menstruation of the human female, and
second as the "cosmic memory." Considered in this latter perspective, the Moon in its 28 mansions synthesizes the whole of the
cosmos and therefore becomes the symbol of the Universal Man who
is himself the archetype of the Universe. It is in this perspective that
certain ~ilfis have identified the Moon with the Prophet Mul)ammad
-upon whom be peace-who in his inner reality is the Universal
Man (al-insiin al-kiimil) in whom all the cosmic qualities are unified
and who is at once the origin and end of universal manifestation.
Al-Biriini and His Attitude Toward Astrology
Much of the metaphysical basis of astrology, which we have tried to
outline briefly above, does not appear explicitly in any of the extant
writings of al-Birilni; it may be debated, in fact, whether he was
aware of the symbolic significance of astrology in the same way as
Ibn 'Arabi and other ~ilfis, as can be seen by his opposition to
alchemy, which, like astrology, is a major branch of Hermeticism.
Yet, it is also certain that al-Birilni was one of the greatest of Muslim
astrologers and must therefore be considered as sympathetic to its
point of view. "We know for certain that he remained attached to it
to the end, even consulted it in his own troubles, and was reputed
as the greatest astrologer." 29 It is true that al-Birilni himself has little
confidence in other astrologers when he says: "By the majority of
people the decrees of the stars are regarded as belonging to the exact
sciences, while my confidence in their results and in the professiofl'
resembles that of the least of them." 30 But here he is expressing his
doubt about certain practitioners of the art, not astrology itself which
he knew so well. To determine his attitude toward this subject therefore, it is best to turn to a passage of his own work where he describes
the divisions and nature of astrology in detail:
There are as many divisions of astrology as there are elements in the
Universe. These may be either simple or compound and on both the
28 EA, p. 89. For an account of the relation of the moon to the life of man and other
creatures, see Alberuni's India, I, 346-347.
For the meaning of anwii' and its use in Muslim meteorology and astrology, see Ibn
Qutaibah, Kitiib al-anwii' (Hyderabad, !956).
29 Barani, "AI-Biruni's scientific achievements," Indo-Iranica, 5:46 (1952).
30 EA, p. 210.
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influence of the planets is active. The former on the whole do not submit to
such influence, nor to any change, except where they come into contact
with each other, when, because they are mutually opposed and violent
they are always in strife. Such admixture does take place on the surfac~
of the earth, but is only completed by the heat of the Sun's rays. So all four
elements become united, and the surface is the place appointed for the
action of the planets, which extends as far as the power of their rays
penetrates by reason of the presence of interstices. Then these rays return
by a contrary motion and carry with them the aqueous vapour which they
have produced, and they rise from the earth until they reach a point where
the power of such movement becomes weak. So this motion and agitation
is the cause of all the vicissitudes and disasters of nature, the resultant
phenomena being either permanent or temporary.
Anything therefore in the way of heat or cold or moderate temperature,
of moisture or dryness, owing to movements of the atmosphere, or of the
various forms of moisture carried by the winds such as cloud, rain, snow;
everything that is heard in the air such as sharp claps and rolls of thunder;
everything that is seen such as lightning. thunderbolts, rainbows, halos,
meteors, also shooting stars, comets and similar atmospheric phenomena;
everything that occurs in the earth in the way of tremors, and subsidences,
and in the water as tempests and floods, and the flux and reflux of tides-all these form the subject matter of the first division of astrology. These
phenomena are ·not permanent or rarely so; rain, snow, comets and
earthquakes are those which have the longest duration; were they not
sufficiently widespread their concentration in one spot would be disastrous.
A second division is that which is concerned with the mixed elements,
such as occurs in plants and animals, and is of two kinds, affecting the
whole of a population or only a part thereof. Famine may be taken as an
example of the former, due to failure of crops or drought, and epidemics
such as spread from country to country, like the plague and other pestilences
which depopulate cities.
The latter variety is more localized and scattered in its appearances; it
results from psychical phenomena, such as battles, struggle for power,
change of dominion from one land to another, deposition of kings,
revolutions, emergence of new religions and sects, so that this chapter is
a long one and this variety the more important of the two.
The third division is specially concerned with the environment of the
individual human or rather, the events which affect him in the course of
his life, and the influences which remain behind him and in his progeny,
while the fourth has to do with human activities and occupations. All of
these are founded on beginnings or origins, "mabiidi'," possibly trivial.
Beyond these there is a fifth division where such origins are entirely
unknown. Here astrology reaches a point which threatens to transgress
its proper limits, where problems are submitted which it is impossible to
solve for the most part, and where the matter leaves the solid basis of
universals for one of particulars. When this boundary is passed, where the
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on the othec, you ente< a field of
I astrologec is oo one side and thehasso,wec
nothing to do with astrology although
' omens and divinations which
the stars may be referred to in connection with them. 31

This passage speaks for itself; there is little need to try to prove
al-Biriini's belief in astrology after he himself divides the science into
its constituent parts, some of which he considers to be true and others
false. Moreover, we feel justified in identifying al-Biriini with the
astrological perspective since his Elements of Astrology was the
standard text on the subject for many centuries. What remains
perplexing, however, is al-Biriini's rejection of alchemy which is the
passive, or "earthly," aspect of Hermeticism of which the active, or
"heavenly," aspect is astrology whose tenets he accepts fully.
The acceptance of astrology by al-Biriini and, more generally, its
integration into the Muslim perspective is due to the unitive point of
view of this very ancient form of wisdom. This perspective is based
on the idea of the polarization of Pure Being into the qualities of
the signs of the Zodiac which are the archetypes for all cosmic
phenomena. These archetypes are "transmitted" by the intermediate
planetary spheres whose last sphere, that of the Moon, synthesizes all
the cosmic qualities and as the "cosmic memory" transmits these
qualities to the terrestrial domain. The qualities found here on earth
are themselves the reflections of the heavenly archetypes which are the
causes of all the diverse phenomena of Nature.
In astrology the whole cycle of manifestation, temporal and
spatial, is seen as an unfolding of possibilities inherent in the unique
Principle which itself lies above all manifestation. All multiplicity, all
diversity, is deduced from Divine Unity, especially in Islamic
astrology where this perspective of revealing the relation of the
cosmos to its Unique Principle is of great importance. Therefore;
although astrology, in placing intermediary causes between man and
God, is opposed to a certain aspect of the Muslim perspective, its
contemplative and symbolic side conforms closely to the basic spirit
of Islam, which is to realize that all multiplicity comes from Unity
and to seek to integrate the particular in the Universal. There can be
little doubt that al-Biriini did not only master the techniques of
astrology but was also sympathetic to its perspective, since, like all
genuine Mus lim scholars and scientists, he was in search of the
unifying principle behind the veil of the multiplicity of forms which
the external aspect of Nature seems to display endlessly.
31

EA, pp. 317-319.
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CHAPTERlO

The Attitude of al-Blrunt Toward
Philosophy and Learning
The paucity of philosophical writings by al-Biriini makes it difficult
to identify him with any of the well-known schools of his day. As
we already know, few of his works on this subject have survived.
From what remains of his writings, however, we can draw several
conclusions of major importance. First of all, his intense interest in
the Hermetical writings of al-Razi and others, and at the same time
his frank criticism of some of their religious views, depict al-Biriini
as one who stands firm on his Islamic foundation and yet reaches for
the elements of pre-Islamic forms of wisdom which would be conformable to his understanding of the Islamic spirit. It is also evident
that al-Biriini does not deal with the Hermetic-Neo-Pythagorean
knowledge on the level of symbolic interpretation where it was
integrated into certain dimensions of Islam.
Al-Biriini was well acquainted with the philosophy of the Peripatetics as well as with that of the Alexandrian followers of Plato and
Pythagoras. Although no direct works of his on this subject have
been found, his letters to Ibn Sina, which have come down to us,
represent one of the most acute Islamic criticisms of Aristotelian
natural philosophy. 1 Much of the criticism against Aristotle in the
Islamic world during the medieval period was not, as in Renaissance
Europe, due to a lack of appreciation of Aristotelian ontology or
dissatisfaction with his natural philosophy. Rather, such criticisms
were usually made by the Sufis who considered Peripatetic philosophy as a "lesser truth" which hides its original metaphysical
foundation by too great an emphasis upon rationalism, so that
reason tends to obscure rather than to elucidate intellectual intuition.
There were, however, two other sources of criticism of Peripatetic
philosophy in Islam: the first by theologians like al-Ash'ari and, of
course, Imam al-Ghazzali, who completed the "destruction" of the
1

al-As'ilah wa' 1-ajwibah; 'A. A. Dehkhodii, Sharh-i bal-i niibighih-i shahir-i Iran ... ,

pp. 29-64.
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rationalists a century after al-Birilni; and the second which was less
common, by those who attacked Aristotelianism either by pointing,
by means of rational arguments, to the shortcomings of some aspect
of its rational structure, as, for example, Ibn Siml's doctrine of
motion criticizing that of the Stagirite, or by appealing to observation
and the direct study of Nature to reject some aspect of Aristotle's
physics. Al-Birilni combines several of these lines of attack together,
appealing to scripture, reason, and observation to show the weaknesses in certain aspects of Aristotle's philosophy; yet, at the same
time, he displays great respect for the Stagirite. In fact, most often he
criticizes not so much Aristotle himself as those of his followers who
considered him infallible. As he writes:
The trouble with these people is their extravagance in respect of Aristotle's opinions, believing that there is no possibility of mistakes in his
views, though they know that he was only theorizing to the best of his
capacity, and never claimed to be God's protected and immune from
mistakes. 2
The criticism of Aristotle by al-Birilni is cosmological as well as
astronomical and physical and involves questions which lie at the
very heart of Peripatetic philosophy. Among these questions, the
criticism of the eternity of the world has already been mentioned.
Like the theologians, al-Birilni considers the idea that the world is
eternal as the most abhorrent of the Aristotelian doctrines and that
which is most opposed to the Islamic perspective. He supports the
criticism already made by John Philoponus (the Grammarian)
against the Greeks on this subject. In one of his letters to Ibn Sina,
Abu Rail)an writes:
~
God forbid that one should accuse John the Grammarian of falsification.
If anyone deserves this title, it is Aristotle who has dressed his heresies in
dissimulation and falsification. I think you have not seen the book of John
dealing with the rejection of the views of Proclus regarding the eternity of
the world and have not paused to see the book demolish and make absurd
the deceits of Aristotle, nor have you read his commentaries upon the
books of Aristotle. I object to Aristotle in that I see a beginning for time
and motion. Aristotle, who himself considers any kind of infinite existence
to be impossible, acknowledged this view, although, obeying the whim of
his carnal soul (nafs), he later opposed his first view. 3
z S. H. Barani, "al-Biriini's scientific achievements," lndo-lranica, 5:41 (1952). AlBiriini implies here the distinction between inspired writings which, like the sayings of
the prophets and saints, have an ultimately Divine origin, and human knowledge based
on reason which, even in the most favorable situation of Aristotelianism, does not
transcend the purely human domain.
3 al-As'ilah . .. , pp. 51-52; Dehkhodii, pp. 58-59. (The
translations of these questions
and answers are our own based on both the Arabic text and Dehkhoda's version.)
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Al-Biru ni, in conform ity with the Islamic perspec tive, as well as
that of most other religion s, believes in the possibil ity of many
worlds and opposes the Aristote lian argume nt that there cannot be
any other world than the one that is visible to us. In his fifth question
put to Ibn Sina, he writes that:
A group of sages (bukama') 4 have been of the opinion that it is possible
for another world to exist which differs from this world in nature. Aristotle
has considered their views detestable, but his hatred is untimely and out
of place. For we find informa tion about natures and elements of things
when we observe them with our eyes like a man born blind who can find
out about sight only when he hears about its nature from other people.
And if there were no faculty of hearing he would not know that in the
world there is such a sense as sight, the fifth sense, by means of which
colors and heights and shapes become visible and observable. To sum up,
what harm can there be if there is a world which as we said differs in the
directions of motion and is separated from this world by an isthmus
(barzakh) so that each is hidden from the other? 5
In the same corresp ondenc e with Ibn Sina, al-Birun i discusse s in
several remarka ble passage s two basic aspects of the medieva l
sciences , namely, the gravity and levity of objects connect ed to their
natural place in the Univers e and the circular motion of the heavens .
In his first questio n asked of Ibn Sina, he declare s:
Since the heavens have no motion toward or away from the center,
Aristotle has not acknowledged the gravity or levity of the heavens.
However, this reasoning of Aristotle is not really aimed toward the
desired end. It is possible to imagine in the realm of thought and possibility that the heavens do possess gravity which, however, does not cause
them to move toward the center, because each part of the heavens
resembles the other. After hypothesizing their having gravity, one may say
that whenever by nature they are moved toward the center, their connected forms prevent them from doing so. And because of their forms,
they remain stationa ry about the center. It is also conceivable that the
heavens possess levity, but that levity does not cause them to move away
from the center because this motion can only be conceived when the parts
of the heavens become separated and dispersed from each other and when
4 The word l;akim (plural
l;ukamii') is used in Arabic and Persian with two distinct
meanings: the first refers to the followers of Greek philosophy, who tried
to reach
truth by means of rational demonstration. The second meaning implies
wisdom.
sagacity, and a knowledge (ma'rifah) which is sapientia rather than scientia
and whose
origin is ultimately Divine and not human. The most appropria te translatio
n of l;akfm
would perhaps be "theosop her," as we have already indicated, if this term had
not been
colored by certain pseudo-spiritualist groups with whom it has become associated
in
recent years.
5 al-As'ilah . . . , pp. 19-20;
Dehkhodii, pp. 40--41.
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a vacuum exists outside the heavens so that the parts move or become fixed
in that vacuum. But because for us it has become proven and ascertained
that the dispersal of the parts of the heavens is impossible and the existence
of a vacuum absurd, therefore the heavens are themselves a hot fire limited
and assembled in a place from which departure is impossible. As a result
the levity or gravity of the heavens is not dependent upon the absurdities
which he [Aristotle] has thought. 6
We see that al-Blriini is not criticizing the conclusions of Aristotle but
the reasoning used to arrive at them.
In conjunction with the criticism of gravity·and levity, Abii Rail).an
denies the Peripatetic notion of the natural place of the elements. He
writes:
The presence of each element in its natural place is not certain because
the natural place of gravity, that is, the base direction, is the center, and
the natural place of levity, that is, the high direction, is the circumference.
Yet, the center is nothing but a point, and a part of the earth, no matter
how small we conceive it to be. cannot fit at the center ... As for the
boundary, it too is unable to hold any body so that light bodies may
ascend to it, it being an imagined surface area. Besides, if we allow water
to flow freely, taking away obstacles in its path, undoubtedly it will reach
the center. Therefore, the claim that the natural place of water is above
the earth has no basis. Consequently there is no natural place for any
body. 7
The Aristotelians, following the earlier Greek astronomers, considered circular motion to be natural to the heavens as rectilinear
motion is natural to objects of the sublunary world. Al-Biriini himself, in his astronomical works, always follows the Ptolemaic tradition, going back to Pythagoras. of analyzing the motion of the
heavenly bodies in terms of circular motion. Yet he criticizes from
the point of view of logic the doctrine of circular motion universally
accepted in his time, without in any way implying its falsity. As
before, he is more interested in criticizing the reasoning of the
Aristotelians than their conclusions. He tells us:
As to there being only the possibility of circular motion for the heavens,
it is possible that the heavens by essence and nature are the source of
rectilinear motion, and by force and accident the source of circular motion,
as is found in the stars which by nature move from east to west and by
force from west to east. And if someone says that the stars have no
accidental motion at all because they have no motion but the circular, and
circular motion has no opposite to enable us to say that one is by nature
6
7

al-As'ilah . . . , pp. 2-3; Dehkhodii, p. 29.
al-As'i/ah . .. , p. 51; Dehkhodii, p. 58.
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and the other by force, we reply that falsification and concealment in such
transverse sayings are obvious and clear. 8
Abu Rai)J.iin goes so far as to imply that the heavens could have
an elliptical motion without contrad icting the tenets of medieval
physics. Again, criticizing Aristotle on this point, he writes:
Aristotle has mentioned in his second article that the elliptical and
lentil-shaped figures need a vacuum in order to have circular motion, and
a sphere has no need of a vacuum. Such is not the case, however, for the
elliptical figure is formed by the rotation of the ellipse about the major
axis and the lentil-shaped figure by the rotation of that ellipse about the
minor axis. Therefore, if in the process of revolving these ellipses which
form these figures there be contradiction or infraction, what Aristotle has
claimed does not occur. And there remain no necessary conditions for
these figures other than those of the sphere, for if we make the axis of
rotation of the ellipse the major axis and the axis of rotation of the lentilshaped figure the minor axis, they will revolve like a sphere and have no
need of a void. The objection of Aristotle, however, and his statement
become true in the case where we make the minor axis the axis of the
ellipse and the axis of rotation of the lentil-shaped figure ... I am not

saying according to my belief that the shape of the great heavens is not
spherical, but e//iptical or lentil-shaped. I have made copious studies to reject
this view, but I wonder at the /ogicians/ 9

Al-Biriini was much influenced by the atomist ic theories of
Mu)J.ammad ibn Zakariy ya' al- Razi, and used many of his argume nts
against the Peripatetics. 10 As we noted in the Introdu ction, traditional atomism emphasizes the discont inuity between the finite and
the Infinite, whereas the view which rejects atomism considers their
'
aspect of continuity. These two views
represe nt different aspects of
the same truth, but on the level of logical discourse they are contradictory, so that historically many rational istic criticisms have been
made by one school against the other. Abii Rai)J.an is aware of the
many difficulties involve d in the argume nts of the various schools.
He seems in fact more interest ed in showing that the "absurd ities"
of the followers of the Greek philoso phers whom he calls the
J;ukamii' were even greater than those of the Muslim theologians
(mutakallimun) whom they attacke d. Al-Biriini asks:
Why has Aristotle reproached the saying of the theologians that a body
consists of invisible parts, and in what way has he chosen the saying of the
philosophers who consider bodies to be indefinitely divisible, although the
• al-As'i/ah . . . , p. 3; Dehkhod a, p. 30.
9 a/-As'ilah . .. , pp. 27-28;
Dehkhod a, pp. 44-45 (italics ours).
1 ° For the doctrines
of atomism in Islam, especially the views of al-Razi, see S. Pines,
Beitriige zur is/amischen Atomen/ehre (Berlin, 1936), pp. 34-93.
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vices of th.e ~ayings of the philos_ophers are greate~ than the disgr~cefulness
,; of the opmwns of the theologians? For accordmg to the saymg of the
~· philosophers who consider bodies to be connected and indefinitely divisible,
it is necessary that a consequent rapidly moving body (mutal)arrik-i sari'-i
Jiil;ziq) not touch the preceding slowly moving body (mutal)arrik-i ba{i'-i
siibiq). The touching of the preceding state by the consequent one is
t; committed and determined if the consequent one traverses the intermediate
distance so as to reach the preceding point; and the traversing of that
t.'.' distance requires the traversing of its parts. Since the parts of that distance
~ are endless, how can one imagine that distance can be crossed? Therefore,
·.~ no consequent state can reach the previous oneY It is necessary to give an
· example to prove this point. If there is a definite distance assumed between

i

t

the Moon and the Sun, and both bodies move at that distance, it should be

impossible for the Moon to reach the Sun although the motion of the
Moon is much faster than that of the Sun. Such is not the case, however; by
observation it is found that the Moon does overtake the Sun although such
an event causes disgrace and turpitude to those who hold to the view of
indefinite division as is well known and established among the geometers.
What happens to the philosophers is more disgraceful than what happens
to the theologians. How then can one escape what has befallen these two
groups? 12
To the reply of Ibn Sina that indefinite division exists potentially but
cannot be carried out actually, al-Biriini adds:
Abu 'Ali ibn Slna has learned this answer from MuQ.ammad ibn
Zakariyya' Razl ... But that you say "actually"-! do not understand the
meaning of this expression. For no matter how finely you grind collyrium
you will never reach that part of which you speak because the actual
division will be cut off before you reach that part. In any case, potentiality
remains in its place. Also, according to your view it becomes necessary that
the side of the square be equal to its diagonal; if you deny it you hav,e
opposed your own principles. Or you will say that between the parts there
is a separation; in this case I ask if the separation is greater or smaller
than the indivisible parts. 13
The arguments of Zeno are essentially repeated here.
al-As'i/ah . .. , pp. 17-18; Dehkhodii, p. 39.
13 al-As'i/ah . .. , p. 53; Dehkhodii, pp. 59-60. In this somewhat obscure argument,
al-Biruni is trying to show that if a square consists of indivisible parts, its sides and
diagonal must have an equal number of parts.
If the indivisible parts are connected, the diagonal and side of the
square should be equal, which, however, is impossible; while if the
parts of the sides are connected but those of the diagonal separated,
there must be space between the parts of the diagonal. Now if these
. empty spaces of the diagonal are equal to the indivisible parts, the
.
.
diagonal will be twice the side, which is not the case; while if the spaces are smaller or
larger than the indivisible parts, it is implied that those parts have quantity (miqdar)
and can therefore be divided.
11

12
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As a final example of the criticism of Aristotelian philosophy by
al-Biriini, we may consider the question of how change occurs. Abu
RaiQ.iin himself asks:
In what way do change and vicissitude occur in certain objects and
elements so that each of them changes into and becomes the other? Is this
change because of the transition of one into another or because of the
entrance of one into openings and ruptures of the other in such a wav that
after the mixture of the elements the original form remains and beca~se of
excessive mixing the subject appears as one ?14
Ibn Sinii, following Aristotle, answers these questions by saying
that the hy!e, which is capable of accepting all forms, throws off the
form of one element and accepts that of another. For example, a jug
full of water breaks when put into the fire because some of the hyte
which had accepted the form of water now accepts the form of air
which occupies a greater space.
Unsatisfied with this Aristotelian answer, al-Birilni adds:
He who says that change consists in the dispersion of the elements of
one thing in the parts of the elements of another does not say with respect
to heating that the body seeks the wider space. On the contrary, he says
that the element of fire enters the other bodies through its fissures and
pores, and for this reason the element of fire has been added to it and by
the addition of the two bodies the quantity of the sum increases; as when
a jug of water is heated the element of fire enters into it, lengthens it, and
breaks the jug. The reason for this occurrence is that we see whenever
water leaves the form of the liquid and takes on the form of air again in the
process of condensation it becomes converted to water. Therefore, if water
were really converted to air, it woyld not convert to water in the case of
condensation and it would not deserve to return to liquidity any more than
any other air. Also, we say that it is necessary for you to give an explanation of the fact that a body lengthens due to heating; then that increase in
length must cause a shortening in some other body to the same extent so
that the occupied space will not be without an occupant. Otherwise how
will that excess of length be removed ?15
The several points already mentioned suffice to show the ingenuity
of al-Biriini as a critic of Aristotelian philosophy. He often accepts
some cosmologica l tenet of the Peripatetics while at the same time
attacking the reasoning upon which that tenet is based. For him there
is a clear distinction between the syllogistic and rationalistic aspect of
This question is discussed in great detail by Khwajah Na~ir ai-Din al-Tiisi in his
commentary upon the lshariit of ibn Sina. See Shar/:z al-ishiiriit (Tehran, 1378 [1958]),
11, 9-36.
14 ai-As'ilah . .. , p. 34; Dehkhodii,
p. 50.
15 al-As'ilah . . . , pp. 55-56; Dehkhoda,
pp. 61-62.
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Aristotelianism and its cosmological doctrines, which he evaluates by
direct appeal to the external manifestations of Nature, by the use of
reason, and finally by means of the truths revealed in the Sacred
Scriptures. These criteria permit him to adopt several of the main
elements of Aristotelian cosmology without accepting many of the
logical demonstrations and arguments used by the Peripatetics.
The Role of Learning in Islam

The devoutness of al-Blrfmi as a Muslim has already been discussed.
There is no doubt that he was orthodox and was penetrated deeply
by the spirit of Islam. As a scholar and compiler he made studies
which touch upon nearly every field of medieval learning, all of which
he approaches as a Muslim. He fights vehemently against anything he
believes to be against Islam, as, for example, the eternity of the
world, while on the other hand he defends the virtues of acquiring
knowledge in all domains as the duty of the Muslim. For example,
with respect to the physical sciences he criticizes those who cover up
their ignorance by appealing to God's wisdom and who make no
effort to learn about the beauty of Nature through its study. As he
says, "Many people attribute to God's wisdom all they do not know
of physical sciences . . . " 16
The study of creation as the handiwork of God is for al-Biriini a
natural and noble activity of man. Human reason, by the fact that it
has its center in the Intellect, leads when unimpeded from the finite to
the Infinite. As long as reason is tied to its principle, which is the
Intellect, all of its activities acquire a "sacred" aspect because all
learning which relates a domain to its principle partakes of this
integrating and unitive function that belongs to the Intellect. There
is for al-Blriini no separation between "sacred" and "profane..'
learning. Whatever he studies, whether it be historical or physical
sciences, takes on a religious character. Particularly the study of the
visible world as the "signs" and creation of the Invisible, and of
Nature as the creative power ordained by God to govern all things
in the world, are for al-Blriini characteristic features of the perspective of Islam. There is no legitimate domain outside of the spirit
of Islam, least of all the domain of the manifestations of Nature,
because the essence of this spirit is to integrate all particulars into the
Universal, all divided knowledge into the unitive knowledge, or
ma'rifah, which contains in principle the science of all things. AlBiruni, although not a gnostic ('arif), shared that view in his approach
16

Chronology of Ancient Nations, p. 253.
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to all learning, and considered the pursuit of the traditional sciences
as a religious activity. No better expression of al-Biruni's attitude
toward knowledge and the dependence of its verification upon God
can be given than his own statement at the end of his India where he
pleads for Divine help:
We ask God to pardon us for every statement of ours which is not true.
We ask Him to help us that we may adhere to that which yields Him
satisfaction. We ask Him to lead us to a proper insight into the nature of
that which is false and idle that we may sift it so as to distinguish the chaff
from the wheat. All good comes from Him, and it is He who is clement
toward his slaves. Praise be to God, the Lord of the worlds, and His
blessings be upon the Prophet Mul).ammad and his whole family!l 7

The cosmos in which al-Biruni lived and breathed is the handiwork
of God in which all true science leads ultimately to the Creator and
possesses truth which is g~aranteed only when it is sanctioned by
Him.
17

Alberuni's India, II, 246.

The Essence of the First Absolute Light, God, gives
constant illumination, whereby it is manifested and
it brings all things into existence, giving life to them
by its rays. Everything in the world is derived from
the Light of His Essence and all beauty and perfection are the gift of His bounty, and to attain fully
to this illumination is salvation.
Shaikh al-ishriiq Shihiib al-Din
al-Suhrawardi-Qikmat al-ishriiq

PART III

Ibn Sma

CHAPTER 11

The Life and Works of Ibn Slnli
and His Significance

Abu 'Ali al-l;Iusain ibn 'Abdallah ibn Slna, or Avicenna, entitled
al-Shaikh al-Ra' is, or l;Iu.ijat al-l:taqq by his compatriots, simply
Shaikh by his disciples and the Prince of Physicians in the Occidental
world, was born near Bukhara in the year 370/980 during the reign
of Amlr Niil:t ibn Man~iir al-Samani. His father, originally from
Balkh, had come to settle near Bukhara as the governor of a village
nearby. 1 At that time Bukhara was the capital and intellectual center
of the Samanid dynasty which ruled over much of eastern Persia in
Khurasan and Transoxiana, a rule \Vhich lasted until the rise of
, , Turkish power during the reign of Mai:tmud of Ghazna.
;,,
When Ibn Sina was five years old he and his family moved to the
city of Bukhara itself where the young boy had a greater opportunity
to study. At the age of ten he already knew grammar, literature, and
theology as well as the whole of the Quran. His father, who was an
Isma'ili and a sympathizer of the Fatimids, took great interest in his

1 The most authentic and authoritative account of the life of Ibn Sinii is that of his
favorite disciple, 'Abd al-Wiibid Abii 'Ubaid ai-Juzjiini, who joined him in 403/1012
and remained with him until the end of Ibn Sinii's adventurous life, and who completed
parts of the Dtinishndma-yi 'alti'i. See A. 'U. Juzjiini, Sarguzasht-i Jbn-i Sind, trans. Sa'iQ
Naficy (Tehran, 1331 [19.52]); and W. E. Gohlman, The Life of Ibn Sind (New York;
1974).
For an account of the life and works of Ibn Sinii based mostly on Juzjiini's account,
see also Ibn Abi U~aibi'ah, 'Uyun al-anbii' /i (abaqtit al-atibbii', II, 2-20; Zahir al-Oin
ai-Baihaqi, Tatimmah 1iwtin al-/Jikmah, pp. 38-62; Ibn al-Qifti Akhbiir al-IJukamti',
pp. 268-278; Shams al-Oin Mubammad ai-Shahraziiri, Ta'rikh al-/Jukamti', trans. J;>iii'
al-Oin Ourri (Tehran, 1316 [1937]), pp. 126-137; Ibn Khallikiin, Wafaytit al-a'ytin
(Cairo, 1310 [1892]), pp. 152-154; Ni~iimi 'Arii<;li, Chahtir maqiilah, pp. 150ft'; Mubammad Khwiinsiiri, Rawflat al-janniit (Tehran, 1306 [1888]), pp. 241-246, and other traditional sources.
For modern accounts of his life, see Jalii1 Homii'i, "Ibn Sinii," Mihr, 5:25-32, 147, 154, 249-257 (1316 [1937]); Sayyid ~iidiq Gawharin, l;fujjat al-/Jaqq Abii 'Ali Sinti
(Tehran, 1331 [1952}); Sa'id Naficy, Avicenna (Tehran, 1333 [1954}); Avicenna Commemoration Volume (Calcutta, 1956), pp. 29-45 and Introduction; G. M. Wickens, ed.,
.Avicenna: Philosopher and Scientist (London, 1952), chap. I; Y. A. ai-Kiishi, Aper~u
sur Ia biographie d'Avicenne, ed. Fu'iid al-Ahwiini (Cairo, 1952); and S. M. Afnan,
Avicenna, His Life and Works (London, 1958), chap. II.
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arithmetic with a vegetable ,
He sent Ibn
seller, who was apparently the only teacher available at the time in
the subject, and to learn jurisprudence (fiqh) from Isma'il al-Zahid,
Later, when the famous mathematician, Abu 'Abdallah al-Natili
came to Bukhara, he was invited to stay at the house of Ibn Sina i~
order to teach him mathematics. Under his tutelage Ibn Sina mastered the Almagest, the Elements of Euclid and some logic, all of
which he soon knew better than his teacher.
Having mastered mathematics, he then turned his attention to
physics, metaphysics, and medicine, which he probably studied under
Abu Sahl 'Isa ibn Ya}J.ya al-Masi}J.i al-Jurjani and perhaps Abu
Man~ur I;Iasan ibn Nul). al-Qamari. By the time he was sixteen, Ibn
Sina had mastered all the sciences of his day and was well known as a
physician. In another two years, thanks to the commentary of alFarabi, he was also to complete his understanding of Aristotle's
metaphysics which at first had presented considerable difficulty for
him.
Worldly fame came to Ibn Sina in 387/997 when Nii}J. ibn Man~ur
al-Samani fell seriously ill and was successfully treated by him.
Henceforth, the doors of the palace library were open to the young
Ibn Sina, and there, amidst one of the best collections of books on
medieval learning, he saturated his mind with all that he was capable
of mastering. As he said many years later to Juzjani, "I now know the
same amount as then but more maturely and deeply; otherwise the
truth of learning and knowledge is the same. " 2
In 391/1001, at the age of twenty-one, Ibn Sina wrote his first
books of which any knowledge has come to us. These works were the
Kitiib a!-majmii' on mathematics, Kitab al-~a~il wa'l-mab~iil in twenty
volumes on all the sciences, and Kitiib al-birr wa' 1-ithm on ethics.
The following year, amidst political turmoil and war, his father
died. The combination of these conditions forced him to leave
Bukhara for Jurjaniyah, which was then the capital of the Khwarazmian dynasty. In the court of 'Ali ibn Ma'mun Khwarazmshah, Ibn
Sina found much encouragement and a great patron in the person of
the wazir, Abu'l-I;Iasan A}J.mad ibn Mu}J.ammad al-Suhaili, for whom
he wrote the Kitab al-tadiirik li anwa' a!-khata' fi'l-tadbir and Qiyam
al-ar¢ fi wasat al-samii' on mathematics and astronomy. However,
the growing power of Ma}J.miid of Ghazna, for whom Ibn Sina had
little love, was beginning to make itself felt even at the Khwarazmi
court, so that once again Abu 'Ali had to flee.
This time he set out for Jurjan where the name of Shaikh al-Ma'ali
2

J. Homa'i, "Ibn Sina," Mihr, 5:32 (1937).
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1012, after possibly VISitmg the Sufi sage, Abu SaId Ibn Ab1 1-Khair,
' he reached the kingdom of Qiiblls only to find that the king was already dead. Dejected by the loss of his expected patron, Ibn Sina
returned to a village in Khwarazm and from there to J urjan once
again where he was joined by his lifetime companion, Juzjiini. It was
, at this time that Ibn Sinii composed the Kitab a/-mukhta$ar a!-awsat,
rf~ the Kitab al-mabda' wa'l-ma'ad and al-Ar$0.d al-kulliyah, along with
~~ chapters which were later to form parts of the Najat and Qiinun. 3
Sometime between 405/1014 and 406/1015 he went to Rai, where
~,
' he cured the wife and son of Fakhr al-Dawlah al-Dailami and wrote
his Kitiib al-ma'ad. But the adventurous part in the life of Ibn Sina
was not to end even here. He set out once again on a journey, going
first to Qazwin and then to Hamadiin with the intention of meeting
the famous Buwaihid ruler, Shams al-Dawlah. Destiny was to make
this encounter easy, for soon after his entrance into Ramadan, Ibn
Sinii was asked to treat Shams al-Dawlah who had just fallen ill. The
mastery of Ibn Sina in curing the ruler was not only to make him a
favorite at court, but was also to lead to his appointment as the
wazir, a position which was to create many political enemies for
him. Until 411/1020, while he remained burdened with state duties,
he nevertheless continued to write numerous works, including the
masterpiece of Peripatetic philosophy, the Kitab al-shifii'.
In 412/1021 Shams al-Dawlah died and was replaced by his son,
Sarna' al-Dawlah. The new ruler asked Ibn Sinii to continue as
wazir, but by now, tired of the Ramadan court and hoping to join
the circle of 'Alii al-Dawlah in Ispahan, Ibn Simi turned down the
offer. The refusal was to have bitter repercussions. Taj al-Mulk, who
for a long time had been an enemy of Ibn Sina, took advantage of tht+.
situation and by intrigue imprisoned him in the Fardjan castle near·
Ramadan. Left to himself for four months, al-Shaikh al-Ra'is composed several important treatises during his imprisonment, including
Kitiib al-hidiiyah, Kitiib al-qulanj, and Risalah lfayy ibn Yaqziin. 4
After the four-month interim, Ibn Sina took advantage of 'Ala'
~·.·

3 The word Qiiniin in Arabic comes from the Greek kanon, which means a set of
Principles (derived from the Pythagorean division of the musical chord) and not an
encyclopedia as it is usually translated.
4 He is also said to have composed sarcastically the verse:

"My entrance is certain as thou canst see;
The whole uncertainty concerns the time of departure."
Ibn Abi U~aibi'ah, 'Uyun al-anbii', II, 6.
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al-Dawlah's attack on Hamadan and escaped from his prison in the
dress of a dervish and with Juzjii.ni reached Ispahiin safely. The city
under 'Alii.' al-Dawlah had become a great center of learning, and
Ibn Sinii, treated with much honor and respect, found a haven for
peaceful study and writing there. During the fifteen years of his quiet
stay in lspahiin he wrote some of his most famous works, among
them the Najat and the Danishnama-yi 'ala'i which he wrote in
Persian and dedicated to his benevolent patron and ruler. He also
began the construction of an observatory which was never completed.
Finally, even this long period of peace was disturbed. Mas'iid, the
son of Mal;miid of Ghazna, attacked lspahiin, and in the pillaging
many of the writings of the Shaikh were irretrievably lost. Weakened
by an attack of colic and disturbed by all the unrest, Ibn Sinii.
returned to Hamadiin where he died during the Rama(,iiin of 428/
1037.

Despite the loss in part or in toto of several of his major works,
such as the twenty-volume Kitab al-in$ii/ on the arbitration of
"Eastern" and "Western" philosophy and the Lisan al-'arab in ten
volumes, over two hundred and fifty books, treatises, and letters of
Ibn Sinii have survived. 5 They range from the voluminous Kitab
al-shifa' and al-Qanun fi' l-tibb to treatises of only a few pages like
Risalat al..ji'l wa'l- infi'al and Risalahfi sirr al-qadar. Although most
of the texts cover subjects which today would belong to the fields of
philosophy, science, and religion at the same time, it is perhaps not
incorrect to divide his works into four separate groups: the philosophical, religious, cosmological and physical, and finally the symbolical and metaphysical narratives. Needless to say, such a division
is not precise, many works containing elements of all the four
divisions.
The primarily philosophical works include the famous Shifa', the
Najar, the Danishnama-yi 'ala' i, 'Uyun al-f:zikmah, al-Ishiirat wa'ltanbihat, and numerous small treatises on logic and various philosophical subjects. The religious works include several commentaries
on the various surahs of the Quran, including Surat al-ikhlii$, Surat
' A comprehensive bibliography of Ibn Sinii is given by Yal)yii Mahdavi in his
Bibliographie d'Jbn Sina (Tehran, 1954); see also G. C. Anawati, Essai de bibliographie
avicennienne (Cairo, 1950) and 0. Ergin, lbin Sina Bibliografyasi (Istanbul, 1956),
For the list of German books and articles on Ibn Sinii see 0. Spies, "Der deutsche
Beitrag zur Erforschung Avicennas," in Avicenna Commemoration Volume, pp. 93-103.
The Bibliographie . .. ofY. Mahdavi contains also a fairly complete list of books and
articles on Ibn Sinii in Arabic, Persian, and the European languages (see pp. 401ff);
also S. Naficy, Bibliographie des principaux travaux europeens sur Avicenne (Tehran,
1953).
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and Surat al-a'la, the Risalat al-nairuziyah and treatises dealing
pilgrimage and destiny. 6
The cosmological works of Ibn Sina consist not only of what is
called natural science but also the principles underlying all
philosophy." The (abi'iyat of the Shifa', Najat, and the
panishniima-yi 'ala'i deal in great detail with this subject. There are,
moreover, individual treatises on the hierarchy of being, the heavens,
intelligences, and similar questions. As part of his cosmological
must also be considered those texts dealing with the individual
, psychology, music, and, of course, medicine
which he wrote not only the Qanun but also al-Urjuzah fi'l-tibb
a large number of treatises on individual diseases.
Finally, there are several works of Ibn Sina which have a different
character from the above texts. Unfortunately, large sections of the
important Kitab al-bikmat al-m(a)shriqiyah, in which he expounded
his doctrines concerning the "science of the elite" ('i!m al-khawa$$),
seem to have been lost or, in any case, have not been located with
certainty. However, most of the three visionary narratives or recitals,
or, better, one narrative in three parts, lfayy ibn Yaq~an, Risiilat
al-tair, and the account by Khwajah Na~ir al-Din al-Tiisi of Salamon
wa Absal, together with the Risalah .fi' l-' ishq and a few smaller tracts
have remained intact. The final chapters of the Isharat wa' l-tanbihiit
also belong to this last genre of writing, although the first part is
mostly a concise summary of the philosophy of the Shifii'. These
symbolic and metaphysical writings view Nature in a way which
differs profoundly from that of the Peripatetic philosophers. In this
study they will be treated separately because of the clarity with which
they illustrate another perspective in Islam that we have not had
occasion to discuss so far in this treatise.
Ibn Sinii and the Islamic Religion

The position of Ibn Sina vis-a-vis the Shari'ah is somewhat difficult
to determine because although he was certainly a faithful Muslim and
even went to the mosque to ask God's help in solving his philosophical and scientific problems, he has left in his works little trace
6 In his Quranic commentaries Ibn Sina continued the attempt of al-Farabi to reconcile religion and philosophy, or faith and reason. This goal was pursued in later centuries
by a series of sages like Shaikh al-ishraq Shihab al-Din al-Suhrawardi, sometimes
known as Shaikh al-ishraq or "master of illumination," 'Ali ibn Turkah I~pahani,
and Mir Damad, and found its most perfect solution in the hands of $adr al-Din
Shirazi, better known as Mulla Sadra. See S. H. Nasr on the School of Ispahan and
MullaSadrii, Vol. 2, A HistoryofMuslimPhilosophy, ed. M. M. Sharif(Wiesbaden,l966).
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of his exact beliefs. Like his contemporary al-Bin1ni, Ibn Sina left
himself uncommitted with respect to the Sunni-Shi'ah division. It is
known that his father was Isma'ili but that from the beginning Ibn
Sina was not attracted to that branch of Shi'ism. 7 Yet in certain of
his treatises on numerical and alphabetical symbolism he shows clear
sympathy for lsma'ili doctrines. As Massignon has stated: "En fait,
Ibn Sina n'a pas innove son alphabet en s'inspirant d'une source
hellenistique, mais a ete guide par une tradition orientale ismaelienne."8 Toward the end of his life Ibn Sina showed more sympathy
toward Twelve-Imam Shi'ism, or perhaps it would be safer to say for
the house of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib-upon whom be peace. The subsequent influence of his doctrines upon the Ishriiqis has in fact been
confined mostly to the Shi'ah world. Suhrawardi, Qutb al-Din
al-Shirazi, Mir Damad, Mulla ::;adra, and l;lajji Mulla Hadi Sabziwari, all of whom took the /shriiqi interpretations of Ibn Sina's
philosophy seriously, have mostly come from the world of TwelveImam Shi'ism in Persia. They interpreted symbolically, or by ta'wil,
that the sage who guided Ibn Sina in his visionary narrative was 'Ali
ibn Abi Talib whom they considered to be to the other Companions of
the Prophet as the intelligible world is to the sensible. 9 Still, there are
many unanswered questions which make the exact identification of
Ibn Sina with the various elements of Muslim orthodoxy difficult.
The faithfulness of Ibn Sina to Islam was questioned by many
exoteric doctors of the law from the time of the spread of his teachings. Despite the sympathetic interpretations of many of his doctrines
by the /shriiqis, 10 he was not accepted either by the doctors of the
law or the branches of ta$awwuf existing outside of the Shi'ah world.
Corbin has stated correctly:

1

It is certain that neither Avicenna nor Suhrawardi could be adopted
either by the pure literalists (bashwiyiin), or by the theologians of the type
'Barani, "Ibn Sina and Alberuni," in Avicenna Commemoration Volume, p. 7.
8 L. Massignon, "La Philosophie orientale d'lbn Sina et son alphabet philosophique,"
Memorial Avicenne (Cairo, 1952), IV, 4.
9 H. Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, pp. 242ff. All English quotations
from this work are from the translation of W. R. Trask, published by Pantheon Books
(New York, 1960).
10 We use the word Ishriiqi here not in its general meaning of "illuminationist" but in
its technical sense as the school of the followers of Shaikh al-ishraq Shihib al-Oin alSuhrawardi. Although many of the masters of this school have been ~ufis of the highest
station (maqiim), like Ibn Turkah, Ibn Abi Jumhur, Sayyid l;laidar Amuli, and Sadr
al-Oin Shirazi, there have been other members who have studied this particular form
of wisdom only theoretically without the effective spiritual realization which in Islam
depends upon the grace of the Prophet (al-barakat al-mu/;lammadiyah) and the spiritual
chain (silsilah) issuing forth from him.
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of Majlisi or by the pure Sufis. But it is doubtless the originality of
Iranian Shi'ite Islam that, despite everything, it permitted the emergence
of an Avicenno-Suhrawardian posterity. 11

During his own lifetime, Ibn Sina was sensitive to charges of
heresy brought against him and he considered himself a sincere
Muslim despite the criticism of his contemporaries. In a famous
poem he defends his religious beliefs in these terms:
It is not so easy and trifling to call me a heretic;
No belief in religion is firmer than mine own.
I am the unique person in the whole world and if I am a heretic;
Then there is not a single Musulman anywhere in the worldY

It is only in the Shi'ite world that the philosophy of Ibn Sina as

interpreted by Suhra wardi became combined with thegn ostic doctrines
of Ibn 'Arabi and was integrated by M ulla ~adra into the intellectual
perspective of Shi'ism, thus having remained as a living tradition in
Persia until today.
The Shifii' and the smaller Peripatetic treatises of Ibn Sina represent the basic texts of that school in Islam. 13 Greek philosophy in
the eastern part of the Muslim world never found a more profound
interpreter than Ibn Sina, who combined, in what he thought was
Aristotelian philosophy, the doctrines of the Stagirite, his Alexandrian commentators, and especially the Neoplatonists, all of which
he interpreted with intuitions of his own and in many instances in
accordance with the monotheistic perspective. 14 His philosophy was
to have a profound effect not only upon Latin Scholasticism but also
upon Muslim philosophy of which it is the basis, and even upon
11

12

Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, p. 278.
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Translated by Barani, "Ibn Sina and Alberuni,". Avicenna Commemoration Volume, p. 8.
13 The Shifti' is undoubtedly the greatest encyclopedia of knowledge ever composed
by an individual. It remains until today along with the Shari; al-isharat of Khwajah
Na~ir al-Oin al-Tiisi, the Asfar of Mulla Sadra and the Shar/:1-i man;umah of f:Iajji
Mulla Hadi Sabziwari as the most important text on l;ikmah, or traditional theosophy,
in Persia which has kept a continuous tradition alive from the time of Ibn Sina to the
present day. See S. H. Nasr on Hajji Mulla Hadi Sabziwari in the History of Muslim
.
Philosophy, vol. 2.
14 For example, contrary to Ibn Rushd and the Greeks, who admitted physical proofs
for the existence of God, Ibn Sina considered only metaphysical proofs as being valid.
"Avicenne, au contraire (aux Grecs), represente Ia tradition juive Ia plus consciente
d'elle-meme, car son Dieu, qu'il nomme strictement et absolument Ie Premier, n'est
plus le premier de l'univers, il est premier par rapport a l'etre de l'univers, anterieur a
cet etre et, par consequent aussi, hors de lui." E. Gilson, L'Esprit de la philosophie
medievale (Paris, 1932), p. 83.
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islamic theology, despite the attack against certain aspects of his
thought by Imam al-Ghazzali and Fakhr al-Din al-Razi. Ibn Sina
has in fact been called the "first Scholastic," 15 much of his terminology in ontology appearing in later texts of kaliim, and his
cosmology, which especially interests us here, influencing even alGhazzali himself.
Ibn Sina, despite his great admiration for the Greek philosophers,
always tried his best to make his philosophy conformable to the
Islamic perspective. 16 It is true that in many of his writings he did
not express the sense of the utter nothingness of the finite before the
Majesty of the Divine which is characteristic of Islamic spirituality,
but he did try to conform his ideas to the Quranic Revelation as
much as the rationalistic approach in the Peripatetic school would
permit. 17 He always kept before him the ideal of combining the
philosophy of the Greeks with hikmah, or wisdom, which was
originally the possession of the Hebrew prophets and later revealed
in its fullness in lslam. 18 Out of this effort came the philosophy for
which Ibn Sinii has been famous in the West, a philosophy which is
the finest expression of the Peripatetic school in Islam. 19
15 "11 trouve les materiaux prepares, et deja un
certain travail d'adaptation a !'Islam
etait commence. Mais c'est lui qui fut le premier des scholastiques au sens exact du
terme." A. M. Goichon, Introduction a Avicenne (Paris, 1933), Introduction, p. xvii.
16 For a discussion of the relation of Ibn Sinii
to Islamic orthodoxy, see L. Gardet,
"Quelques aspects de Ia pensee avicennienne dans ses rapports avec l'orthodoxie
musulmane," La Revue Thomiste, 45:537-575 (1939).
Unfortunately, in this and similar articles the orthodoxy of Ibn Sinii is always judged
by the exoteric doctrines of the jurists and the theologians without consideration of the
gnostic doctrines which are the ultimate criteria of orthodoxy in its universal sense and
without consideration of the Shi'ite intellectual milieu in which the school of Ibn Sinii
was to find its future home.
17 "Certes, Ibn Sinii etait avant tout un philosophe,
un philosophe largement inspire
par Ia grande pensee hellenistique, a Ia fois aristotelicien et (sans Je sa voir) neoplatonicien, plus profondement neoplatonicien qu'aristotelicien au demeurant: ou si !'on
prefere: croyant trouver dans Ia pseudo Theologie d' Aristote cet accord entre Aristote
et Platon que Fiiriibi deja avait voulu affirmer. II est tres vrai que !'adhesion a !'Islam
ne semble point se presenter pour Ibn Sinii avec l'absolue rigueur d'une adhesion de foi
totale au mystere divin, a une Parole irreductible, emanee de Ia Volante inscrutable de
Dieu Tres Haul, comme nous en trouvons le temoignage en certains i)anbalites surtout,
voire en certains ash'arites primitifs, et certains grands ~ilfis. Sa non croyance en une
resurrection corporelle le prouve. Mais, a notre sense, c'est tres sincerement et tres
spontanement qu'Ibn Sinii, sur le plan philosophique meme, voulut etablir, a !'aide d'une
exegese allegorique, !'accord de ses propres conclusions et de donnees coraniques."
L. Gardet. La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne (Ibn Sina) (Paris, 1951), p. 202.
18 "II y a tout lieu de penser qu'lbn Sina entendait
realiser ainsi une conciliation
entre Ia philosophic grecque, falsafah, et Ia sagesse semitique traditionnelle, bikma."
Massignon, "La Philosophic orientale d'lbn Sinii . . . , " Memorial Avicenne, IV, 1.
19 "Le Neo-platonisme arabe, tel que
nous le trouvons formule dans les traites divers
d'Avicenne et dans !'admirable Philosophie d'Al Gaziili, ne se presente pas a nous
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, Aristotelian philosophy,. and in fact philosophy in general, was to
have a very different role m the Western world from that m Islam.
It can be said that philosophy, understood as a purely rationalistic
system trying to encom~ass reali~y,. is something peculiar to the
Western world. In Islam It was an InCidental and secondary development and did not touch the heart of the Tradition. Therefore, the
purely rationalistic aspect of the writings of the Muslim philosophers
-especially of Ibn Rushd, who was the most rationalistic among
them-had a greater influence in the Latin world than in the Islamic.
The Augustinian interpreta.tion of.Ibn Si~a involved th~ a~ceptan~e
of much of what was essentially philosophical and the reJectiOn of his
cosmology and angelology. The "banishing" of angels from the
Avicennian Universe by authors like William of Auvergne helped to
laicize the cosmos and prepare the Copernican Revolution. 20 In
Islam, on the contrary, the philosophical doctrines of Ibn Sina were
interpreted metaphysically by the Ishrr1qis and in this way became
transformed into a doctrine, which, being composed of Peripatetic
philosophy, Hermetic and ancient Persian ideas, 2 ' and ~ufl doctrines, served the purpose of leading reason from error to the vision
of the truth and preparing the soul for catharsis (tajrid) from the
world of the senses, culminating in illumination and gnosis. What in
the Western world became ultimately the battlefield of disputing
philosophers and theologians became in the Islamic world, and
especially in Persia, the guide which led the human soul from the
debates of logic to the ecstasies of gnosis.
In connection with the study of the significance of Ibn Sina's
philosophy, his "Oriental Philosophy" has produced the most
bewildering array of opinions among scholars. It is the translation of
the Arabic phrase al-bikmat al-m(a)shriqiyah 22 which Ibn Sina m~p.tions in his symbolic writings. The Arabic word J:;;... from the root
comme une juxtaposition de theories disparates, mais comme une synthese d'une
extreme unite, oil se coordonnait, suivant les principes d'une Metaphysique tres
definie et tres penetrante, Ia Theologie, Ia Psychologie, I'Astronomie et Ia Physique.
<Euvre collective longuement pn!paree par les Ecoles d' Alexandrie et d' Athenes, dont
Ie Livre des Causes et Ia Theologie d'Aristote ont transmis Ia Tradition aux Arabes, cette
synthese a, de Ia pensee musulmane, re<;u son complet achl:vement. En rigoureuse unite,
en harmonieuse beaute, elle ne le cede guere a cette merveilleuse production du genie
hellenique qu'est Ia Philosophie d'Aristote." P. Duhem, Le Systeme du monde, IV, 495.
2° Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, pp. !Oiff.
21 H. Corbin, "Le Recit d'initiation et l'hermetisme en Iran," Eranos Jahrbuch, 17:159
(1949).
22 As mentioned above, Ibn Sinii also wrote a work by this name as attested by himself as well as by Ibn Tufail in his Jfayy ibn Yaq~iin and many later Muslim authors.
There are presently three manuscripts of a work bearing this title and attributed to Ibn
Sina, one in the Bodleian at Oxford (Pocock 181) written in Hebrew letters, the second
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(shrq) can be vocalized either as mashriqiyah or mushriqiyah, the first
meaning "Oriental" and the second "illuminative." Ever since the
well-known article of Nallino, 23 however, it has become axiomatic
for most European scholars to accept the mashriqiyah vocalization
and consider the other as false. 24 Often they have overlooked the
wisdom of the Arabic language itself in which "light," or "illumination," possesses the same root as "East" or "Oriental," con:forming
to the obvious solar symbolism. 25 In fact, this double meaning of the
root (shrq) itself plays a major role in the whole plan of the visionary
narratives where the East is identified with the realm of the spiritual
and intelligible essences, or the realm of light, and the West with the
material and corporeal world, or the realm of darkness.
In the Mantiq al-m(a)shriqiyin, which most likely is the section on
logic of al-/fikmat al-m(a)shriqiyah that is now mostly lost, Ibn Sina
"disowns" his own earlier Peripatetic works as being for the common
crowd and announces that in his "Oriental Philosophy" he is going
to expose his real views. Because of the great importance of this
declaration we give a complete translation of the passage in which
Ibn Siml presents his own view of his "science of the elite." He writes:
We have been inspired to bring together writings upon the subject
matter which has been the source of difference among people disposed to
argumentation and not to study it with the eye of fanaticism, desire, habit,
or attachment. We have no fear if we find differences with what the people
instructed in Greek books have become familiar with through their own
negligence and shortness of understanding. And we have no fear if we
reveal to the philosophers something other than what we have written for
the common people-the common people who have become enamored of
the Peripatetic philosophers and who think that God has not guided
anyone but them or that no one has reached Divine Mercy except them.
Although we admit the wisdom of the most learned predecessor of these
in Niir 'Uthmaniyah (no. 4894 75 ) in Istanbul, and the third in Aya Sophia (no. 2403)
also in Istanbul. It cannot be said with certainty that this work is a section of the
treatise to which Ibn Sina and Ibn Tufail had alluded. It is concerned with natural
philosophy and seems to be mostly a summary of the natural philosophy of the Shifii'.
See Mahdavi, Bibliographie . . . , p. 270.
The first Muslim to have spoken of "Oriental" and "Illuminationist" philosophy was
Abii I:Iayyan al-Tawi)idi in his Fi kama! al-naw' al-insanf. See L. Massignon, "Contribution de Ia France it Ia commemoration d'Avicenne," Miltenaire d'Avicenne, Congres de
Bagdad (Cairo, 1952). p. 80.
23 A. Nallino, "Filosofia 'orientale' od 'illuminativa'
d'Avicenna," Rivista degli studi
orienta!i, 10:367-433 (1925).
24 Unable to convey this double meaning in the
Latin transliteration, we have chosen
to write the word as m(a)shriqiyah, keeping the "a" in parentheses.
25 In English and French, also, the double meaning
of the word "Orient" points to
the same symbolism.
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philosophers [that is, Aristotle], and we know that in discovering what
his teachers and companions did not know, in distinguishing between
various sciences, in arranging the sciences in a better manner than before,
in discovering the truth of many subjects ... he was superior to those who
came before him, the men who came after him should have brought to
order whatever confusion had existed in his thought, mended whatever
cracks they found in his structure, and expanded his principles. But those
who came after him could not transcend what they had inherited from him.
Bigotry over whatever he had not found out became a shield, so that they
remained bound to the past and found no opportunity to make use of their
own intellects. If such an opportunity did arise, they did not find it
admissible to use it in increasing, correcting and examining the works of
their predecessors.
When we turned our attention to their works, however, from the
beginning the comprehension of these works became easy for us. And often
we gained knowledge from non-Greek sources. When we began on this
project, it was the beginning of our youth, and God shortened the time
necessary for us to learn the works of our predecessors. Then we compared
everything word for word with the science which the Greeks called logic,
and it is not improbable that the Orientals had another name for it.
Whatever was contrary by this means of comparison we rejected. We
sought the reason for everything until the Truth became separate from error.
Since those who were the people of learning were strongly in favor of the
Greek Peripatetics, we did not find it appropriate to separate ourselves and
speak differently from everyone else. So, we took their side, and with those
philosophers who were more fanatical than any of the Greek sects, we too
became fanatical. Whatever they sought but had not found and their
wisdom had not penetrated, we completed. We overlooked their faults and
provided a leader and tutor for them while we were aware of their errors.
If we revealed some opposition it was only in matters in which no patience
was possible. But in most cases we neglected and overlooked their faults ...
We were forced to associate with people devoid of understanding who coosidered the depth of thought as innovation (bid'ah) and the opposition to
common opinion as sin ...
Under these conditions, we longed to write a book containing the
important aspects of real knowledge. Only the person who has thought
much, has meditated deeply, and is not devoid ofthe excellence of intellectual intuition can make deductions from it ...
We have composed this book only for ourselves, that is, those who are
like ourselves. As for the commoners who have to do with philosophy,
we have provided in the Kitab al-sluja' more than they need. Soon in the
supplements we shall present whatever is suitable for them beyond that
which they have seen up to this time. And in all conditions we seek the
assistance of the Unique God. 26
20 Ibn Sinii, Man!iq al-m(a)shriqiyin (Cairo, 1328 [1910]), pp. 2-4 (italics ours). In the
Diinishniima-yi 'alii'i, for the first time in Islam, Ibn Sinii begins with metaphysics
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The views .of modern scholar s differ greatly as to what Ibn Sina
means precisely by this passage and similar ones, in which he refers
to this ''Orient al Philoso phy" meant for the elite. Among Europea ns,
an early author on Islamic philosophy, L. Gauthie r, identifies the
"Orient al Philoso phy" with ta~awwuf, which he calls "la tendance
mystiqu e de l'Orient ." 27 Among contem porary scholars, A. M.
Goicho n identifies "Orien t" with the medical school of J undishiipur
and therefore gives it a purely geographical significance. Moreover,
she emphasizes the experim ental tendencies of this school and believes that the "Orient al Philoso phy" means the connect ion of
experim ent with reason and the acceptance of empirical causes as the
middle term in a syllogism. 28
The interest in experience and direct observa tion, however, does not
mean necessarily that it must be connect ed with rational ism, as has
been the case since the seventeenth century in the Western world. As
Louis Gardet has justly remark ed:
Nous ne nierons point qu'en cette tradition a resonances esoteriques ne
se puisse relever un gout prononce pour les sciences experimentales. Mais
tout au cours de l'histoire, ne verrons-nous pas de forts courants platonisants lies maintes fois a un souci de recherches et d'experiences scientifiques? Ainsi deja !'ecole de Chartres au moyen-age latin, et plus encore Ie
courant platonisant de Ia Renaissance du XVI" siecle. De ce point de vue,
il nous semble que Mile Goichon a trop aisement tendance a unir recherches experimentales et "rationalisme." Les Giordano Bruno, Campanella
et Jean Bodin, le grand amateur de kabbale, etaient tout autre chose que
de purs "rationalistes." 29
Asfor Gardet' s own view on "Orient al Philoso phy," he considers
(iliihiyiit) and from there proceeds to natural philosophy (!abi'iyiit) in
contrast to
Aristotle and many Muslim authors like Abu'l-Barakiit al-Baghdiidi (in his
Kitiib almu'tabar) and Fakhr al-Din al-Riizi (in his ai-Mabii/:zith al-mashriqfyah), who
begin from
natural philosophy and then proceed to metaphysics. Later Safavid and Qajiir
authors,
among these $adr al-Din Shirazi, Mulla Mubsin Fai<;J, and .flajji Mullii Hiidi Sabziwiiri
,
have followed the precedent of the Diinishniimah . . .
27 "La doctrine qui
s'y trouve exposee so us forme d'allegories souvent abstruses mais
parfois tres belles n'est autre que le mysticisme des Soufis amalgame avec
Ia theorie
aristotelicienne de !'intellect actif. Le soufisme, on le sait, represente moins
une ecole
qu'une tendance; c'est Ia tendance mystique de !'Orient, qui entrait deja pour
une part
dans le peripatetisme alexandrin, et qui, dans Ia doctrine d'Avicenne, vient
s'y meier
pour Ia seconde fois." L. Gauthier, Introduction /'etude de Ia philosophie musulman
e
(Paris, 1900), pp. 52-53.
28 "II utilise toujours
Ie syllogisme comme mode de raisonnement, mais il admet Ia
cause empirique comme moyen terme, tandis qu'Aristote n'admettait Ia que
Ia cause
metaphysique." A. M. Goichon, "L'Unite de Ia pensee avicennienne," Archives
lnternationales d'Histoire des Sciences, no. 20-21 (1952), p. 300.
29 Gardet, La Pensee religieuse
d'Avicenne, p. 26.
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it to mean a more Pythagorean, Platonic, Plotinian, and less Aristotelian philosophy. This tendency explains the adjective "Oriental"
because, although all of these schools came from the West, the origin
of the Pythagorean-Platonic school was the East.3° The Shifii', and
Najiit, according to Gardet, are the doctrines of Ibn Sina in Aristotelian dress which he was to throw away in the later writings; the
later works are "une prise de conscience plus nette et plus deliberee
de son rapport personnel d'elaboration philosophique. " 31 Gardet,
like Goichon, admits that toward the end of his life Ibn Sina turned
more toward experiment and observation but, contrary to Goichon,
he writes:
Il se peut qu'a Ia fin de sa vie, Ibn Sina ait envisage de mettre un accent
plus delibere sur des recherches "experimentales," entendons ici astronomie (et astrologie), magie naturelle, chimie, medecine; et que ces
recherches aient active sa reflexion philosophique. Mais nous ne voyons
aucune raison pour penser qu'il s'agisse alors d'une ligne rationalisante. 32
He considers on the contrary that the later tendency of Ibn Sina was
"une gnose intellectualiste." ·
Massignon, in a general survey, mentions the use of the technical
Siifi term 'ishq in place of mal)abhah and the alphabetical symbolism
of al-Risiilat al-nairuziyah to point out that "Avicenne a un genie
originel, une philosophie orientale profonde qui n'a pas re9u suffisamment d'attention jusqu'ici." 33
In a notable study, Pines has reviewed this question, making use of
hitherto unavailable fragments of Ibn Sina published by Badawi. 34
A treatise in this collection, the Risiilat al-kiyii, discusses the arbitration between the "Oriental" and "Occidental" philosophers by Ibn
Sina in his Kitiib al-in,5iijwhich itself was lost in the raid of lspahan. 35
According to the interpretation of Pines, the term "Oriental" refers
to Bukhara, Ibn Sina's own city, and "Occidental" to Baghdad, and
especially to the commentators of Aristotle like Abu'l-Faraj and
'Abdallah ibn al-Tayyib who resided in that city. Although the latter's
works have not survived, those of his student Mukhtar ibn al-I:Iasan,
called Ibn Butlan, remain and are an indication of the doctrines of
Gardet, La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 27.
L. Gardet, "Avicenne et le probli':me de sa 'philosophie orientale'," La Revue du
Caire, 27:21 (1951).
32 Gardet, La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 27.
33 L. Massignon, "Avicenne et les influences orientales," La Revue du Caire, 27:12
(1951).
34 'A. Badawi, Aris{u 'ind a!-' arab (Cairo, 1947), I, 12lff.
35 S. Pines, "La Philosophie 'orientale' d'Avicenne et sa polemique contre les
Bagdadiens," Archives d'Histoire Doctrinale et Litteraire du Moyen Age, 27:5-37 (1952).
30
31
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this school. In his al-Maqiilat al-mi~riyah Ibn Butliin rejects the possibility of the existence of the soul without a body outside of God. Ibn
Slna on the contrary emphasizes the immortality of the soul and
therefore separates himself from the Christian commentators of
Aristotle in Baghdad as well as the Greek commentators of Alexandria. This issue, according to Pines, must have been a central
subject which distinguished the "Oriental Philosophy'' from the
Peripatetic school. He also thinks that the rejection of Aristotelian
philosophy was a way for Ibn S1na to open the path for his personal
reflection and was an illumination of his own intellect rather than an
Oriental tradition. He may also have been influenced by a Persian
"cultural nationalism" against the "Occidentals."
A modern Persian scholar, Qasim Ghani, like most other contemporary Persian authors, considers "Oriental Philosophy" to lie outside both Aristotelianism and the Neoplatonic schools. According to
him, it perhaps refers to a Persian school of philosophy during the
Sassanid period which left its imprint upon Mani, and even more
upon Suhrawardi, the founder of the school of Jshriiq. 36 Another
Persian scholar, Dhabil).allah ~afa, however, understands by the
term "Oriental" the Baghdadi commentators of Aristotle in contrast
to the Alexandrian disciples of the Stagirite. 37
Finally, it is helpful to consider the views of H. Corbin, who,
among Western scholars, has studied the question of Ishriiq most
thoroughly and sympathetically. He writes regarding the relation
between Ishriiq and Ibn Sina:
Thus considered in the life of individual consciousness, the "Oriental
philosophy" of the two masters [Ibn Sina and Suhrawardi] reveals what
they have in common, far better than any theoretical discussions, or
hypotheses deputizing for lost works, can do. For the two canons, that of
the one and that of the other master, display this common trait: side by
side with extremely solid systematic works, they both contain a cycle of
brief spiritual romances, narratives of inner initiations, marking a rupture
of plane with the level on which the potencies successively acquired by
theoretical expositions are interconnected. 38

Corbin considers the word "Oriental" as primarily a symbolic term
signifying the realm of light and not just a geographical designation.
"Oriental Philosophy" means the journey to the realm of the spirit
and away from the prison of sense and matter.
Qiisim Ghani, lbn-i Sinii (Tehran, 1313 [1936]), pp. 45-46.
Dhabiballiih ~afa, "al-tJ:ikrnat al-m(a)shriqiyah," Mihr, 8:36 (1331 [1952]).
38 Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, p. 6; see also ibid., pp. 271-278,
where various
studies on Ibn Sinii's "Oriental philosophy" are discussed; and Suhrawardi, Opera
Metaphysica el Mystica, ed. H. Corbin (Tehran, 1977), I, xxxvii-lxii.
36
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A close study of the "esoteric" writings of Ibn Sinii will reveal that
the "Oriental Philosophy" is not at all a philosophy in the rationalis. tic sense, nor a system of dialectic to fulfill certain mental needs;
rather, it is a form of wisdom or a "theosophy " which has for its
. purpose the deliverance of man from this world of imperfection to
the "world of light." It is non-Greek in the sense that the specific
"genius" of the Greeks of the historical period was dialectical. They
even hid the Egyptian, Orphic, and Babylonian mysteries, upon which
·sm was based, under a veil of dialectics. The "Oriental
Philosophy" removes this veil and seeks to present the philo,wphia
·nPl'Pnnrs not as something to satisfy the need for thinking but as a
guide, or at least doctrinal aid, for the illumination of man which
arises from the inner experience of its author. Its language is therefore primarily symbolic rather than dialectical even if it begins with
Aristotelian logic and employs some of the cosmological ideas of the
Peripatetic philosophers.
What is difficult to determine is whether the "Oriental Philosophy"
was only a theoretical formulation which borrowed its language of
symbols from various ancient mysterie~, or whether there was a living
esoteric tradition which still possessed not only the doctrine but the
grace and spiritual techniques necessary for an effective realization of
theory. In the fourth Islamic century the latter possibility seems unlikely outside of the grace (barakah) of ta~awwuf, for it seems hardly
conceivable that any small "candles of light" of pre-Islamic spirituality, as, for example, certain branches of Hermeticism, could remain
intact and not be dissolved and integrated into the "sun" of
Islamic spirituality as the Graeco-Roman mysteries were eventually
integrated into Christianity. Even in the case of Shaikh al-ishriiq, his
spiritual affiliation was certainly completely Islamic; where he di.ffered from other Sufis was in the use of pre-Islamic -both Hermetic
and Zoroastrian -symbols and a certain amount of Peripatetic philosophy in the formulation of his doctrines. For those who consider
ta~awwuf to be equivalent with its verbal expression, the above distinction may seem all important, but the inner journey which depends
absolutely upon the grace (barakah) issuing forth from the founder of
the Tradition is one thing and its theoretical formulation another. We
must ultimately, therefore, decide the inner meaning of the "Oriental
Philosophy" in the light of Ibn Sinii's relation to Islamic esotericism
in general and ta~awwuf in particular.
The diversity of view of scholars regarding the meaning of Ibn
Sina's "Oriental Philosophy" exists also in the problem of the connection of Ibn Sinii with ta~awwuf, which is the esoteric aspect of
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Islam, possessing not only a doctrine whose formulations may have
been borrowed from external sources, but a "spiritual alchemy" and
a grace whose origin can be traced to the Prophet Mul)ammad-upon
whom be peace. 39 Ta.~awwuf is not identical with its theoretical
formulations; there have been great ~iifis who have not written a
word about the theory of Islamic spirituality, as there have been
authors outside of ta.~awwuf who have written lucidly about certain
aspects of its theoretical formulations. It is this distinction which
makes the identification of Ibn Sina with ta$awwuf so difficult.
Western scholars who have been influenced, whether directly or
indirectly, by the particular aspect of Christian spirituality as a way
of love, have usually condemned the primarily gnostic character of
Islamic spirituality as a form of "pantheism," "panentheism," and
recently as "natural mysticism." Also, they have usually mistaken
the theoretical formulations for the interior experience and have
therefore postulated diverse origins for ta$awwuf, including Ncoplatonism, Buddhism, and "the Aryan reaction against the Semites."
Without attempting here to refute these many theories, all of which
from the point of view of ta$awwuf are false, we base our definition of
ta$awwuf upon the witness of the ~iifis themselves. According to
them, it is a set of doctrines, spiritual techniques, and finally a grace,
or barakah, the totality of which constitutes the essence of Islam, the
realization of Unity (tawhid).
Before turning to the testimony of Muslims speaking from within
the Tradition, however, it is helpful to review the opinions of some
Western scholars on the relation of Ibn Sina to ta$awwuf, bearing
always in mind their concept of ta$awwuf, which is for the most part
unacceptable to the authorities of that Tradition. A. M. Goichon,
who emphasizes the observational interest of Ibn Sina during his
later period, denies any real connection between Ibn Sina and the
~iifis. She considers, on the contrary, "Ce ne sont done pas des
le~ons de vie interieure qu'il faut chercher aupres d'Avicenne. Son
interet est lexicographique et philosophique seulement." 40
39 For a genuine account of the meaning of
ta$awwuf, see Abii Bakr Siraj ad-Din,
"The origins of Sufism," Islamic Quarterly, 3:53-64 (1956); R. Guenon, "L'Esoterisme
islamique," in Islam et /'occident (Paris, 1947), pp. 153-159; and T. Burckhardt, Introduction to Sufi Doctrine, trans. D. M. Matheson (London, 1976}.
40 Introduction a Avicenne, p. xxiv and Introduction.
She also argues that it would
be strange for a treatise on ta$awwuf, like Man{iq al-m(a)shriqiyin, to start with man{iq,
that is, logic, which for her implies the exact opposite of ta~awwuf The word man{iq,
however, besides meaning logic, always bears an interior sense deriving from the root
(n{q) meaning to articulate a sound or speak, and therefore to be related to the Divine
Word from which all things derive their being. The Man{iq al-tair (usually translated as
Conference of the Birds) by Farid al-Din al-'Attiir is one of the most celebrated Siifi
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Father J. Houben, following Massignon, distinguishes between
early Sufis and the later ones who he calls "pantheistic" and classifies
the gnosis (ma'nfah) of Ibn Sina as "a natural knowledge of God,"
implying therefore "natural mysticism." 41 Gardet takes a similar
view and states: "Mais en fait, il s'agit chez Ibn Sina d'une reduction
du ta$awwuf a un plan philosophique, par une interpretation appro"42 Moreover, he identifies this "reduction of la$awwuf" with
mysticism. As he says: "Pour Ibn Sina done, comme pour
Upanishads, c'est en se parachevant elle-meme dans l'ordre de Ia
nature que l'ame communique avec Dieu." 43 On another occasion
he states that "!'elan mystique (mystique naturelle) plonge au contraire des racines profondes en ce systeme . . . il lui donne sa seve
• • • " 44 Also: "Le systeme avicennien ne se peut comprendre, selon
toutes ses dimensions existentielles, que grace au mouvement initial
de mystique naturelle qui le traverse." 45
This "mysticism" is, according to Gardet, a combination of
Plotinian intellectualism and the experience described by the great
Sufis. Considering the indefiniteness and incorrectness of this definition of"mysticism," it is difficult to be satisfied with such a conclusion.
We are guaranteed that Ibn Sina's system is profoundly dominated by natural mysticism, but then some of the greatest masters of
ta$awwuf-lbn 'Arabi, for example-have also been said to have had
no other inspiration than natural mysticism. Therefore, how are we
to distinguish between Ibn Sina and all the later Sufis who possess
esoteric orthodoxy and a perfect regularity in their initiatic chain
(silsilah)?

Muslim sources could perhaps give a clearer indication, for here
we deal with authorities who speak from within ta$awwuf In the
account of the life of the well-known fourth-century Sufi, Abu Sa'id
ibn Abi'l-Khair, in the Asriir al-taw/:zid, 46 there is an account of the
tracts and makes use of mantiq in its symbolic rather than logical aspect. The title of
Manfiq al-m(a)shriqiyin, therefore, does not condemn the work to a "rationalistic"
plane. Moreover, many later works by Suhrawardi, Mulla $adra, and others, whose
gnostic character all admit, begin with logic and terminate with $iifi metaphysics.
41 J. Houben, S. J., "Avicenna and mysticism," lndo-Iranica, 6:15 (1953).
42 L. Gardet, "L'Experience mystique selon Avicenne," La Revue du Caire, 27:64
(1951).
43 Ibid., p. 63. This point of view presupposes an absolute distinction between Nature
and Supernature, forgetting that there is something "supernatural" in Nature as there
is a ''natural" aspect to Supernature. See F. Schuon, "Is there a natural mysticism?"
in Gnosis, Divine Wisdom, trans. G. E. H. Palmer, pp. 35-44.
44 L. Gardet, La Connaissance mystique chez Ibn Sinii et ses presupposes philosophiques
(Cairo, 1952), p. 62.
45 Ibid., p. 67.
46 Asriir al-tawbidfi maqiimiit al-Shaikh Abi Sa'id (Tehran, 1313 [1934]), 159-160.
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meeting of Ibn Sina with the great Sufi sage and their intimate discourse which lasted three days. Also, in traditional Muslim sources
there is reference to a meeting between Abu Sa'id and Ibn Sina in a
bath house. According to these sources, Abu Sa'id asked Ibn Sina if
it were true that a heavy body seeks the center of the earth. Ibn Sina
answered that this was absolutely true. Abu Sa' id subsequently took
up his metal vase and threw it into the air, whereupon instead of
falling down it stayed up in the air. "What is the reason for this?" he
asked. Ibn Sina answered that the natural motion would be the fall of
the vase but that a violent force was preventing this natural motion.
"What is this violent force?" asked Abu Sa' id. "Your soul!" replied
Ibn Sina, "which acts upon this." "Then purify your soul," Abu
Sa'id added, "so that you can do the same." 47
Baha' al-Oin al-'Amili, known as Shaikh Baha'i, in his KashkU!
tells the story of Shaikh Majd al-Din al-Baghdadi, the famous Sufi,
who saw the Prophet in a dream and asked about the condition of
Ibn Sina. The Prophet answered: "Ibn Sina wanted to reach God
without me; so I touched his chest and he fell into the fire. " 48
There is also the story of another well-known Sufi master, 'Ala'
al-Dawlah al-Simnani, who likewise saw the Prophet in a dream and
asked: "What dost thou say on the subject of Ibn Sina ?" The
Prophet replied: "He is a man whom God has made to lose his way
in knowledge." Again the Sufi master asked: "What dost thou say
regarding Suhrawardi Maqtiil ?" He answered: "He also is a follower of Ibn Sina." 49 We see that all of these stories consider Ibn
Sina outside of the tradition of ta~awwuf or at least outside the central
element of Sufi orthodoxy.
Among modern Persian scholars, as in the case of European
authorities, there is some difference of opinion on this question.
Na~rallah Taqawi, in his introduction to the Ishiiriit wa' 1-tanbfhiit,
considers that Ibn Sina was an active Sufi and possessed a spiritual
station (maqiim). 50 On the contrary, Badi' al-Zaman Furuzanfar, a
leading contemporary Persian authority on ta~awwuf, points out that
neither the journey of the soul in /fayy ibn Yaq~iin or al-Tair nor the
union of the passive and Active Intellect are Sufi doctrines, but that
the Risiilat al-'ishq and the last part of the Ishiiriit . .. dealing with
the grades of the spiritual life are in the tradition and language of

lI
'

See also MuJ:!ammad Tunikiibuni, Qi$a$ al-'ulamii' (Tehran, 1313 [1934]), p. 317.
Ibid.
49 Quoted in Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, p. 244, n. I.
50 Ibn Sinii, al-Ishiiriit wa'l-tanbfhiit, trans. Na~ralliih Taqawi (Tehran, 1316 [1937]),
Introduction, p. ('ain).
47

48
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ta$awwuf According to Fun1ziinfar, al-Shaikh al-Ra'is explained the
secrets and difficulties of "The Path" in an excellent way and has
been a defense for the Sufis against rationalism over the centuries.
But he was too engrossed in the desires of this world to have participated in the "Mul).ammadan poverty" (al-faqr al-mubammadi),
which requires a certain detachment from this world and its pleasures. 51
From these passages it seems certain that Ibn Sinii lies outside of the
pure tradition of la$awwuf He is neither like a l:Jalliij, whom Western
scholars consider as a "true mystic," nor like an Ibn 'Arabi or al-Jili,
whom they label as "pantheist." From the exterior it seems that his
life was too closely interwoven with the desires of the flesh and excess
of sensual pleasures and differed markedly from the disciplined life of
those traveling on "The Path" (salikun). Yet he probably spent three
days alone with Abii Sa' id in spiritual retreat (khalwah) and met other
Sufi masters like Abu'l-l:Jasan al-KharraqiiniY Consequently he was
most likely touched deeply by the barakah of ta$awwuf and even if not
able to realize its aims in his life sympathized with it greatly and expressed many of its truths in his works. 53
51 Badi' al-Zamiin Furilziinfar, "Abu 'Ali Sinii wa ta$awwuf," in Le Livre du mil!enaire
d'Avicenne, ed. Dhabiballiih Safii (Tehran, I953), II, I88.
The Egyptian scholar Abu'l-'Alii al-'Afifi also considers Ibn Sinii to be more of a
philosopher with tendencies toward Sufism than a Sufi in the truest sense of the word,
although he believes that the philosophy of Ibn Sinii is not simply a mixture of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic philosophy but is strongly influenced by Gnosticism. and
especially Hermeticism, /fayy ibn Yaqzan being an Arabic version of Poimandres. See
'Afifi, "L'Aspect mystique de la philosophie avicennienne," Milli!naire d'Avicenne,
Congres de Bagdad, pp. 399-449.
Another famous contemporary Arab scholar. Ibrahim Madkour, connects the Sufism
of Ibn Sina with the tendencies and trends already found in al-Fiiriibi. See Madkour's
Fi'l-falsafat al-isliimfyah (Cairo, I947), pp. 48-54.
52 It was after his meeting with al-Kharraqiini in Hamadiin that Ibn Sinii wrote the''
natural philosophy, or {abf'fyiit, of the Shifii'.
53 An argument in favor of the view that Ibn Sinii was not just a philosopher in the
ordinary sense is his writing poetry along with philosophic prose. Usually the only
background common to these two diverse types of activity is gnosis in which poetry is
metaphysical as the expression of metaphysics is poetical. To clarify this matter further
one must turn to the later Islamic centuries when in Persia three distinct schools can
be discerned. These are the schools of pure gnosis represented by Ibn 'Arabi, Sadr
al-Din ai-Qunawi, 'Abd al-Razzaq al-Kashiini, and 'Abd al-Karim ai-Jili; the school
of lllumination combining philosophy with contemplation and intuition as in the case
of Suhrawardi, Qu~b al-Din al-Shirazi, Ibn Turkah and later Mir Damad and Mullii
Sadrii; and finally the Peripatetic school. It can be safely said that Ibn Sin a did not
belong to the first school. But he cannot be limited to the third school either. There are
elements in his writings, based on intellectual intuition (dhawq), which made it possible
for the later Ishriiqf sages to interpret his writings in a direction diametrically opposed
to the philosophy of Ibn Sinii in the medieval Latin world, so that we can say that
although not a Silfi, Ibn Sinii expresses certain views which make him not only a
Peripatetic philosopher but a forerunner of the Ishriiqfs as well.
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In the domain of cosmology, the late works of Ibn Sina possess
many points of similarity with the conception of Nature of the gnostics ('urafii'). In both cases there is the concept of the interiorization
of the cosmos, the journe y through the Universe to what lies above it
and a symbolic interpretation of all natura l phenomena. Therefore:
whatever the effective realization and the spiritual station of Ibn Sinii.
may have been, his theoretical consent to ta,mww ufand the expression
of many Sufi doctrines in the cosmology of his works on "Oriental
Philosophy" permit us to study him in two distinct ways. Firstly, we
may identify his early works, especially the Shifii' and the Najiit, as
the most complete expressions of the philosophy of the Peripatetic
school in Islam, a school that was much influenced, especially in the
case of Ibn Sinii., by the physics of Aristotle and Neoplatonic cosmology. Secondly, we may study the cosmology of his later works,
especially the visionary narratives, as an early expression of the doctrines of the lshriiqf school which were developed more fully in the
following centuries and as a description of certain elements of the
gnostic conception of Nature . We must not, however, identify Ibn
Sina's treatment of Sufi doctrines with the most universal exposition
of Sufism which we find in the writings of such masters as Ibn
'Arabi , al-Qunawi, Ma}Jmud Shabistari, and al-JiH.

CHAPTER12

The Anaton1y of Being
Being and Its Polarizations

Ibn Sina is above all a "philosopher of Being"; all knowledge for
him involves the analogy of the beings of particular things with Being
itself which stands above and anterior to the Universe. 1 The highest
form of knowledge, in fact, is the knowledge of Being itself, to which
the knowledge of mathematics and of the physical world are subordinated. 2 To understand his cosmological ideas. therefore, it is
necessary to discuss briefly the relation of Being to the Universe and
its hierarchy, though without going into the details of this question
since it belongs to the "First Philosophy," or metaphysics, and so lies
outside the scope of this study. 3
Being in itself is the cause of all particular existents without being
reduced to a genre common to all of them. 4 Being is above all
1 A. M. Goichon, "L'Unite de Ia pensec avicennienne," Archives Internationales
d'Histoire des Sciences, no. 20-21 (1952), pp. 290ff.
2 Ibn Sina considers the hierarchy of knowledge to start with metaphysics, then
mathematics, and finally natural science. Diinishntima-yi 'alifi, Jlahlyiit (Tehran, 1331
[1952]), p. 3. For him, as for Christian Platonists like St. Augustine and in contradiction
to Aristotle, sensible knowledge does not precede the intellectual.
3 There are several well-known studies in European languages on the philosophica'l·.
aspect of Ibn Sina's ontology. Among these works may be included A. M. Goichon, La
Distinction de !'essence et de !'existence d'apres Ibn Slnii (Avicenne) (Paris, 1937); Dj.
Saliba, Etude sur Ia meraphysique d'Avicenne (Paris, 1926); and E. Gilson, Avicenne et le
point de depart de Duns Scot (Paris, 1927). The most comprehensive and thorough study
of the philosophy of Ibn Sina, interpreted in a Peripatetic fashion that we have encountered is ljikmat-i Bii 'All (Tehran, 1375-1377 [1955-1957]), by 'Allamah Ha'iri
Mazandarani. This work, in three volumes, written from within the tradition of l;ikmah
by one of the leading l;akfms of present-day Persia, gives a thorough exposition of the
thought of Ibn Sinii, especially his ontology, as understood by those who have preserved
his school as a continuous living tradition in Persia until today.
4 "Bien qu'en effet l'etre ne soit pas un genre reellement commun a tous les etres, il
doit y a voir uncertain point de vue, duquel tout ce qui est, au memc sens et de Ia meme
fa~on. L'etre de Ia substance n'est pas celui de !'accident, mais, du fait meme qu'il n'y
a pas d'idee anterieure a !'idee d'etre, on doit necessairement accorder que l'une et
!'autre viennent se ranger sous cette idee commune et que, d'un certain point de vue,
l'accident et Ia substance re~oivent le nom d'etre selon Ia meme signification . . . L'etre
peut s' affirmer de tout scion le meme sens, mais non pas aussi immediatement de tous
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distinctions and polarizations and yet the cause of the world of multiplicity, casting its light upon the different and distinct quiddities
(miihiyiit) of all things. Being is the reality of each thing, as it is
the source of all goodness and beauty as well as the cause of all
perception, the quiddities constituting no more than the limitations of
being. 5
There are two major distinctions which underlie the philosophy of
Ibn Sinii, one an ontological distinction between quiddity, or essence
(miihiyiih), 6 and existence (wujiid), and the other tripartite division
between the Necessary (wiijib), contingent (mumkin) and impossible
(mumtani') beings. Only in the Necessary Being (wiijib al-wujiid), or
God, are essence and existence inseparably united, while for all
other beings unity and existence are only accidents added to their
essence or quiddity. The Necessary Being whose essence and existence
les etres" (Gilson, Avicenne et . .. Duns Scot, p. 111). And further on Gilson writes:
"L'Etre, cause de tous les etres, nous a doues d'une lumiere naturelle faite a sa ressemblance" (ibid., p. 117).
Regarding the question of Being and quiddities in Muslim philosophy seeS. H. Nasr,
"The Polarization of Being," Pakistan Philosophical Journal, 3:8-13 (October, 1959).
The Muslim Peripatetics, following Ibn Sinii, considered being to be real and principia! and the quiddities to be the limitations of the existence of things abstracted by the
intellect. In later centuries the debate as to whether essence or existence is principia!
became a central issue, especially with Mir Diimiid and Mullii Sadrii. SeeS. H. Nasr on
Mullii Sadrii in the History of Muslim Philosophy.
5
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Ibn Sinii, Kittib al-shi/ti' (Tehran, 1305 [1887)), p. 598;
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al-Najtit (Cairo, 1938), p. 229.
0 The notion of essence, or quiddity, according to Ibn Sinii corresponds to the
question quid est. If one knows the essence of something, one knows all its attributes. (See
Dj. Saliba, La Metaphysique d'Avicenne, pp. 80-81.) "L'essence, consideree en ellememe, comprend ce qui est necessaire a une chose pour pouvoir exister comme telle.
Elle s'exprime done par l'enonce des caracteres qui constituent cette nature, cette
quiddite, a !'exclusion de ses accidents, et meme des particularites decoulant de tel ou
tel de ses traits constitutifs; en effet, celles-ci n'ajouteraient rien d'essentiel" (A. M.
Goichon, La Distinction de /'essence et de /'existence . .. , p. 49). As for existence, it is
not a constitutive attribute of essence but a necessary one added accidentally to the
essence. The existence of something does not have its principle in the essence of that
thing but derives its principle from the Being whose essence is the same as its existence,
that is, the Necessary Being.
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one is pure Truth as It is pure Goodness ; 7 It is the source and
of all existence.
As for the contingent beings (mumkin al-wujud or mumkinat ), they
are further divided into two classes:
(1) Those that are necessary in the sense that they could not not be.
They are contingent by themselves but receive from the First
Cause the quality of being necessary. These beings are the
simple substances (mujarradat), that is, the Intelligences and
angelic substances.
(2) Those that are only contingent, that is, the composed bodies of
the sublunary region which come into being and pass away. 8
The first category of possible beings is the eternal effect of the
Creator and must therefore always be, while the second category contains in itself the principle of "non-eter nity" and therefore has a
beginning and an end. Substance, in the context mentioned above
and as used generally by Ibn Sinii, means that which exists by itself
without being supported by or existing in any subject in contradistinction to accident, which exists in a subject and is supported by
7
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" -- 12~_..1 ":' (-' .J ..r.lbid., P- 229. ln his commentary on the Theology of Aristotle, Ibn Sina defines bein~
as a "category" above the division of possible and necessary. He considers that in all
existents outside of the First Being there are three distinct elements: ( 1) Its being qua
being referred to nothing but Being itself and standing above the division of possible and
necessary; (2) Its being as much as it derives from the First Being and refers to it; (3)
Its being as related to its quiddity (miih~rah) or its intelligible principle of definition
which is carefully distinguished from its essence (dhiit). See G. Vajda, "Les Notes
d'Avicenne sur Ia 'Theologie d'Aristote,'" La Revue Thomiste, 51:346-406 (1951);
L. Garde!, "En honneur du millenaire d'Avicenne, " ibid., p. 336.
8 lbn Sina, Diinishniimah . . . 1/ahTyiit, pp. 7-11, Najiit, pp. 224-225; Garde!, La
Pensee re/igieuse d'Avicenne, p. 45; S. Munk, Melanges de philosophic juive et arabe
(Paris, 1859), p. 358. In the Ilahlyat of the Danishnamah . . . , and in apparent contrast
to his other writings, Ibn Sina implies that only the Necessary Being is eternal while all
other things are created and new (mubdath), pp. 76-83. Islamic philosophers usually
distinguish between two kinds of imkiln, imkiin al-'iimm and imk(1n al-khii:Js, the first
meaning all that is not impossible (mumtani') and the second that of which neither
existence or non-existence is necessary. The first is usually translated as possibility and
the second as contingency although sometimes possibility is used for both kinds of imkan.
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a substance. 9 Substance is divided according to species; the ten
categories as defined by Aristotle, of which substance itself is a
category, become so many species of being,l 0 while potentiality and
act, unity and multiplicity, cause and effect, remain but accidents
with respect to Pure Being.
The three simple substances which comprise the first category of
contingent beings are irreducible to one another according to the
definition of substance just given. One cannot be reduced to the other
in an ontological sense because of the basic distinction that Ibn Sina
makes between them:
(1) The substance whose being is one, which possesses contingency
(mumkin) and is completely separate (mujarrad) from all
matter and potentially is called Intellect ('aql).
(2) The substance whose being is one but accepts the form of
other beings is divided into two categories:
(a) That which does not accept divisibility and, although
separate from matter, has need of a body in its action is
called Soul (nafs).
(b) That which accepts divisibility, and has the three divisions of length, width and depth is called Body (jism). 11
These three substances, Intellect, Soul, and Body, although all partaking of the light of Being, remain in the domain of cosmology
separate entities, the knowledge of the interrelation of which is the
aim of all sciences dealing with the cosmos.
The separate substances themselves form the first class in the list
of beings which "have a right to exist," that is, which possess a rank
in the hierarchy of being. The order of this scale may be given as
follows :12
1.
2.
3.
4.

Separated substances
Form
Body
Matter

As the separate substances, or angels, stand highest in this scale,
matter stands lowest in the hierarchy and possesses an inferior degree
of reality with respect to form, contrary to the view of Aristotle.
Ibn Sina, Najat. pp. 324ff.
of the ten categories which follows closely the teachings of the
Stagirite, see Danishnamah . . ., 1/iihiyiit, p. 36.
11 Ibn Sina, Diinishnamah . . . , lliihiyat, p. 115.
12 Ibn Sina, Najat, p. 338; Saliba, La Metaphysique d'Avicenne, p. 68.
9
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The anatomy of being just described forms the basis of all the
·erarchies which exist in the Universe since the cosmos is nothing
the manifestation and effusion of Being. Any particular being in~:n:;a"'"' in its degree of reality, beauty, and goodness according to
closely it approaches the Necessary Being. 13 Whatever is more
perfect and more true is closer to the Necessary Being, which is the
source of all perfection and TruthY Using the symbolism of light,
Sin a often compares the particular beings of the cosmos to points
the rays of the Sun which receive illumination from this source of
light and rise in the scale of being to the degree in which they
approach this source. All creatures, in fact, find their happiness and
felicity in union with this source of all existence which is Pure Being,
upon which they utterly depend and without which they are literally
nothing.
Closely related to the science of the anatomy of being is the question of universals, because ultimately it determines the quality of
knowledge which can be gained in the study of any domain. The
science of things, according to Ibn Sina, is not innate to the human
soul. Our intelligence receives the intelligibles by turning toward the
h._;
l.Y Active Intellect after being excited by the senses in contact with the
external world. In the Divine Intellect alone do the intelligible
essences exist independent of all potentiality as universals. In the
Intellect everything has an existence as a universal even before the
~:;,.

coming into being of any plurality. In the realm of plurality it be-

'' comes material form to be raised once again in the intellect of man
to the domain of the universal. 15
Ibn Sinii has often been accused of nominalism because he considers universals as accidents added to the essence. This accusation is
not just, however, because he upholds the existence of separate in tel;.
ligences and the universals in the Active Intellect which is transcendent with respect to man. Man receives the intelligibles as an
illumination by the Active Intellect; all knowledge in the ultimate

~t:

13 For example, besides dividing all beings into the Necessary and possible, Ibn Sina
also distinguishes between three types of beings according to whether they are pure
goodness (God, or Necessary Being), both good and evil, or pure evil. Ibn Sinii, Danishniimah . .. , lliihfyat, pp. 118-119.
14 Ibid., p. 112. The Necessary Being may also be considered as pure necessity and
all beings considered as standing in the hierarchy of Being according to their degree of
necessity. "La necessite diminue dans !'existence proportionnellemcnt a Ia distance qui
separe l'etre de son principe" (Saliba, La Mhaphysique d'Avicenne, p. 101).
15 "Prior to any plurality, everything has an existence in the mind of God and of the
angels; then as material form it enters upon plurality, to be raised finally in the intellect
of man to the universality of the Idea . . . " Tj. de Boer, History of Philosophy in Islam,
trans. E. R. Jones (London, 1933), 135.
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sense is in fact an illumination. 16 The hierarchy of being is understood only by the "Ideas" which reside eternally in the Divine Intellect
and which return to the realm of the Universal in the process of
intellection through which man comes to know the anatomy of being.
Particular beings are all united in that they issue from Being, or God.
who stands transcendent with respect to the Universe. Being is not
identical with its differentiation but remains totally independent of it;
yet multiplicity, or the polarization of Being which constitutes the
cosmos, is absolutely dependent upon Pure Being without which it
would cease to have an external reality.

The Generation of the Universe

The cosmogony of Ibn Sinii is closely connected with the ontological
hierarchy already described. If in his ontology, however, emphasis is
placed upon the transcendence of Being, or God, above all particular
beings or creatures, in cosmogony, on the contrary, accent is placed
upon the relation of generated beings to Being and their effusion
Uaicj) from the source of all things. The Universe in this perspective
is compared to the rays of the Sun, and God to the Sun itself. The
rays of the Sun are not the Sun but also they are nothing other than
the Sun. This perspective is alien to the exoteric element of monotheistic traditions in which the absolute distinction between the
Creator and the creature is preserved. In Islam the doctrine of
emanation, or effusion, therefore, can be understood and integrated
only in the esoteric aspect of the Tradition. The doctrine of the
Unity of Being (waf:zdat a!-wujud) of Ibn 'Arabi and the majority of
Sufis after him does not state that the Universe is God or that God
is the Universe. The Sufis join Ibn Sinii on this point to say that there
cannot be two independent orders of reality so that the being of the
16 "Cultivate the self with learning in order to progress
and leave all else; for knowledge is an abode of all things. The self is like glass, the knowledge, like a lamp, and the
wisdom of God, like oil. When your self is illuminated you are alive, and when there is
darkness, you are dead."

~j(u~JJL>.?_J
• . - '.....
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• 2:2~\;·..;..JiH.;.\_,
This poem by Ibn Sina is quoted by Ibn Abi U~aibi'ah (II, 15) and translated by
A. Muid Khan in "Some aspects of the Arabic writings of the philosopher Ibn Sina,"
Islamic Culture, 25:42 (1951).
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'-'""''c""" cannot be other than Pure Being. The Plotinian cosmogony
which Ibn Sina follows in a similar manner derives the hierarchy of
creatures from Pure Being itself without in any way destroying the
absolute transcendence of Being with respect to the Universe which
it manifests.
The principles according to which the manifestation of the cosmos
takes place are as follows:
(1) Division of beings into necessary and contingent.
(2) From Unity only unity can come into being (ex uno non fit nisi
unum). 11
(3) Intellection of God is the cause of existence. 18
The First Intellect (al-'aql al-awH'al) is contingent in essence and
necessary by virtue of the "Cause of Causes," ('illat al-'ilal) or the
Necessary Being Itself. But because the First Intellect is con tin gent, it
generates multiplicity within itself. By intellection of the Divine
Essence, it gives rise to the Second Intellect, and by intellection of its
own essence to two beings which are the Soul of the first heaven and
its body. One may say that the First Intellect has three forms of
knowledge:
(1) Knowledge of the Essence of the Necessary Being.
(2) Knowledge of its own essence as a being necessary by virtue of
another being (wii.jih hi'l-ghair).
(3) Knowledge of its own essence as a contingent being.
It is these three forms of knowledge which give rise respectively to the
Second Intellect, the Soul of the first heaven, and its body. 19 The
Second Intellect through intellection generates in a similar manner
the Third Intellect, the Soul of the second heaven and its body:
This process continues until the ninth heaven and the Tenth Intellect, which governs the sublunary region, are generated. 20 This
11 ,, .

..>.o.t)t !.II ~_...~~J).-'>t_.lf,.

18 See introduction by Miisa 'Amid to Ibn Sinii, Risiilah dar baqiqat wa kaifiyat-i
silsila-yi mawjiidiit wa tasalsul-i ashah wa musahbabiit(Tehran, 1952), p. 8. Also Gardet,
La Pensce religieuse d'Avicenne. p. 48.
The authenticity of the Risiilah dar !wqlqat wa kaifiyat . .. has been doubted by some
authorities, but there is no question that it summarizes Ibn Sinii's views on the chain of
being found with greater elaboration in the Shi/ii' and other works.
19 Najiit, pp. 256-257; Saliba, La Metaphysique d'Avicenne, pp. 128-132.
20 This scheme is a systematization of the Plotinian cosmology; Ibn Sinii's First
Being, First Intellect, and Soul correspond to the Plotinian hypostases. For a detailed
account of the hierarchy of intelligences and souls and generation from the Necessary
Being, see Shifii', Iliihiyiit, pp. 618ff.
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scheme corresponds to the planetary spheres in the following
manner: 21
TABLE

VII.

THE HEAVENS AND THEIR GENERATING INTELLECTS ACCORDING TO

IBN SiNA
No. of Heavens
9

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Name of Heaven
"Heaven of heavens"
(falak al-aflak)
Heaven of signs of Zodiac
(falak al-buruj)
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
Sun
Venus
Mercury
Moon

No. of Generating Intellect
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9

The heavens, therefore, are generated by a series of intellections, each
Intellect actually bestowing existence upon that which it generates. 22
In his commentary on the Theology of Aristotle, certain nuances of
this scheme are changed or accentuated. The ontological degree of
the Intelligences is clearly distinguished from the celestial Souls, and
the Intelligences who are the angels are made definitely separate substances and the source of all forms. 23 The knowledge which the
Intelligences have of the First Cause is, moreover, the prototype of
all gnosis and all epiphany. 24
The generation of the Universe must also be described in terms of
the powers and functions of the beings that comprise it and which are
responsible for its life and activity. The First Intellect, the highest of
all beings, has only one power (qudrah), that of knowledge ('ilmiyah),
which it receives from the command (amr) of the Divine Truth
(lfaqq). The Soul (nafs), which is closest to it, possesses not only the
power of knowledge which it receives from the Intellect, but also that
of desire, or love (shawqiyah), which comes directly from the Divine
Command. From the Soul in turn the Universal Nature (al-tabi'at
Ibn Sina, Ristilah dar l;taqiqat wa kaifiyat . . . , p. 23.
"L'etre qui vient apres !'Intelligence (separee) est d'une part pense par elle, et
re<;oit d'autre part son etre d'elle, en tant qu'emane d'elle, non pas en tant que I'Intelligence l'a re<;u d'un autre." Gardet, La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 49.
23 "Nous disons que Ia forme de toute chose, universelle ou particuliere, se
realise
dans ce monde-la (le monde des substances separees); tout particulier y est apprehende
suivant le mode dont il derive de ses causes, et ce mode fait du particulier un universe!.''
Vajda, "Les Notes d'Avicenne .. .,"La Revue Thomiste 51:346--406 (1951). The text
therein is referred to as Gloses (p. 48).
24 "II faut plutot dire qu'elle se pense elle-meme comme existente en pensant sa Cause,
et c'est Ia le vrai mode de Ia saisie intellectuelle." Vajda, Gloses, p. 60.
21
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a/-kulliyah) 25 and the Universal Element (al-'un$i1r al-kull) are

brought into being.
Universal Nature is a force which moves the Element toward that
perfection which is possible for it. Nature, whose essence derives
from that aspect of the Soul coming from the Divine Command,
however, has no knowledge of the conditions of this action but acts
rather for the sake of subjugating the Element. The Element itself
which receives the action of Nature is a force which comes from that
aspect of the Soul having its origin in the Intellect. 26
Being the third principle in the hierarchy of being, after the Intellect and the Soul, Nature has three powers:
(1) The power of putting into motion (quwwat al-taf;,rik) which
comes from the world of Divine Command.
(2) The power of guidance (quwwat al-hidiiyah) from the world of
the Intellect.
(3) The power of inclining toward movement ( quwwat al-mail ila' 1taf;,rik) from the world of the Soul. 27
Nature and the Element are complementary and cannot exist without each other. Although both are generated by the Soul and are passive with respect to it, they are created so as to interact with each
other. Nature exists in order to put into motion the Element. The Element on the other hand is given the ability to accept motion, or the
act of Nature. Also coming after Nature, it has four defined effects
(iithiir) corresponding to the four worlds which lie above it: the world
of the Divine Command, Intellect, Soul, and Nature.
Ibn Sina mentions that the first Element ('un$ur) in the world was
in principia the point which, acted upon by Nature, was extended to a
line, plane, and finally a three-dimensional body (jism). Having become a body, it was then acted upon by the force of motion (tabrlk)
of Nature and the power of ordering (tadbir) of the Soul. The body
formed in this way, going through the geometrical shapes from the
most perfect circle, then triangle, and finally square, was purified, and
out of the part with the greatest degree of purity ($afii') the highest
heaven was formed, to which the Intellect and Soul became attached.
Out of the less pure the next heaven was formed, and the process continued until in the heaven of the Moon most of the purity was
exhausted, and gravity and opaqueness (kathiifah) and impurity
25 Ibn Sina uses "Nature" with several meanings, of which this is the most universal.
In all the meanings the term contains, the sense of dynamism, power or principle of
change similar to that found in the doctrines of the Hellenistic cosmologists is present.
26 Ibn Sina, Risiilah dar /Jaqiqat wa kaifiyat . . . , pp. 14-19.
27 Ibid., p. 19.
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(kudurah) became dominant so that the body could no longer accept
a heavenly form but became the world of generation and corruptiou.2s
~he world of generation and corru~tion, which is the sublunary
region, was not only prepared to receive form by the Intelligences
symbolized by the celestial bodies, but received its very being from
them. 29 Once having been brought into being, the sublunary region
was moved by the power of Nature. 3° From this motion a great deal
of heat was generated, and from the heat the separation of the body
of this region was brought about. The separation in turn caused dryness; hence a substance called fire, possessing the qualities of heat
and dryness, came into being. Whatever remained of the body fell
away from the heavens toward the center. Unable to move, it became
cold; the cold quality caused opaqueness and subsequently dryness.
Out of these qualities of dryness and cold the element earth was
formed. Whatever of the body remained was bound by the earth
below and fire above. The half near the fire became warm without
there being any separation among its parts, since the heat was not
excessive. Therefore, a new element comprised of the qualities of heat
and moisture, called air, came into being. The other half near the
earth became cold, but since this coldness was not excessive it did not
condense, so that an element consisting of the qualities of moisture
and cold, called water, was formed. In this way the four principles
(arkiin) of all sublunary bodies were generated. 31
The progressive "coagulation" of the Universal Element terminates
with extreme differentiation, and the process of emanation, or effusion (faicj), reaches its terminal point. Henceforth the movement is
no longer a drawing away from the principle but a return to it, not a
faicj but an 'ishq, or love, by which all things are attracted to the
source of all Being. The elements in mixing together reach a degree of
28 Gardet believes that limiting the Intelligences to ten is purely a posteriori (La
Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 53). The number 10, however, by its completion of the
cycle of numbers, symbolizes quite naturally the totality of the intelligible hierarchy.
29 La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 49.
30 Nature as the cause of motion of the elements was a well-known Peripatetic doctrine. We see here that in his cosmogony, however, Ibn Sin a makes Nature not only the
cause of change of the four elements which lie in the sublunary region, but also the force
which caused the body of all the heavens to be formed from the originally undifferentiated
body (jism).
31 Ibn Sinii, Risalah dar baqlqat wa kai/iyat . . . , pp. 24- 25. In this treatise, at least,
Ibn Sinii seems to be making the four qualities the principles of the four elements, in
agreement with the school of Jiibir ibn Hayyan and contrary to the doctrines of Aristotle.
Moreover, Ibn Sinii always emphasizes the positive existence of all the four qualitiesthat is, that cold is not just the absence of heat, and so on, but that it has a reality of its
own. In other works, however, he implies the importance of the four elements above that
of the qualities, and the dependence of the qualities upon the elements. See Shifii',
Tabl'lyiit, pp. 209ff.
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which permits the descent of the lowest form of Soul upon
This descent brings into being the minerals which form the
lowest kingdom of the physical domain. In the mineral kingdom itself,
purity increases until in the _jewels, the highest '?embers of this
domain, the "fire of the Soul" IS much stronger than m stones or mud.
In the coral, the first stage of the plant kingdom is reached. The
increase in purity of the mixture of elements permits a new soul, or
precisely a new faculty, of the Universal Soul to descend upon
This new faculty, and not the elements or their manner of combinais responsible for the characteristics which distinguish the plant
world from the mineral. In the plant kingdom, also, there is a hierarchy in which purity increases, reaching its highest degree in the
palm, which already possesses certain features of animals.
With increasing purity in the mixing of the elements, again a new
faculty of the Soul-this time called the animal soul--enters the
stage of the cosmic play and manifests itself in ever greater degree
from the lowly snail to the monkey, which even resembles man in
certain of his features. 32
The hierarchy of being rises with the degree of purity to the stages
of man, the demons and devils of the first, second, sixth, and seventh
climatic zones, and then the higher form of humanity of the third,
fourth, and fifth zones. In each case a new soul, or a faculty of the
Soul, comes into play. There are also stages above that of humanity,
including the stage of the Sacred Spirit (al-ru/:l al-qudsi) through
which the Active Intellect is reached, and finally the highest stage,
that of the saints and prophets, which itself comprises numerous
angelic worlds. 33 The end of the whole cosmic process is Pure Being
itself where all things began. Creation therefore comes from God and
returns to Him. 34
m ......., .. J

32 It is instructive to note that Ibn Sinil, like al-Biriini, considers the monkey as the
highest of animals in opposition to the Ikhwiln al-Safil' who believe the elephant to be
the most intelligent animal and therefore the terminal link in the animal kingdom.
33 Ibn Sinil, al-Ishtirtit wa'l-tanbihtit, pp. 483ff, Ristilah dar l;zaqiqat wa kaifiyat . . . ,
pp. 30-31. Ibn Sinil quotes from the Quran (XXXVII, 164): "There is not one of Us
[revealing angel speaking in first person] but hath his known position."
'
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34 Risalah dar l;zaqiqat wa kaifiyat . .. , p. 31, Ibn Sinil quotes in this context the verses
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The intuition of the unity and interrelatedness of the parts of the
Universe which underlies the description of the generation of the
cosmos given above is dressed in the syllogistic language of Peripatetic philosophy, which perhaps hides rather than clarifies its true
nature in the mind of the modern reader unaccustomed to this mode
of thought. As so often occurs with the Peripatetics, basic intuitions
which are metaphysical rather than merely philosophical are enclosed
within a rationalistic system whose interest is more in satisfying the
thirst for causality than in leading to the direct contemplation of the
Truth. In a sermon on unity (al-Khutbat al-gharrii') delivered by Ibn
Sina on the praise of God and made famous in its Persian translation
by 'Umar Khayyam, for an instant the usual syllogistic veil is partly
cast aside and the contemplative aspect of his cosmogony revealed.
The reader catches a glimpse not of the rationalistic aspect of Ibn
Sinii's thought which, as shown by Imam ai-Ghazziili, contradicted
certain aspects of the spirit and letter of Islam, but of his metaphysical vision of the view of Nature in which Nature appears as a
unified domain and the Universe as the manifestation of the Divine
Principle in conformity with the essence of Islam. The movement of
the cosmos from the highest heaven to the earth, and on earth
through the three kingdoms, is described as a drawing away from the
Principle and a return to It in such a manner as to convey that every
particle and every movement displays the wisdom of the Creator and
serves his purpose. Ibn Sina writes:
Above the heavens there are two spheres: One of the Equinox and the
other of the Zodiac. If the heavens were without stars, there would not
have been change of Time, efficacious for the growth of animals and plants.
Similarly, had there been all stars without heaven, the lights would have
vanished and with them the causes of existence and annihilation. Had not
the (Zodiacal) Sphere been "inclined" towards the Sphere of Equinox, the
seasons would have been equal and the state of surroundings and environments would have been monotonous. Thou Holy (God) the possessor of
infinite power, whose bounty has left nothing out of it while granting
existence t It is impossible that an infinite being can exist jointly, as it can
only exist separately and not in company with others. So Thou didst create
(by Order) the Primal Matter possessing infinite power in Passivity, inasmuch as Thou possessest power in Activity. Thou didst know that Generation and Corruption are effected by means which are contracting and
expanding, susceptible of receiving (impression) and controlling corruption. Hence Thou createdst Heat expanding in its essence, Cold contracting
in its qualities, Moisture for preserving the bodies from being decomposed.
From these (humours), Thou createdst the primal elements, and the hottest
of them hast stationed on the higher space (i.e. the heavens) which,
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were it Cold, would have been heated by the heavenly motion and no being
bad remained but perished, on account of the Heat spread over all the
elements in potentiality and space. Thou createdst the higher (heavenly)
elements (i.e. Fire, Air, Water) naturally transparent, otherwise no
luminous ray could have passed through them. Thou didst create tbe
Earth dust-coloured, otherwise the light, which is the cause of the Instinctive Heat, active in creating physical forms, would not have paused over
it (but would have passed through). So Thou createdst from the Earth,
Minerals, Vegetables, and Animals of different kinds, which became
generator and corruptor, begetter and begotten. The principal object of
tbis (process) was the creation of Man, from whose residues Thou createdst
all beings, so that no being may be deprived of its elements and one being
may not be weakened by another negative (being). Thou didst create Man
possessing an intelligent Soul, which if purified through the knowledge of
good deeds, becomes like the Substances of the First Causes (i.e., angels).
Whenever the temperament of Man is equable and without contraries, it
becomes like the "Seven strong Heavens"; and whenever it is devoid of the
receiving forms (i.e., Matter), it resembles the First Causes (i.e., angels).
Thou Sustainer and Lord of lords: We desire Thee, pray and fast for Thee.
Thou art the First Origin. From thee we ask for succour and warning to
guard us against our negligence, and guide us in our doubts. Thou art the
perfector and originator of these (doubts). Praise be to God who alone is
deserving of it! And His blessings be upon His messenger Muhammad,
·
best of all His creatures, and on all his companions. 35

In a fashion very similar to certain esoteric schools in Islam, especially
to some branches of lsmii'ilism, Ibn Sina in his al-Risiilat al-nairuzi"yah
symbolizes the stages of the generation of the cosmos by letters of the
Arabic alphabet. 36 He first divides created beings into: the hierarchy
of pure Intelligence, or angels, which are separated completely from
matter and which are above change and multiplicity; the animated
world of Intelligences not completely divorced from matter b·ut
"dressed" by the stable matter of the heavens and causing the celestial
motion; the world of physical Nature (al-tabi'ah) comprising the
forces which circulate in bodies, which are completely bound to
35 K.A.M. Akhtar, "A tract of Avicenna," Islamic Culture, 9:221-222 (1935). For
the original Arabic text of the sermon and its Persian translation by Khayyiim, see S.
Naficy, Avicenna, Tehran (1954), pp. 260-266.
36 Al-Risiilat al-nairilziyah . .. , in Tis' rasii'il(Cairo, 1908), pp. 134-141. Ibn Sinii, however, does not follow the lsmii'ili scheme completely [for the Ismii.'ili scheme in Gushiiyish
wa rahayish, see the Introduction by H. Corbin to the Kashf al-ma/.z}ub of Abu Ya'qiib
al-Sijistiini (Tehran, 1949), p. II, n. 2]; but he makes several revisions to bring the
meaning of the letters and the order of their emanation into conformity with his philosophic conception of generation derived from Neoplatonism. In assigning numerical
values to the letters, he follows the traditional abjad system.
Regarding the changes brought about by Ibn Sinii, see L. Massignon, "La Philosophie orientale d'Ibn Sinii .. .,"Memorial Avicenne (Cairo, 1952), IV, 5.
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matter and which are the source of all movcment; 37 and finally the
corporeal world itself. 38
Having made this general division, Ibn Sina follows the science of
jafr in establishing a correspondence between the hierarchy of the
Universe and the letters of the Arabic alphabet in the following
manner:
A =
B=
J=
D =
H =
it.
W =
it.
Z =

1 = al-Biiri': Creator.
2 = al-'aql: Intellect.
3 = al-nafs: Soul.
4 = al-tabi'ah: Nature.
5 = al-Biiri' (bi' l-icjiifah): Creator in relation to what is below
6 = al-'aql (bi' l-itjiifah): Intellect in relation to what is below

7 = al-nafs (bi' 1-it/iifah): Soul in relation to what is below it.
(bi'l-it/iifah): Nature in relation to what is
below it.
T = 9 = al-hayiilii': material world having no relation to anything
below it.
Y = 10 = 5 x 2 = al-ibdii': the plan of the Creator.
K = 20 = 5 x 4 = al-takwin: Structure transmitted to the created realm.
L = 30 = 5 x 6 = al-amr: the Divine Commandment.
M = 40 = 5 x 8 = al-khalq: the created Universe.
N = 50 = M + Y = the twofold aspect of wujud (being).
S = 60 = M + K = the double relation to khalq and takwin.
'ayn = 70 = L + M = al-tartib: chain of being impressed upon
the Universe.
~ = 90 = L + M + K = the triple relation to amr, khalq, and
takwin.
Q = I 00 = 2Y = S + Y = ishtimiil al-jumlah fi' l-ibdii': The assembly of all things in the plan of the Creator.

1;1

= 8 = al-tabi'ah

37 Among followers of Hellenistic cosmology
in Islam, Nature is usually the common
ground or substance of the four natural qualities and elements and of all the changing
forms brought into being by them. In the ultimate sense, Nature for them, as for the
Greeks, is the principle of change, while for the Sufis it is the "Breath of God" (al-nafas
al-iliihl) or the Breath of the Compassionate (nafas al-rabmiin), and the feminine, passive
or "motherly" aspect of the Divine act of creation. We see that in this respect both Ibn
Sina and the Ikhwan al-Safii' are followers of Hellenistic cosmology without, of course,
being necessarily opposed to the Islamic perspective. As we mentioned earlier, it was not
so much the pre-Islamic (awii'il) sciences, but the rationalistic tendencies of the Peripatetics against which the Islamic world reacted.
38 Goichon, La Distinction entre /'essence et !'existence
. .. , pp. 243-244.
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R = 200 = 2Q = the return of all things to the One, which is
their principle and entelechy. 39
This table, which associates the three hypostases of Intellect, Soul,
and Nature with the Creator to form a tetrad, limits the stages of
manifestation to the number 9. It is connected to the adjacent magic
square which came originally from China, being associated with the
Ming Tang, the first magic square of Yii, and which was integrated
Islamic alchemy by Jabir ibn I:Iayyan and used by later authors
al-Ghazzali and the Isma'ili Al)mad al-Khayyal. 40 With this
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Figure 17. The first magic square.

system of alphabetical symbolism, Ibn Sina, in the last section of the
Risa!at al-nairuziyah, seeks to interpret the meaning of the letters at
the beginning of the surahs Maryam (XIX) and al-Shawra (XLII) of
the Quran. Despite certain differences in Ibn Sina's procedure from
the usual interpretation of these letters by various traditional authorities, his attempt is of great interest. Firstly, as we have seen, Ibn Sina
is attempting in this treatise to combine Greek philosophical notions
with the Oriental tradition of l:zikmah and certain Islamic sacred
30 Tis' rasti'il, pp. 138-140; Massignon ... La Philosophie orientale d'Ibn Sina," p. 3.
See also Carra de Vaux, Les Penseurs de /'Islam, IV, 38-42.
40 Ibn Sina's scheme is relat~d to the magic square of Fermat. in that it is limited to
nine stages corresponding to the nine "letters of Adam"; all the other letters are formed
by the addition and multiplication of the first nine principia! "states."
1-'or an explanation of the meaning of this magic square in Chinese civilization seeR.
Gucnon, La Grande Triade (Paris, 1946), chap. XVI.
There are many books in Arabic and Persian on magic squares and the numerical
symbolism of letters connected with them (' ilm a/- wifq wa' /-a' dad), such as the Shams altiftiq fi 'ilm al-l;uruf wa' 1-awftiq, Bal;r a/-wuquf fi 'ilm a/-l;uruf, and Shams al-ma'arif a/kubrti by Mul)yi al-Din al-Bi.ini and Kunh al-murtid fi wifq al-a'dtid of Ya'qilb ibn
Mubammad a!-Tiiwilsi.
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sciences which have their basis in the Quran and the Arabic language.
Secondly, by use of alphabetical symbolism he tries once more to
demonstrate that all things come from the One and return to It.
Moreover, the analogy of cosmic entities with the sacred language of
Islamic Revelation is the framework within which the study of Nature
becomes also the study of "the macrocosmic Book," which is the
counterpart of the sacred text, so that all sciences of the Universe
may be considered as so many works of "exegesis of the cosmic
text."

The Relation between God and the Universe
We saw how in his ontology Ibn Simi clearly separates Being from all
particular beings, while in his cosmogony he considers the Universe
as an effusion (fai(i) of Being. This apparent contradiction, and more
generally the whole question of creation, or manifestation, has always
remained among the most debated aspects of Ibn Sina's philosophy
and the one which has been attacked most severely. The Islamic perspective can be said to have its particular raison d'etre in integrating
the particular in the Universal and in leveling into nothingness all
that is creaturely before the absolute transcendence of the Divine
Principle. 41 Therefore it could not accept the Greek notion of the
eternity of the heavens or any other order of reality which might
detract from the transcendence of God, and reacted to the notion of
creation held by philosophers like Ibn Sina in the spirit which is most
conformable to the essence of Islam. 42
Ibn Sina uses four words to designate the creation or generation of
the Universe:
ibdath-produc tion of contingent beings, whether they be eternal
or temporal.
41 "Conformement ace qui fait Ia raison d'etre
particuliere de !'Islam, a sa voir !'idee
de Ia transcendance absolue du Principe divin, transcendance qui nivellera tout ce qui
est ·creature,' du 'verbe fait chair' jusqu'au dernier grain de poussiere . . . "F. Schuon,
L'CEil du ca:ur (Paris, 1950), p. 148.
42 " • • • on peut dire qu'il y a lit, dans
le creationisme occasionaliste des ash'arites et
dans Ie panentheisme des philosophes mystiques (Soufis), comme deux aspects extremes
d'un meme sentiment qui est peut-etre le plus puissant et le plus constant de !'Islam: Ia
non-existence absolue de ce qui n'est pas Dieu. Les theologiens orthodoxes aneantissent
le cree devant Ie Createur; les mystiques heterodoxes integrent Ia creation en Dieu, et le
fanii' est pour eux !'entree dans Ia vie mystique. Ibn Siml, semble-t-il, s'est efforce de
realiser un moyen terme: repoussant l'aneantissement ontologique de Ia creature, et
sauvegardant cependant Ia contingence- essentielle du cree, et done, en un sens, sa distinction avec Ie Createur." Gardet, La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 68.
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ibda'-production without intermediary of incorruptible and
eternal beings, whether they be corporeal or not.
khalq--production, with or without intermediaries. of corporeal
beings, whether they be corruptible or incorruptible.
takwin-production with intermediaries of corruptible beingsY
According to Ibn Sina, creation itself is intellection by God of His
Essence. It is this intellection (ta'aqqul) and the knowledge ('ilm)
His own Essence that brings all things into being. This act of
is limitless (!a yatanaha), and the manifestation of the
is God's eternal knowledge of Himself. 44 Creation is at the
time the giving of being by God and the shining of the rays of
so that each creature in the Universe is related to its
. Divine Source by its being and its intelligence. 45 In some of Ibn Sina's
more esoteric works, in fact, God is identified with the source (almanba') of the overflowing of light (fayarjan al-nur) which fills all
things. 46 So, one can say that Creation is the realization of the intelligible essences and existence the theophany (tajalli) of these essences,
so that being and light are ultimately the same. To give existence to
creatures is to illuminate them with the Divine Light which is the
ray emanating from His Being. 47
In the perspective of Ibn Sina the invisible world depends for its
subsistence upon the Divine Intellect, and even the physical domain
can be said to be dependent not only upon God's Will but also His
Being. The existence of everything in the physical domain derives
ultimately from the Divine Essence. Ibn Sina writes:
Le premier est trop eleve dans sa majeste pour qu'aucun motif l'entraine,
qu'aucune impulsion l'emporte, et nulle chose extrinseque a son etre n'est
assez bonne (de soi) pour mer iter d'exister. Tout au contraire, l' etre de
tout chose procede de Lui de cette fac;on, et son intellection de sa proph:
43 Gardet, La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 65. See also Goichon, La Distinction de
/'essence et de /'existence ... , pp. 249-255.
44 See Ibn Sina, Risalah dar l.zaqlqat wa kaiflyat . . . , pp. 8-9.
45 "C'est une pensee des plus hautes et d'une rare plenitude de verite, que de faire de
Ia creation a Ia fois le don de l'etre ct le rayonnement de !'intelligence" (Goichon, La
Philosophie d'Avicenne et son influence en Europe medit!vale [Paris, 1944], p. 41). Also:
"La creation est en meme temps transmission de l'etre et rayonncment de !'intelligence"
(Goichon, "L'Unite de Ia pensee avicennienne," Archives lnternationales . . . [1952],
p. 296).
4 " See, for example, Ibn Sina's "'discourse" with the Siifi master Abl! Sa'id ibn Abi'lKhair on the effect on the soul of visiting places of pilgrimage in A. F. von Mehren,
Traites mystiques d'Abou Ali al-Hosain b. Abdallah b. Simi ou d'Avicenne (Leiden,
1889), p. 45.
47 "La creation est Ia realisation des intelligibles. L'etre est donne avec Ia lumiere; ou
plutot I'etre est une Iumiere. C'est pourquoi le flux createur envisage sous cet angle, est
appele rayonnement, tajal/1." Goichon, La Philosophie d'Avicenne . . . , p. 42.
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essence est !'essence par laquelle l'etre de toute chose est possible, alors
qu'est necessaire !'intellectio n qui les a pour objet. 48

It is neither in his unified vision of the cosmos nor in the doctrine of
Divine intellection that Ibn Sina differs from the Islamic perspective.
It is more in limiting the power of God to a predetermined logical
structure and in diminishing the sense of awe of the finite before the
Infinite that he came to be criticized by certain authorities of the
Islamic Tradition. The nothingness of man and his limited knowledge
before the Divine is hidden by the veil of a rationalistic system in
which Ibn Sina clothes his basic intuitions. In the Muslim perspective,
God, as the source of all qualities, must not only be absolute determination and necessity but also absolute freedom. His Will must
transcend all systems which try to limit it to the domain of finiteness.
The philosophers like Ibn Sina, especially when they followed the
Neoplatonists, began with metaphysical intuitions of the profoundest
order which are more or less direct applications of the first Shahiidah
of Islam. It was when they hid these intuitions within an excessively
rationalistic system that they moved away from the domain of gnosis,
which is the meeting-ground of faith and science, to that of reason,
which is the battleground of their conflict. In the case of Ibn Sina we
also find an oscillation between doctrines both metaphysical and cosmological in nature which, being in conformity with the Islamic
perspective, became integrated into its viewpoint. Moreover, we also
encounter ideas that belong more strictly to philosophy understood
in a purely rationalistic sense, and have always remained on the
periphery of Islamic civilization.
48 Ibn Sina, G/oses, ·pp. 63-64,
in Vajda, "Les Notes d'Avicenne, " in La Revue
Thomiste (1951).
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CHAPTER 13

Principles of Natural Philosophy
Natural philosophy (tabi'iyiit) is, according to Ibn Sina, that aspect
of wisdom which deals with the domain that moves and changes. 1
It is the study, at once quantitative and qualitative, of that which is
an accident ('ara4) and constitutes along with mathematics and metaphysics the domain of speculative philosophy. The branches of
natural philosophy constitute all the sciences of the sublunary region
and are enumerated in the following manner: 2
1. tibb-medicine
2. nujum-astrology
3. firiisah-physiognomy
4. ta'bir-oneiromancy

5. talismiit-natural magic (drawing celestial forces upon terrestrial
ones)
6. nairanjiyiit-theurgy (employing terrestrial forces to produce
effects which appear as supernatural)
7. kimiyii'-alchemy
The sciences of geometric astronomy, geography, geodesy, mechanics, statics, optics, and hydraulics, although also pertaining to the
study of the physical domain as understood today are classified 4>y
Ibn Sina under the mathematical sciences. 3
Natural philosophy depends upon certain principles such as the
notions of matter and form, time and space, and the varieties of
motion which serve as the basis for all the sciences of Nature in the
·~
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(Cairo, 1954), p. 17. The object of natural philosophy is "ce qui est dans le mouvement
et Ia transformation en tant que tel" (L. Gardet, La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 30).
In his Fann-i samii'-i tabl'i, from ai-Shifii' (trans. M. A. Foroughi, Tehran, 1316 [1937],
p. 12), Ibn Sina compares the relation of the study of Nature to that of metaphysics with
the study of a particular science to the universal science.
2 See Ibn Sina, Aqsiim-i 'u/iim-i 'aqliyah in Riihnamii-yi l}ikmat (Tehran, 1372 [1952],
pp. 12-13).
3 See A. F. von Mehren, "Les Rapports de Ia philosophie d'Avicenne avec !'Islam,"
Le Museon, 2:565 (1883).
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Peripatetic sense. To ask why in natural philosophy means to inquire
into the causes of something in terms of the four Aristotelian causes
and in the context of the above principles. 4 As for giving proofs of
principles in natural philosophy, this is not so easy in terms of natural
philosophy itself because proofs of essentials, like the existence of a
power called Nature capable of changing things, belongs to the realm
of metaphysics alone. "One cannot prove the principles of a science
by that science itself." 5
Before probing into the meaning of the principles which underlie
the study of natural philosophy, we must understand the meaning or
meanings which Ibn Sina gives to the word Nature (tabi'ah). The
Aristotelians, whom he follows in this branch of learning more than
in other fields, use the word nature with four meanings: as natura
generatio, natura essentia, natura substantis simplex and natura rei
corporeae. 6 Aristotle himself defines Nature as "a certain principle
and cause of motion and rest to that in which it is primarily inherent,
essentially and not according to accident." 7
Ibn Sina also uses the word "Nature" with several meanings, of
which the most essential is the force responsible for moving the elements. "The form of an element is a Nature which is known by action
but not felt or seen by the senses." 8 It is this Nature which keeps the
element at rest if it is in its right place and makes it move toward its
correct position if it is out of its natural place.
Using the word "Nature" in a somewhat different sense, it can be
said that the tendencies of lightness and heaviness are due to Nature,
which here implies the form of the elements, the form which gives
them the particular qualities that they possess. "Therefore, each of
the four elements possesses a nature," writes Ibn Sina, "which is its
lot and its form ($ilrah); fire has one, water another, air another and
earth another. And these qualities are accidents which come from
that nature and that form." 9 In this sense the nature of water, for
example, is that by virtue of which it is water. If water is considered
with respect to the motions and actions it performs, it is studied in its
Ibn Sinii, Shifti', Tabl'iyiit, pp. 33--44.
5 Ibid., p. 41.
Ibn Gabirol, Fons Vitae, ed. C. Baumker (Monasterii, 1895), pp. 492--494.
7 Aristotle, Physics, trans. T. Taylor
(London, 1912), vol. II, pt. 1, pp. 20-23.
8 Ibn Sinii, Danishniima-yi "afii'i, Tabi'iyilt,
(Tehran, 1952), p. 53.
9 Ibid., p. 55. Ibn Sinii believes,
therefore, that the form of the elements is the cause
of their natural motion. "According to this view, therefore, the cause of the natural
motion of the elements abides within the elements themselves. The form is the cause of
the motion of the elements just as the soul is the cause of motion of animals. The elements are therefore said to be moved by themselves hyph' auton, in the same way as
animal beings." H. A. Wolfson, Crescas' Critique of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass., 1929),
p. 673.
4
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and if with respect to the substance from which it derives its
then it is considered in its form.
In considering the relation of Nature to motion and rest, Ibn Sina
with the most general consideration of change. All objects in
world, according to him, must be moved (that is, changed) 10 by
outside cause, as in the case of the heating of water, or by an
cause which belongs to their essence, as in the case of the growth
a seed into a plant or a sperm into an animal. The force causing
can be classified in the following manner:
1. Single motion

{ (a) involuntary-like falling of stones
(b) voluntary-like motion of the Sun

2. Several motions { (c) involuntary-like motion of plants
(d) voluntary-like motion of animals
Ibn Sina calls force (a) in this classification Nature, (b) the heavenly
soul (al-nafs al-falakiyah ), (c) the vegetative soul (al-nafs al-nabiitiyah),
and (d) the animal soul (al-nafs al-l;ayawiiniyah)Y In this perspective, therefore, Nature becomes, along with the various souls, one of
the forces (quwwah) responsible for motion in the Universe. But it is
also the power which can keep something at rest. Its function is not
only dynamic but "regulatory"; it is not only a power coming from
the essence of something which brings about all qualitative and quantitative changes in it, but also the power which keeps it at rest and
makes it remain what it is. 12
10 Motion for Ibn Sinii, as for Aristotle, means not only a locomotion but changes of
quantity, quality, and posture as well.
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Shifa', Tabi'iyat, p. 13.
Ibn Sinii, Fann-i samii'-i tabi'i, pp. 39-40.
"La fabi'a est par essence principe premier du mouvement de ce en quoi elle est
essentiellement et de son repos essentiel; bref, elle est principe premier de tout changemen! et de toute stabilite essentiels." Goichon, La Distinction de !'essence et de
/'existence . .. , p. 45.
11

12
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Ibn Sinii, aware of the many uses of the word "Nature," writes:
But the expression fabf'ah is used with many meanings. What is mentionable is the following three meanings:
1. Nature in the sense we already gave to it (as form of simple elements).
2. Nature as that from which the substance of something is formed.
3. Nature as the essence of things. 13
To this list he adds the meaning of Nature as the power which preserves the cosmic order.
Nature can be considered as particular (juz'i) or universal (kulli).
Particular Nature is confined to each individual while Universal Nature
can be considered as belonging to the intelligible order and being the
immaterial source from which the total order emanates. If we accept a
single Universal Nature, this Nature is the first sphere of the heavens
which preserves the cosmic order. 14
It is in keeping with these diverse meanings of the philosophical
concept of the word "Nature" and the purpose and goal of natural
philosophy that we must approach the study of time and space and
form and matter as the primary conditions of terrestrial existence.
The final aim of this study is to understand motion which in medieval
philosophy always means change in terms of principles belonging to a
domain which is itself above change, remembering that the principles
of the traditional sciences of Nature do not lie in these sciences themselves but in metaphysics.

Form and Matter
The basic intuition of hylomorphism which underlies Aristotelian
doctrines is to be found nearly everywhere in medieval philosophy,
even though the meaning given to form and matter is not always that
given by the Stagirite himself. This is also true in the case of Ibn Sina,
who bases his natural philosophy upon the doctrine of form and
matter without following completely the teachings of Aristotle.
Form, according to Ibn Sinii, is "the quality of quiddity (miihiyah)
by which a body (jism) is what it is," whereas matter "is that which
supports (/:ziimil) the quality or form." 15 Matter can only exist by the
form imparted to it by the Intellect; without form it would be pure
Ibn Sina, Pann-i samii'-i tabi'i, p. 48.
Ibid., p. 52. We see once again how Ibn Sina, while expounding Peripatetic doctrines, steps outside the boundary of their philosophy.
" Pann-i samii'-i fabi'i, p. 46.
13

14
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vity deprived of reality. That is why prime matter cannot be
by itself. 16 Moreover, "matter is [created] for form and its
is to have form imposed upon it, but form is not [created]
matter." 17
Body (}ism), which is made up of form and matter, is that which
ses the possibility of receiving division. 18 Inasmuch as it
ses a corporeal form it is in act, and inasmuch as it is capable of
it is in potentiality. 19 A body may then be considered as a
uu',."''"vv which possesses on the one side actuality and on the other
wt.enuaHL). The first named aspect is its form and the second its
, or hyle.
The complex notion of matter in Ibn Sina is derived from several
sources, Aristotelian as well as Neoplatonic. For Aristotle, generation
and corruption mean a transition from existence in potentiality to
existence in act and vice versa, not from non-being to matter. Matter
for him exists in potentiality, which means that already it possesses
a kind of being. In a substance, the part that is actual is form, and
the part which is potential matter, the two being wedded together inseparably in all things which do not exist in pure actuality. Matter
for him has clearly two separate meanings, one as hyte which means
that which is in potentiality, and the other as to hypocheimenon,
meaning the substratum which subsists permanently through
generation and corruption.
Neoplatonists also use the word hyte but with the meaning of nonbeing tc) me hon. Hyte for them does not have an existence in potentiality as it does with Aristotle; it has no existence at all. There is
therefore no material cause or creation of matter because matter does
not even exist. 20
Ibn Sina rejects the Aristotelian idea of existence in potentia and
16 Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques (Kittib al-istirtit . . .), trans. A. M.
Goichon (Beirut, 1951), p. 266. (We have made use of M. Goichon's translation of
Ibn Sina's Kitab al-ishtirat . . . in this and following chapters.) See also Gardet,
La Pensee religieuse d'Avicenne, p. 61.
17 Ibn Sina, Shifti', Tabi'iytit, p. 33, and Fann-i samti'-i tabi'i, p. 96.
18 "La corporeite, en tant qu'elle est Ia corporeite, n'est pas autre que Ia possibilite
de rccevoir Ia division. II est dans Ia nature de Ia corporeite d'etre susceptible de division."
P. Duhem, Le Systeme du monde, IV, 470.
19 Ibn Sina emphasizes the receptive nature of the body and its inability to cause anything. ""That which causes-is in every case a Power, a Form, or a Soul, the Spirit
operating through such instrumentality. In the realm of the Physical there are accordingly countless powers, the chief grades of which, from the lower to the higher, are-the
Forces of Nature, the Energies of Plants and Animals, Human Souls and World-Souls"
(Tj. de Boer, The History of Philosophy in Islam, p. 139).
2 ° For an excellent analysis of these notions and their comparison with the views of
Ibn Sina, see Duhem, Le Systeme du monde, IV, 454ff.
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admits only existence in act. The Aristotelian divisions into the contradictory, in potentiality and in act, are for Ibn Sinii the classes of
the impossible, contingent, and necessary. Therefore, whereas for the
Peripatetics matter is eternal and the hyle does not admit or require a
cause but is necessary, according to Ibn Sinii the hyle has need of
multiple causes for its existence in act. Matter, or hyle, in fact is
brought into existence by the form which is given by the Intelligence
of the tenth sphere that governs the sublunary region. In his doctrine
of matter, Ibn Sinii implicitly assumes the "original matter" of the
Ikhwiin al-$afii' without, however, mentioning it. He considers the
hyle as the subject of corporeality and that to which corporeal form
(~urahjismiyah)is added to make a general body. The body is in fact
the sum of corporeal form and matter.
Matter is also the principle of individuation, that which permits
the multiplicity of forms. 2 t But in itself, it has only a "negative
existence" and the capability (qiibiliyah) of accepting division upon
which the form of corporeality is imposed. It is deprived of all perfection and beauty because it is non-being, or that which is farthest
away from Being which is the source of all perfection and beauty.
Matter is also pure passivity; it does nothing on its own but remains
always the subject upon which celestial influences act. It is the influence of the Intelligences which prepares matter to receive form and
then imposes various forms upon it, the form of matter being its
raison d'etre. Unlike Aristotle, for whom both matter and form have
their own reality, Ibn Sina emphasizes the ontological inequality of
the two. Form, according to him, is the principle of matter, or what
links it to Being; without form, matter would have no existence
at all.
Ibn Sina rejects the various forms of atomism as held by alNa~am, al-Shahrastiini, and other theologians and philosophers and
the corollary belief in the existence of the vacuum by arguments
which are metaphysical and logical as well as experimental. 22 He
gives most of the Aristotelian arguments against the vacuum-for
example, that a body having a finite speed in water or air would have
21 "Le principe de !'individuation est Ia matiere marquee d'une quantite determinee"
(A.M. Goichon, La Philosophie d'Avicenne . .. , p. 47). "La matiere est rendue existante
par une cause fondamentale et un determinant qui agit en faisant suivre Ia forme.
Quand elles se reunissent, l'etre de Ia matiere est acheve et, par elle, Ia forme est individualisee, tandis qu'elle-meme est encore individualisee par Ia forme d'une maniere
qui supporterait une explication autre que ce resume" (Ibn Sinii, Le Livre des directives

et remarques . .. , p. 271).
22 Ibn Sinii., 'Uyim al-hikmah, pp. 24-25. For a detailed discussion of the various

forms of atomism in the Muslim world and the reason for their rejection by Ibn Sinii,
N~ir al-Din a!-Tiisi, Sharh al-ishdrtit, II, 8ff.

see Khwiijah
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infinite speed in a vacuum. 23 He also gives experimental evidence of
the jug which, although inverted, does not lose its water, and suction
f, plates which, although pulled away from each other, refuse to separi ate. In both cases, he argues that the cause is that Nature does not
~'
want to create a vacuum. 24
l
In discussing the composition of bodies, Ibn Siml rejects the views
of both the ancient atomists and those like al-Nazzam who consider
·•.· that it is possible actually (bi'l-fi'l) to divide a body indefinitely. He
: discusses the problems of indefinite division posed by Zeno and
· answers them in an Aristotelian fashion, and criticizes severely
' Democritus and the other atomists who believed that bodies are
actually composed of indivisible particles which themselves are
bodies. 25 Moreover, he rejects the school that considered the composition of bodies to be dependent upon objects which themselves are
not bodies. 26
His arguments against atomism include the well-known one that
anything which occupies space can be divided by virtue of the fact
that space has a beginning, middle, and end and can itself be divided. 27
He also gives certain geometrical arguments similar to those discussed
already in the correspondence between himself and al-Biruni. For
example, Ibn Sina states that if the existence of an atom be accepted,
and this atom be placed between two others, it must either touch
them in two distinct parts, in which case it would no longer be geometrically indivisible, or it would touch them in all parts, in which
case it would become one with them and there would no longer be a
distinction between them. Or it would not touch other atoms at all,
in which case one could not compose a body from atoms. Since all
these three possibilities are excluded, the existence of atoms is also
rejected. The atomist might also argue that movement proceeds py
~..

~.

.t

23 "Puisqu'on a vu clairement que Ia dimension continue ne subsiste pas sans
matiere, et non moins clairement que les dimensions relatives au volume ne se compenetrent pas, a cause de leur spatialite, c'est done qu'un vide qui serait distance pure
n'existe pas. Quand les corps suivent Ia voie de leurs mouvements, ce qui est entre eux
s'eloigne d'eux; il ne demeure pas pour eux de distance en solution de continuite. II n'y
a done pas de vide." Ibn Sinii, Le Livre des directives et remarques ... , p. 275.
24 Ibn Sinii, Danishnamah ... , Tabi'iyat, p. 23.
25 Not only does Ibn Sinii reject the notion of Democritus that everything is made of
matter and motion, he also refutes the possibility of the world's having come into being
through chance. Ibn Sinii, Shifa', Tahi'iyat, pp. 29-30; Fann-i sama'-i tabi'i, p. 88. He
likewise rejects the view attributed to Empedocles and his followers that particulars and
matter are accidental and the imposing of form upon matter essential, and that Nature
is without an end or entelechy. He asserts on the contrary that accidents occur in Nature
only with respect to particulars, the Universal being always determined (Fann-i samti'-i
tahi'i, p. 90).
2 6 Ibid., pp. 251-256.
27 Ibn Sinii, Danishnamah ... , Ilahiytit, 23.
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instantaneous bounces, but this, according to al-Shaikh al-Ra'is
would also cause difficulty, because according to this assumption ~
square formed of regularly disposed points would have its diagonal
equal to its side since there are the same number of points in the
diago.nal as in the sides. But inasmuch as this is not true geometrically,
the distances between the atoms would have to be greater or less
than a unit or atom, and the atom would therefore be divisible. He
applies this argument also to the shadow of the gnomon cast by
the Sun where, if the shadow were to make jumps from one atom
of the ground to the next, the Sun would have to make a bigger
jump.2s
Ibn Sina's own position with respect to this difficult question is to
accept the division of a body at every point no matter how far this is
carried out-that is, to claim that a body is always indefinitely
divisible potentially but not actually. This position rejects both
atomism and the geometric arguments of Zeno. Although a body is
indefinitely divisible potentially, in actuality the process of division
cannot be carried out. 29 Actually, all bodies are composed of form
and matter, corporeal form being in essence continuity (itti$iil), and
matter being the capability of accepting both continuity and division,
or discontinuity (inji$iil), these two traits-that is, essential continuity and the possibility of division-be ing characteristic of all
corporeal objects.
All bodies, besides consisting of form and matter, exist in the corporeal state by virtue of time and space. In Peripatetic natural philosophy, the heart of which is the problem of motion, the parameters of
time and space in terms of which motion is described become of paramount importance. Time and space, however, are never considered
as realities independent of bodies, but as two conditions of corporeal
manifestation. It is the equating during the seventeenth century, of
abstract geometrical space, or "absolute space," with "physical
space," in which bodies are placed that separates modern physics so
distinctly from its medieval predecessor. For Ibn Sinii, the idea of the
existence of space and time independent of bodies is absurd, so that
the question asked centuries later by Kant, among others, about what
lies beyond the Universe if space be finite, would be meaningless for
him. There is no space if there is no corporeal existence, because
28 Ibn Sinii, Diinishniima-yi 'alii'i (Tehran,
1315 [1936]), I, 77-81; Carra de Vaux,
Les Penseurs de /'Islam, IV, 28.
29 The difficulties brought about by applying
numbers as pure quantity to the physical
domain, as in the arguments of Zeno, are the best indication that physical space is not
pure quantity and that its reduction to pure quantity is at the expense of overlooking its
qualitative nature which is an integral and essential aspect of it.
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is a condition of this state of manifestation and not an indereality,
Al-Shaikh al-Ra' Is emphasizes that the body comes before geospace, as he writes:

rvo•"~''"L

D'apres cela, tu sais que le corps est avant Ia surface dans !'existence, Ia
surface avant Ia ligne et Ia ligne avant le point; les scrutateurs l'ont
ve. Quant ace qu'on dit inversement, que le point par son mouvement
Ia ligne, puis Ia ligne Ia surface ensuite Ia surface le corps, c'est
faire comprendre, concevoir, imaginer. 30
The notion of space is closely tied to the natural place of things in
the Universe. According to the Peripatetics, whom Ibn Sina follows
in this matter, each simple element, that is, fire, air, water, and earth,
bas its natural place in concentric spheres with the earth below and
fire above.
II y a done dans sa nature le principe de cette obligation. Le [corps]
simple a un lieu unique exige par sa nature, et le compose a ce qu'exige
[!'element] qui predomine en lui, soit absolument, soit selon son lieu ou
selon ses conditions d'existence quand les forces luttant en sens contraire
s'equilibrent. Tout corps a done un seul lieu. Et il est necessaire que Ia
figure qu'exige le corps simple soit circulaire, sans quoi, dans une matiere
unique, ses dispositions diverses l'empecheraient de constituer une force
unique. 31
In the light of this doctrine, the place of a body becomes the boundaries which surround it-for example, the place of fire being within
the heavens and of air within fire. Or water, which is in a container,
is surrounded by the surfaces of the vessel which together form its
place (makiin). 32 The place of an object, or what seems to us as the
space surrounding it, is therefore nothing but the boundary of thal
which contains the object. 33
The notion of space is closely allied to that of direction and
orientation, which in all traditional sciences have an extremely important role to play. Hierarchy implies direction and orientation; and
since medieval science is always based on the notion of hierarchy, the
significance of direction becomes central. We have already had occasion to refer to the relation of this aspect of the science of space with
sacred rites and religious architecture. In the Peripatetic works of Ibn
30
3'
32
33

Ibn Sin:l, Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . , p. 273.
Ibid., pp. 283-284.
Ibn Sinii, Najiit, pp. 116-124; Pann-i samii'-i tabi'i, pp. \76--180.
Shifii', Tabi'iyat, p. 62.
,, • ..sJUirJ~~_,..~l~Y, 0 tali ..
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Sinii which we are discussing here, the more metaphysical aspects of
spatial symbolism are not considered, yet the meaning that is given
to the up and down directions and the hierarchy that derives from it
is considered to be absolute and independent of any subjective
relativity. 34
Ibn Sinii correlates the six directions of space with the left and right
front and back, and up and down directions of the human body. Th~
left and right and front and back are, however, relative, whereas the
up and down are absolute, corresponding to heaven and earth.3s
Since bodies in rectilinear motion cannot determine direction, it is
for the heavenly spheres, which possess no translational motion, to
specify the high and low directions in an absolute sense. The center of
the sphere of the cosmos is the downward direction and its circumference the upward. Moreover, the heavens possess an east-west
direction corresponding to the places of the rising and setting of the
stars, and an up-and-down direction corresponding to the place of
the noonday sun and the horizon of the earth, a forward-and-backward direction corresponding to the direction of motion of the
heavens (afliik) and its opposite, and finally a left-and-right direction,
right being East and left West. By virtue of this correspondence, the
heavens are like an animal which faces the North Pole. 36
By this differentiation of space, the world possesses the three basic
dimensions of length, breadth and thickness. Length is the plane
between the two Poles, width between the right and left, and depth
between front and back. Curiously enough, the South Pole is considered as the upward direction and the North as the downward
because, as Ibn Sinii states, "If a person lies down, facing the heavens
with his right hand toward the East his head will be toward the
South." 37 One sees, therefore, that direction and orientation depend
essentially upon the heavens and have a nominal and not a real
existence if considered only with respect to the world of the elements.
It is only with reference to the heavens that the indefiniteness of
space can be crystallized into its basic directions, which give space a
qualitative aspect of fundamental importance.
Time has a more qualitative nature than space and is not so easily
defined or measured. Whereas space can be measured directly by
means of a chosen unit, man possesses no faculty by which he can
make the same type of direct measurement of time. The measurement
Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . , pp. 275-277.
Ibn Sina, 'Uyun al-/:zikmah, pp. 20-21; Fann-i samii'-i tabi'i, pp. 313-314.
3 ° Fann-i samii'-i tabi'i, p. 325. The indication of the microcosm-macrocosm analogy
in spatial orientation is quite evident.
3 ' Ibid., pp. 325-326.
34

35
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of time depends upon motion; time is, in fact, defined by Ibn Sina as
the quantity, or measure, of motion. 38 Time is therefore, dependent
completely upon change; "if there is no change and no motion there
is no time." 39 Consequently, as bodies do not exist in a uniform
space but space is a condition of corporeality, so motion does not
take place in an abstract, uniform time, but time is one of the characteristics of movement (which in its most general sense means change).
Likewise, if there were no coming into existence and passing away of
things there would be no before or after, because an object comes
before another if it exists while the other is in a state of nonexistence
('adam).
Time, according to al-Shaikh al-Ra'is, is a continuous quantity
which can be divided indefinitely without ever reaching "the atom of
time." 40 The proof of its existence, in fact, lies in the observation of
two bodies which, starting from the same point, do not keep pace
with each other but fall one behind the other. This proof of the
existence of time itself depends upon the continuity of motion and
therefore implies indirectly the·continuity of time. 41 As a continuous
entity, however, time, like space, must have a division {fa$!) which Ibn
Sina calls the moment (iin). This moment does not have an actuality,
as in the doctrine of the Ash'arites, who believe in "atomic time,"
but exists only potentially (bi'l-quwwah) and "imaginatively" (bi'ltawahhum). Just as any line, no matter how short, can be further
divided, likewise any moment, no matter how brief its duration, can
also be divided into parts,
A point in space may be considered either as the indivisible part of
a line when it is divided indefinitely or that geometrical entity whose
locus (motion) generates a line. The moment of time can also be conceived in two ways: either as the instant which is a part of time aQ.d
whose existence depends upon time or as the instant from whose flow
time comes into being. But for Ibn Sina the spatial point, as well as
temporal moment, has only an "imaginary" (tawahhumi) existence,
not a real (l:zaqiqi) one. The unreality of the moment, however, does
38

Ibn Sinii, 'Uyun al-/:likmah, p. 27.
39

~J.,.__,... ,.;A·j~ .. Shifa',

"Time is the measure of motion."..,.

Tabi'iyat, p. 73.
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Ibn Sinii, Fann-i sama'-i {abi'i, p. 204.
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n s-Ina, nQ}Q
40 For arguments against both atomic time and atomic space, see Ibn Sinii, Danishnamah . . ., 1/ahiyat, p. 128.
41 Fann-i samtt-i {abi'i, p. 200.
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not nullify the reality of time itself, which depends upon the Universal
Soul 42 and the circular motion of the heavens. If there were no
heavenly motion (or rotation) there would be no time, as there would
be no directions of space nor any type of motion. 43 The heavens
therefore define space and time, as well as permit the existence of the
rectilinear motion of the sublunary region.

Motion

The problem of motion becomes important in natural philosophy
only after Nature has ceased to be alive, when a distinction has been
made between living beings and "dead matter." The question of how
a living creature moves never presents itself to the human mind in the
same way as that of bodies which are considered to have no innate
movement. That is why in Aristotelian physics, where the live Universe of the ancients had already been deprived of some of its life, the
problem of motion became central. It was also the "Achilles' heel"
of Peripatetic natural philosophy, so that with a further secularization
of the Universe during the Renaissance it became the point of attack
and the weak spot through which the structure of medieval physics
was destroyed.
In the contemplative, or gnostic, view of Nature, there is no distinction between "dead" and "alive." All natural phenomena and
all terrestrial beings are symbols of the spiritual world, becoming
more central in the degree that they ascend in the ontological hierarchy. The "problem of motion" therefore does not exist, and, if
treated, it remains peripheral. That is why in the gnostic works of
Ibn Sin:i, which view Nature symbolically, the question of motion is
hardly of any importance. In his Peripatetic writings, however,
motion becomes a central topic; he treats it with great generality, in
a way which includes qualitative and teleological aspects of change as
well as the consideration of motion as change of place. 44
42

"The soul is the cause of the existence of time." " . ...:..Jl.)I~,>.J ~._;.Jt.·,

Ibn Sina, 'Uyiin al-bikmah, p. 29.
43 Ibn Sina, Fann-i sama'-i tabi'i, pp. 214-217.
44 Ibn Sina mentions four types of motion:
(I) From one quantity to another.
(2) From one quality to another.
(3) From one place to another.
(4) From one substance to another.
By this last-named process is meant only generation and corruption which involve
sudden and not gradual substantial change (al-barakat al-jawhariyah). Substance was
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Motion, according to Ibn Sinii, who here follows Aristotle, is
"going from potentiality to actuality in time either in a continual or a
non-immediate manner." 45 When an object is between potentiality
and act it is in motion. Motion may also be considered as the first
entelechy (kama/) of that which is in potentiality and the gradual
actualization, depending upon time, of what is potential. 46 An object
moves because it still has something potential and therefore imperfect in it, because it seeks perfection as part of the total purpose of
the Universe. Motion depends not only upon the mover and moved,
time and space, but also upon an origin and an end. Any discussion
of change which does not include the end in view does not consider
all the factors involved.
There are three types of motion:
1. Accidental-bi'/-'ararj
2. Yiolent-bi'/-qasr
3. Natural--bi'l-tab'
Accidental motion occurs in the case of a body being within another body which moves, as, for example, clothing in a box would
move accidentally if the box were moved. Violent motion is one
which is not caused by the essence of the object moved but by an outside force, as, for example, the throwing of an object or the burning
of it. Natural motion, on the other hand, comes from the body itself,
as, for example, the rising of fire and air. 47 The distinction between
natural and violent motion depends upon the Aristotelian distinction
between the heavens where motion is circular and the sublunary
region where the natural motion is rectilinear. 48 Ibn Sina rejects the
views of those who consider the motion of the four elements as violent, and despite his criticism of other aspects of Aristotelian dynamics he remains faithful to this school on the rigorous division ?of
motion into the natural and violent categories
Ibn Sina also uses another classification of quantitative motion or
made a category of motion seven centuries al'ter Ibn Sina by Mull<! Sadr<l. Fann-i samii'-i
{abti. pp. 123-136. Motion therefore includes, as in Aristotelian physics, all change and
not only the change of position as is the case in modern physics.
45 Ibid., p. 102.
. . ..
.
•
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.
: :1\,
«•.,...,:,.!~ ,s:_.j\ ~ \ ""\ J ;_;.I~ ...s-;.1\ ?J,\ JIP) J--',f';J .J/,_:'1 »
Ibn Simi, ,\'ajiit, p. 105. "Motion is the actuality of that which is in potentiality in so
far as it is in potentiality." Aristotle, Physics, vol. III, pt. I, 20/a, pp. 10-1 I.
46 S. Pines, "Etudes sur Awbad al-Zaman Abu'l-Barakat ai-Baghdadi," La Revue
des Etudes Juives, 3:37 (1936).
47 Ibn Sin a, Danishniimah . . . , Tabi'iyiit, p. 10.
48 Ibn Sina, Fann-i sama'-i {abi'i, pp. 401-402; Najiit, pp. 138-139.
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change which covers a wider field than that of dynamics. Motion in
this view is divided into four classes :49

by nourishment

Quantitative
motion

gr(?ot:d is assimilated so as to become
{ like him who eats it)
withering
(body diminishes because of percolation and filtration)

compression
(motion toward diminution without addition of outside body)
(
not by nourishment expansion
(motion toward increase without
addition of foreign body)

This classification exemplifies the wide scope of medieval physics
which treats the question of motion in the most general sense. Ibn
Sina, however, does not confine himself to this type of study. He considers also the difficulties of projectile motion which from the time of
John Philoponus had become the major point of criticism of Aristotelian physics. Ibn Sina rejects the views of three previous schools
regarding the motion of a projectile. 50
1. The Aristotelian theory of antiperistasis.
2. The other Aristotelian theory according to which the air receives
an impulsion from the mover as does the projectile; the latter,
however, being pushed more rapidly than the air, involves it in
its movement.
3. The Mu'tazilite view of motion according to which it is in the
nature of motion to engender another motion after it, as it is in
the nature of a "support" (that is, that upon which one relies)
(i'timiid) to engender another i'timiid. 51
Ibn Sina himself adopts the view that a moving body borrows or
receives (istifiidah) from the mover an inclinatio, or inclination (mail),
which permits the continuation of violent motion. 52 The intermediary
called mail transmits all the force which keeps a body moving, but it
50 Shifii', Tabi'iyiit, pp. 153ff.
Diinishniimah . .. , Tabi'iyiit, p. 8.
"Ce concept denote soit une propension a un mouvement dans une direction determinee, soit !'impulsion que le corps ayant une telle propension fait subir aux corps
contigus qui font obstacle au mouvement en question." Pines, "Etudes sur Awl)ad alZaman Abu'I-Barakat . . . , " p. 46.
52 "Lemay! est Ia chose (al-ma'nii) qui est pen;ue par lessens dans le corps en mouvement; meme si celui-ci est immobilise de force, on pen;oit en lui le may!, comme si au
moyen de celui-ci, le corps immobilise--et malgre son immobilite-resistait (a ce
qu'ill'immobilise), cherchant a se mouvoir." Pines, Etudes . . . , p. 50.
49
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from the moving force (quwwah mu/:larrikah) itself which may
to exist even after the motion has ceased. The mail provides
force for the motion until the resistance of the milieu exhausts it,
thus bringing motion to an end.
Ibn Sinii defines three kinds of mail: mail nafsiini (psychic mail),
mailtabi'i (natural mail), and mail qasri (violent mail). This division,
as well as the word mail itself which also means desire, implies that
study of motion is not only that of dead things. By identifying
this mail with the love which pervades the whole Universe, 5 3 Ibn Sinii
. returns to the very ancient view of a live cosmos in which all change is
due to the love and sympathy of things for each other and the love of
the Universe for God.
All motion, whether accidental, natural, or violent, is, according to
Ibn Sinii, due to a power (quwwah) which exists in the mover. The
existence of this force leads through a series of arguments to the
existence of the Prime Mover who moves the heavenly spheres, 54 and
for whose love all the heavenly spheres move. It is also the mail, or
' desire, of beings for the Prime Mover that overcomes all the obstacles
in the way of motion. Ibn Sinii also argues that since both natural
, motion and forced motion must eventually come to an end, the perpetual motion of the heavens must be due to the will (iriidah) of the
Souls which reside at each heavenly sphere and which cause motion
', because of their love for the First Cause or Prime Mover. 5 5 He emphasizes that it is the Souls and not the Intelligences which are
directly responsible for the motion of the heavens. 56
The relation of the mover to the moved, whether in the heavens or
the sublunary region, is either like that of a beloved to a lover or of
the soul to the body. The heavens exemplify both these relations, inasmuch as they are moved by the heavenly Souls and by the desire fqr
the Beloved who is the Creator. 57
·
',~,..,.nTllnue

On Causes

The Sunni theological attitude in Islam toward causality is the absorption of the finite, immediate causes of things into the Transcendent
Ibn Sina, Risiilahfi'l-'ishq, trans. E. Fackenheim, Medieval Studies (Toronto, 1946),
208-228.
54
.
_:j~ ''J-1 ,-: '1\ -·M, '· \! · _ ,; lj Ibn Sina, 'Uyiin al-bikmah, p. 29.
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With regard to the perpetual motion of the heavens, Ibn Sina writes that motion
cannot begin temporally because as long as time has existed so has motion. Therefore, it
· cannot be said that motion has a beginning (ibtidii') in time, although it has been created
and is new and is not eternal in the sense of being uncreated.
56 Ibn Sina, Diinishniimah . . . , Iliihiyiit, p. 145.
57 Ibid.
·
55
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Cause so that God is considered directly as the Cause of all things.
Fire burns not because it is its nature to do so but because God has
willed it. A parallel view can be seen in the Sufi doctrine of the continuous creation of the Universe. At every moment the Creator
destroys and. re-c~eates the cosmos so that e:ery being at every
moment of time Is utterly dependent upon Him. Ibn Sina in his
Peripatetic works does not adopt this point of view. On the contrary,
he follows the Aristotelian doctrine of the four causes which considers not only the final cause of things but also the immediate ones.
There arc, according to Ibn Sina, once again following Aristotle,
four causes for each natural event, these being the efficient (fa'ili),
material (maddr), formal (.~uri), and final (gha'i). 58 The efficient
cause is that which is the source of motion in something other than
itself. The material cause is the support for an action other than itself.
An object contains matter (maddah) by the fact that matter accepts
existence (kawn), by the change of state (istibalah), by assembling
and combining (i,jtima' wa tarkib), or finally by assembling and
change of state (ijtima' wa istiMlah).
The formal cause, like the material one, is used with a variety of
meanings. Form (~urah) means:
1. A state (hai'ah) which, when present in matter, causes the coming into being of a species (naw').

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The species itself.
Shape (shakl).
The state of an assembly (like that of an army).
Preserved order (like shari'ah).
A state (hai' ah) no matter of what type.
The truth (baqiqah) of anything, whether that be substance or
accident.

As for the final cause, it is the purpose for which form is produced
in matter. The four causes are interrelated and can be essential or
accidental, remote or near, particular or universal, potential or actual.
The efficient and final causes are usually the remote (ba'id) ones while
the formal and material causes are those that are near (qarib). The
causes that are near act without an intermediary, as in the case of
motion of a part of the body by the muscles, while remote causes act
by means of intermediaries, such as the motion of the parts of the
body by the soul. 59
Shifa', Tabi'iyat, pp. 20-23.
For various types of causality, see ibid., pp. 72-78. In his study of causality, Ibn
Sinii does not exclude from the cosmos the direct act of God (al-fi'l a/-iltihi).
58
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In the light of this analysis of causality, there is no place for chance
. or probability in Nature. All events occur either necessarily (wiijib),
· having a permanent (dii'imi) cause, or occur possibly (mumkin) or
· rarely (nadir al-wuqu'). In the first instance there is no possibility of
chance, and even in the second category it is the hindrances and obstacles ('ii'iq wa miini') placed before the permanent causes which
make the events occur occasionally and not all the time. Therefore,
.,. •!!ven here there is no question of chance.
The need for causality depends upon the psychic and mental structure of each society and usually increases not with the knowledge of
. tlrings but with the lack of it. The Peripatetic analysis of causality did
riot correspond in every respect to the Islamic spirit which is based
on the reintegration of all multiplicity into Unity and the absorption
of all particular causes into the Universal and Transcendent Cause.
Yet, by considering the interrelatedness of natural events and studyf: ing the immediate in the light of the ultimate purpose of things, the
Peripatetic notion of causality did find a place in the Islamic world
, view. Although not a direct result of the essence of that tradition,
i·
Ibn Sina's notion of causality was not completely opposed to the
~:-_Islamic perspective, because it sought to demonstrate the interrelatedness and final. purpose of things and consequently the unicity of
Nature and the meaning of its existence. It is always to the degree in
which a science of Nature is capable of demonstrating this unicity
( that it is capable of being in conformity with the Islamic perspective
~-

and able to be integrated into it. It was this underlying intuition of the

"unicity of all that exists" in the Aristotelian philosophy of Nature
which, despite its syllogistic and rationalistic character and its placing
~· of intermediate causes between God and the world, permitted the
~ · integration of many of its cosmological elements into the Islamic
~t~

world view.

-.

t-~
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Ibn Sinii and the Study of Nature

} For Ibn Sina the approach toward the study of Nature depends comf; pletely upon the purpose for which Nature was created. Nature is the
domain where everything possesses a meaning and an end and where
f the wisdom of the Creator is everywhere manifest. 60 "L'Univers
["~ porte dans son ensemble les marques d'un plan qui a pour objet Ia

i

l.
~.·
~-

~ "Considere Ia sagesse de I'Artisan (al-biiri'). II commen<;a par cn!er les fondements,

d'eux, il crea les mixtes distincts les uns des autres et prepara chaque mixte pour une
espece. II se mit a faire provenir les mixtes de l'equilibre, pour faire provenir les especes
. de Ia perfection; et il disposa le mixte de I'homme afin d'en faire un nid a son arne
raisonnable." Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . .. , p. 302.
PUIS
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realisation du Bien et s'accorde dans son ordre reel avec la prescience
de l'Eternel." 61 The providence of God implies
la pleine comprehension, par la science du Premier, du tout et de la
necessite pour le tout de reposer sur lui de maniere a etre selon l'ordre le
meilleur. [II comprend pleinement aussi] que cela vient necessairement de
lui et de la saisie totale qu'il en a. L'etre correspond done a ce qui est
connu selon l'ordre le meilleur, sans que le Premier, le Vrai, suggere un
dessein ni suscite une recherche. La science qu'a le Premier de la modalite
d'une juste maniere d'agir pour organiser l'etre du tout, est done source
du debordement du Bien dans le tout. 62
Nature moves all things according to a natural purpose (qa~d
tabi'i). The ends and purpose which Nature intends are always
toward goodness and perfection if obstacles are not placed in its way.
Even what seems like evil, as, for example, the decay of a flower, is
for the purpose of a greater good. All things move toward goodness,
whether they be the elements, plants, animals, or the human body.
In the human body, for example, illness which is due to the excess of
some force is overcome by Nature, which tends to re-establish the
equilibrium and order. If there is evil or ugliness (qub/:l) in Nature
from the human point of view, it is not due to Nature, whose action is
toward goodness, but due to matter and the shortcoming of the
action of Nature upon it. 63 Inasmuch as Nature acts upon matter, it
guides matter toward its purpose, but because of the possibility and
potentiality which are synonymous with matter, Nature cannot act
upon all of it. As for death, which appears as an evil everywhere in
Nature, it too has a purpose with regard to the totality. The death of
man, for example, serves the purpose of freeing the soul to complete
and perfect itself. 64
A. F. von Mehren, "La Philosophie d'Avicenne," Le Museon, 1:409 (1882).
Ibn Sinii, Le Livre des directives et remarques . . ., p. 458.
63 "Si le beau, le laid, le juste et le mal etaient aux yeux de Dieu ce qu'il sont aux yeux
des hommes, il n'aurait pas cree le lion redoutable, aux dents dialoguees et aux jambes
tortues, dont Ia faim n'est satisfaite qu'en mangeant Ia chair a demi gatee et sanglante
du cheval, de Ia brebis et de Ia vache; ses machoires, ses griffes, ses tendons solides, son
cou imposant, sa nuque, sa criniere, ses c6tes et son ventre, Ia forme de tous ses membres excitent en nous l'etonnement, quand nous considerons que tout cela lui est donne
pour atteindre le retail fugitif, le saisir et le dechirer. II n'aurait pas non plus cree l'aigle
aux griffes crochues, au bee recourbe, avec ses ailes soupples et divisees, son crane chauve,
les yeux penetrants, son cou eleve, ses jambes si robustes; et cet aigle n'a pas ete cree ni
pour cueillir des baies, ni pour macher ses aliments et brouter des herbes, mais pour saisir
et dechirer sa proie. Dieu en le creant n'a pas eu le meme egard que toi aux sentiments de
compassion, ni sui vi les memes principes d'intelligence." Ibn Sinii, Risiilat alqadar, trans. A. F. von Mehren in Traites mystiques d'Avicenne . . . (Leiden, 18891891), pp. 47-48.
64 Ibn Sinii, Shifii', Tabi'iyiit, p. 32.
61
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Nature also has the purpose of keeping the order, equilibrium, and
harmony which govern the Universe.
La Nature, qui est une manifestation de Dieu dans Jes etres materiels,
veille a que ces etres se perpetuent. Elle regie leurs fonctions de fa90n
que tout ordre etabli se conserve, et que tout tende vers un ordre. Ainsi,
chez les animaux, l'espece se conserve par Ia reproduction. La reproduction
est assuree par l'accouplement, et l'accouplement par le rapprochement.
Ce rapprochement n'est cependant pas continu, ]'animal ayant d'autres
besoins qui exigent divers mouvements et deplacements.
Le besoin imperieux de Ia reproduction de l'espece incite les animaux a
se retrouver, a se rejoindre pour s'accoupler apres qu'ils se sont separes. La
Nature leur a donne, a cet effet, le moyen de s'appeler, de se signaler leur
presence; ils emploient aussi ce moyen dans d'autres circonstances, comme
pour se signaler un danger ou demander du secours. La poussin, le
lionceau, le jeune animal, en impressionera un autre a distance, qui
viendra a son aide, ou fuira un danger dont il n'avait pas notion. Ce sont
Ia des choses evidentes, confirmees par ]'experience; on ne saurait en
douter, quand on connait le soin que le Createur prend de son oeuvre. Dieu,
dans sa Prevoyance, a, en effet, pourvu aux besoins de ses creatures et leur a
donne tout ce qui leur est necessaire ou utile. 65
The study of Nature, in which the purpose and wisdom of God is
manifested, leads ultimately to the knowledge of the source of all
beings. Inasmuch as all creatures by the fact that they exist derive
their existence from the Creator who is Pure Being, all sciences of
Nature have for their purpose the knowledge of the essence of things
in relation to their Divine Origin. The essences of things, in fact, come
from and have their existence in Him. As Ibn Siml writes:
Sais tu ce qu'est le Roi? Le Roi veritable c'est le Riche veritable au sens
absolu, et nulle chose ne peut en rien se passer de lui. A lui est !'essence de
toute chose, parce qu'elle vient de lui, ou de ce qui vient de lui. To1,11e
chose autre que lui est done en sa possession, et il n'a besoin d'aucune
d'elles. 66
Therefore, to explain something or to have veritable knowledge or
science of it means to be able to relate it to Being itself, to relate all of
the properties and qualities of that particular being to its ontological
status. 67 What is found by means of observation and logical infer65 Ibn Sinii, Shifa', Riyiirfiyiit, chap. XII, art. I, trans. R. D'Erlanger in La Musique
arabe (Paris, 1935), 11, 107-108. (Italics ours.)
66 Le Livre des directives et remarques . . ., p. 398.
61 Ibn Sinii's conception of true science is expressed aptly by F. Brunner, a contemporary author: "La science veritable suspend Ia connaissance du monde a Ia connaissance de Dieu pour le monde dans son integrale realite et pour constituer !'expression
legitime, au niveau du monde, de !'intellection transcendante qui est Ia fin de l'homme"
(Science et realite, Paris, 1954, p. 13).
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ences from it does not lead to the "metaphysical secrets" of things
but rather to the discovery of certain aspects of their outward manifestation or to the relation of phenomena. True science is to relate
these phenomena to their inner aspect, or noumena, which is the
essence and the center relating them to Pure Being.
The study of Nature is not just a study of phenomena, seeking by a
"mental plastic continuity" to explain things away, but basically a
study of phenomena in relation to noumena, a search to discover the
relation of each particular to the Universal. Therefore, the sciences
of Nature always possess a sense of mystery which accompanies the
metaphysical, and even rational, explanation of things. For example,
with regard to the determination of corporeal forms, Ibn Sina
writes:
Mais au contrairc il (forme corporelle) a besoin, en ce dont les dispositions
sont diverses, de choses determinantes et de dispositions concordantes
provenant de l'exterieur, par lesquelles sont delimitees Ia quantite et Ia
figure qui sont necessaires. Ceci est un mystere par lequel tu apprendras aconnaitre d' aut res mysteres. 68

To explain is not to explain away; to relate the particular to the
Universal or the realm of Nature to Being is to bring into focus the
sense of mystery which resides in Universal Existence itself.
The end of all knowledge is that of Pure Being and the relation of
particular beings to this Being which is their origin and principle.
The acquisition of this knowledge depends essentially upon metaphysics and intellectual intuition. Cosmology is in fact an application
of metaphysical principles to the cosmic domain. But once the principles have been established, both reason and observation, or experiment, serve as aids to complete the knowledge of the particular
aspects of things. Both reason and the senses have a legitimacy on
their own level. The science which derives from them, however, finds
its meaning and legitimacy only in the light of the wisdom, or
sapientia, which lies above the domain of the senses as well as that of
reason. Ibn Sina therefore makes use of observation, experiment, and
reasoning in trying to understand the various manifestations of
Nature in the light of cosmological principles which derive from
intellectual intuition.
In the Qanun, for example, after establishing the principles of
medicine upon cosmic analogies and other cosmological doctrines
based upon metaphysics, he proceeds to use observation and inductions based upon them in a way not unlike the methods used for
68

Le Livre des directives et remarques, p. 266 (italics ours).
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establishing modern "experimentallaws ." 69 Likewise, in the field of
meteorology, within the general context of the doctrine of the four
elements, which again is based neither on the senses nor upon reason,
he uses observation of the diffraction of light by water particles
created at the time of the watering of gardens and in a bathhouse in
order to try to understand the phenomena of the rainbow. 70 In
astronomy also, in which he became interested toward the end of his
life, Ibn Sina makes use of observation. He is even said to have constructed an instrument in order to read in an easy way in minutes and
seconds of arc the positions ofstars. 71 In geology he uses observation
continuously, comparing sedimentary rocks to the drying of clay on
the banks of the Ox us River and the iron of a meteorite to iron found
in regular mines. 72
The range of natural sciences with which Ibn Sinii deals varies
from his treatise on simple machines, 73 which involves nothing other
than the knowledge of the sensible domain and logical conclusions
based upon it, to his symbolic narratives and treatises on what today
are called "the occult sciences." 74 The study of Nature for him entails the physical and subtle domain and the use of the senses, the
reason and the faculty of intellectual intuition. All these ''ways of
knowing" possess a legitimacy and lead to a form of knowledge of
Nature whose scope depends upon the inherent limitation of each
faculty. The only universal faculty whose essence is above all limitation is the intellectual one by means of which the diverse aspects of
Nature are reintegrated into their universal prototype and all becoming re-absorbed into Being. The facts of Nature discovered through
the senses remain isolated and meaningless until by means of the
intelligence they are integrated into the totality of manifestation,
where alone they find their meaning. The sciences of Nature are
veritable only to the extent that they make intelligible the order of
Nature by showing the dependence, both existential and intellectual,
of all things upon the Divine Source of all existence.
69 A.M. Goichon, "L'Unite de Ia pensee avicennienne,"
Archives Internationales . .. ,
(1952), p. 300.
70 M. von Harten, "Avicennas Lehre von Regenbogen nach
seinem Werk al-Shifa',"
Meteoro/ogischen Zeitschri/t, II :533-544 (1913).
71 E. Wiedemann, "Uber ein
von Ibn Sina (Avicenna) hergestelltes Beobachtungsinstrument," Zeitschriji fiir Instrumentkunde, 6:269-275 ( 1925), and "Avicennas Schrift
iiberein von ihm ersonnennes Beobachtungsinstrumen t," Acta Orientalia 5:81-167 (1926).
For a general discussion of the use of observation and experiment by Ibn Sinii, see A.
Sayili, "Rawish-i 'ilmi-i Abu 'Ali Sin<!," Le Livre du mi/limaire d'Avicenne, 2:403-412.
72 Shifii', Tabi'iyiit, pp. 247-249; E. J. Holmyard, Anicennae
de congelatione et conglutinatione /apidum (Paris, 1927).
73 Mi'yiir al-uqzil (Tehran, 1331 [1952]).
74 Kunfiz al-mu'azzimin (Tehran, 1331 [1952]).
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CHAPTER 14

The Universe, Man, and their Relation
The Heavens

The classification of beings by Ibn Sina into the four classes of
separate Intelligences (angels), celestial Souls, celestial bodies, and
sublunary bodies forms the basis for his division of the cosmos. The
ontological distinction between simple substances (mujarradiit) and
bodies in generation and corruption is made to correspond to the
cosmological and astronomical difference between the heavens and
the sublunary region. The Universe consists of nine spheres, the eight
of Ptolemaic astronomy and the starless heaven added by Muslim
astronomers which stands above the heaven of the fixed stars and symbolizes the transition between becoming and Being. 1 Each heaven is
governed by an intellect or group of angels, moved by a soul, or
group of souls, and composed of a body generated by the being
which stands above it in the hierarchy of creation. 2
Contrary to Aristotelian cosmology, in which God as the Prime
Mover moves only the outer sphere, Ibn Sina emphasizes that the
motion of the heavens as a whole is due to God. He moves all
the heavens together but not any one individually. 3 As a result, the
1 Despite his deviation from Ptolemaic astronomy in adding this heaven to the cosmos
of the Greeks, Ibn Sinii., like other Muslim Peripatetics, follows the Greeks in insisting
on the fact that the spheres of heaven as a whole form a single body. "The natural
shape of each body is circular; since if these bodies disperse they will create a vacuum
between them and since the presence of a vacuum is impossible, therefore the totality
of the world is one body." Ibn Sinii., al-Najat, p. 136.
2 In the Shifa', Ilahiyiit, pp. 615-616, and other Peripatetic works, Ibn Sinii. describes
both the Ptolemaic and Aristotelian system of planetary spheres without showing a
preference for either system. On the other hand, he shows a definite preference, in the
visionary narratives, for the Aristotelian cosmos with its 55 spheres. "On ne peut admettre que les [substances] intellectuelles soient rangees dans I'ordre qu'elles occupent
et que le corps celeste decoule necessairement de Ia derniere d'entre elles, parce que
chaque corps celeste n'est que l'intermediaire d'un [autre) corps celeste. II faut done que
les corps celestes entrent dans !'existence pendant qu'une continuite demeure entre les
substances intellectuelles, en tant que leur existence decoule tandis qu'elles garden!, en
l'acquerant, un ordre, decroissant et que, simultanement, decroissent les [spheres]
celestes" (Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . , p. 427).
3 P. Duhem, Le Systeme du monde, IV, 447-448.
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have a simple and multiple motion at the same time, receiving their unity from God and multiplicity from the Intelligences and
Souls. The movement of the heavens is not natural or innate but is
due to the will of the soul of each sphere. The Intelligences are the
real causes of motion, but the Souls act as the intennediaries and immediate movers, moving the heavenly bodies because of the love
('ishq) which impels them toward the realization of what has not
.
realized within them. 4 All motion in the Universe in fact, is due
the desire to actualize what is potential, to bring to perfection what
imperfect.
The heavens, however, have nothing potential in their form or
being. They possess circularity, which is the most perfect of forms,
. and nobility of being, which manifests itself in their luminosity .
. There remains but one thing which the heavens do not possess in act,
. and that is place or location. They do not have one place which is
. more appropriate for them than another. Since it is impossible for
· them to possess all places at once, they therefore move from one
· point to another in succession and in such a manner that there is the
least change possible. That is why they move in circular motion
which, unlike rectilinear motion, can proceed in a permanent and unchanging manner. s
The heavenly regions, being uncorruptible and made of the element
•. ether, which is superior to the elements of the sublunary world, move
·• like a live and animated being. The heavenly Souls have the same
.·relation to their bodies as human souls have to man's body. In each
· case, motion is by the will of the soul, which in the case of the
heavens possesses the perfection of the angelic state. The heavens
· exist in a world of "pre-eternity" in a stability which is above the
. vicissitudes of the world of generation and corruption. They move
.· according to an order which comes from Divine prescience and i;
turn give order to the sublunary region. 6

ElhP..:lV(:flS

4 "Des lors, elle est atteinte par le desir, !'amour qui Ia porte vers ce qui n'est pas encore realise en elle, vers son principe de perfection. C'est pour y atteindre qu'elle mettra
en mouvement le Corps qui est en sa dependance." L. Gardet. La Pensee religieuse
· d'Avicenne, p. 55.
5 "Le corps du ciel s'est done applique a ce que l'espece des situations qu'il peut
occuper demeurat eternellement en lui d'une maniere effective; par Ia, ii s'est rendu,
: autant qu'illui a ete possible, semblable aux substances nobles." Duhem, Le Systeme du
monde, p. 448.
6 "Si tu cherches comment echapper [a cela], tu ne trouves pas d'issue, sinon en ce
. sens de Ia representation de l'ordre universe! dans Ia prescience [divine], y compris son
moment necessaire, convenable, cet ordre debordant en un flux, avec son organisation
poussee dans tous ces details, Intelligibles. Et c'est Ia Providence." Ibn Sina, Le Livre
de.f directives et remarques . .. , p. 401.
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The cosmology and astronomy of Ibn Sinii, especially as they have
been subsequently understood and interpreted in the Muslim world
are wed in an inseparable fashion to angelology and can therefor~
provide the appropriate setting for the religious vision of the cosmos.
Religious cosmology must in the end be connected to angelology, for
in the religious perspective angels are the prototypes upon whose
model man is made and toward whom he aspires in his life on earth.
We find this aspiration toward union with the angelic state not only
in Islam but also in Christianity, where the order of monks is considered as being based upon the life of the angels. The role of angels
in the cosmos becomes central in Ibn Sina's symbolic works and the
later commentaries written upon them. Yet, even in his popular,
Peripatetic writings, the angels play a basic role as movers of the
heavens, the angels themselves being moved by God. 7
The angels influence this world either according to their will, or the
nature and force of their bodies, or finally by means of communion
(shirkah) with terrestrial beings. They include the assembly of the
Intelligences and Souls in the heavens; yet their action is not confined
to the celestial world. They fulfill many functions in the daily religious
life of man as well as preserving the order of the cosmos. 8 lt is ultimately
the angels who guide man to his final beatitude and who thereby
bring to fruition the purpose of creation.
Although in certain short treatises which are attributed to Ibn Sina
and which it seems most likely, though not absolutely certain, were
written by him, there is a description and defense of astrology, 9 there
are also several of his works which attack violently many of its elements, equating it with magic and the "occult sciences." 10 Prediction
of events, according to him, is to be made only by the prophets and
saints who receive this power as a special gift from God. He also
7 A. F. von Mehren, "Vues d'Avicenne sur l'astrologie et le destin," Le Museon,
2:399 (1883).
8 Ibn Sina, Risiilat al-ziyiirah, in Traites mystiques d'Adcenne . . . , trans. A. F. von
Mehren, p. 33.
9 See, for example, Ibn Sina, Kuniiz al-mu'azzimin (Tehran, 1952), pp. 4--5. This and
other similar short treatises have been traditionally attributed to Ibn Sina. Although
certain modern scholars have doubted their authenticity, there has been no positive
proof against Ibn Sina's authorship of these works.
10 "L'autre espece, au dessus de laquelle le savant serieux se sent trop eleve pour s'en
occuper, est d'un ordre bas et infime; telle qu'est par exemple Ia magie, les predictions
qui se font a !'inspection des omoplates et de tremblement des intestins d'animaux tues,
etc. Le savant qui se respecte ne trouve aucune de ces matieres digne de son attention.
II en est de meme de l'astrologie. Pour tout savant qui a quelque profondeur de vue et
solidite de connaissance, il est clair, que tout ce qui appartient a cette espece de science,
n'a aucune base solide . . . " (von Mehren, "Vues d'Avicenne sur l'astrologie . . . ,"
p. 386).
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argues that since prophets cannot contradict each other, the Quranic
verse (XXVII, 65): "None in the heavens and the earth knoweth the
Unseen save Allah ... "must nullify whatever has been attributed to
the prophet ldr!s regarding astrologyY
Ibn Sina also gives several physical and astronomical arguments
against astrology. For example, he mentions that since the heavens
are not made of the four elements, but of ether, they cannot possess
the four qualities according to which the signs are divided, or that
since the heavens are simple they cannot be divided into four regions
each having a different nature. Another astronomical reason he gives
is that there are many bodies in the heavens like those in the Milky
Way whose effects cannot be studied and calculated. In fact, just as
Ibn S!na compares the astronomy of the Almagest to anatomy in
medicine and the science of astronomical tables to that of remedies,
he equates judicial astrology with "the practice of quack doctors and
charlatans." 12
The attack of Ibn Sina upon astrology is primarily upon its claim to
predict future events; he does not attack the cosmological foundations upon which astrology is based. On the contrary, he describes
the relation of the heavens and the sublunary region in a way that is
conformable to the astrological perspective. As has been already
mentioned, the sublunary region represents the lowest state in the
ontological as well as the cosmological scale. It receives its very being
from the tenth Intelligence and remains utterly dependent upon and
completely passive with respect to celestial influences. All the changes
which occur in the world of generation and corruption are due to the
influence of the heavens, which regulate all things and give order to
generation and corruption in this world. 13
Without the inlluence of the heavens, there would be compl~te
chaos in the sublunary region, and without the last heavenly Intelligence there would be no sublunary world at all, because the sphere of
the Moon and the Intelligence connected with it are the ontological
link between the world of generation and corruption and the rest of
the cosmos. Ibn Sina attacks the astrologers not because they believe
in the importance of celestial influences on events on earth, but
because they claim to be able to predict exactly the future events
12 Ibid., p. 398.
von Mehren, "Vues d'Avicenne . . . ," p. 395.
According to Ibn Siml. the celestial bodies have an influence on the bodies of this
world by the qualities which are proper to them and which are diffused in this world.
(Goichon, La Disrincrion de /'essence et de l'cxisrence . .. p. 242; Ibn Sina, Dilnishniima-yi 'a/a'i, 1/ahiyat, p. 165.) Ibn Sina also mentions the influence of some stars on
men (ibid., p. II~). These influences are in addition to the more obvious effects of the
Sun and Moon on terrestrial phenomena such as the tides and the ripening of fruit.
11

13
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which these heavenly forces will cause to happen in the world of
change.

1

!

The World of Generation and Corruption
The world of generation and corruption, which coincides with the
sublunary region, is the realm of beings in whom form and matter are
inseparably united. In contrast to the heavens where separate forms
like the Intelligences or angels can exist without matter, the condition
of existence in the sublunary world requires the existence of matter for
every form and form for all matter. In fact, it is this necessity which
causes continuous change; matter is made to discard one form and
accept another in a ceaseless process. 14 The sublunary region also
differs from the heavens in possessing rectilinear motion rather than
the circular movement of the celestial orbs. Moreover, all beings in
the world of generation and corruption are made from the four elements ('anii~ir), fire, air, water, and earth, each of which possesses
a pair of the fundamental natural qualitiesY Fire is warm and dry,
air, warm and moist, water, cold and moist, and earth, cold and
dry. 16 Other properties of objects derive from the four basic qualities,
for example, softness from moisture and hardness from dryness. 17
The four elements out of which all sublunary beings are composed
consist basically of the same matter which on different occasions
accepts different forms. They are therefore transformed into each
other continuously. 18 This transformation is accomplished by the
rejection of one form and the acceptance of a new one. These changes,
however, are not autonomous or independent. They are brought
Danishnamah . . . , 1/ahiyat, pp. 134-135.
Ibn Sina follows the Peripatetic school in distinguishing the sublunary region of the
four elements and the celestial region, in contrast to the Hermetic school where the
cosmos is considered as a united whole composed of the same fundamental qualities.
16 "Le corps qui atteint par nature a Ia plenitude de Ia chaleur, c'est le feu; et celui
qui atteint par nature a Ia plenitude du froid, c'est l'eau; a Ia plenitude de Ia fluidite,
c'est !'air; a Ia plenitude de l'epaississement, c'est Ia terre." Ibn Sina, Le Livre des
directives et remarques . .. , p. 293.
17 Ibn Sina, Danishnamah . . . , Tabi'iyat, pp. 27-28.
18 "Les recipients se refraichissent parfois par Ia condensation, due a une rosee venue
de !'air; toutes les fois que tu Ia recueilles elle s'etend a n'importe quelle limite que tu
desires. Et cela ne se produit pas seulement dans un endroit ou il y a suintement; cela ne
se produit d'ailleurs pas a partir de l'eau chaude, qui est plus subtile et plus susceptible
de suinter. C'est done !'air change en eau. De meme Ia serenite n!gne quelque fois au
sommet des montagnes, puis l'intensite du froid saisit !'air qui les surmonte et condense
un nuage, sans que celui-ci soit venu d'ailleurs se ranger autour d'elles, ni provienne
d'un amoncellement de vapeur ascendante. Puis on voit ce nuage tomber en neige et Ia
serenite revient; ensuite cela recommence . . ."
"Ces quatre sortes de corps peuvent etre transmues l'un en !'autre, ils ont done une
matiere premiere commune." Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . .. , pp. 295296.
14

15

r
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about by the tenth Intelligence, which gives order to all activities in
.
. ·. the sublunary region and which is also the principle of the plant,
~·· animal, and the human kingdoms. As Ibn Sina states:
;:'

~·

i

z:

II faut done que Ia matiere du monde des elements fasse suite a Ia
derniere intelligence, et rien n'empeche que les corps celestes apportent en
ceci une sorte de secours; mais cela ne suffit pas pour etablir qu'elle en
ctecoule tant que les formes ne lui soot pas jointes.
Quant aux formes, elles debordent aussi de cette intelligence, mais elles
sont diverses dans leur matiere, selon que celle-ci les merite diversement,
d'apres ses preparations variees. 11 n'y a pas a sa diversite d'autre principe
que les corps celestes, par Ia division qu'ils apportent entre ce qui avoisine
Ia region centrale et ce qui avoisine Ia region peripherique, ainsi que par
des dispositions dont les details soot trop delicats pour etre saisis par les
estimations, bien que tu en comprennes !'ensemble. La, se trouvent les
formes des elements, et en ceux-ci, selon leurs rapports dus aux corps
celestes eta ce qu'ils envoient, sont necessites des melanges de preparations
variees, operees par certaines forces qui les disposent. Et Ia, les ames
vegetales, animales et raisonnables debordent de Ia substance intellectuelle qui est proche de ce monde. A !'arne raisonnable s'arrete Ia hierarchie
de l'etre des substances intellectuelles. Elle a besoin d'etre perfectionnee
par les organes corporels et les effusions d'en haut qui l'avoisinenU9
Following Aristotle, Ibn Sina considers each element in the sublunary region to have a natural place dependent upon the elements of
which it is composed. All motion in this region is in fact due to the
desire of bodies to return to the place which corresponds to their
nature. 20 In their natural order, water exists above the earth, air consisting of a lower moist region and an upper pure region above the
water, and pure fire which does not glow by itself above the air.
Changes in the atmosphere and on earth are due to the disruption of
the original equilibrium which has taken each element out of its·
natural place and which has brought into existence various bodies
seeking constantly to regain the place conforming to their natures.
In the study of meteorology as understood in Aristotelian physics,
Ibn Sina, like most Muslim authors, follows closely the teachings of
Aristotle in trying to explain the diverse events occurring between the
surface of the earth and the Moon by an interplay of the four elements. The air is divided into four layers:
(1) The layer right above the earth composed of vapors and the
heat which the earth receives from the earth and transmits to
this layer.
19
20

Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . .. , pp. 431-433.
Shifii', Tahi'iyar. p. 145; also, Fann-i samii'-i rahi'i. p. 384.
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(2) A layer which still possesses vapor but has more heat.
(3) A layer of clear and pure air.
(4) A layer of exhalation which has come forth from the mountains
and has risen to this height.
Above these four layers lies the sphere of fire which in itself is colorless but becomes colored in the presence of exhalations.
The vapor rising from the earth under the influence of the heavens
reaches a point where the cold air condenses it, similar to the case of
opening the door of a hot bathhouse. The condensation causes the
formation of clouds which become particularly dense in mountainous
regions where there is more vapor. Once the clouds are formed one of
three conditions occurs:
(1) There is only a little condensation which is then scattered by
the rays of the Sun.
(2) There is a large amount of condensation which the Sun cannot
scatter. In that case, with the help of winds the clouds become
heavy and dense and descend once more as rain; or, if it is cold
enough to condense the clouds before the drops become too
large, then they descend as snow. If, on the other hand, heat
surrounds the condensation so that the cold remains inside it,
then frost will occur. 21
(3) There is moisture in the air through which the Sun shines as in
a mirror, and its light is mixed with the darkness of the vapor.
In this case a single or double rainbow can result; it is a circular
band of colors with the Sun at the center of the circle. The
colors are due to the reflection of the rays of the Sun by the
individual water particles. 22
There are, according to Ibn Sina, seven causes for thunder: the
striking of two clouds against each other like the clapping of hands;
wind entering a cloud and causing sound as it does in a cave; the
element of fire entering the moist cloud, causing sound like that
caused when the smith places hot iron in water; wind striking against
a frosty and icy cloud as it does against a scroll of paper; wind blowing into a hollow rain cloud as a butcher blows into an intestine; wind
blowing through a cloud and clearing it away as one blows through a
21 Ibn Sina does not consider the material causes of these phenomena as sufficient
without the help of God. As he states: "When the Sun approaches the earth it causes
evaporation which in turn in the cooler atmosphere condenses into clouds and rain .. ·
But the material necessity (tfariiriyah miiddiyah) is not sufficient. Divine action (al-fi'/
al-i/iihi) also acts upon matter." Fann-i samii'-i {abi'i, p. 95.
22 Diinishniimah . . . , Tabi'iyiit, pp. 65-70; Mu\Jammad al-Shahrastani, a/-Milal
wa' 1-nihal (Tehran, 1944), pp. 535-537. Ibn Sina admits that he does not know the reason
for the presence of the colors.
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bladder by means of a tube; and two rough clouds rubbing against
. each other as one rubs two molar teeth against one another.
As for lightning, he considers it to be due to four causes: the
striking of two clouds giving off fire like two stones which give off
sparks; the rubbing of two clouds which, like the rubbing of two
pieces of wood, causes fire; the extinguishing of fire by the humidity
: of the cloud which gives off sparks, as in the case of the smith placing
·
iron in water; and the squeezing of certain clouds containing fire
··which causes the fire to come out, as the squeezing of a sponge forces
. the water inside to trickle out. As for the thunderbolt, it is a windy
· fire caused by winds present in the cloud. 23
Higher in the sphere of air the vapour which arises from the surface
of the earth becomes transformed into exhalation and ascends to the
fiery region where it burns. If the exhalation is not subtle (Iatif) but
·. has fire within it, then it begins to glow like a star and becomes a
· meteor. If there is much exhalation, the meteor may have a tail which
· . then burns with a brilliant glow. 24
Drawing analogies from daily experience and observation, Ibn Sina
explains each of the meteorological phenomena, which for him include all the apparently changing aspects of the regions above the
· earth, in terms of the four qualities and elements of his cosmology.
As in so many other instances, he makes free use of direct observation
and comparison by analogy between two natural phenomena, but
· this is done always in the context of his cosmology and in a Universe
: where the same cosmic agents which are pawns in the hands of the
· celestial Intelligences and Souls bring about all the diverse manifesta. tions of the physical domain.
Meteorological phenomena, like other aspects of Nature, are de. pendent not only upon the four elements but also upon heat and
· light, which directly or indirectly come from the Sun, so that the Suii
plays a dominant role in sublunary events. Heat can come by friction,
·. by contact with a hot body, or from a luminous body. As for light,
Ibn Sinii does not accept the notion that light is a body or a stream of
corpuscles. Light in his physics is not a substance but an accident so
that there is for him no question of constructing a Plotinian "physics
. of light," at least not in his Peripatetic works. 25 Only in the later
Ishriiqi school of interpreters of Ibn Slnii does the symbolism of light
become the key to the understanding of the Universe.
From a study of meteorology, Ibn Sinii turns to a study of changes
23
24
25

Risiilah fi asbiib al-ra'd (Hyderabad, 1935), pp. 2-3.
Diinishniimah . .. , Tabi'iyiit, pp. 70-73; also Shifii', Tabi'iyiit, pp. 235-236.
Diinishniimah . . . , Tabi'iyiit, pp. 42-43.
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occurring at or near the surface of the earth, that is, geology. It is
particularly in the study of physical changes on and near the crust of
the earth that the observational and experimental aspects of the
approach of Jbn Sina become evident. Not only did he make careful
and long observations on the formation of river deposits, structure of
mountains, fossils, that is, the petrified remains of animals and plants,
and so on, but he also analyzed meteorites to compare their composition to rocks of terrestrial origin. The fifth section of the physics of
his Shifii', which gives the most complete treatment of geology and
its related fields known in the medieval period, was long considered
in the Latin world as a work of Aristotle completing the treatment of
the three kingdoms. But it is in fact only in the Shifii' that the study
of all three domains, the animal, plant, and mineral, becomes complete. Ibn Sina in this domain of study follows closely the attitude of
Aristotle in relying upon detailed observation of natural phenomena
within the framework of the teleological Universe of the ancient and
medieval sciences. In the Shifii' he appeals directly to Nature, but the
questions he asks and the formulation of the answers he receives both
depend upon the cosmological principles which underlie all of his
studies of Nature.
Ibn Sina gives an account of the formation of stones which coincides with that of the sedimentary group in modern geology. "In
general," he writes, "stone is formed in two ways only: (a) through
the hardening of clay, and (b) by the congelation [of waters]." 26 He
narrates his own experience as a young man observing on the banks
of the Oxus River the deposition of clay which gradually congealed
into a soft stone. 27 As for congelation from water, he considers it to
be due to the presence of a solidifying "virtue." He states:
We know therefore that in that ground there must be a congealing,
petrifying virtue which converts the liquid to the solid ... In short, it is in
the nature of water, as you know, to become transformed into earth
through a predominantly earthy virtue; you know, too, that it is in the
nature of earth to become transformed into water through a predominantly aqueous virtue. 28
26 E. J. Holmyard, Avicennae de congelatione et conglutinatione lapidum (Paris:
Geuthner, 1927), p. 18. Regarding Ibn Sina's geological ideas, see also M. Sate' alHosri, "Les Idees d'Avicenne sur Ia geologie," in Millenaire d'Avicenne, Congres de
Bagdad (1952), pp. 454--463.
27 Ibn Sina perhaps also made a study of clays on the bottom of the bodies of water,
for he writes: "As to the bottom of the sea, its clay is either sedimentary or primaeval,
the latter not being sedimentary. It is probable that the sedimentary clay was formed by
the disintegration of the strata of mountains." Holmyard, Avicennae de congelatione
... , p. 31.
28 Holmyard, p. 20.
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Larger stones are formed by two processes. "As for the formation
of large stones, this may occur all at once by intense heat acting suddenly upon a large mass of clay, or little by little with the passage of
time." 29 These bodies, due to the difference of hardness, may be
eroded in different degrees by the wind, thereby causing differences
in elevation on the surface of the earth, differences which, if great
enough, become known as mountains.
Mountains have been formed by one [or other] of the causes of the
formation of stones, most probably from agglutinative clay which slowly
dried and petrified during ages of which we have no record. It seems likely
that this habitable world was in former days uninhabitable and, indeed,
submerged beneath the ocean. Then, becoming exposed little by little, it
petrified in the course of ages the limits of which history has not preserved; or it may have petrified beneath the waters by reason of the
intense heat confined under the sea. The more probable of these two
possibilities is that petrifaction occurred after the earth had been exposed,
and that the condition of the clay, which would then be agglutinative,
assisted the petrifaction. 30
Ibn Sina also attributes the formation of mountains to the forces
of earthquakes which have deformed the surface rocks. He considers
the cause of the earthquakes to be the vapors which, having formed
under the influence of the heavens, have been locked up inside the
earth without any means of escape except eruption and violence.
Ibn Sina's belief in the inundation of present land masses makes the
explanation of fossils easy for him. He refers to fossils as petrifaction
of animals and plants caused by the rise of "a powerful mineralizing
and petrifying virtue which arises in certain stony spots, or emanates
suddenly from the earth during earthquakes and subsidences." 31 He
attributes fossils which he found in mountainous regions not to just
one flood but to a series of inundations which over long ages have
covered and shaped the mountains. He admits, however, that he is
not able to distinguish between the successive floods, each of which
must have left its record in the rocks.
When the four elements mix to a certain degree of perfection and
purity, the mineral soul (ril/:z 'aqdi) possessing the faculty of preserving forms becomes attached to the mixture. From this wedding
results the formation of the lowest domain of beings on earth consisting of the whole of the mineral kingdom. Ibn Sina adopts the
Aristotelian vapor and exhalation theory to explain the formation of
the mineral world. Exhalations and vapors locked up inside the earth
29

Holmyard, p. 26.

30

Ibid., p. 28.

31

Ibid., p. 22.
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become the cause of minerals. Each mineral contains some amount of
exhalation or vapor and different proportions of the four qualities.
In some minerals, sulphur and sal-ammoniac, for example, the exhalation exceeds, while in beryl and rubies the vapor is dominant.32
Precious stones are formed also from exhalations and vapors which
fall under the influence of the stars. Some of them even acquire
special powers like that of regeneration by virtue of the celestial
influences existing in them.
Ibn Sina divides minerals into four groups: stones (ahjiir), fusible
substances (dhii'ibiit), sulphurs (kabiirit), and salts (amliih)Y The
difference in them is due to the difference in the strength of the substance from which they are made. For example:
The material of malleable bodies is an aqueous substance united so
firmly with an earthy substance that the two cannot be separated from one
another. This aqueous substance has been congealed by cold after heat has
acted upon it and matured iU4
With respect to vitriols he writes: "The vitriols are composed of a
salty principle, a sulphureous principle and stone, and contain the
virtue of some of the fusible bodies." 35
To explain the formation of metals, Ibn Sina relies exclusively on
the sulphur-mercury theory of Jabir ibn l:layyan and speaks about the
union (ittihfid) of sulphur and mercury. 36 Sulphur for Ibn Sina is a
principle rather than a chemical element in the modern sense, so that
he can even refer to a substance as sulphureous. 37 He defines the sulphurs as a group in this manner: "In case of the sulphurs, their
aquosity has suffered a vigorous leavening with earthiness and aeriness
under the leavening action of heat, so far as to become oily in nature;
subsequently it has been solidified by cold." 38
All metals are formed from mercury and sulphur in different proportions and degrees of purity.
If the mercury be pure, and it be commingled with the solidified virtue
of a white sulphur which neither induces combustion nor is impure, but
on the contrary is more excellent than that prepared by the adepts, then
the product is silver. If the sulphur besides being pure is even better than
that just described, and whiter, and if in addition it possesses a tinctorial,
Diinishnamah . .. , Tabi'iyiit, pp. 73-76; 'Uyun al-bikmah, pp. 34-35.
Holmyard, p. 33.
34 Ibid., p. 34. Ibn Sina follows Jabir in the theory that metals are formed from an
aqueous and earthy substance.
35 Ibid., p. 36.
36 Ibn Sina, Risii/at al-iksir, ed. A. Ate~ (Istanbul, 1953), p. 42.
38 Ibid., p. 36.
37 Holmyard, p. 36.
32

33
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fiery, subtle and non-combustive virtue-in short, if it is superior to that
•· which the adepts can prepare-it will solidify the mercury into gold. 39
Other metals like copper, iron, tin, and lead are likewise explained as
combinations of mercury and gold, but with various defects.
Despite his fame as an alchemist and magician in medieval Europe,
Ibn Sina was firmly opposed to the possibility of the transformation
of one metal into another by human agency, and wrote many paragraphs ridiculing the alchemists. In a well-known passage in the
Shifii', he writes:
As to the claims of the alchemists, it must be clearly understood that it
is not in their power to bring about any true change of species. They can,
however, produce excellent imitations, dyeing the red metal white so that
it closely resembles silver, or dyeing it yellow so that it closely resembles
gold. They can, too, dye the white metal with any colour they desire, until
it bears a close resemblance to gold or copper; and they can fire the lead
from most of its defects and impurities. Yet in these the essential nature
remains unchanged; they are merely so dominated by induced qualities
that errors may be made concerning them, just as it happens that men are
deceived by salt, qalqand, sal-ammoniac, ... 40
Much like al-Biriini, Ibn Sina accepts the cosmological principles
of alchemy and the Jabirian theory for the formation of metals while
rejecting the possibility of transmutation because of the lack of
evidence. His basic refusal to accept alchemical transformation of
metals is that "there is no way of splitting up one combination into
another." 41 He is not interested in the symbolic aspect of alchemy, at
least not in his Peripatetic works, nor is he interested in making
physical gold by a literal interpretation of alchemical texts like the
group that the true alchemists called the "charcoal burners." Despite
his acceptance of the sulphur-mercury theory and his description of
chemical processes in terms of the four elements and qualities, Ibn
Sina has a very experimental approach in describing the preparation
of dyes and other mineral compounds. 42 In these matters he must be
classified much more with the medieval predecessors of modern
chemists than with the alchemical tradition either in its esoteric and
Holmyard, p. 39.
Ibid., p. 41. For the views of Ibn Sina on alchemy, see also L. Madkour,
"Avicenne et l'alchimie," La Revue du Caire, 27:120-129 (1951), and J. Ruska, "Die
Alchemie des Avicenna," Isis, 21:14-51 (1934). Referring to al-Razi and Jabir, Ibn
Sina states: "Ce sont des absurdites; car pour tout ce que Dieu a cree moyennant Ia
force de Ia nature,l'imitation artificielle est impossible; comme au contraire les productions artificielles et scientifiques n'appartiennent d'aucune maniere a Ia nature" (von
Mehren, "Vues d'Avicenne sur I'astrologie . . . ," Le Museon, 3:387 [1884]).
41 Holmyard, p. 41.
42 Risii/at al-iksir, pp. 35-42.
39

40
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symbolic aspect or in its branch connected with the making of objects
and the craft guilds.
With a further mixing of the elements, the establishment of a
higher degree of purity and a closer approach to equilibrium, a new
faculty of the World Soul or, one may say, a new soul, joins the world
of the elements to form the plant kingdom. This vegetative soul (alnafs al-nabiitiyah) has the three powers of feeding (ghiidhiyah), growth
(niimiyah), and reproduction (muwallidah), in addition to· all the
powers of the mineral kingdom. 43 It is in terms of these faculties that
Ibn Sina explains the life of plants.
Plants possess sexuality in the sense that the female accepts the seed
of the male and makes it grow within itself, but "in plants the two
powers are united in one member. " 44 The planting of seeds in the
earth, however, differs from the insertion of the male sperm in the
female animal because the female provides food as well as the power
of the soul (nafs) while the earth provides only food. The sexual parts
of plants do have a certain resemblance to the animal, and even the
seed of plants resembles the egg of birds in having a part which is the
center of life, the source of the masculine and feminine principles, as
well as a section which is used as food. Plants also have a certain
resemblance in their generating processes to some of the lower
animals which do not possess separate organs for the sensitive and
digestive functions. In both cases the male and female organs may
exist together, and the new generation may be reproduced without
being separated from the old. The branches of trees which can be cut
and planted are like a new generation which grows without being
separated from its parents. The fruit of plants is also similar in many
ways to the animal seed, although not every part of it is essential to
reproduction as in the case of the seed. The seed of the plant contains
some food within itself which is used up until a shoot grows out of
43 Ibn Sina, Risalah-i nafs, ed. M. 'Amid (Tehran, 1952), p. 14; La Psycho/ogie
d'lbn Sino (Avicenne) d'apres son a!uvre as-Sifa', ed. and trans. J. Bakos (Prague, 1956),
I, 53-59.
Ibn Sina defines these powers in the following manner: "La premiere est Ia faculte
de se nourrir; elle est servie par celle qui attire Ia nourriture, celle qui se saisit de !'objet
attire pour que Ia force qui digere et qui altere l'assimile, et celle qui repousse le residu.
"La seconde est Ia [faculte] de croitre qui tend a l'achevement de Ia croissance; car
grandir est autre chose qu'engraisser.
"La troisieme est Ia faculte d'engendrer un semblable a soi. Elle s'eveille apres que
les deux autres facultes ont agi et se sert d'elles deux. Mais Ia faculte de grandir s'arrete
d'abord; ensuite celle d'engendrer se fortifie pendant un temps, puis s'arrete aussi. La
faculte de se nourrir reste [seule] active, jusqu'a ce qu'elle s'affaiblisse [a son tour]; alors
arrive 1a fin" (Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . , p. 343).
44 Ibn Sina, Shifa', Tabi'iytit, pp. 368-378, where the physiology, manner of generation, and growth of plants are discussed.
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the seed into the earth. Once this stage is reached the nutritive faculty
of the plant awakens and is able then to assimilate food from the
earth like a child who, once torn from his mother's womb, can then
be fed through the mouth. The assimilation of food by the roots of
the plant is also like the attraction of food to the liver through the
many veins of the body.
The life of plants, like that of all other beings, depends upon the
imposing of form upon matter, which, according to Ibn Sina, requires the presence of moisture. Also, the assimilation of food which
is then converted into the form of the plant makes the presence of
water an essential condition for the life of all plants. Besides moisture,
there is need of heat which all living creatures need in order to assimilate their food. Moisture and heat, therefore, are the basic needs of
all plants and animals, and the death of these creatures occurs when
the opposite qualities of dry and cold become dominant. 45
Plants possess primary and secondary organs similar to those of
animals. The essential organs are the root, trunk, branches, bark,
wood and pith, or core; and the secondary ones are the fruit, leaves,
and blossoms which Ibn Sina compares to the hair of animals. The
size and importance of these organs differ among various plants. For
example, trees in which the earthy element predominates need a
greater instrument to attract food, so that they dig their roots deeper;
on the contrary, trees with a warm nature need to attract the airy and
fiery elements, so that their roots are close to the surface of the earth.
The many roots of plants are to enable them to find food in one place
if not another, just as animals are given the power to move around
in search of food.
The life of plants fulfills its purpose in the hierarchy of being as the
link between the mineral and animal worlds. Plants have certain
parts, like roots, whose function is to maintain plant life, but also
certain features such as beautiful patterns and colors, symmetry and
smell, which are created to be appreciated and contemplated by beings
other than the plants and by faculties both sensual and intellectual
which the plants themselves do not possess.
The animals are also composed of the four elements but with a
higher degree of perfection and purity. When the mixture of the elements approaches even closer to equilibrium, the animal soul (al-nafs
al-l:zayawiiniyah) becomes attached to it. The animal, besides all the
powers of the minerals and plants, possesses additional faculties which
it gains by virtue of the coming into play of this new soul, or new
faculty of the World Soul. The faculties of the animal soul consist
45

Shifii', Tabi'iyiit, p. 47.
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of the power of motion (mu/;larrikah) and the power of comprehension
(mudrikah). 46 The totality of the animal faculties may be outlined in
the following manner :47
power of lust
(

Animal soul
(al-nafs alfJayawiinlyah)

power of desire

f

power of motion ( (shawq!yah)
(mu/Jarrikah)
power of motion
of body (niiqilah)

l

power of comprehension
(mudrikah)

(shahwah)

power of anger
(ghai}ab)

.live exterior senses
1
. five interior senses

The five internal senses consist of the common sense, that is, sensis
communis, (al-biss al-mushtarak), the power of retaining forms
(mu~awwirah), imagination (takhayyul), apprehension (wahm), and
memory (Mfizah). These faculties are developed in different degrees
in various animals and are by no means present in their totality in all
members of the animal kingdom. The animals, by virtue of these
faculties added to those of the plant and mineral kingdoms, are able
to perform the various biological functions which belong to their
nature. They constitute a degree in the scale of being between the
plant world and man, and through their physical and psychic qualities
form a bridge between man and the rest of the terrestrial environment.
The three kingdoms on earth, which lead in an ascending order to
man, all consist of the same four elements which act as the ground.
or substance, of manifestation and of the faculties of the World Soul
46 "Quant aux mouvements soumis au choix. ils se rattachent davantage ill'ame. Ils
ont un principe qui veut, qui decide, subissant docilement l'action de l'imagination, de
l'estimative ou de !'intelligence. Par elle est suscitee unc faculte irascible repoussant ce
qui est nuisible, ou une faculte concupiscible conduisant a ce qui est necessaire ou utile
par rapport ill'animal. A cela obeissent les forces motrices disper~ees dans les muscles
et servant ces facultes dirigeantes." Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . ,
pp. 344-345. See also La Psychologic d'lbn Sinii . . ., trans. J. Bakos, pp. 157-189.
Also Diinishniimah . .. , Tabi'iyiit, pp. 80-82; Risiilah-i nafs, pp. 15-16; M. Winter, Ober
Avicennas Opus Egregium de Anima (Munich, 1903), pp. 25-32.
47 For a discussion of the faculties of the soul according to Ibn Sina, see also A. Siassi,
La Psychologic d'Avicenne et ses analogies dans Ia psychologic moderne (Tehran, 1954),
pp. 58ff, and M. 'Amid, Essai sur Ia psychologic d'Avicenne (Geneve, 1940), pp. 15lff.
In the Shzfii', Jubi'iyat (pp. 381-520), Ibn Sina discusses in great detail the science of
zoology, assembling there all that was known in the medieval period about physiology,
embryology, and so forth, in the context of the faculty psychology outlined here.
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which manifests a different faculty at each level of existence. The
union of a particular faculty of the Soul to a combination of the elements is not as a compound but ad extra and by way of a nexus. It is
brought about when the correct proportion of the clements, reaching
a new degree of purity and approaching closer to perfect equilibrium
and harmony, attracts to itself a faculty of the World Soul.
The concept of equilibrium, or justice, as the necessary condition
for the wedding of the Soul and the mixture of the elements, is widespread in Islam and is far from being confined to Ibn Sinii. 49 According to this view, once the harmony and correct proportion of the
elements has been reached, the Soul cannot but be attracted toward
it because of the inner sympathy which exists between the invisible
and the visible. Justice, the mean, equilibrium, harmony, are so many
expressions of the same basic idea which dominates the Universe and
preserves the wedding of "heaven" and "earth." It is the mingling of
substances in the compound bodies which accounts for their ability
to receive life. The commingling of the components so modifies their
contraries as to produce an ensemble in which all the various contraries are blended harmoniously. The more harmonious the blending, the more suitable is the resultant compound to be the vehicle, not
merely of life in general, but of a very particular kind of life. Perfect
equilibrium and perfect balance render possible the manifestation of
the perfect intellectual life which celestial beings possess but which
may be also enjoyed by man. 50
48

The Constitution of the Microcosm

As one of the masters of the art of medicine and one in whom the
traditions of Hippocrates and Galen met, Ibn Sina has written mu~h
48 For a summary treatment of the faculties of the Soul according to Ibn Sina, see
E. Gilson, "Les Sources greco-arabes de l'augustinismc avicennisant," Archives d'Histoire Doctrinale ct Lilleraire du Moyen Age, 4:5-149 (1929).
49 Referring to the bond between the soul and the body, Mahmiid Shabistari writes.
Not that bond which subsists between the compound and its parts,
(For spirit is free from the attributes of corporeity)
But when water and clay are purified altogether,
Spirit is added to them by "The Truth".
When the parts, to wit, the elements attain equilibrium.
The beams of the spirit world fall upon them.
The Spirit's rays shining on the body at the time of equilibrium,
Are like the rays of the sun shining upon the earth.
(Gulshan-i rtiz, trans. E. H. Whinfield, London: 1880, p. 61.)
50 Ibn Sina, A Treatise on the Canon of Medicine, Incorporating a Translation of the
First Book, trans. and commented on by 0. C. Gruner (London: Luzac & Co., 1930),
p. 535, hereafter cited as TCM.
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about man as a spiritual, psychical, and physical entity whose body
he studies by observation and whose illnesses he seeks to cure by experimental means. 51 His medicine, however, is plunged deeply into
his metaphysical view of man as the microcosm in whom creation
returns to its source. The principles of his medicine provide, therefore, the last link in the cycle of his cosmology and a key for the
understanding of the macrocosm. It is in man that the elements are
best mixed and all the faculties of the Soul assembled.
For Ibn Slna the study of the body of man is intricately related to
that of the human soul because, in his words, "The body and soul
form one complete whole-one single being." 52 The science of the
human body, therefore, is also connected with and leads to the science
of the origin of things.
One must presuppose a knowledge of the accepted principles of the
respective sciences of origins, in order to know whether they are worthy
of credence or not; and one makes inferences from the other sciences
which are logically antecedent to these. In this manner one passes up step
by step until one reaches the very beginnings of all knowledge-namely
pure philosophy; to wit, metaphysics. 53
The study of the human body by Ibn Slna is not that of dead matter
to which life has been added.
Modern medicine is based on the conception of the universe as a conglomeration of dead matter out of which, by some unexplainable process,
life may become evolved in forms. To Avicenna the whole of the universe
is the manifestation of a universal principle of life, acting through the
instrumentality of forms. Or, again, in modern medicine, the forms are the
source of life; to Avicenna they are the product of life. 54
Life, according to Ibn Sina, pervades the whole Universe.
Life and every perfection and every good for which creatures are destined,
comes from nothing but the Prime Most High Truth-the source of all
good, and from the Strong Desire ever proceeding therefrom. 55
This pervading life principle exists not only in the human, animal,
and plant worlds, but in all beings outside of the four elements which
are the principles of physical manifestation.
All corporeal bodies may receive life except the four first principles, and
whatever is of like nature to them. For these are non-living bodies, and are
also of negligible bulk. In fact their bulk is infinitesimal compared with the
51 For a list of Ibn Sina's medical writings see Mal)miid
Najmabadi, "Kutub wa
mu'allafat-i tibbi-i lbn-i Sina," Jahiin-i Pizishki, 2:1-7 (1327 [1948]), pp. 1-7.
52 TCM, p. 12.
53 TCM, pp. 31-32.
54 TCM, p. 9
55 TCM, p. 534.
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planets, and still more strikingly so compared with some of the fixed stars.
Indeed it can be shown that these first-principles in their totality have not
as much bulk as a point compared with the body of Saturn; how much less
then are they when compared with the higher bodies ?56

The same four principles of which minerals, plants, and animals
are comprised, constitute the human body, 5 7 and through their combination give rise to the humors and qualities. Their relation may be
~, represented in the manner shown in Figure 18. 58
~:;

blood
fire

air
yellow bile

earth
black bile

water
phlegm

Figure 18. The four humors and the elements and natures.
The four elements, manifest in their admixture all the qualities
which the human body displays.
.,.
The earth is an "element" normally situated at the center of all existence.
In its nature it is at rest, and all others naturally tend toward it, at however
great a distance away they might be. This is because of its intrinsic weight.
It is cold and dry by nature, and it appears so to our senses as long as it
is not interfered with by extraneous agencies, and obeys its own peculiar
nature. It is by means of the earthy element that the parts of our body are
fixed and held together into a compacted form; by its means the outward
form is maintained.
TCM, p. 534.
"The elements are simple bodies. They are the primary components of the human
being throughout all its parts, as well as of all other bodies in their varied and diverse
forms. The various orders of being depend for their existence on the intermixture of the
elements." TCM, p. 34.
58 Ibn Siml, Poeme de Ia medecine-Urguzah fi'!-!ibb (Paris, 1956), p. 13.
56

57
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The water is a simple substance whose position in nature is exterior to
the earth, and interior to the air. This position is owing to its relative
density. In nature it is cold and moist. It appears to our senses as long as
there are no influences to counteract it. Its purpose in creation lies in the
fact that it lends itself readily to dispersion, and consequently assumes any
shape without permanency. In the construction of things, then, it provides
the possibility of their being moulded and spread out and attempered.
Being moist, its shapes can be readily fashioned and as easily lost ...
Air is a simple substance, whose position in nature is above the sphere
of water, and beneath that of fire. This is due to its relative lightness. In
nature it is hot and moist, according to the rule which we have given. Its
effect, and value, in (the world of) creation is to rarefy, and render things
finer, lighter, more delicate, softer, and consequently better able to move
to the higher sphere.
Fire is a simple substance, which occupies a position in nature higher
than that of the other three elements-namely the hollow of the sublunary
world, for it reaches to the heavens. All things return to it. This is because
of its absolute lightness. In nature it is hot and dry. The part which it plays
in the construction of things is that it matures, rarefies, refines, and intermingles with all things. Its penetrative power enables it to traverse the
substance of air; by this power it also subdues the sheer coldness of the
two heavy cold elements; by this power it brings the elementary properties
into harmony. 59

The interaction of the qualities of the four elements determines the
temperament of the human being. 60 The temperament is equable
when the contrary qualities are in perfect equilibrium, and out of
harmony and inequable when the temperament tends toward a
particular quality. Ibn Sina, like other Muslim physicians and such
ancient Greeks as Alcmeon of Croton, considers all disease, in fact,
to be due to the destruction of this equilibrium by the excess of some
quality, and all cure an attempt to re-establish the harmony between
opposites.
The temperament of each individual is unique and equable only
with respect to the race and geographic region to which he belongs;
climate has a major effect upon the human being not only in a
"naturalistic" manner but also because of the close relationship
which exists always between man as the microcosm and the cosmic
milieu. 61 The fourth climatic zone, which is the most equable one on
Ibn Sina, TCM, pp. 35-37.
"Temperament is that quality which results from the mutual interaction and interpassion of the four contrary primary qualities residing within the imponderable elements." TCM, p. 57.
61 "The Hindus, in health, have a different equability than the Slavs, and so on. Each
is equable in regard to their own race, but not in regard to others. So if a Hindu were to
develop the temperament of a Slav he would probably fall ill, and might even die. So,
59
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earth, is therefore the home of people who are more at tempered than
occupants of other zones. The temperament is also influenced by such
cyclic phenomena as the change of seasons during each of \vhich the
body reaches a new equilibrium.
Each animal and each organ of the body has a temperament of its
own.
Allah Most Beneficent has furnished every animal and each of its
members with a temperament which is entirely the most appropriate and
best adapted for the performance of its functions and passive states. The
proof of this belongs to philosophy and not to medicine.
In the case of man, He has bestowed upon him the most befitting temperament possible of all in this world, as well as faculties corresponding to
all the active and passive states of man. 62
The growth and decay of the body of man is dependent upon the
human temperament. Growth depends upon the heat contained in
the sperm, which is gradually used up. 63 Meanwhile, the moisture
lessens in quantity and quality, thus preserving the innate heat at a
constant level up to the age of senescence. 64 Ultimately, however, the
moisture of the body comes to an end, and the innate heat is extinguished, thus causing the death to which everyone is destined and
which depends upon the original temperament of the human body.
The basic qualities combine together to generate the humors.
One must not forget that the most fundamental agents in the formation
of the humours are heat and cold. When the heat is equable, blood forms;
when heat is in excess, bilious humour forms; when in great excess, so
oxidation occurs, atrabilious humour forms. When the cold is equable,
serous humour forms; when cold is in excess, so that congelation becomes
dominant, atrabilious humour forms. 65
too, if the temperament of a Slav should come to be that of the Hindu, for the state of
his body is contrary. So it seems that the variou' inhabitants of the earth have received a
temperament appropriate for the conditions of their particular climate, and in each case
there is a corresponding range between two extremes." TCM, p. 60.
62 TCM, p. 65.
63 "The human being takes its origin from two things-(!) the male sperm, which
plays the part of 'factor'; (2) the female sperm [menstrual blood], which provides the
matter.
"Each of these is fluid and moist, but there is more wateriness and terrene substance
in the female blood and female sperm, whereas air and igneity are predominant in the
male sperm. It is essential that at the outset of the congelation of the two components
there should be moisture, even though earth and fire are found in the product. The earth
provides the firmness and rigidity; the fire provides the maturing power." TCM, p. 359.
64 "Moisture is the material cause of growth and only changes in virtue of a formative
power acting upon it. As a matter of fact this formative power is the 'soul' or 'nature'that which is in the decree of Allah (amr allah)." TCM, p. 71.
65 TCM, p. 90.
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These humors affect profoundly the function of the body and are
themselves influenced by the motion and rest, or excited and peaceful
states, of the human being.
The humors in turn act as the constituent elements for the members
of the body which "are derived primarily from the commingling of
the humors, just as the humors are derived primarily from the commingling of the aliments, and the aliments are primarily composed of
commingled 'elements."' 66 The members are divided into simple
ones having homogeneous parts such as flesh, bones, and nerves, and
compound members such as the hands and face. The members are
the instruments by which the passions and actions of the mind are
achieved and act as its servants.
The body also possesses faculties which originate the functions of
various organs. The faculties are (1) the vital (l:zayawiiniyah), responsible for preserving the integrity of the breath, sensation, and movement of the heart; (2) the natural (tabi'iyah) governing the nutritive
powers of the liver and the reproductive powers of the generating
organs; and (3) the animal (nafsiiniyah) controlling the brain and the
rational faculty. Ibn Sina believes that "the heart is the source of all
these functions, though they are manifested in several principal
organs. " 67
The powers of the various members are due to the vital faculty
which provides the body with its inner force.
Hence it is clear that there is something else preparing (the members of
those powers), something akin in temperament to itself--and this something is the vital faculty. This is that faculty which appears in the breath
at the very moment at which the breath develops out of the rarefied
particles of the humours. 68
The breath acts as the link between the physical and the psychic and
spiritual worlds, and plays a basic role not only in the physiological
functions of the human being but also in his deliverance from the life
of the body.
With regard to the central role of the breath, Ibn Sina writes:
Allah the Most High created the left side of the heart, and made it
hollow in order that it should serve both as a storehouse of the breath [its
psychic aspect] and the seat of manufacture of the breath. He also created
TCM, p. 93. See pp. 93ff for a detailed description of the members.
TCM, pp. 110-111. Ibn Sina gives in these pages a thorough account of the
faculties in the individual and the race and their relation to the qualities, elements, and
the accompanying mental processes.
68 TCM, p. 120.
66
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the breath to enable the faculties of the "soul" to be conveyed into the
corresponding members. In the ftrst place the breath was to be the rallyingpoint for the faculties of the soul, and in the second place it was to be an
emanation into the various members and tissues of the body.
Now He produced the breath out of the finer particles of the humours,
and out of igneity; and at the same time produced the tissues themselves
out of the coarser and terrene particles of these humours. In other words,
· the breath is related to the attenuated particles as the body is related to
the coarser particles of the same humours ...
The beginning of the breath is as a divine emanation from potentiality to
actuality proceeding without intermission or stint until the form is completed and perfected. 69
There is in principle but one breath, just as originally there was but
one member from which all the other members of the body were
formed.
There is one single breath which accounts for the origin of the others;
and this breath, according to the most important philosophers, arises in
the heart, passes thence into the principal centers of the body, lingering
in them long enough to enable them to impart to it their respective
temperamental properties ... 70

It is this principal breath associated with the heart that is identified
with the force of life itself and is the link between the corporeal and
human
is the
being. lt and
man's
aspects
spiritual
and
the subtle
of
balance
equilibrium
perfect
the of
possible
renders
which
· breath
the elements, the necessary condition for the manifestation of the
Intellect.
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The breath, then, is that which emerges from a mixture of first-principles,
and approaches towards the likeness of celestial beings. It is a luminous
substance. It is a ray of light.
This accounts for the fact that the wind rejoices when it looks toward
[
( the light, and is depressed when exposed to darkness. Light is in harmony
with the breath. Darkness is in discord with it. 71

I

The manifestation of the Intellect on the microcosmic level depends
upon the hierarchy of the faculties which man possesses, including
those of the kingdoms below him in the hierarchy of cosmic existence.
The human soul (al-nafs al-na{iqah), which is given to each human
69 TCM, pp. 123-124. Ibn Sina distinguishes three breaths (natural, animal, and vital),
each with its own temperament.
70 TCM, p. 124.
71 TCM, p, 535. Ibn Sina is here expounding the physiological and microcosmic
significance of the basic Sufi technique of invocation (dhikr) which reintegrates man into
his own Origin by the use of the breath.

,
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being by the Active Intellect, has. in additi on to the powers
of th
vegetative and animal souls, the faculties of action ('c:mal
) an~
speculation (na;;ar) which stand between the worlu of form
and
matte r and the world of pure forms and which are able to turn
toward
both this world and the next. 72 Man stands between the sensib
le and
the intelligible worlds. Throu gh his senses he receives impres
sions
which by means of various faculties of the animal soul reach
the
level of ratiocination. 73 He also possesses the rational soul,
which
with the aid of the Active Intellect, can lead him beyond this
world
to the angelic realm of the pure Intelligences. Ibn Sina interpr
ets the
Quran ic verse (iiyat al-nur)? 4 symbolically to describe the faculti
es of
the soul:
Parmi les facultes de l'ame, il y a aussi ce qu'elle possede pour
autant
qu'elle a besoin de parachever sa substance en Ia rendan t intellig
ence en
acte. La premiere est une faculte qui la prepar e a se tourne
r vers les
intelligibles, certains l'appellent intelligence materielle et elle
est Ia niche.
Celle-ci est suivie par une autre faculte qui vient a!'arne lors
de Ia mise en
acte en elle des premieres intelligibles. Par cette nouvelle faculte
, [!'arne]
se dipose a acquerir les seconds; soit par Ia reflexion, qui est
l'olivier, si
elle demeure faible, soit par !'intuition intellectuelle, qui est de
plus l'huile,
si !'intuition est plus forte que Ia reflexion; elle s'appelle
intelligence
habitus et elle est le verre. Et Ia faculte noble, mfirie, est une
faculte sainte,
"dont l'huile est presque allume e." Un peu plus tard, lui vienne
nt en acte
72 In his many treatises
on the soul (najs), Ibn Sina insists on the unity of the soul,
its creation with the body (f:zuduth), and its survival after the
death of the body because
of the nature of the soul as an intellectual substance. "Cette
substance est unique en
toi; plutot, elle est toi, on le vcritie. Elle a des ramifications, des
facultes dispersees dans
tes organes . . . " (Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . , p.
311). See also Madkou r,
Fi'l-falsafat al-is/amiyah, pp. 224ft'.
73 The faculties of
the animal soul as described by al-Shaikh al-Ra'is are classifie
d by
0. C. Gruner (TCM, p. 139) in the following manner :

Higher

Lower

5.

ratiocinative faculty

3.

cogitative faculty

3.

~p~hensive f~ulty I___ ~-~

2.

imagination

I 4. memory

----------------------------~

I.

commo n sense

74 "Allah is the
Light of the heavens and the earth. The similitude of His light
is as a
niche wherein is a lamp. The lamp is in a glass. The glass is
as it were a shining star.
(This lamp is) kindled from a blessed tree, an olive neither of
the East nor of the West,
whose oil would almost glow forth (of itself) though no fire touched
it. Light upon light,
Allah guideth unto His light whom He will. And Allah speaket
h to mankind in symbols,
for Allah is knower of all things." Quran: XXIV, 35.
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faculte et une perfection. La perfection consiste en ce que les intellilui sont donnes en acte, en une intuition qui les represente dans
et c'cst "lumierc sur lumiere." Et Ia faculte consiste en ceci
qu'illui appartient de realiser !'intelligible acquis, porte ainsi a son achevement, comme est !'objet de !'intuition des qu'clle le veut, sans avoir
besoin de l'acquerir [a cc dernier instant}, et c'est Ia lampe. Cette per.fection s'appelle intelligence acquise, et cette faculte s'appelle intelli. gence en acte. Ce qui Ia fait passer de I' habitus a l'acte parfait, et aussi
75
; de I' intelligence materielle a I' habitus, c'est !'Intellect Actif. II est le feu.

Man contains within himself the nature of minerals, plants, and
animals as well as, potentially, the nature of the angels or Intelligences. 76 Just as the Universe has as its highest principle the Intellect,
below which exist the other domains of being, so does man as the
microcosm possess all the levels of existence within himself and have
the Intellect as the inner principle of his being. The complex faculties
of the various souls within man are so many stages between the
vegetative and angelic life.
The human soul stands between the earthly and heavenly worlds.
Its felicity lies in uniting itself with the Intellect and in leaving the
sensible world in favor of the Intelligible. 77 This is its entelechy and
deliverance. As the Universe is generated by God's contempl ation
and intellection of Himself, so does it become integrated in its Divine
archetype in the act of intellection within man which results in the
return of the sensible world to the intelligible one. Ibn Sin a describes
the human soul as a wanderer in this world who has lost his home and
forgotten his original abode. It is for him to remember once again
from where he came and to return once again to his original dwelling
place. In his well-known al-Qa~idat al-'ainiyah he asks:
Why then was she [the soul] cast down from her high peak
To this degrading depth? God brought her low;
But for a purpose wise, that is concealed
E'en from the keenest mind and liveliest wit.
Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . . ., pp. 324-326.
"L'homme, cree aprc!:s Ia plante, !'animal et les elements, comme aussi apres les
spheres, les etoiles, les ames celestes et les intelligences supremes, est Ia derniere creation
de tout l'univers; Dieu ayant commence Ia creation par !'Intellect actif, et l'ayant finie
par l'etrc doue de !'arne raisonnablc, l'homme est J'etre le plus elcve de l'espece, comme
!'Intellect tient le premier rang dans le genre." A. F. von Mehren, "'Vues theosophiques
d'Avicenne," Le Museon, 4:606-607 (1885).
77 "Quant a l'ame rationnelle, sa veritable perfection consiste a devenir un mo~de
intellectuel, dans lequel doit se retracer Ia forme de tout ce qui est, l'ordre rationnel qu ~
apen;oit dans tout, le bien qui penetre tout . . . "Ibn Sinii, Shifti', Metaphysics, Book~
3
ch. 7; trans. S. Munk, in Melanges de philosophie juive et arabe (Paris, 1859), PP·
75

76
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And if the tangled mesh impeded her,
The narrow cage denied her wings to soar
Freely in heaven's high ranges. after all
She was a lightning-flash that brightly glowed
Momently o'er the tents, and then was hid
As though its gleam was never glimpsed below. 78

Sympathy between Man and the Universe

The correspondence between the microcosm and the macrocosm is
based upon an inner sympathy and harmony which exist between
them. The sympathy, which is hidden to most men, becomes more
evident as the soul increases in purity until in the case of the prophets
the inner harmony between man and the cosmos becomes universally
manifested. 79 The performance of religious rites increases the sympathy which exists between the microcosm and macrocosm and permits man to receive more fully the influx of the spiritual forces from
the celestial spheres. Rites, and particularly prayer, also interiorize
the order of the world within the being of man. It is for this reason
that "sacrifice possesses a great utility and especially prayers which
ask for rain and other similar events. " 80
The soul of man can also act upon the world in the degree that it
can purify itself and concentrate its energies. In most people the soul
is weak and confined to the body so that it is unable to act upon the
outside world. Some souls, however, by the power of apprehension
(wahm) can act upon other human beings of a weaker nature, and
others of even greater powers can act upon the world of the elements.
78 A. J. Arberry, "Avicenna: his life and times," in G. M. Wickens, Avicenna, Scientist
& Philosopher (London, 1952), p. 28. Or, as the Turkish Abu'l-Sa'Od wrote, basing
his words on the Ode of Ibn Sinii:

"Tu es parvenu a realiser tous tes vceux dans ce monde. Les puissances, les prosperites et les bien faits de toute sorte, possibles et imaginables se sont soumis a toi. Mais
sache bien qu'aucun de ceux-ci n'a aucune \'aleur. Que ceux-ci ne t'attachent pas a ce
monde. Allons ramasse ta tente. Passe ton temps lentement et marche vers les spheres
celestes d'ou tu es venu.
"As-tu oublie tes freres et tes amis avec lesquels tu vivais !a-bas'? Jusqu'a quand
sejourncras-tu dans ce monde si materiel? Toi, tu as vu les circonstances de toutes
sortes de ce monde materiel, qu'il est impossible de definir et dont l'horreur n'a pu empecher personne d 'y penetrer."
See also A. S. Unver, "Supplement aux commentaires de Ibn Sinii," La Revue du
Caire, 27:168 (1951).
79 "C'est que le prophete, de par Ia perfection de sa nature, est apte a recevoir une
illumination plus directe de !'Intellect et de !'Arne universelle; il est apte, done, a penetrer
et a vivre !'harmonic secrete qui relie l'homme au cosmos-cette harmonic que precisement l'obsen a nee des actes religieux cultuels (' ibadat) tend sans cesse a actualiser." L.
Gardet. La Pensee re/igieuse d'Avicenne, p. 129.
80 Ibn Sinii, Najat, p. 301.
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This action by the soul is, according to Ibn Sinii, the source of
miracles and unnatural events. 81 All extraordinary manifestations of
Nature and "occult sciences" are based upon the disposition of the
soul, the properties of the elementary bodies, and the celestial forces
which may interrupt the ordinary functions of Nature. 82 The will of
man, however, does not upset the order of the cosmos but is always
in conformity with its laws. For example, when a pure soul asks for
rain it is the World Soul which grants the prayer. As for the prophet,
he possesses a sacred soul (nafs qudsiyah) which is attached to the
world of the angels and therefore has knowledge of things without
having need of a teacher or books. As the vicegerent (khalifah) of
God on earth, he can perform miracles by the influence of his angelic
soul upon the hy/e of the world.
The sympathy between man and the Universe is based upon the
love ('ishq) which pervades the cosmos. 83 God Himself is the Lovable,
Lover, and Beloved and thus the Origin and End of the cosmos. The
love which He has for the world traverses the whole Universe, manifesting itself in a different way at each stage of the ontological
hierarchy.
In his Risiilahfi'l-'ishq, Ibn Sina considers love as the very cause of
existence. He writes:
Every being which is determined by a design strives by nature toward
its perfection, i.e., that goodness of reality which ultimately flows from the
reality of the Pure Good, and by nature it shies away from its specific
defect which is the evil in it, i.e., materiality and non-being,-for every evil
results from attachment to matter and non-being. Therefore it is obvious
Ibn Simi, Danishnamah . . . , Tabi'iyiit, pp. 138-140.
"Certes les choscs extraordinaires sont envoyees dans le monde de Ia nature sous
!'impulsion de trois principes. Le premier est Ia disposition de !'arne deja mentionnee;
le second, les proprietes des corps elementaires, tclles que l'attrait exerce par l'aimant
sur le fer grace a une force qui lui est propre; le troisieme, ce sont des forces celestes;
entre elles et les melanges des corps terrestres, qui sont particulierement disposes pour
occuper une position, ou bien entre elles et les forces des ames terrestres particulierement douees d'etats angeliques, actifs ou passifs, il y a une convenance qui amene
furtivement a !'existence des effets extraordinaires. La magie noire est de Ia premiere
categoric, mais les prodiges faits dans un but d'apologetique, les miracles gracieux et
lcs pratiques de Ia magie blanche appartiennent a Ia seconde,les talismans a Ia troisieme."
Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . , pp. 523-524.
83 "Le cosmos avicennien, le monde sensible et le monde intelligible, est tout entier
traverse et vivifie par un elan ascendant d'amour, 'ishq, l'eros qui repond au mouvement
descendant, et le moteur meme du mouvement ascendant des lumieres" ( L. Gardet, La
Connaissance mystique chez Ibn Sinii et ses presupposes philosophiques, Cairo, 1952,
pp. 36-37). See also Ibn Sina, Risa/ah fi'l-'ishq (Tehran, 1318 [1939]), pp. 2ff, and
"Risalah fi'l-'ishq," trans. E. L. Fackenheim in Medieval Studies, 7:208-228 (1945),
where Ibn Sina considers 'ishq as the inner force connecting all realms of existence
from the minerals and plants to the angels.
81

82
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that all beings determined by a design possess a natural desire and an
inborn love, and it follows of necessity that in such beings love is the cause
of their existence. 84

The perfection which each being possesses and toward which it
strives is due to the innate love of that being, which is a gift of
Divine Wisdom. Even in "inanimate" objects the universal love
manifests itself, for example, as the force which attracts form to
matter or as that which enables a being to preserve the perfection
adhering to its nature. Likewise, each of the vegetative and animal
faculties possesses a particular kind of love corresponding to its
function. The desire to maintain food in the body or increase the size
of the body to fit its proportion, or natural and voluntary love of
animals, all come from the cosmic love pervading all creatures.
"Every entity which receives the manifestation does so with the desire
to become assimilated to It to the full extent of its capacity." 85
The sympathy between the microcosm and macrocosm is itself a
manifestation of the love of God for His own Perfection and for all
of creation. What attracts the various beings to Nature and to each
other, and the pure soul of man toward the celestial Intelligences, is
an expression of the sympathy of God for Himself, a sympathy which
is the very reason for the manifestation of the Universe.
Because It (Absolute Good), by Its very nature, loves the Being of what
is caused by It, It desires to manifest Itself. And since the love of the Most
Perfect for Its own perfection is the most excellent love, It has as Its true
object the reception by others of Its manifestation, and this is most
properly Its reception by those divine souls which have reached the highest
degree of assimilation to It. 86
84
86

"Risalah fi'l-'ishq," p. 212.
Ibid., p. 228.

85

Ibid., p. 227.

CHAPTER 15

Nature and the Visionary Recitals
Background and Setting of the Narrative Cycle

Ibn Sina wrote three visionary narratives, or recitals, which form the
parts of a great cycle differing in point of view from his better-known
Peripatetic works. These writings constitute, along with the Risfilah
ji'l-'ishq and the last chapters of the Ishfirfit . .. , most ofwhatremains
of his "esoteric philosophy." 1 These works were commented upon
and explained throughout the succeeding centuries by many sages
(~ukamfi') of the Ishrfiqi school, including Suhrawardi himself, and
are the basic testament of that aspect of the doctrines of Ibn Sina
according to which the later sages interpreted his philosophy and in
the light of which he has been studied during the past millennium in
Persia.
These narratives are the records of the intellectual visions of the
author described in a symbolic language which itself constitutes an
integral aspect of the visions and which is not simply an allegory more
or less made up by the author. 2 In these narratives Ibn Sina has a
vision of the Universe as a vast "cosmos of symbols" through which
the initiate seeking Divine Knowledge, or gnosis (ma'rifah), must
travel. The cosmos, instead of being an exterior object, becomes for
the gnostic ('fir if) an interior reality; he sees all the diversities q,f
Nature reflected in the mirror of his own being. 3 Thanks to the
1 The cycle consists of /fayv ihn Yaq:g:an, Risalat lli-tllir, and Saliiman wa Ahsal; of
the latter work only fragments have survived, these being recorded in the commentary
of Khwajah Na~ir al-Oin al-TGsi upon the Ishiiriit of Ibn Sina.
2 "Trop souvent !'on confond allegorie et symbole. Nous avons ici des symboles,
mais non pas des symboles artiflciellement construits; ce sont au temoignage de !'auteur,
des symboles montres en une vision interieure, une vision qui ne pouvait etre donnee
qu'en symboles, et ces symboles it leur tour ouvrent Ia vision." H. Corbin, Avicenne etle
recit l:isionnaire, I (Tehran, 1954), Introduction, p. vi.
The nature of the symbol differs profoundly from that of an allegory. A symbol is the
"reflection" in a lower order of existence of a reality belonging to a higher ontological
status, a "reflection" which in essence is unified to that which is symbolized, while
allegory is a more or less "artificial figuration" by an individual having no universal
existence of its own.
3 "Hence the cosmos is no longer the external object. the distant model, of ckscriptions, of theoretical inventories, of deductive explanations; it is experienced and shown
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transformation of the physical and astronomical elements of the
Universe, the traveler (sii/ik) on his journey toward gnosis is able to
realize the progressive interiorization of the cosmos within himself
until finally he ascends above and beyond the "cosmic crypt" itself. 4
Just as the logical coherence of everyday phenomena of Nature
depends upon the ordinary consciousness of mankind, so does the
symbolic vision of all cosmic realities and their transformation into
"shadows of the spiritual world" depend upon the new, illuminated
consciousness of the gnostic. It is the realization of superior states
of being that enables the gnostic to "see" all manifestations of Nature
integrated into their celestial archetypes. 5
At the end of the Ishiiriit, Ibn Sin a describes the categories of those
who know and the special qualities of the gnostic who is the traveler
in the visionary narratives. There are, according to ai-Shaik ai-Ra'!s,
three classes of knowers: the ziihid, who practices asceticism and is
pious, the 'iibid, who turns his thought to the sanctity of the Divine,
and the 'iirif, who knows through illumination and ecstasy. 6 The sole
aim of the 'iirif is to know and to become identified with the Truth.
His life begins with affirmed will, then asceticism and piety, occasional
tastes of union (itti$iif) and finally habitual union with the Divine.
His journey through these stages corresponds to his journey through

as the succession of the stages of a more or less perilous exodus upon which one is
about to enter or which one has essayed." H. Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary
Recital, trans. W. Trask, p. 33.
Throughout this chapter we have made use of quotations from the English translation
of Corbin's Avicenna and the Visionary Recital by W. Trask with the permission of the
publishers, Pantheon Books, New York.
4 "C'est une interiorisation du firmament et des Spheres qui se produit: I'astre prend
un sens interieur analogue a celui de l'astrum ou sidus chez Paracelse. lei, a chaque astre
et a sa sphere correspond une faculte de !'arne. L'emergence hors du cosmos, hors de Ia
Sphere des Spheres, est pour Ie mystique Ia representation physique de son emergence
hors des Cieux interieurs a chacun desquels correspond une faculte de !'arne." Corbin,
"Le Recit d'initiation et l'hermetisme en Iran," p. 141.
' "Ainsi existe-t-il un monde du reve comme un monde de l'eveil ou, non seulement
Ia relation de Ia conscience et des objets est differente de Ia relation maintenue, co/lectivement, dans Ie monde de Ia veille mais ou, encore, Ie determinisme phenomenal de celui
ci ne semble plus coherent ni valable. Une conception scientifique de I'Univers ne
represente done que Ia conception d'un univers dans I'Univers. Le consentement
commun ne saurait suffire a etablir I'autorite, Ia verite et Ia validite generales des
lois.
"Les efforts incessants qu'exigeait !'elaboration du Grand-CEuvre semblent done a voir
ete destines a produire, d'une part, Ia 'projection' de Ia conscience de I'etat de veille
sur Ie plan d'un etat transrationnel d'everl, et, d'autre part, !'ascension de Ia matiere
jusqu'a Ia Iumiere ignee qui en constitue Ia limite." R. Alleau, Aspects de /'alchimie
traditionnelle, p. 134.
6 Ibn Sina, Le Livre des directives et remarques . . . , pp. 485-486.
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the cosmos. _H~ leaves the world of illusions for the world of ~ealit~,
and when h1s JOurney is complete he becomes himself the mirror m
which Truth and its cosmic manifestation are reftected. 7 The whole
being of the gnostic is transformed by the Truth he has realized in
the center of his being; not only is his soul illuminated by It but even
his body becomes immune to disorder and illness because of the presence of the spiritual light within the tabernacle of his heart. 8 By virtue
of this same inner illumination he is able to gain knowledge from
superior worlds, including knowledge of future events which ordinary
men cannot achieve. He is also able to see things not in their usual
opacity but in their essence as intelligible and transparent symbols of
the spiritual world.
~
The journey of the gnostic begins in the Uayy ibn Yaq;iin where he
~
is initiated into the world of pure forms symbolized by the Orient,
which is the domain of the archangels of light, in opposition to the
Occident, which symbolizes this earth, and the extreme Occident,
which corresponds to the world of pure matter. The sage and spiritual
master (pir), l:layy ibn Yaqzan, the "living son of the awake,"
appears to the adept, or siilik, as an angel and describes to the
initiate the Universe through which he must journey, the Universe in
which all physical realities are transformed into symbols. He invites
the adept to undertake the journey across this cosmos of symbols to
the Orient of pure light. In the Risii/ar al-tair the adept, accepting to
undertake this journey, awakens from his slumber of daily life and
breaks through the valleys and chains of the cosmic mountain (qiif)
in the company of the angeJ.9
The Saliimiin wa Absiil describes the last part of the journey of the
adept in which the soul of the traveler is transformed into the

<;
F:

Le Livre des directiL"es et remarques, p. 495.
"Le 'iiri/ pmsede, tout autant que le malade de quoi detourner sa nature de Ia
matiere et il a, de plus. deux avantages: celui d'etre dcpourvu de dissolvant semblable
au mal qui atteint le mClange chaud, et d'etre depourvu de maladie s'opposant a
Ia force. II possede encore une troisieme don nee: le repos corpore!, les mouvements
du corps etant interrompus. C'est un bienfait de Celui qui aide. Ainsi, le 'iiri/ est plus
apte [que le malade] a conserver sa force.
"Ce qui fest raconte Ia n'est en opposition avec aucune loi de Ia nature." Ibid.,
p. 505.
9 Ibn Sina here describes the journey of the soul as the flight of a bird. The use of the
bird as a symbol of the soul is universal. As Plato says in the Phaedrus: "The wing is
the corporeal element which is most akin to the divine and which by nature tends to
soar aloft and carry that which gravitates downwards into the upper region, which is
the habitation of the gods. The divine is beauty, goodness, and the like; and by these
the wing of the soul is nourished and grows apace: but when fed upon evil and foulness
and the opposite of good, wastes and falls away.'' (Diu fugues of Plato, trans. B. Jowett,
London, 1892, I, 452-453.)
7

8
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angelic state. 1° From the fragments of this work given in Khwajah
Na~ir al-Oin a!-Tusi's commentary upon the Ishtirtit, the outline of
the story can be detected. Saliimiin and Absiil were half-brothers
Absiil being the younger of the two. He was brought up by his elde;
brother. Saliimiin, who was the ruler of the kingdom, and became a
very intelligent and handsome young man. The wife of Salamiin fell
in love with her brother-in-law but could not have her love satisfied
because of Absiil's complete refusal to comply with her wish. Unable
to quench her desire, she decided to have her sister marry AbsiiL and
on the wedding night took her place. Just before the consummation of
the marriage, lightning struck, revealing to Absal the identity of the
woman he had assumed to be his wife. Horrified by the situation, the
noble Absal fled from the house and in fact during the next day with
a group of soldiers left the kingdom of his brother altogether.
Absiil wandered with his army all over the world, like Alexander of
Macedon, conquering each land that he had crossed. Finally, after a
long period of absence he returned home and gave the world that he
had conquered to his brother. Upon returning, however, he once
again became the object of the infatuations of Saliiman's wife but as
before refused to satisfy her desire. This time she paid his soldiers not
to fight with him during the next battle; as a result he was wounded
and assumed dead. However, the animals of the forest picked him up,
took care of him, and brought him back to health so that he was once
again able to return to his homeland.
Saliiman's wife, seeing that her plans had failed, now decided to
poison Absal with the help of his servants. This time the plan
succeeded, and Absiil died. Saliiman, grieved by the passing away of
his noble brother, saw in a dream the real cause of his death and
forced his own wife and the servants to drink of the same poison. 11
The death of Absiil, who symbolizes the gnostic ('ariD, signifies the
irreversibility of the process of illumination. The journey toward the
Orient of pure light is a journey without return. Once the gnostic has
become divorced from the world of matter and is allowed to enter the
realm of pure forms, the domain of the angels, he does not fall back
into the darkness of this world, just as in alchemy once the gold is
made it cannot be unmade into a base metal.
The journey of the gnostic through the cosmos, the many dangers
he encounters on the way, and his final death, which signifies a
10 Sa/timan wa Absaf was originally the name of a Hermetical
work translated by
I;Iunain ibn Isbiiq, and later transformed and orchestrated in a famous poem by 'Abd
al-Rabman Jami.
11 Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, trans. W. Trask,
pp. 224-226. Hereafter
this work will be cited as A VR.
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spiritual rebirth, complete the program of the cycle of visionary narratives. In this cycle Nature plays a double role, one negative and
obscure, the other positive and transparent. When the consciousness
of the adept becomes awakened by the visit from the angel, when he
stops being an "ordinary" man and begins on the path as a "traveler"
(salik}, then the cosmos becomes for him a crypt, a prison from which
he must escape. However, as his consciousness becomes transformed
and illuminated and as the escape from the cosmic crypt becomes
actualized, then Nature itself becomes transformed from fact to
symbol, from obscurity to light, and begins to aid him in his spiritual
journey. 12 Cosmogony becomes important in his spiritual realization
and illumination because it makes it possible for the gnostic to orient
himself with respect to the cosmos across which he is to journey . 13
The journey of the gnostic is from the world of matter to the world
of pure forms, from the Occident to the Orient. The Orient, being the
place of the rising Sun, symbolizes the domain of pure forms, which
is the domain of light, while the Occident, where the Sun sets, corresponds to the darkness of matter. All beings in this world contain
within themselves these symbolic worlds of the Orient and Occident
inasmuch as they are composed of form and matter. Form in the
visionary cycle is the essence, or "idea" (l.zaqfqah), of a thing, that by
which "a thing is what it is." The gnostic's journey takes him from
matter to pure form, from the Occident of darkness to the Orient of
light; he traverses the realm of pure matter, the material body, the
'. mixed region of the three kingdoms and the imagination, the world
· of the intelligibles, and finally the angelic world.
The sojourn which signifies the illumination of the consciousness
,.~;:
of the gnostic and the transformation of the cosmos from fact to
symbol cannot be told but in terms of symbols, in the language of
what Ibn Siml calls the "science of the elite" ('ilm al-khawa~$)."~

I,

12 "The cosmological schema doubtless persists (it is recognizable in the Recital of
/fayy ibn Yaqzan, the Recital of the Bird, the Recital of Occidental Exile, etc.), but
what is modified and changed completely is man's situation in this cosmos. The
astronomical or psychic processes are henceforth perceived only under their symbolic
form." AVR, p. 33.
13 "The cosmogenic myth that returns with variants in all Gnosis propounds an
interpretatio mundi-that is, a mode of comprehension, a fundamental and initial interpretation that goes beyond and precedes all external perceptions. Rather, this initial
interpretation is what makes possible and orients all these perceptions, because it begins
by situating the interpreter in a world, in the world that he interprets to himself; it is
this interpretation that initially determines his experience of cosmic space." AVR, p. 17.
14 "For modern 'sciences' the examples alleged, and all others similar to them,
generally represent merely so many aberrations and 'superstitions.' But in fact it is not
even certain that the mass of 'observations' and 'properties' mentioned in 'ilm alkhawil$$ are called upon to constitute as it were a chapter in a history treating of a
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Only he whose consciousness has been transform ed, or who at least
has been given certain "concep tual dimensions," can understa nd this
science. For the rest, it remains either a fanciful story or a superstition. The "science of the elite." moreover. depends upon the symbolic interpret ation (ta'wil) of the Sacred Scriptures whose tradition
goes back to the Prophet, an interpret ation which likewise stands
above the common religious law as it is meant for all men. 15
The gnostic begins his journey in the Jjayy ibn Yaqziin after the
encounte r with the guiding angel, the sage who has been ·identified by
later commen tators with 'Ali ibn Abi Talib--u pon whom be peace.
There appear two orders of angels before the "travele r," one being
the Intelligences who are the Cherubim , and the other the Souls
moving the celestial orbits who originate from the Cherubim. The
tenth Intellect, which is also the Active Intellect, is identified with the
Holy Spirit and the Archangel Gabriel. 16 The angels together play a
central role in guiding the gnostic toward his ultimate goal.
In beginning the journey upon the path, the sage ljayy ibn
Yaqzan describes to the traveler the vast desert which lies before him.
To be able to cross this obstacle, the adept must drink of the fountain
of life which runs near "the permane nt Source of Life." 17 To drink
this water means to gain the knowledge of the discourse, or "logic"
(man{iq), which is the secret language of the birds to which the
prophet Solomon was initiated (Quran, XXVII, 16). The angel describes to the adept the fountain of life in these words:
Thou hast heard of the Darkness that forever reigns about the pole.
Each year the rising sun shines upon it at a fixed time. He who confronts
that Darkness and docs not hesitate to plunge into it for fear of difficulties
will come to a vast space, bound and filled with light. The first thing he sees
continuous development of the natural sciences, if we tacitly understand the latter
in
the sense in which they are understood today. If it is already true that the operations and
formulas of alchemy have a meaning that is far more precise (and of today) as psychic
operation and technique than they would have for a contempor ary laboratory that
attempted to reproduce them, the same condition determines the horizon of all these
ancient sciences. It is the phenomen on of the world as such that has changed. Essentially
,
the perception of correspondences and sympathies that they presuppose cannot, as
psychic event, find a place in the schema of our sciences, which are based on causality."
A VR, p, 290, n. 2.
1 ' "It is necessary that in
the religious Law a part of its declaration s should speak
according to appearance , and another part speak under the veil of symbols, so that the
Sages shall meditate and reflect upon this secret and thus raise themselves to a higher
rank in Real Knowledge." A VR, p. 314.
16 All of Ibn S!na's cosmology
derives from angelology because "both the cosmic
process and the process of knowledge mark the soteriological function of the Angel .
"
AVR, p. 117.
17 A VR, p. 321.
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is a living spring whose waters spread like a river over the barzakh
[isthmus]. Whoever bathes in that spring becomes so light that be can walk
on water, can climb 1:he highest peak<> without weariness, until finally he
comes to one of the two circumscriptions by which this worid is intersected.18
The barzakh is the intellectus materia/is, or al-'aql al-hayiiliini, which
with respect to the intelligible forms acts as materia prima. But the
use of the Aristotelian language of form and matter is here transposed
. into the spiritual domain to symbolize the inner experiences of the
· traveler.
Having drunk from the spring of life, the traveler is prepared to
undertake the journey across the Occident into the Orient.

~·

At the uttermost edge of the Occident there is a vast sea which in the
Book of God is called the Hot (and Muddy) Sea. It is in those parts that
the sun sets. The streams that fall into that sea come from an uninhabited
country whose vastness none can circumscribe. No inhabitant peoples it,
save for strangers who arrive there unexpectedly, coming from other
regions. Perpetual Darkness reigns in that country Those who emigrate
there obtain a flash of light each time that the sun sinks to its setting. Its
soil is a desert of salt.! 9

l

w

k_•._.-·-·

" The warm sea symbolizes non-being, the uninhabited country, matter,
the setting of the Sun, the imposing of form upon non-being, and the
desert of salt, the sublunary region where everything is always changing. The Sun symbolizes the macrocosmic Intellect which gives form
to all things.
The first world to be crossed is the sublunary region, or the realm
of "terrestrial matter."

rr

r

'

All kinds of animals and plants appear in that country; but when they
settle there, feed on its grass, and drink its water, suddenly they ar~
covered by outsides strange to their Form. A human being will be seen
there, for example, covered by the hide of a quadruped, while thick
vegetation grows on him. And so it is with other species. And that clime
is a place of devastation, a desert of salt, filled with troubles, wars, quarrels,
tumults; joy and beauty are but borrowed from a distant place. 20
In the first stage of the journey, the traveler must pass through several
domains:
(1) A region in which there are no inhabitants, either mineral,
vegetable, animal or human, but a vast desert symbolizing elementary air.
18

AVR, p. 324.

19

AVR, pp. 327-328.

20

AVR, p. 331.
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(2) The world of the elements and their exhalations which combine
to form the mineral kingdom and the mountains, winds, clouds
and su on.
(3) The world in which elements arc better mixed and in which all
species of plants appear in addition to what had appeared
before.
(4) The world of all living beings not possessed with reason or
"logos," including all kinds of animals which come into being
through a better mixing of the elements.
After crossing these domains, the traveler turns toward the rising
Sun, toward the Orient of light. But first he must cross the human
state itself, the domain which Ibn Sina compares to a city possessing
its king, soldiers, travelers, streets, walls, and so on. The human being
possesses a sensus communis located in the middle of the anterior
cavity of the brain; memory in the posterior cavity; and the active
imagination in the intermediary cavity. These faculties are channels
leading from the world of the senses to that of forms.
Know further that the sense organs-as the eye, the ear, the nose, the
mouth, the hand, and the foot-are all like avenues by way of which
entrance can be found into the city that is the sensible faculty itself, until
the sensus communis itself is reached. And these five senses are like the
men-at-arms who take prisoner whoever passes near them-in other words,
"apprehend" him. The sensus communis is their chief, and it is through
his intermediation that the captives come to the other faculties, as we
explained earlier. Thus the sensible forms and figures are like captives
entrusted to the Treasurer who keeps them-that is, to the representative
Imagination. The significances of these forms are like the information
contained in a letter, which the messenger does not know and which is
intended for the King. 21
The soul has two "troops" of faculties, one guiding it toward the
world of forms and the other toward matter. The soul, moreover, has
contact with beings made of pure fire called genis (jinns), or paris,
which exist in a realm below the terrestrial angels. It also has a pair of
guardian terrestrial angels, the one on the right side leading it to
gnosis and light and the other on the left attaching it to the darkness
of the world of the senses.
In traveling "across" the three kingdoms and the human state and
in leaving the sublunary region, the traveler has not yet left the Occident, or world of matter; the celestial spheres still belong to the
Occident because they are also composed of form and matter. Matter
21

AVR, pp. 351-352.
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in the heavens, however, is incorruptible and subtle and is generated
by the intellection of the cherubim.ZZ Celestial matter, unlike that of
the sublunary region, remains wed to one form instead of changing
ceaselessly one form for another. The Oriental knowledge of the
heavens, therefore, is not identical with the astronomical but must
deal with a domain that is beyond the visible heavens.
The journey of the traveler through the visible heavens is a passage
across the nine celestial spheres of Islamic astronomy and the fiftyfive orbs of the Aristotelian system. He passes through nine domains:
(1) The Moon. The climate inhabited by a people with short trunks
and rapid motion. These cities are nine in number. 23
(2) Mercury. A kingdom occupied by people of even shorter
trunks but whose motion is slower. They love the art of writing,
the sciences of stars, theurgy, magic; they have also a taste for
subtle and profound actions. Their cities are ten in number.
(3) Venus. A region whose inhabitants are extremely beautiful and
lovable, who like gaiety and possess no worries. They have a
refined taste for music and beauty and are ruled by a woman.
They have nine cities.
(4) Sun. A kingdom whose inhabitants have very large bodies and
are very handsome. Their nature is to have great bounty for all
that is distant from them. The number of their cities is five.
(5) Mars. A kingdom where there dwell a people who bring destruction to earth. They love to wound, to kill, to mutilate, and
are ruled by a king who is red in color and who always inclines
toward doing evil. He is said to have been seduced by the female
ruler already mentioned and to have been inspired by a passionate love. The cities of this kingdom are eight in number.
(6) Jupiter. A vast realm whose inhabitants have great wisdonT;
temperance, and piety and who spread their virtues to all parts
of the Universe. They have great compassion for those who are
near and far, for those who know them, and for those who are
ignorant of their existence. They are of extraordinary radiance
and beauty. They have eight cities.
(7) Saturn. A kingdom whose people tend toward evil but if
inclined toward the good go to the extremes of goodness. They
AVR, pp. 333-334.
The number of cities in each domain refers to the number of secondary orbs in each
sphere according to Aristotelian astronomy. Although in the Shifa' lbn Sina shows no
preference between the Ptolemaic and Aristotelian systems, in the narrative cycle his
preference for the Aristotelian system is obvious.
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do not hasten in their actions and are accustomed to long
delays. They have eight cities.
(8) Heaven of the Zodiacal Signs. A kingdom of vast space with
numerous inhabitants some of whom live alone outside cities.
This realm is divided into twelve regions and twenty-eight
stations. No group hastens to invade the station of another
until that station has been abandoned. All the expatriated
travelers described already journey across this realm and
revolve about it.
(9) The Starless Heaven. A realm at the limit of the cosmos which
no one has attained or seen until today. There are no cities,
towns, or places of refuge in it, nor anything which can be seen
by the eyes of the body. Its inhabitants are spiritual angels, and
no human being can have access to it or live in it. From here
descends the Divine Imperative and Destiny for all beings
existing below it. Above it there is no longer a land which is
occupied. The heavens and the earth which make up the left
side of the Universe, the Occident, here come to an end. 24
Having described the many levels of existence of the "cosmic
mountain," the sage, I:Iayy ibn Yaq~an, turns the attention of the
adept toward the Orient which lies beyond all the physical heavens.
There appears beyond the heavens the world of the highest angels:
He who is taught a certain road leading out of this clime and who is
helped to accomplish this exodus, such a one will find an egress to what is
beyond the celestial spheres. Then, in a fugitive glimpse, he describes the
posterity of the Primordial Creation, over whom rules as king the One,
the Obeyed. 25
The King of the Universe is surrounded by two hosts of angels, the
first the Cherubim who dwell in his proximity and the second a lower
order which dwells near the boundary of the highest heaven, content
to carry out the orders of the King. The King of the Universe is himself Absolute Beauty, whose contemplation is the highest of all
beatitudes.
Among them all the King is the most withdrawn into that solitude. His
beauty obliterates the vestiges of all other beauty. His generosity debases
the worth of all other generosity. Whoever perceives a trace of His beauty
fixes his contemplation upon it forever; never again, even for the twinkling
of an eye, does he let himself be distracted from it. 26
24 A VR, pp. 336--342. The astrological symbolism of this description
of the heavens is
quite evident. The inhabitants of the cities most likely refer to the angels connected with
each orb.
2 ' A VR, p. 362.
26 A VR, pp. 372-373.
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Having described the whole of formal and, one might say, informal,
manifestation from the desert of matter to the splendor of the Presence of the King of the Universe, the sage invites the adept to undertake with him the journey through the cosmic mountain to the throne
of the Divine Being.
Were it not that in conversing with thee I approach that King by the
very fact that I incite thy awakening, I should have to perform duties
toward Him that would take me from thee. Now, if thou wilt, follow me,
come with me toward him. Peace. 27
In the Risa!at al-tair, the second of the three treatises comprising the Visionary Recital, the adept accepts the invitation of the
sage and begins his journey across the Universe in the form of a bird
flying toward its original home. 28 He must acquire the virtues inherent
in the nature of other animals in order to be able to overcome the
many obstacles on the way. 29 Still he falls into the net of hunters and
is unable to free himself. One day a flock of birds passing by take pity
upon him and promise to take him to a land where he will never again
be beset by dangers of traps if he promises to follow them. He accepts
their aid and with their guidance flies above the valleys and pitfalls
of the cosmic mountain until he emerges out of the cosmos.
Our flight led us between the two flanks of a mountain, through a green
and fertile valley. We flew pleasantly on, until we had passed all the snares,
paying no heed to the whistling of any hunter. Finally, we reached the
summit of the first mountain, whence we saw eight other summits, so high
that eye could not reach them ... 30
He flies over each summit until he reaches the heaven of the fixed
stars.
There we saw green gardens, beautiful places, charming pavilions; there
were fruit trees, streams of living water. So many delights refreshed our
eyes! Our souls were confounded, our hearts troubled, by so much
beauty. 31
A VR, p. 379.
"Know, 0 Brothers of Truth, that a party of hunters went into the desert. They
spread their nets, set out their lures, and hid in the thickets. For my part, I was one of
the troop of birds." AVR, p. 188.
'""Brothers of Truth! Strip yourselves of your skins as the snake casts his. Be like
the scorpion that ever bears its weapon at the end of its tail, for it is from behind that
the demon seeks to surprise men. Take poison, that you may remain alive. Love death,
that you may still live . . . Be like the salamander that lets itself be wrapped in flame, at
case and confident. Be like the bats that never come out by day . . . " AVR, p. 187.
3 ' AVR, p. 190.
30 AVR, p. 189.
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Therein he encounters the other birds, the other souls, which have
already made the journey safely. They welcome him and tell him of
the city of the King of the Universe which lies before him and in
which he will find the consummation and final purpose of his long
journey.
The adventure of the gnostic in the Saliimiin wa Absiil and his ultimate death symbolize the final stage of the journey from the "roof of
the cosmos" to the Divine Presence, and union with God. In leaving
the cosmos, the gnostic has integrated within himself all that is positive in the world of manifestation. In order to be able to pass through
the cosmic mountain, he has had to possess the "virtues" of all the
domains of the cosmos including the celestial spheres; he has been
allowed to fly beyond the cosmos on the condition of having integrated the cosmos within his own being. His spiritual death, which
means the return of his soul to its Divine Source, is therefore also the
return of the cosmos to its Origin. The gnostic asks permission to
enter the city of the King of the Universe in the name of the whole
creation. The cosmos prays with him before the Divine Presence and
shares with him in the beatitude of the contemplation of the Divine
Beauty. The gnostic who has journeyed beyond the cosmos becomes
the norm of the Universe and the channel through which all of Nature
receives Divine grace. In his union with God, the whole Universe
becomes once again integrated into its Transcendent Principle, as his
life is the life of the cosmos and his prayers before the Divine throne,
the prayer of all of Nature before the Divine artisan.

,

Conclusion
From the study undertaken in the foregoing chapters it becomes clear
that in Islam, as in other traditional civilizations, the cosmological
sciences came into being in the matrix of the traditional conception
of the cosmos and were molded and conditioned by the principles of
the Islamic revelation. The "material" of the various sciences came
into the hands of the Muslims from diverse sources during the
first three centuries of Islamic history, and then gradually all these
elements became integrated and absorbed into the unitary perspective
of Islam.
During the fourth and fifth centuries interest in the natural and
mathematical sciences reached its peak and the cosmological sciences
became formulated in a manner that was to have a lasting influence
upon the whole of Muslim history. The writers of this period laid the
foundation for the study of the sciences and determined the direction
which various schools of Islamic philosophy and science were to
follow during the later centuries.
Among the writers of this most prolific and fruitful period, the
Ikhwan al-Safa', al-Biriini, and Ibn Sina are of special significance
not only because of the extent of their influence but also because
together they represent nearly all the important perspectives followed
in the cosmological sciences in Islam. In studying their doctrines,
therefore, one meets with most of the basic ideas which constitute
Islamic cosmological doctrines as such.
The Ikhwan al-Safa', whose perspective may be identified with the
general Shi'ite view and more specifically with lsma'ilism, and whose
cosmological doctrines are shared by many later Sufis, present the
study of Nature as a part of a more general program for the education of mankind. Through considerations of a metaphysical order
they relate their vision of the cosmos to its Divine Origin and consider the study of the Universe and its parts as a valid and necessary
step toward the knowledge of Divine realities.
Al-Biriini represents the point of view of the scholar and compiler
as well as that of the mathematician and astronomer. As a very competent scientist, historian, and general observer and commentator on
215
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the civilizations of mankind, he approaches the study of Nature as a
devout Muslim who sees the world as the handiwork of God and considers the observation and study of Nature as a religious duty. In his
writings, certain elements of the Hindu cosmological sciences, especially concerning the concept of time and cosmic cycles, become combined with knowledge derived from Greek sources, and the whole is
viewed in the light of the Muslim attitude toward Nature as a purposeful domain in which the power and wisdom of the Creator is
manifested.
As for Ibn Sinii, his works may be divided into an "official,"
or "exoteric," philosophy and a more hidden or "esoteric" set of
doctrines. The "exoteric" philosophy represents the most masterly
expression of the philosophy of the Peripatetic school in Islam, a
school which itself drew its principles from the teachings of Aristotle,
his Alexandrian commentators, the Neoplatonists, and the monotheistic perspective of Islam. In his Peripatetic works, Ibn Sinii seeks
to study the world of becoming in terms of the Aristotelian categories,
relating becoming to Being and particulars to Universals. He considers the science of any object in the Universe as the science of its
being and a realization of its ontological status in the great chain of
Being. The Universe at all levels of its existence emanates from Pure
Being and ultimately returns to it.
In the "esoteric" philosophy, which in many ways is akin to the
later school of Ishriiqi theosophy, Ibn Sinii considers knowledge as
"operative" and as a process by which the being of the knower is
transformed. In this phase of his writings, which in its cosmological
aspect also resembles the doctrines of the ~iifis, knowledge of the
cosmos is reached by means of the effective journey through it. All
natural phenomena become interiorized within the being of the
gnostic until, having come to know the whole of the cosmos in principle, he is able to transcend formal manifestation itself and reach the
Divine Presence. Nature in this perspective provides the background
for the gnostic's journey and the knowledge of it, the means of
reaching spiritual deliverance.
The various authors whom we have considered have employed
diverse means to reach the ultimate goal of the realization of the
unicity of Nature, these means ranging from contemplation and
intellection to ratiocination and finally observation and experiment.
There is no one method to be employed to the exclusion of others.
Rather, these "ways of knowing," if used correctly and with an
understanding of the limitation inherent in modes of knowledge connected with the sensible and rational domains, lead to the assertion
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of the interrelatedness of all parts of the cosmos, because this unicity
lies in the nature of things.
Despite the differences in perspective and emphasis, however, the
general accounts of the sciences of Nature given by most Muslim
writers, including those we have described, seem like so many exegeses
of the same cosmic text. These authors all deal with a Universe
created and sustained by God, in which there is hierarchy, an ontological dependence upon the Creator, an order governing things, and
a purpose toward which things strive. They consider space, which one
may say "contains" formal manifestation, as finite, implying that
outside the Divine Being all things partake of the nature of finiteness
and limitation. They believe that the order of the cosmos is due to
the constant intervention in the world by the Creator or His agents
who are the angels, or faculties of the World Soul, and in one way
or other assert that there is an interrelation between all things in the
Universe and also between man and the cosmic milieu.
Finally, it must be remembered that all oft he authors whom we have
studied here, like other Muslim scientists and scholars, consider the
study of Nature not as an end in itself but as a means to an end, as a
scienria which leads to sapientia because it is always cultivated in the
bosom of a wisdom which lies above the purely human domain of
reason. Nature is not to be studied for mere curiosity nor just for the
sake of itself and as an end in itself. Rather, the reason why they consider the pursuit of the natural sciences to be legitimate is that the
purpose of man's life and his entelechy is to gain knowledge of the
Creator Whose wisdom is reflected in His creation in such a way that
the study of this reflected wisdom leads to the knowledge of the
Creator Himself.
Muslim authors also share with each other and with the general
point of view of medieval science the belief that the coordinate which
determines knowledge of Nature is ultimately the Divine Intellect and
not just the mind of man. Inasmuch as God is the source of being for
both the Universe and man, all knowledge of the cosmos must be able
to relate the Universe to Him Who is its ontological origin. Among
authors whose writings we have considered in this treatise, this point
of view is less emphasized in the writings of al-Biriini, at least the
works of his that have survived, than in the works of Ibn Sina and the
Ikhwan; yet, even in al-Biriini's writings, where the knowledge of
immediate causes of things is given greater emphasis, Nature and the
study of it are considered always with respect to the Creator. To have
the complete science of something is to know it as it exists in the
Divine Mind.
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The major perspectives presented in the writings of the Ikhwan
al-Safa', al-Bin1ni, and Ibn Sina, for whom the study of the cosmos
implies either the application of metaphysical principles, or the projection of the microcosm upon it, or the observation and contemplation of the handiwork of God, are to be found among many other
Muslim authors as well. In fact, these perspectives constitute the
dominan t points of view in Islamic cosmological doctrines. These
views are to be found in one form or another in the writings of other
importa nt figures of the 4th/10th and 5th/11th centuries, such as
Abii J:Iayyan al-Tawl)idi, Abii Sulaiman al-Mantiqi, Abu'l-Barakat
al-Baghdadi, 'Umar Khayyam, Na~ir-i Khusraw, Ibn al-Haitham, alGhazzali, the encyclopedists, and various Sufi sages like J:Iakim alTirmidhi who wrote on cosmological questions.
During the later centuries, interest in the natural and mathematical
sciences gradually diminished while at the same time the intellectual
and spiritual life of Islam became dominated by the gnostic doctrines
oflbn 'Arabi and the Ishnzqitheosophy ofSuhra wardi, both ofwhom
made use of the cosmological views of the earlier authors and
especially those whom we have studied here. The treatises of the
Ikhwan al-Safa' were spread into Andalusia by al-Kirmani and,
along with other Isma'ili writings, had some influence on certain
aspects of Ibn 'Arabi's works. Ibn 'Arabi integrated into his gnostic
vision of the cosmos Alexandrian cosmology as found in the writings
of the Ikhwan, the pseudo-Empedoclean cosmology oflbn Masarrah,
as well as certain astronomical and astrological works of al-Biriini,
and elevated Hermetic doctrines, of which traces are also to be found
in the Rasii'il, to the highest level of their meaning.
Likewise, Suhrawardi, whose Ishriiqi school became a dominan t
aspect of the intellectual life of the eastern part of the Islamic world
and especially Persia after the 6th/12th century, made use of Hermeticism both as he found it in earlier writings, like those of Jabir
ibn J:Iayyan and the lkhwan, and in the more recent cosmology of
Ibn Sina, especially that of his "esoteric" works. Suhrawardi's Story
of the Occidental Exile (Qi~~at al-ghurbat al-gharbiyah) continues the
theme of the visionary recitals of Ibn Sina, and it was the master of
lshriiq who translated the Risiilat al-tair into Persian and praised
Ibn Sina for having begun to tread upon the path which led to Ishriiqi
theosophy, although he never succeeded in unveiling all of its
mysteries. In any case, Ibn Sina's doctrines served as one of the main
components and the immediate background of the synthesis achieved
by Suhrawardi nearly two centuries later. Moreover, there has always
existed a living tradition in Persia which has interpreted the philo-
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sophy of Ibn Sinii itself on Ishriiqi lines and taken this aspect of his
philosophy seriously. The great Safavid sage, Mulla Sadrii, who
succeeded in unifying the gnostic doctrines of Ibn 'Arabi, Ishriiqi
theosophy, and Peripatetic philosophy considered Ibn Sina in many
ways as the predecessor of Suhrawardi.
During the centuries following Ibn Sina many metaphysical doctrines which surpassed his formulations in their profundity and
lucidity were expounded by both the gnostics and the lshriiqis, who
criticized Ibn Sinii on more than one point in metaphysical and
philosophical questions. Yet, so far as cosmological doctrines and
natural philosophy are concerned, these later authors followed the
formulations of Ibn Sina and other earlier authorities, among them
those we have discussed in the preceding chapters. In many pages of
the writings of Ibn 'Arabi and Suhrawardi, as well as those of Mulla
Sadra a few centuries later, one meets with ideas found in the Rasii'il
or the Avicennian corpus transformed and synthesized into another
perspective and therefore in a new guise beneath which one can discern the older patterns and modes.
Moreover, whenever and wherever in the Muslim world the
natural and mathematical sciences continued to be cultivated after
the Sth/11 th century-as, for example, after the Mongol invasion in
Maraghah by Khwajah Na~ir al-Din al-Tusi and his students; or in
the 8th/14th century in Samarqand under Ulugh Beg by Ghiyath alDin Jamshid al-Kashani, Qa<;ii-zadah, and others; or in Safavid
Persia by Bahii' al-Din al-'Amili-the example set by the early
masters was followed and the tradition of the cosmological sciences
preserved. As a result, the influence of the lkhwan al-Safa', alBiriini, and Ibn Sina remained a lasting one far transcending the immediate time and place in which their works were composed. Rath~_r,
their doctrines, being molded in the light of the general spirit and perspective of Islam which is based on Unity (al-tawf:zid), became guiding
principles for the study of the cosmological sciences throughout
Islamic history.
There is a deep intuition in Islam, and in fact in most Oriental doctrines, that the aim of knowledge is not the discovery of an unknown
which lies in an unexplored domain outside the being of the seeker of
knowledge or beyond the "boundary of the known." but a return to
the Origin of all things which lies in the heart of man as well as
within "every atom ofthe Universe." To have a knowledge of things
is to know from where they originate, and therefore where they
ultimately return. Muslim authors, who have been generally imbued
with the central Islamic doctrine of Unity, have been fully aware of
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this basic intuition of the ultimate return of all things to their Origin
and the integration of multiplicity into Unity. That is why they have
believed that the return of man to God by means of knowledge and
purification, \vhich is the reverse tendency of cosmic manifestation,
conforms to the nature of things and their entelechy. Creation is the
bringing into being of multiplicity from Unity, while gnosis is
the complementar y phase of the integration of the particular in
the Universal.
The natural sciences cultivated by the Muslims in general and by
the authors we have studied in this book in particular, like other ancient and medieval cosmological sciences, are so many expressions of
the unicity of Nature, of the dependence of all things upon each other
and upon their Divine Source. All the doctrines that the Muslims
borrowed from Greek as well as Babylonian, Egyptian, Persian, and
Indian sources became integrated into their general perspective,
which has always been dominated by this central idea.
Besides considering all knowledge with respect to God, Islamic
cosmological sciences, as outlined in the present study, also consider
the logical coherence of natural events as they present themselves to
man. This coherence is accepted as the passive reflection of the
absolute freedom of the Divine Act, a freedom whose passive and
feminine pole appears as the determined and bound matrix of cause
and effect. The key to all cosmology is, in the last analysis, the
distinction between the active and passive, or masculine and feminine,
principles which govern all things. The coherence of cosmic events is
due to the passivity of all things before the Divine Act which preserves its freedom with respect to creation. The determination and
ordering of all terrestrial events by the Intelligences and the faculties
of the World Soul, as described, for example, by the Ikhwan and Ibn
Sina, symbolize the passivity of all things before the active pole of the
Universe, which can be considered either as the Divine Act or as the
Divine Intellect.
The main approaches to the study of Nature by such Muslim
authors as the Ikhwan, ai-Biruni, and Ibn Sina-- that is, the consideration of cosmology as a branch of metaphysics, the study of the
macrocosm in analogy with the microcosm, and the observation of
Nature as the handiwork of God and as an order that is completely
dependent upon Him-are all legitimate from the Islamic perspective.
The reason for this legitimacy and the possibility of the mtegration of
cosmological sciences based upon their perspectives within the Islamic
world-view is that they share in common the condition by which the
legitimacy of all sciences in Islam is judged, namely, the expression of
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the interrelatedness and unicity of the whole of creation and the
absolute dependence, and one might say nothingness, of all beings
before the Divine Unity. A science in conformity \vith the spirit of
Islam must have for its final goal the integration of all particulars in
the Universal. The examples of cosmological sciences which we have
attempted to study in this work can be called Islamic in that they are
faithful to the basic Islamic doctrine of Unity in its many levels of
meaning, and are therefore so many interpretations, possessing
different degrees of profundity, of the principle that "the world
consists of the unity of the unified, whereas the Divine Independence
resides in the unity of the Unique." Wa'Lliihu a'/am.
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Supplementary Bibliography
Since we prepared the bibliography for the first edition of this book some fifteen
years ago, many works have appeared which have a bearing on the subject with
which it deals. This is particularly so in the case of work on ai-Bln1ni, to whom
numerous studies have been devoted since 1973 when a world-wide celebration
was held to commemorate the millennium of his birth. In the supplementary
bibliography which follows, we have sought to list the most important works
which have been written in East and West since the compilation of the main
bibliography on various cosmological aspects of Islamic doctrines, as well as on
those facets of the writings and teachings of the lkhwiin ai-Safa', ai-Bin1ni and
Ibn Sinii which touch upon cosmology and the study of nature. The supplementary bibliography is divided into four sections as in the main bibliography,
but because of the small number of primary sources which have appeared during
this period the sections on the lkhwiin, ai-Biruni and Ibn Sina have not been
further divided into primary and secondary sources.
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211
Greek sciences, 12, 31; astronomy, 76,
78-79, n13, 133, 169; geography, 145;
geology, 143; meteorology, 85
Guenon, R., 57-58, n58
Gulshan-i rtiz (Secret Rose Garden), 105
158
Gushtiyish wa rahtiyish (of Na~ir-i Khusraw), 209, n36
Guthrie, K. S., 37, n55

Hadi, Abdul, 5, n7
badith (tradition), 11, 41, 112
btifi-;ah (memory), 102, 250
I;lajji Khalifah, 110; Kashf al--;unun, 107,
n3, 110
I;la'iri Mazandarani, 'Allamah, 197, n3
bakims (sages), 10
I;lallaj, Man~iir, 9, 26, 195
Ramadan, 179, 180
al-Hamdani, H. F., 27
I;faqiqah (Truth), 18
al-baqiqat al-mubammadiyah ("truth or
reality of Mul)ammad"), 160
l)aqq (truth), 9, 204
al-barakat al-jawhariyah (substantial
change), 226-227, n44
hartimisah (Hermeticists), 15, n33
I;larbi the I;limyarite, 38
I;larran, 11 , 12
I;larranians, 34, 35, 37, 38, n61, 39
Hartner, W., 160, n21
Harlin al-Rashid, 16, n37
Haschmi, M. J., 148-149
bayawtiniyah (vital), 256
al-hayiilti', 210
I;fayy ibn Yaq-;tin (of Ibn Sina), 179, 194,
195, n51, 263, n1,265, 268,272
Heavenly soul, 217, 229, 236
Hebrews, 6, 31; Hebrew prophets, 38-39,
n62, 184
Heliocentric system, 135, 136
Hellenistic cosmology, 54, 205, n25, 210,
n37
Heraclides, 111
Hermes, 13, n28, 75, 132

Hermetic sciences, 38-39, n62, 90, n51
Hermetic sources, 38
Hermetic symbols, 13, n28, 15, n36, 21, 191
Hermeticism, 2, 10, n20, 13, n28, 14-15,
35, 39, 62, 151, 163, 165, 166-185, 191,
195, n51, 240, n15, 266, n10, 278
Hermeticists, 13, 19, 20, 115
bikmah (wisdom), 15, 15, n33, 33, 34, 35,
183, n13, 184, 197, n3, 211
bikmah laduniyah (eternal wisdom), 33
I;likmat al-ishrtiq (The Theosophy of the
Orient of Light), 175
al-l;fikmat al-m(a)shriqiyah (of Ibn Sina),
181, 186
al-bikmat al-m(a)shriqiyah (Oriental philosophy), 185-186
Hinduism, 67, 77, 108, 109, 134, 276, 280;
Avattira, 3, n3; Bhagavad-Gitti, 109;
conception of nature, 122, n1; concep·
tion of Puru~a, 66; Purtil)as, 118;
Vedanta, 109; Yugas, 138
Hindus, 254-255, n61
Hindus, sciences of, 38, 51, 120, 145, 160,
162; astrology, 162; astronomy, 135,
n13, 160;geography, 145;geology, 120;
Sinddhtinta, 111
Hindustani, 36
Hipparchus, 79
Hippocrates, 251
al-biss al-mushtarak (common sense), 250
History, 108
Holy Spirit, 268
Homa'i Jalal al-Din, 33, n39, 50, n25
Houben. J., S.J., 193
bukamti' ("theosophers"), 20, 115, 168,
170, 263
Hydraulics, 215
hyte (matter), 45, n12, 52, 122, 172, 219220, 261
Hylomorphism, Aristotelian theory of, 1,
218
Iamblichus, 46, n13
Iblis, 100
Ibn Abi Jumhiir, 182, nlO
Ibn Abi U~aibi'ah, 177, nl; 'Uyunal-anba',
107, n3
Ibn 'Abid al-Katib, 26
Ibn al-Haitham, 13, 36, n53, 278
Ibn al-Qifti, 26, 177, nl; Akhblir albukamii', 25, n2; Ta'rikh al-bukama', 25
Ibn 'Ata'allah al-Iskandari: I;likam, 23
Ibn 'Arabi, 2, 10, 13, n29, 15, n36, 22, n46,
36, 37, 83-84, 163, 183, 193, 195, 196,
202, 278, 279; Futiibtit al-makkiyah, 1,
nl, 138
Ibn Bakr, 26
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Ibn Butlan, 189~ a/-Maqti/at al-mi~riyah,
190
Ibn l;Iajjaj ai-Sha 'ir, 26
Ibn Khaldun, 36, n53
Ibn Khallikan, 177, n1
Ibn Masarrah, 83, 278
Ibn Muqaffa', 39
Ibn Nadim al-Warraq: Fihrist, 13
Ibn Rushd. See Averroes
Ibn Shahuyah, 26
Ibn Sina. See Avicenna
Ibn Taimiyah, 26, 36, n53
Ibn Tufail, 185-186, n22
Ibn Turkah. See 'Ali ibn Turkah I~pahani
Ibn Yiinus, 13
Ibn Zar'ah, 26
Ibrahim ibn Sinan, 12
'id al-a\1(111, Islamic feast, 35
'id al-firr, Islamic feast, 35
'id al-ghadir, Islamic feast, 35
Idris, 13, n28, 15, n33, 34, 35, 75, 132,
239: see also Hermes
I/nid al-maqal fi amr a/-rja/til (of a1Biriini), 112
il;stin, 34
Ikhwan a1-Safa' (Brethren of Purity), 12,
13, 21,25-104, 122, 127, 138, 141, 142,
147, 207, n32, 210, n37, 220, 275, 277280 passim
ilahiyat (metaphysics), 187-188, n26
'illar al-'ilal ("Cause of Causes"), 203
Illuminationist. See Ishriiqi
'ilm al-'adad (science of number), 46-51
'ilm al-khawil55 ("science of the elite"),
267
itmin, 34
·rmran al-$iibi, 14
India, 38, 38-39, n62, 66, 80; al-Biriini on,
142-143
India (of al-Biriini), 108·, 109, 112, 114,
174
Indus Valley, 125
al-insan al-kamil (Universal Man), 66, 163
al-Ins!in al-kcimi/ (of al-Jili), 83, 158
Intellect, 40, 102,150,159,160,162, 173:
Avicenna's concept of, 200-205, 210,
211, 218, 257, 259, 269; First Intellect,
20 3. 204 : Second Intellect, 203 : Third
Intellect, 203; see also Active Intellect:
Oi\ine Intellect; Tenth Intellect; Universal Intellect
intellectus materia/is, 269
Intelligences, 181, 199,206,209,220,229,
236, 237, 238, 240, 243, 258, 259, 262,
268, 280; see also Tenth Intellect
Isagoge, 42
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a/-Ishtirtit wa' 1-tanbihtit (The Book of
Directives and Remarks), 180, 181, 194,
263, 264, 266
'ishq (love), 53, 189, 206, 237, 261
Ishriiqi, 2, 10, 19, 21, 38, n60, 89, 115, 185,
190, 195, n53, 196, 243, 263, 27 6, 278,
279
islam, 34
Isma'il al-Zahid, 178
Isma'ili, 17, 19, 20, 21, 27, 29, 30, 36, 83,
115, 182, 209, 275, 278
lspahan, 179, 180
Israelites, 38-39, n62
Ivanov, V.A., 29

Jabir ibn ]:;Iayyiin, 9, n17, 14, 36, 49, 51,
n26, Ill, 148, 206, n31, 211, 246, 278
Jabirian alchemy, 90, 149, 247
Jabirian balance, 49
Jabirian corpus, 14, n31, 37, 38
Ja'far al-Sadiq (Imam), 14, 26
jafr, science of, 210
al-Jiii:Ji?, 39, 111
Jcima-yi Bahtidur Khtini, 108, n6
Jami, 'Abd al-Ral)man, 266, nlO
Jami'at al-jami'ah (of the Ikhwan alSafa'), 37
Jerusalem, 89
Jesus Christ, 31, 32, 83
Jews, 38-39, n62, 117
al-Jili, 'Abd al-Karim, 13, n29, 195, 196;
al-lnsiin al-kiimil, 83, 158
jinns, 100, 270
}ism (Body), 52, 200
al-jism al-mu{laq (Absolute Body), 58
Joseph, 32
Judaism, 70
Jundishiipiir, 11, 188
al-Jurjani, Sayyid Sharif, 21; Matali' a/-..,.
·
anwiir, 21
al-Juzjani, Abii 'Ubaid, 177, nl, 178, 179,
180
Ka'bah, pilgrimage to, 103
Kabbalists, 51, 188
kalclm (of Ibn Sina), 184
kama/ (perfection), 53
Kant, 222
al-Kiishani, 'Abd al-Razzaq, 195, n53
al-Kiishiini, Ghiyiith al-Din Jamshid, 279
Kashf al-mal;jii.b (The Unveiling of the
Hidden), 209, n36
Kashf al-;unii.n (of l;Iajji Khalifah), 107,
n3, 110
Kashkii.l (of Bahii' al-Din al-'Amili), 194
Kennedy, E. S., 111, n17
keshvars, 144
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Khalid ibn Yazid, 11, 16, n37
khalifah (vicegerent), 261
khalifat Allah (God's vicegerent), 150
khalq, 9
khalwah (spiritual retreat), 195
al-Kharraqani, Abu'l-I;Iasan, 195
Khayyiim, 'Umar, 13, 208, 278; Ristilat
al-wujud, 20
Khiva, 108
Khwiinsiiri, M ui)ammad, 177, n 1
Khuriisiin, 16, 177
al-Khufbat al-gharrti' (Sermon on unity by
Ibn Sinii), 208
Khwiirazm, 108
Khwiirazmi, 110
al-Khwiirazmi, Mubammad ibn Ai)mad
ibn: Maftiti/; al-'ulum, 13
Khwiirazmian dynasty, 178; see also Ma'miinids of Khwiirazm
kimiyti' (alchemy), 215
al-Kindi, Abii Ya'qiib, Ill
al-Kirmiini, 36, n53, 278
Kittib at-birr wa'l-ithm (of Ibn Sinii), 178
Kitiib al-l;ti~il wa' 1-mal;~ul (of Ibn Sinii),
178
Kittib al-in~tif (oflbn Sinii), 180, 189
Kittib al-jamtihir fi ma'rifat al-jawtihir (of
al-Biriini), 109, 111, !30, 147
Kittib al-luma' (Book of Flashes), 25, nl
Kittib al-majmu' (of 1bn Sinii), 178
Kitiib al-~aidanah (of al-Biriini), 109
Kitiib al-shtimil (of al-Biriini), 107
Kittib al-tadtirik li anwii' al-khatii' fi' 1tadbir (of Ibn Sinii), 178
Kittib al-tafhim (of al-Biriini), 108, 109,
Ill
Kittib tal;did nihtiyiit al-amiikin (of alBiriini), 109, 113, 116-117, 125, 129, 147
Kitiib al-yawiiqit (of al-Sha'riini), 13, n28
al-Kittib .fi'l-us{urltib (of al-Biriini), 128
kiytin, 8
kj6nii, 8
Koran. See Quran
kursi (pedestal), 39, 76

Lama' tit (of al-Biriini), 108, n6
Lane-Poole, S., 29
al-Liiri, Mazhar ai-Din Mubammad:
Kittib a!-tafbim fi ma'rifat istikhrtij altaqwim, 112
Latin Scholasticism, 183
"Lesser Mysteries," 4, n5
Libya, 145
Linguistics, 39
Logic, 41, 42, 131, 187, 192-193, n40
al-Ma'arri, Abu'l-'Aiii', 36, n33

MacDonald, D., 29
mtiddi (material), 230
Madkour, Ibrahim, 195, n51
Mafiitil; al-'ulum (of al-Khwiirazmi) , 13
Magic, 41, 43, 90-91, n51, 148-149, 238,
271
mal;abbah (love), 189
Mahdavi, Yabyii, 180, n5
mtihiyah (quiddity), 198, 218
Mai)miid ofGhazna, 17, !08, 177, 178
mail (inclination), 228-229
Majd al-Din al-Baghdiidi, Shaikh, 194
Majlisi, the theologian, 183
al-Majriti, Abu'l-Qasim, 13, 36, n53, 37,
n54, 51, n26
Ma'miinids of Khwarazm (Khwarazmiyah), 14, 16, 108, 130, 178
Mani, Persian prophet, 190
man{iq ("logic"), 268
Man{iq al-m(a)shriqiyin (The Logic of the
Orientals), 186, 192-193, n40
Maraghah, 279
ma'rifah (gnosis), 25, nl, 34, 168, n4, 173,
193, 263
al-Marwazi, l;Iasan Kattan: Kaihiin
shiniikht, 112
Mashshii'iyun (followers of Aristotle), 35
ma'shuq (Beloved), 53
Massignon, L., 9, n!S, 29, 51, n26, 189
Mas'iid, I 08, ISO
al-Mas'iidi, Abu'll;Iasan, 12, 118
ma{bu', 9
materia prima, 269
Mathematics, 1-2, 41, 47-51, 108, 115,
127-131, 197, 215
Matter, the Ikhwan's notion of, 58-59
Mecca, 87, 89, 103-104
Mechanics, 215
Medicine, 98, 108, 181, 239, 252
Menelaus: Spherics, 108
Mesopotamia, 29, n21
Metaphysics, 1-2, 66, 187-188, n26, 197,
215, 218, 234, 252, 280
Meteorology, 41, 42, 84-87, 162-163, 181,
235, 241-243
Meyerhof, M., II, n24
Middle Ages, 7, 40, n65, 62
Mifttil; 'ilm al-hai'ah (Key of Astronomy),
135
Mineralogy, 41, 88-93, 108, Ill, 130-131,
147-149,245-2 46
Ming Tang, 211
Minovi, M., 144
Mir Diimad, 181, n6, 182, 195, n53
Miskawaih al-Razi, 26
Mohaghegh, M., 120, n9
Mongol invasion, 279
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Moses, 83
mudrikah (power of comprehension), 250
mufakkirah (thought), 102
Mul)ammad, Prophet, 32, 34, 35, 65, 83,
163, 192, 194; ''Truth or reality of
Mul)ammad," 160
muf:zarrikah (power of motion), 250
mu/:zif (outer sphere), 54, 57, 61, 68, 76, 77,
103
Mul)sin Fai<,i, Mulla, 187-188, n26
Muhyi al-Din ibn 'Arabi. See Ibn
'Arabi
mujarrad (separate), 200
mujarradtit (simple substances), 199, 236
Mukhtar ibn al-l;lasan. See Ibn Butlan
al-Muktafi bi'llah, caliph, 17
Mulla ~adra, 10, 19, 181n, 182, 183, 187188, n26, 192-193, n40, 195, n53, 226227, n44, 279; Asftir, 183, n13
mumkin (contingent), 198
mumkin a!-wujiid (contingent beings), 199
mumtani' (impossible), 198
mu~awwirah (power of retaining forms),
250
Music, 39, 42, 45, 181, 271
Mutakallimiin (Muslim theologians), 20,
170
mutakhayyilah (imagination), I 02
Mu'tazilites, 12, 16, 19, 26, 28, 35, 228
muwallidah (reproduction), 248
Nabataeans, 29, n21
al-nafas al-ilahi ("Breath of God"), 210,
n37
nafas a!-raf:zmtin (Breath of the Compassionate), 13, n29, 162, 210, n37
nafs (soul), 51, 200, 204, 210
al-nafs a/-/:zayawilniyah (animal soul), 217,
249
al-nafs al-kulliyah. See Universal Soul
al-nafs al-nabtitiyah (vegetative soul), 217,
248
al-nafs al-nti{iqah (human soul), 257
nafs qudsiyah (sacred soul). 261
nafstiniyah (animal controlling brain), 256
nairanjiytit (theurgy), 215
Najtit (The Book of Deliverance), 179, 180,
189, 196
Nallino, C. A., 130, 132, n1, 186
Nama-yi danishwartin-i nil~iri, 120, n9
ntimiyah (growth), 248
ntimiis (Divine law), 33, 43, 54
Nasibi: Jafr jtimi', 50, n25
nasim (lower layer), 85. 86
Na~ir al-Oin al-Tusi, Khw~!jah. 8, n14, 20,
171-172, n13, 181, 263, nl, 266, 279;
Sharf:z al-ishtirM, 183, nl3, 220, n22
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Na!1ir-i Khusraw, 13, 278
Nasr, Seyyed Hossein, 19, n43, 107, n3,
109, n9, 110, n14, 120, n9, 197-198, n4
Nasr ibn Ya'qub al-Dinawari, 111
al-Natili, 'Abdallah, 178
na{iqah (speech), 102
natura, 8
natura essentia, 216
natura generatio, 216
natura naturans, 9, 61
natura naturata, 9, 61
natura rei corporeae, 216
natura substantis simplex, 216
Natural philosophy, 115, 187-188, n26,
195, n52, 215, 216; Peripatetic natural
philosophy, 222, 226
Nawildir a!-u,ltl! (of al-Tirmidhi), 13
na;ar (speculation), 258
al-Na{:{:iim, 220, 221
Necessary Being, 199, n8, 201, 203
Neoplatonism, 190, 192, 195, n51, 196,
209, n36
Neoplatonists, 183, 214, 276
Neo-Pythagoreans, 19, 21, 35, 166
New Testament, 112
Nicholson, R. A., 28
Nicomachus, 37, 47; Introduction to
Arithmetic, 48; Theologoumena Arithmetica, 48
Nisibis, city of, II
Ni{:ami 'Aru<,ii: Clwhtir maqalah, 107, n3,
177, nl
Ni{:amiyah school, 18
Noah, 83, 145
North Africa, 17
Nul) ibn Man~ilr al-Samani, Amir, 177,178
nujiim (astrology), 215
numbers: Pythagorean notion of, 47-51,
al-Birilni on, 126-127
al-niir a/-mu/:zammadi ("light or reality of
MuhammaJ"), 160
Nu~airis, 26, 35, 38, n6l
Nuzhar al-ar wah wa rawrjat a/-afra/:1. (of
Shahrazuri), 25
Nyaya- Vaise~·ika, 10, n20
Occident (of darkness), 265, 267, 269, 270,
272
"Occidental" philosophers, 189, 190
"Occult sciences," 235, 238, 261
Old Testament, 112
Ontology, of Ibn Sina, 202-214
Optics, 108. 215
Orient (of light), 265, 266-267, 269-270,
272
"Oriental Philosophy," 185, 186, 187,
188191, 196
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"Oriental Pythagoreanism," 35
Orphic mysteries, 191
Oxus River, 235, 244
Pah1avi, 8, 12
Palestine, 87
paris (jinns), 270
Perihermenias, 42
Peripatetic philosophy, 2, 10, 15, 21, 33,
34, 39, 58, 62-64, 90-91, n51, 109, 139,
166-173, 179, 183-186, 189-191, 195,
n51, 196, 197, n2, 200, 206, 208, 216226, 230-231, 236, 238, 240, n15, 241,
243,247,263,269,271,276,279
Peripatetics, 10, 19, 20, 21, 54, 55, 62, n68,
85, 115, 122, 166, 170, 172-173, 181,
187, 190, 195, n53, 210, n37
Persia, 16-19 passim, 31, 38, 38-39, n62,
108, Ill, 143-144, 182, 183, 185, 190,
194, 195, n53, 197, n3, 263, 278, 280
Persian language, 36, 110, 111, 180
Pharmacology, 108
Philoponus, John, 167, 228
philosophia perennis, 32, 191
Physics, 62, 136, 228, 243, 244; see also
Aristotle, physics of
Physiology, 99, 248, n44
physis, 8
Pickthall, Mul;lammad, 6, n9
Pines, S., 28, 189, 190, 228, n51
pir (spiritual master), 265
Plato, 111, 166; Meno, 102; Phaedrus, 265,
n9; "prayer of Plato," 35; Timaeus, 127
Platonic "ideas," 39, 40, 50
Platonism, 189, 197, n2
Pliny: Natura/is Historia, 160, n21
Plotinian, 189, 193, 203, 243
Plutarch, Ill
Poimandres, 195, n51
Prime Matter, 58
Prime Mover, 229
Proclus, 37, 167; Hypotyposis, 78-79, n13
Psammetichus, 38-39, n62
Psychology, 181
Ptolemaic system of epicycles, 76, 136
Ptolemy, 38-39, n62, Ill, 133, 134, 169,
236, 271 ; Almagest, 110, 111, 178, 239;
Hypotheses, 78-79, n13
Purti!J.Qs, 118
Pure Being, 58, 151, 159, 165, 200, 203,
233, 234
Puru~a. Hindu conception of, 66
Pythagoras, 4, n6, 32, 37, 38, 43, 47, 166,
169
Pythagorean numbers, 7, 47-51, 77, 78
Pythagoreanism, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 45, n5,
47, 49, 51, 84, 127, 179, n3, 189, 191

Qabus ibn Wushmgir, 108, 179
Qa4i-zadah, 279
qlif(cosmic mountain), 265
Qanun (of Ibn Sina), 112, 179, 180, 181,
234
al-Qanun al-mas'ildi (of al-Biruni), 108,
109, Ill, 112, 128
Qaramitah, 29
al-Qa~idat al-'ainiyah (Ode on the Soul),
259-260
Qasim al-surur wa 'ayn al-l)aytit (of alBirlini), 110
Qi~~at al-ghurbat al-gharbiyah (Tale of
the Occidental Exile), 278
Qiytim al-anj fi wasaf al-samti' (of Ibn
Sina), 178
qiytimat al-qiytimah ("Last Day"), 80
Qorbani, A., 110, n14
Quadrivium, 41, 48, Ill
al-Qunawi, $adr al-Din, 13, n29, 15, n35,
195, n53, 196
Quran, 2n, 5-8 passim, 10, n23, 32, 39, 51,
76, 112, 114, 141, 143, 148, n43, 180,
184, 211, 212, 258
Qutb al-Oin al-Shirazi, 182, 195, n53
Ramac,lan, 35
Rasa' if. See Epistles of the lkhwan al-$afa'
Rashid al-Din Fa41allah, 16, n37
Rational soul, I 00
al-Razi. See Fakhr al-Oin ai-Razi
al-Razi, Mul)ammad ibn Zakariyya', 109,
111,115,166, 170, 171,247, n40; Fi'i/m
al-iltihi, 109
al-Razi, Shahrdan ibn Abi'l-Khair: Kitab
rawrjat al-munajjimin, 112
Renaissance, 188, 226
Rhazes. See al-Razi, Mul;lammad ibn
Zakariyya'
Ri4a, Imam, 14
Ristilah fi' 1-•ishq (Treatise on Love), 181,
261-262,263
Ristilat al-'ishq (of Ibn Sina), 194
Ristilat al-jtimi'ah (of lkhwan al-$afa'),
25-104
Ristilat al-kiya ( oflbn Sina), 189
al-Ristilat al-nairilziyah (of Ibn Sinii), 181,
189, 209, 2ll
Ristilat al-tair (Treatise of the Bird), 181,
194, 263, nl, 265, 273, 278
Ristilat al-wujiid (Treatise on Being), 20
al-Rzil) (Universal Spirit), 153, 159
al-rzil) al-qudsi (Sacred Spirit), 207
Ruska, Julius, 14, n31
Sabaeans, 12, 29, 117
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Sabziwari, l;lajji Mulhi Hadi, 182,187-188,
n26; Shar/:1-i manpimah, 183, n13
Sacred Spirit, 207
Sadr al-Din al-Shirazi. See Mu!Hi Sadra
Safa, Dhabil)allah, 190
Safavid, 19, 279
Saffarid dynasty, 16
Sa/timan wa Absiil (of Ibn Sina), 181, 263,
n1, 265-266, 274
salik (travelt"r), 264, 265, 267
sa!ikun ('"The Path"), 195
Sarna' a1-Dawlah, 179
Samanid dynasty, 16. 177
Samarqand, 279
~iini'ah (production), I 02
Sanskrit, 8, I 2
sapientia, 168, n4, 234, 277
Sarton, G., 29, 132, nl, 147, n39
Sassanid, 190
Sayyid a1-'U1ama' Abu'1-Mal)amid ibn
Mas'ud ibn a1-Zaki a1-Ghaznawi: Kifayat al-tcdim fi ~ina' at al-tanjim, 112
Schoy, 132, nl
Schuon, F., 18, n4l; Gnosis, Divine Wisdom, 3, n3, 47-48; Stations of Wisdom,
3, n3
scientia, 168, n4, 277
Secondary Matter, 58
Seljuqs, 17
Semites, 192
Semitic nomads, 6, 7, 9, n18
sensus communis, l 02, 250, 270
Shabistari, Mai)mud, 196, 251, n49;
Gulshan-i riiz, l 05, 158
ai-Shiifi'i, 112
Shahiidah, 5, 214
al-Shahrazuri, Shams al-Oin Mui)ammad,
25, 177, n1: Nu:Jrat al-arwii/:1 wa rawtjat
al-afrii/:1, 25
al-Shahrastani, 220
Shaikh al-ishriiq. Sec Suhrawardi, Shaikh
al-ishriiq
al-Shaikh al-Ra'is. See Avicenna
Shamalghiini al-Kufi, 13
Shams al-Dawlah, 179
Sharaf al-Oin Mui).ammad ibn Mas'ud
ibn M ui)ammad al-Mas'udi: Jahiin-i
danish, I 12
al-Sha'rani, 'Abd al-Wahhab: Kitab alyawaqit, 13, n28
Shari; al-ishiiriit (of Na~ir al-Din al-Tusi),
183, nl3, 220, n22
Shari'ah (Sacred Law), 18, 21, 33, n39, 35,
43, 65, 92, 181
sharikiira, 122. n I
Sha{/;liyiit (of Baqlil, 50, n25
shawq (yearning), 53, 54
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a!-Shifa' (The Book of the Remedy), 179,
180, 181, 183, 185-186, n22, 187, 189,
195, n52, 196, 203, n18, 244, 247, 271,
n23
Shi'ism, 14-16, 17-19, 28, 29, 35, 114, 182,
183
Shi'ites, 9, 15, 17, 19, 36, 37, 38, n6l, 51,
83, 114, 117, 275
shirk (polytheism), I 0
Shukh Shi'i, 26
al-Sijistani, Abu Ya'qub: Kashf al-mabjub, 209, n36
al-Sijzi, Abu Sa'id ibn 'Abd al-Jalil, 13
silsilah (spiritual chain), 193
al-Simniini, 'ALl' al-Dawlah, 194
Sinddhanta, Ill
Sindhind, tables of, 80
Slavs, 254-255, n61
Socrates, 32, 34
Solomon, Prophet, 38-39, n62, 268
Soul, 100, 102-103; Avicenna's concept of,
200, 203-205, 207, 210, 211, 229, 236,
237,238, 243, 268; see also Animal soul;
Heavenly soul; Rational soul; Vegetative soul; Universal soul; World soul
Stagirite. See Aristotle
Statics, 215
stoichos (base or support), 62
Sufis, 2, 9, 12, 13, 20, 21, 31, 98, n6, 114,
117,163,166,191-195 passim,202, 210,
n37, 275, 276, 278
Sufism, 5, 10, 13, n28, 18, 19, 21, 32, 34,
36, 53, 115, 138, 158, 162, 185, 196,
230, 257, n7l
Suhrawardi, Shaikh al-ishraq, 2, 33, 182,
190-195 passim, 263, 278, 279
al-Suhrawardi, Shihab al-Din, l8ln; lfikmat al-ishriiq, 175
Sunni, 9, 14-19. 28, 37, 83, 98, n6, 11,.4,
182, 229-230
suri (formal), 230
Symbolism, numerical, 44
Syriac, 8, 12
{ab', 8, 9
al-Tabari, 118
Tabaristan, 87
{abi'ah (nature), 8, 9, 52,209, 210,216,218
al-{abi'at al-kulliyah (Universal Nature),
159, 205
{abi'iyah (natural), 256
{abi'iyat (natural philosophy), 187-188,
n26, 195, n52
ta'bir (oneiromancy), 215
Taha I:Iusain, 12, n25
Tiihir Dhu'I-Yaminain, 16
Tiihirid dynasty, 16
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Taj al-Mulk, 179
tajal/i (theophany), 213
tajrid (catharsis), 185
takhayyul (imagination), 250
Ta'limiyun, 20
Talisman, 43, 90-91, n51
talismiit (natural magic), 215
tamiim (completeness), 53
Tamir, 'A., 27, 37, n54
tanzih (transcendence), 9
Taqawi, Na~rallah, 194
Tariqah (the Way), 18
ta:jawwuf, 13, n28, 20, 25, nl, 31, 36, 41,
51, 67, 114, 182, 188, 191-196 passim
tashbih (symbolism), 10
Tatimmah :jiwiin al-l;ikmah (of al-Baihaqi),
107, n3, 177, n1
al-tawl;id (idea of Unity), 4, 7, 67, 279
al-Tawbidi, Abu I:Iayyan, 13, 25, 26, 28,
n15, 185-186, n22, 278; Kitiib al-imtii',
29
ta'wil (symbolic interpretation), 36, 51, 56,
n49, 117, 182, 268
al-Tawiisi, Ya'qiib ibn Mu(Jammad, 211,
n40
Tenth Intellect, 203, 239, 241, 268
Tenth Intelligence. See Tenth Intellect
Thabit ibn Qurrah, 49, nl8
Theology, 42, 66, 136
Theology of Aristotle, commentary on by
Ibn Sina, 199, n7, 204
Theurgy, 271
Tibawi, A. L., 27, 32
tibb (medicine), 215
Tihamah, 87
al-Tirmidhi, I:Iakim, 278; Nawiidir al-u:jul,
13
Torah, 39, 117
Transcendent Cause, 229-230, 231
Transoxiana, 16, 177
Turkish language, 36
al-Tiisi. See Na~ir al-Oin a!-Tiisi
Twelve-Imam Shi'ism, 182
Ulugh Beg, 279
'Umar ibn al-Khattab, 112
Umayyads, 14
Unity, 4, 7, 67, 279, 281
Universal Cause, 231
Universal Element, 205, 206
Universal Existence, 234
Universal Intellect, 51, 52-53, 55-56
Universal Man, 66-68, 163
Universal Matter, 59

Universal Nature, 153, 159, 204-205, 218
Universal Soul, 46, n12, 51-54, 56-65
passim, 67-68, 71, 72, 75, 81, 88, 89, 90,
n51,92,97, 98,207,226
Universal Spirit, 153, 159
al-'un:jur al-ku/1 (Universal Element), 205
Upanishads, 193
al-Urjuzah fi'l-tibb (Poem on Medicine),
181
Urmuzdyiir wa mihryiir (of ai-Biriini), 110
usfuqus (sphere of the elements), 62
'Uyun al-l;ikmah (Fountains of Wisdom),
180
Vajda, G., 198-199, n6
Validi Togan, A. Z., 117, n2
Vedanta, 109
Vegetative soul, 100,217, 248
vestigia Dei ("vestiges of God"), 74
Vis Natura/is (creative power of nature),
122
wal;dat al-wujud (Unity of Being), 5, 202
wahm (apprehension), 250, 260
wiijib (necessary), 198
wiijib al-wujud (Necessary Being), 198
West, the: philosophy in, 184-185, 189;
scholars from, 192
Wiedemann, E., 132, n1
William of Auvergne, 185
Witchcraft, 148-149
Wolfson, H. A., 216, n9
World Soul, 49,248-251, 261, 277, 280
wujud (being), 46, 53, 198

Ya(Jya ibn 'Adi, 12
Ya'qiib ibn Laith, 16
Yaqiit, 110; Mu'jam al-buldiin, 112
The Yemen, 26, 38, n60
Yemenites, 36, n53, 38
Yoga sutras of Pataiijali (of al-Biriini),
110
Yii, first magic square of, 211
Yugas, 138
Yiisuf 'Ali A., 148
Zaid ibn al-Rifa'i, 25
zamharir (middle layer), 85, 86
al-Zarqali, Abii Isbaq, 13
Zeno, 171, nll, 221,222
Zodiac,39,51,n26,61,n 66,62, 76-83,97,
100, 119, 134, 137, 151-159,208
Zoology, 41
Zoroastrian symbols, 191
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